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ABSTRACT 

This study examines how well the senior leadership of the Royal Canadian Navy 

rnanaged the personnel component of its post-World War II expansion fiom 1945 to 1964. It 

challenges the popular myth that the Royal Canadian Navy (RCN) experienced a "golden 

age" during this period because of the persisteme of hadequate pe r so~e l  policies and poor 

manpower management that negatively affecte- the operationa1 capability of the fleet. 

The two themes ofthe postwar period are the effort of the Royal Canadian Navy to build 

the fleet and the challenge of producing trained personnel in sufEcient numbers to man the ships. 

AAer demobilization, the navy had virtually to be rebuilt. Canada joined NATO in 1949, and the 

RCN assumed a heavy CO rnmitment to anti-submarine warfhre (ASW) that &ove expansion. In 

its zeal to be a strong alliance partner the RCN was over£omrnitted fiom the outset through its 

opa-aded policy of providing as many ad-submarine escorts as possible. Overmrnmitment, 

ûyhg to man too rnany ships with too fw train4 personnel, immediately became the major 

fàctor affecting personnel policy. 

The study shows that the Royal Canadian Navy was relatively successfùl in achieving its 

goal of providing the maximum number of ASW escorts possible but that overcornrnitment 

constantly outstripped manning resources and defeated an hadequate personnel management 

system Tiistabiiity in shipsf companies became chronic. The navy continually feu short in its 

training and manning requirements which lowered fleet operational readiness. The deliberate over- 

cornmitment in the ratio of ships to trained personnel replicated in many respects the problems 

that the navy had experïenced during the Second World War. Personnel shortaga, particularly in 

trained tradesrnen, resuIted fiom structural and morale problems created by policy decisions. The 
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Commander Tony German wrote, "The tight little navy of 20,000 men and women 

stood on its own merits in 1964, ruming at full stride and with the very b a t  and it capably 

represented its country's interests on the international stage."' These stirring words in the best- 

selling monograph, The Seo 1s At Our Gates, purport to describe the Royal Canadian Navy 

(RCN) at the pinnacle of its postwar power and glory. The myth that the RCN experienced a 

"golden age" during the 1950's and early 1960's prevails in the public domain and is well 

entrenched in Canadian naval lare. However, this vaunted notion of the Royal Canadian Navy 

fblfilling its quest of "The True Glory" is contradicted by contemporary interna1 reports and 

documents. These speak of many Cornmanding Officers lacking confidence in the fighting 

effectiveness of their ships' cornpanies, rampant personnel insta bility , large-scale s hortages of 

trained officers and men, wide-spread morale problems, poor maintenance of ships, and a 

primary gun considered undependable in war.* It is also a matter of record that in December 

1964, the navy's capability to man ail its east coast ships collapsed. This occurred after 

narrowly averting a collapse the previous year. There is obviously a contradiction behveen 

German's popular utterpretation, which stands unchallenged in the public domain, and the 

evidence in the historical files of the Royal Canadian Navy. This dichotomy poses serious 

questions and doubts about the effectiveneçs of the postwar RCN and its policies, particularly 

those goveming personnel. 

This study of the rise and fa11 of the postwar Royal Canadian Navy is an adventure, a 

voyage of discovery into uncharted waters. It is the fkst scholarly examination of post-Second 

World War Canadian naval policy, focusing on the crucial issues of personnel planning and 

manpower management. No matter how good the machinery and how advanced the technology, 

without sufficient nurnbers of officers, chiefs and petty officers, and ratings, who are well 



trained and motivated, no navy can be truly efficient and combat ready. The whole history of 

the RCN since its founding in 1 9 1 0, is a study of extrernes.' In the 1st  twenty years there have 

been exhaustive studies on the history of the Canadian navy pre-1945, particularly on its 

performance in the Battle of the Atlantic in World War II. WhiIe not the objective of scholars, 

many of the cherished myths and traditions have been challengeci or shattered incidentally by 

systematic analysis of the evidence. Such is the case with this shrdy. The postwar navy ako has 

its share of myths, the most powerful being that 1960 marked the pinnacle of strength, 

efficiency and effectiveness of the 1 s t  "golden age" of the RCN. The myth maintains that the 

world's most proficient ASW force was dismantied and the navy destroyed by Paul Hellyer's ill- 

conceived integration and unification policies. 

Failed policies and inept management suggest a failure by the senior administration. 

The navy is an archetypical organization where, just as in civitian business and industry, 

administrative policy is developed and implemented by a small executive body of senior 

officers. Any study of policy and the decision-making process must focus on this senior 

leadership group. From 1945 to 1964, manpower and personnel policy in the Royal Canadian 

Navy was developed and implemented by the Naval Board under the direction of its chainnan, 

the C hief of the Naval Staff. The Naval Board had its own corporate culture that evoIved fiom 

its indoctrination in the organization, culture, customs and traditions of the Royal Navy (EW), 

that sustained the completeiy dependent RCN during the prewar years. The wartirne successes 

enjoyed, and honours shared by the small cohort of permanent force RCN officers who were 

preordained to administer the postwar navy reinforceci their conviction as to the superiority of 

theû cu l t~ r e .~  This unique culture was a dominant characteristic of the Naval Board. It greatly 

influenced the way the RCN was administered and dealt with the complex issues that it faced 

fiom the end of the last war until the senior administration of the Canadian Armed Forces was 



integrated in 1964. The tirneirame for this study will be the postwar Iife of the Naval Board, 

fkom 1945 to July 2964, with an abbreviated preliminary review of the prewar and wartime 

origins of the "family navyW- 

The dominant and interdependent themes of the poshivar perbd are the effort by the RCN to 

build the fleet and the challenge of producing trained personnel in sufficient numbers to man the ships 

brought rapidly into c o ~ i o n .  Given the wom out and obsolescent state of the fleet at war's end 

and precipitous demobilization of "hostilities only" personnel, the navy had virtualiy to be rebuilt, The 

cornmitment to NATO provided both the incentive and rationale for expansion. It wilI be argued that 

m its exceptional m l  to be a strong aIIiance partner, and coùicidentally to build a substantial 

permanent navy, the RCN was over-comrnitted frorn the outset through adoption of an open-ended 

policy to provide as many anti-submarine escorts as possible to NATO. Over-coIIlfnitrnent, hyhg to 

man too many ships with too few t r a h i  personmi, immediately became the major factor affècting 

personnel policy. This dernand created an environment of ïnstabiIïty in ship's cornparies that 

eventually became chronic. htability worked lEke dry rot aga& f let  operational effectiveness. 

The simplest description of the objective of the RCN's personnel poücy was to man all ships 

in commission at the right time with the presm'bed complement (number) of officers and men 

possessing the required skills and training in order to maintain an operationaliy effective fieet. Thee 

was also a parauel civilian perso~el  dimension to the policy. With respect to personnel policy and 

the challenge of mambg, the EUX had to create a fûnctional personnel structure. This personne1 

structure had to meet the requirements of a modem navy with rapidly advancing technology, reflect 

an -litanan and better edumted Canadian s i e t y ,  and also satis@ the government's direction to 

integrate its personnel policies with the otha services. The major question that this study will 

examine is how well did the RCN manage the personnel component of its postwar expansion? 



The argument will be presented thaî the RCN was relat~ely successfùl in achievïng its goal 

of providing the maximum number of ASW escorts possible within national constraints posed by 

rnoney and industrial capacity but with the wmequetlce of spiralhg over-cummitment that 

constant@ outstripped available personnel resowces and defeated an inadequate personnel 

management systan The Canadian navy continually feli short in meeting iîs training and maMing 

requirements and this had a direct negative impact on the operational effêctiveness of the fieet. By 

d e i i i t e l y  over-committing itseIf in the ratio of ships to tramed personnel available, the Canadian 

navy replicated in many respects the problans that it had experienced during the Second World War. 

The personnel shortages, largely self-hposed, were bot.  numerical and structural and also had 

qualitative as well as quantitative aspects. The issue of nurnerical shortages in -mpower  might be 

explained away sùnply through govanment imposed ceil'îgs or a tàilure to compete successfully 

wàh outside industry for recniits. 

Deeper investgation wili dernonstrate tbat these shortages, particularly in high quality 

trained tradesmen, resulted fiom structural and morale problems created by interna1 policy decisions. 

This situation was exacerbateci by poor persorne1 planning and management, including a decision to 

stame the training system of sufficiait candidates for higher level technical courses in order to man 

obsolete ships to meet NATO force goals. The long-term negative effect was made worse by an 

~ q t a t , l y  hi& wastage rate of ûained men, particularly af€a their initial engagement. There was 

also a reticence to implement changes in classification and trade structures for officers and men in 

response to contemporary demands and pressures. When sweeping radical changes to the personnel 

structure were Uitroduced simultaneously in 1960, the afready stressai system was overwhelmed. The 

cumulative result of inadequate personnel policies was a shortage of technicians when desperately 

ne&... T b  ultunately led to a coUapse in manning on the east coast in 1964. This study will show 

that although the RCN identified deficiencies respecting the personnel system and structure, it had 



limited success in developing adquate policies for either correcting problems or implementing 

changes. 

Personnel policy will also be used as a vehicle to examine naval policy in general and to 

idenfi@ and discuss the dominant themes, issues and personalities that defined requiremenîs and 

influenced the decision-making process fiom 1945-1964. This k a broad and challenging mandate 

because most decisions respecting naval policy had some impact on personnel matters. Often this was 

not fully appreciated by the decision rnakers, particularly with respect to the impact of acquiring new 

ships and equipment and developmg more operational capability. The principal decision-making 

authonty was the Chief of the Naval Staff (CNS) who was responsible for the administration of the 

RCN. There were six CNSs during the postwar period and each brought his own ideas, personality 

and style of leadership to the office. Their performance varied significantiy. Each CNS will be 

discussed in detaii and his cornpetence as& The C N S  chaired the Naval Bmd, therefore in this 

- - 
topdown examination of the senior admrnistration focus will be on the Naval Board because this 

group presided ova policy development Included will be a socio-cultural study of the prewar cohort 

who dominated the administration of the RCN. How this group ernbraced or resisted change and 

innovation set the pace of progress. Supporthg the Naval Board was a headquarters' staff 

organization responsible for developing and recommending policy and ako for its hnplementation and 

the day-today administration of the navy. The structure, composition and efficiency of this staff 

. . 
system was critical to effective administration Of primary interest are the stafl's, wmposed mainly of 

seamen offim, who dealt with operatioml and personnel policies. It will be demonsiratd that the 

naval culture and minci-set in many ways impeded the development of an efficient stdfsystern 

Finally, the audy will examine civil-military relations, since this had a major influence 

on al1 aspects of naval policy making. There are two issues ofconcem here. The first is how the 

navy either thrived or sufFered under either weak or strong relationships with the govenunent. 



During the period, the RCN was subject to increasing governrnent intervention, particularly in 

demands to adopt standardkation through integration, and a drive for fiscal and structural 

efficiencies. There were ais0 two strong Ministm of National Defence in the postwar period, 

Brooke Claxton (1946-54) and Paul Hellyer (1962-68), whose direction and initiatives had a 

profound influence on naval administrators and policy development. A second but 

complementary issue is the dependency of long-term naval planning on sustained adequate 

fùnding. Navies of the postwar period became increasingly more advanced technologically and 

expensive to build, rnaintain and operate. The personnel component included the demand for 

more highly skilled officers and men to complement the fleet who demanded pay and conditions 

of service commemurate with civilian industry. It will be demonstrnted that the navy, in the 

inmediate postwar years, and, especially near the end of the period, was exposed to conditions 

of extreme budgetary uncertahty. Uncertainty played havoc with long-tenn planning and 

thwarted making improvements to conditions of service which dkectly effêcted welfare and 

morale. This environment of fiscal volatility would have challengeci the most thorough planning 

of a fùlly cornpetent staff. 

The study begins after the rapid demobilization of the Royal Canadian Navy after 

World War II and concludes in 1964, when the senior administration of the navy was absorbed 

in an integrated headquarters under a singIe Chief of Defence Staff. Afier demobilization, the 

RCN contained approximately 3.800 permanent force personnel and a varying number of 

"interbn force" officers and men. By the end of 1946, there were approximately 8,300 of all 

ranks, many indifferently trained, to man and support a remnant fleet of wartime-built and 

mainly obsolete ships.' There were only twelve ships in commission including a light aircraft 

carrier on loan fiom the RN. Two Tribal class destroyers, just wmpleting construction, were 

yet to be commissioned. An additional forty-two ships were in reserve and required 



maintenance. The challenge was daunting and goverment support lacking. The personnel 

ceiling was fiozen at 7,500 and tiinds needed to improve pay and conditions of service were not 

forthcomhg. Morale plummeted culminating in acts of mass insubordination by sailors in ships 

of the fleet d u h g  1949 and a subsequent public inquiry into personnel problems. The RCN 

was rescued corn the peacetirne doldrums by the Cold War when Canada became a charter 

member of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization in 1948. The Korean conflict inaugurated a 

rapid expansion of the RCN almost on the scale of the World War II build up. By 1960, the 

fiftieth anniversary of the RCN, the £leet had risen to sixty-two warships including fourteen 

modem Canadian designed and built St. Laurent class destroyer escorts ODE). Seven more 

DDE's were under construction. The pride of the fleet was the light aircrafl carrier HMCS 

Bonaventure wÏth her m i .  of Banshee jet-fighters and Tracker fued-wing ASW aircraft This 

largest peacetime naval force in Canada's history had a personnel complement of 20,000 of 

whom 49 percent were serving at sea, a statistic in which the senior naval leadership took great 

pnde. Morale of the sailors was touted as hi& The anniversary marked the momentary zenith 

of the RCN. Four years later the size of the fi eet had fallen by haff and manning on the east 

coast had collapsed, necessitating even fiirther reductions. The numerical size of the s howcase 

fleet in 1960, the elegance of the new St. Laurent class ships and irnpressive proportion of men 

serving at sea belied an impending personnel crisis of enormous dimensions reflecting a failure 

of personnel policies and a chronic deficiency in manpower management. 

This study is important because it is the first in depth historical analysis of postwar 

Canadian naval policy. It goes beyond traditional studies that focus on fleet composition and 

weapons, operations and strategy to examine the decision-making process and establishes cause 

and effect relationships between decisions in various areas of naval administration by tracing 

their consequences dom through the chain of command to the level of the ships in the fleet. 



Those areas include personnel, finances, economics as well as acquisition of ships, weapons and 

equipment. Decisions can not be made in a vacuum without examining their full and long-term 

ramifications at al1 levelç The issue of how effectively the postwar RCN was administered has 

not been subjected to comprehensive analysis. The complexity of postwar naval organizations 

demands an integrated analytical approach given the interdependence of component activities. 

Fleet effectiveness is governed by the combined initiatives and activities of naval administration 

of which personnel policy is a primary component The most modern ship will be operationally 

ineffective if it is not fùlly m a ~ e d  by skilled, competent and motivated officers and men. 

Additionally, on yet another level, the interest s h o w  and dedication of govemment to the 

development and attauiment of the goals of naval policy must be consistent and long term. How 

effectively successive Canadian governments did this is equaIly critical to the study of policy 

and personnel. 

The method employed in this study will follow the "new model" for writing 

naval history that prescribes an integrated examination of personnel, administrative, technical, 

economic and financial factors in order to interpret the course of policy making and its 

consequences on the operational readiness of a navjr.6 As Eric Grove has demonstrated in 

Vanguard to Trident: British Naval Policy Since World War 1% navies consist of much more 

than ships, aircrafi, and weapons.' Jon Sumida and David Rosenberg have argued that it is 

necessary to go beyond the style of the core histories of navies, which they define as those of 

Marder, Roskill and Morison that concentrate primarily on strategy and operations, to examine 

the component "black boxes" of a navy's organization such as personnel and admini~tration.~ 

This integrated analytical approach contributes to a broader and better understanding of the 

complex organizations of modem navies and to developing a more accurate assessrnent of their 

overall efficiency and effectiveness. Moreover, these historians believe that any analysis of the 



decision making process must be based on the understanding of the socio-cultural background 

of the decision makers that influence their intellectual actives. 

The historiography of the "new model" integrated approach to naval historical studies 

and writing constitutes a growing body ofwork. The majority of contributors to studies of naval 

personnel and other integrated studies are British or American scholars as rnight be expected. 

Their prirnary focus has been on their national navies but given the close relationship of the 

Royal Canadian Navy to both the Royal Navy and United States Navy (USN), usefùl 

cornparisons can be drawn. While somewhat dated, The Navy of Britain: A Historical Portrait 

by Michael Lewis remauis an indispensable study of the development up to 1948 of the Royal 

Navy as a "living organism" and how its cornponent parts including ships, personnel, 

administration and weapons and tactics contributed to kg As the prewar RCN was a rnirror 

image of its RN progenitor, Lewis provides essential background information. A publication of 

the Navy Records Society, British N d  Docwnents, 1204-I 960, offers a comprehensive 

selection of documents arrangeci by t h e  periods and o r g a n d  under subject heading which 

include personnel, administration, and matérial and weapons.1° There is an excellent 

introductory commentary for each period contributed by an authoritative scholar. Using 

documents for the post-World War II period, a comparison of the personnel problerns 

experienced by the Royal Navy can b e  made with those of the RCN. 

The most important example of a "new model" monograph is Eric Grove's Vangirord to 

Trident. Grove goes well beyond the authors of core histories of the Royal Navy to take 

account of administrative, technical, economic and fmancial as well as personnel factors in his 

examination of the postwar history of the RN. Grove's analysis of personnel probIems that 

directly affectecl fleet efficiency during the early 1950's and at the t h e  of the Suez crisis, 

relates directly on the RCN's experience. Michael Isenberg applies the same methodology, but 



not so successfilly as Grove, to an integrated postwar history of the USN in Shield of the 

Repblic: The United States Navy in an Era of Cold War and Violent Peace, 1945-1962.'' 

Similarly, Isenberg's integrated approach methodology examines the component elernents which 

comprise the complex organization of the postwar USN. The result is a more comprehensive 

analysis of its overall efficiency and effitiveness. The work of both Grove and isenberg suffer 

similarly through lack of access to classified material. This is a problem which presents an 

impediment to histoncal research on many naval subjects in the postwar period. 

There is a growing body of works on more specific subjects related to personnel. A 

study that examines the relationship between the social history of naval personnel in conjunction 

with the social history of their country is Anthony Carew's The Lower De& of the Royal Nrny 

1900-39: Invergordon in ~ e r s ~ e c t i v e . ' ~  Among the issues addressed by Carew are conditions 

of service and financial hardship of RN ratings which were sllnilar to those experienced by 

RCN ratings in the post-World War II period. Manning the New Navy: the DeveZopment of the 

Modern Naval Eniisred Force, 1899-1940 by Frederick Harrod explores the Arnerican 

experience and social dynamics in building a modem technologically oriented navy.13 This work 

helps to understand why the RCN hierarchy had so much difficuity relating to the desires and 

expectations of recruits taken fiom postwar North American society. 

A work that provides insight on the cultural and intellectual development of the United 

States Navfs offices' corps, with which interesting comparisons can be made to the RCN's 

experience, is Michael Vlahos' The Blue S w o d  the Naval War CoZZege and the American 

Mission, 1919-1941.'~ This should be read in conjunction with Sacred Vessels: The Cult of the 

Battleship and the Rise of the US. Navy by Robert O 'Co~e l l  that explores the development of 

the mind-set of a "big ship" navy in the USN which also dominated RCN thinking in the 

immediate postwar period.Is Donald Schuman's Education of a Navy: The Development of 



British NmaZ Stmtegic Thought, 1867-1914 has yet to be superseded as a primer on how 

senior naval officers think and why anti-intelkctualism prevailed in the RN tradition. I6 James 

Goldrick has written some very usefbl articles that compare the development of the Royal 

Australian Navy (RAN) with the RCN, having the same Royal Navy roots. He has explored in 

particular the striking similariiy between the two small pools of regular force officers fiom 

which the senior leadership was drawn. Goldrick argues that Iimited numbers made any sort of 

quality control impossible. The major difference was that Canada did not turn to the RN as a 

source of experienced senior officers as did ~ustralia." 

An important study tbat examines the evolution of the administration and headquarters 

of the Royal Navy is N.A.M Rodger's The ~dmiralty.'' Some parallels can be drawn for the 

evolution of the organization of Naval Service Headquarters in Ottawa and inçights on some 

policies developed by the Naval Board. The RCN continued to draw heavily on the experience 

of the Admiralty if only because it had the administrative ability and staff to conduct 

comprehensive personnel studies. Nevertheless, the influence of the USN grew exponentially 

during the postwar period as can be seen in many of the administrative and organizational 

initiatives of Vice-Admiral HG. DeWolf as CNS. DeWoIf spent three years prior to becoming 

CNS as head of the Canadian Military Mission Ut Washington and became close %ends with 

Admiral Arleigh Burke, Chief of Naval Operations (CNO). Thomas Hone's Power and 

Change, The Administrative History of the qffice of the Chief of Naval Operations, 1946- 

1986 can be read profitably for understanding some of the influences inforrning DeWolfs 

approach as CNS.19 A good o v e ~ e w  of strategy and policies goveming the establishment and 

evolution of SACLANT is containeci in Alliance Strafegy and Navies, The Evolution and 

Smpe of NATO's Maritime Dimension by Robert  ord dan? 



Heretofore, the major focus of historians has k e n  on Royat Canadian Naval operations 

during World War II, and especially the Battle of the Atlantic. Gilbert Tucker's two volumes, 

The Aimal Service of Canada, comtitute the history of the administration and personnel 

management of the RCN up to 1945.'' The second volume, subtitled Activifies On Shore 

During the Second World War, provides a point of departure for this study. Tucker alludes to 

problems in personnel policy and administration without attempting any analysis, which 

probably would not have been allowed by the navy in any case. Joseph SchulFs navy-sponsored, 

popular operational history of the RCN in World War II, the Far Distant Ships. is the standard 

work but not very usefbl as a reference for fbrther research? Marc Milner's North Aflaniic 

Run and The U-Boat Hunters are two scholarly works that examine critically the RCN's role in 

the Battle of the Atlantic. Miiner's ïntegrated analysis enables a cornparison with the RCN's 

operational potential in the postwar period to be made? The Great Navul Battle of Ottawa by 

David Zimmerman also reflects an integrated approach in its analysis of the RCN's difficulty in 

deveIoping high technology during the war. Zimmerman establishes the benchmark for the 

examination of how the Canadian navy performed in this area in the postwar period.z4 Both 

Milner and Zimmerrnan offer important insights on the operation of the RCN's administration 

during the war and the internecine conflicts that occurred. William Pugsley's Saints, Devils and 

Ordinary Seamen offers a prophetic look at personnel problerns facing the postwar RCN as 

well as providing a useful portrait of the wartirne RCNVR sailor? 50 North by Alan Ea~ton, 

an RCN(R) corvette captain in the Battle of the Atlantic, provides a definitive description of the 

effect that shortages of trained personnel have on a ship's operational efficiencymZ6 The 

situation described by Easton was simiIar to that of Comrnanding Onicers of east coast ships 

reported by Commodore M.A. Medland in 1962. 



The work constituting the historiography of the postwar RCN is small and uneven, The 

subject of personnel policy is virtually untouched. There are two short official histories on 

specific subjects, Canadian N'l Operations in Korean Waters. 1950-1955 and A Hisiory of 

Canadian NmaZ Aviation, 1918-1962.~ Some essays on postwar naval subjectç are included in 

the published papers of three naval history conferences sponsored by Maritime Command held 

since 1980. These volumes are RCN in Retrospect, lglO-I968, The RCN in Transition, 19 10- 

1985 and A Nation's N-yr in Quest of Canadian NmaZ ~ h t i t y . ~  The majority of the postwar 

papers focus on policy development and material acquisition, particularly the design and 

construction of the special-purpose St. Laurent class destroyer escorts. There are four papers 

related to personnel but only one, L.C. Audette's "The Lower Deck and the Mainguy Report", 

focuses on personnel issues." Audette's one-sided view of personnel policy and naval 

administration has been unchallenged. It will be examined in depth in this study. William 

Glover's essay, "The RCN: Royal Colonial or Royal Canadian Navy?" is biased towards 

describing the negative aspects of the important but complex relationships between the RCN 

and R N 3 *  The RCN's participation in the Regular Officer Training Plan W P )  at the 

Canadian Service Colleges (CSC) is the subject of Richard Preston's essay "MARCOM 

Education: 1s it a Break with Traditi~n?"~' Preston confines himseif narrowly to ROTP and 

excludes other important oficer entry programmes. The focus, unintended, is elitist suggesting 

that only officets are educated. A bnef overview of the short history of Royal Roads as a naval 

college then bi-service, and subsequently tri-service college is provided by William March's "A 

Canadian Departure: The Evolution of HMCS Royal R o a d ~ . " ~ ~  

An important essay by John Harbron, "The Royal Canadian Navy At Peace, 1945- 

1955: An Uncertain Heritage" published in the Queen's Quarteriy examines and expands on the 

charges made publicly by Commodore James PIomer against the naval hierarchy in September 



1963? These charges ranging from nepotism of the Naval Board to a lack of combat readiness 

in the f l e t  are a matter of public record to which the RCN never responded satisfactorily. 

Harbron, a former RCNVR officer, stands with Audette as a major critic of the RCN's 

reactionary "old guard" who maintained control of the postwar RCN. It was Harbron's 

obviously biased but provocative essay that challenged this author to examine the operation of 

the Naval Board and the RCN's personnel policies. This author, who is a product of the period 

under study and indoctrinated in the culture of the RCN, found himself assuming uncornfortably 

the role of iconoclast as the study progressed. 

Scholarly historical monographs on the RCN in the postwar period are few but the 

number is increasing. One problem has been gaining access to ctassified documents but 

restrictions are being liftai on request as the thirty-year rule cornes into effect. For example in 

1998, the author gained access to information on the Cuban Missile crisis that was not 

available to Peter Haydon earlier. There has been considerable interest shown primariIy by 

political studies scholars in postwar naval policy and strategy following the lead of Joel 

Sokolsky who has written extensively on the RCN in NATO." Sean Mahoney's thesis, "To 

Secure the Command of the Sea': NATO Command Organization and Naval Planning for the 

CoId War at Sea 1945-54," gives a good perspective of NATO's plans and structure and also 

the RCN's role in the allian~e.~' A policy study on f l e t  acquisition by Sharon Hobson, The 

Composition of Canada's Naval Fleet, 1946-1985, addresses broder issues of strate@ 

deve l~~rnen t .~  Commander Peter Haydon's The 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis: Conadian 

Involvement Reconsidered provides a good insight into RCN and RCAF operations during that 

event and a description of the interaction between NSHQ and the operational cornrnander~.~' A 

history of the Canadian submarine service, Through a Canadian Periscope, by Julie Ferguson, 

is light on its survey of the postwar period and the issues pertaining to training submariners and 



manning." Douglas Bland's Chiefi of Defnce contain useful insights on the working of the 

Chiefs of Staff Cornmittee and the personalities invol~ed?~ Additionally, he provides a usefûl 

overview of the results of Claxton's integration initiatives on the development of the cornmittee 

system at National Defence Headquarters. 

Two popular histories by former naval officers are Commander Tony Geman's The 

Sea 1s A ï  Our Gates and Stuart Soward's two-volume work Handi to Flying ~rarions? Both 

works are non-analytical and contain only passing reference to personnel rnatters, German was 

an Executive Branch officer and commanded HMCS Mackenzie dunng the early 1960's and 

Soward was a fixecl-wing carrier pilot. The Sea 1s A t  Our Gares has been widely read and, in 

absence of a scholarly study, stands as the reference work for the history of the RCN in the 

postwar period. Gerrnan's interpretation reflects a Iack of original research and relies heavily on 

secondary sources. His overview of the period 1945-64 is thin, primarily anecdotal and its 

strong bias contributes to the myth of the glory days of the RCN. German glosses over the 

serious personnel problems that existed and does not mention the collapse of mannulg on the 

east Coast in 1964. Soward's "recollective" history of Canadian naval aviation is cornprehensive 

but reIies largely on anecdotal information. His treatrnent of Vice-Admira1 Grant is based 

largely on rumour. His understanding of the policy developrnent of naval aviation wouid have 

been rnuch enhanced by research in the originaI documents. 

The RCN in the postwar period has been the focus of recent unpublished doctoral 

dissertations by two Canadian naval historians. S h a w  Cafferky's "Uncharted Water: The 

Development of the Helicopter Carrying Destroyer in the Post-war Royal Canadian Navy, 

1943-1964" examines the development of naval aviation fiom 1943 to 1964 with particular 

emphasis on the origins of the rotary-wing aircrafk programme and the genesis of the helicopter 

carrying destroyer.41 Michael Hennessy examines the broader issue of Canadian maritime 



policy - both naval and commercial - in "The Rise and Fall of Canadian Maritime Policy, 1939- 

1965: A Study of Navalism and the  tat te-"" Neither dissertation addresses the issue of 

personnel policy or manpower management. A doctoral dissertation in progress by Lieutenant- 

Commander Richard Gimblett on the Far East deployment of HMCS Crescent in 1949, that 

will include an analysis of circumstances surrounding the "incident" onboard of mass 

insubordination by junior ratings. 

Autobiographicai sources are scarce and of varying quality. Rear-Admiral JefEy 

Brock's two-volume mernoir, The Dark Broad Sea and The Thunder and the Sunshine is, as 

Marc Miiner comrnented, "the only mernoir of substance, however fancifui, by an RCN senior 

officer."" Rear-Admiral H. Nelson Lay's Mernoirs of a Mariner requires diligent cross- 

referenciag with other sources in order to be useful." Lay's insights on the social structure of 

the prewar RCN are invaluable but his chronological inaccuracks present a challenge. Rear- 

Admirai Roger Bidwell, Cornmanding Officer Atlantic Coast 1951-57, published his memoirs 

as Random Mernories which cover his 43 years in the RCN. The work fûrnishes an interesting 

but rambling overview of his ~areer.~' Rear-Admirak Kenneth Adams and Frank Houghton left 

unpublished memoirs that are more usefui for the prewar period.* Brooke Claxton's 

unpublished memoirs and papers are an important primary source covering his tenure as MND 

and through to the end of Vice-Admiral Mainguy's terni as CNS." Two important sources are 

unpublished reports by Colonel R. L. Raymont, "The Report on the Organization and 

Procedures Designed to Develop Canadian Defence Policy" and "The Evolution of the Structure 

of the Department of National Defence 1945-68"." Raymont was the Secretary to the Chiefs of 

Staff Cormnittee and his records and autobiographical reflections are excellent sources for both 

the development of naval administration and descriptions of some key personalities involved. Of 

value is Paul Hellyer's Damn the Torpedoes: My Fight to Unzfy Canada's Armed Forces for 



the period 1962 up to the elimination of the Naval ~oard." It must be kept in mind that 

Hellyer's book is an effort to justi@ his draconian approach for implementing his reorganization 

plans, 

Fortunately, there exists in the National Archives of Canada and the Directorate of 

History at National Defence Headquarters a wealth of open documentation on pe r so~e l  policy. 

This includes important studies and reports, both extemal and internai, on a wide range of 

personnel issues- Beginning with the Mainguy Report, the titIe given to the inquiry into the 

"incidents" of m a s  insubordination in 1949, a series of major documents up to 1964 enable the 

researcher to examine the development of personnel policy, study conditions of service and 

morale, and analyse the effect of personne1 decisions on fket eficiency. The author has used 

of oral evidence obtained fiom many of the principal senior decision makers to supplernent 

information obtauied in the official documents and to provide insights and context. 
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TIIE FAMILY NAVY 

"In 1939, we were a 'farnily navyt where we al1 knew each other and were now 
faced with the challenge of going to war." 

Commander Peter Chance, R C N ( R ~ ~  ireci)' 

The search for answers to the development of postwar personnel policy in the RCN 

begins before the Second World War when permanent force officers referred to the seMce as 

the "family navy". nie senior naval oficers' notion of the shape and character of the postwar 

RCN had its origins in the experience and influences of Royal Naval College of Canada 

(RNCC) and matured during the "lean years" of the 1920's and 30's when the tiny navy 

struggled for survival. Richard Hegmann speaks of navies as having "institutional souls" and 

"organizational beliefs" that sustain traditional systems such as force ~truchires.~ This was 

perceived by Brooke Claxton, Muiister of National Defence fiom 1946 to 1954, who 

characterized the RCN senior officers as, "an extra ordinarily homogeneous group".3 The 

paramount objective of preserving the "farnily navy" was passed de manu en manu, fiom hand 

to hand, fiom senior to junior. A strong argument can be made that the officer corps of the 

RCN, particularly the prewar cohort, held the sustainment of the navy, its ships, customs and 

traditions, as a sacred trust. Understanding the depth of this cornmitment is the point of 

departure for achieving comprehension of the motivation of officers of the prewar cohort that 

built and directed the postwar navy. Admira1 Lord Nelson's guiding principle of duty above 

every personal consideration was inculcated deep in every officer in the prewar RCN. 

The wellspring of this tenet was the W C ,  the cradle of the RCN. One officer at 

RNCC, Commander Edward Atcherly Eckersall Nixon, had a profound influence in this regard 

upon the fledgling naval officers placed in his charge.4 Nixon had tramferreci from the RN of 



his own volition and was appointed to the staff of RNCC upon its founding in 19 10, becoming 

its Captain in 1915. Nixon taught cadets the values of loyalty, seif-discipline and persistence. 

He ernphasized the Nelsonian credo of sem*ce above self and kindled a spirit of camaraderie in 

the "band of brother~"~ who would lead the RCN until 1964. Above all, he instillai in thern 

these requirements of a naval Officer, "To be an officer you must be a searnan and to be a good 

officer you must be a gentleman"." Rear-Admiral Ken Adams wrote of the strict professional 

focus of their training, "In our academic work there was no relationship with other educational 

institutions. We were being prepared to be naval officers and nothing else."' Six future Chiefs 

of the Navd Staff had Commander Nixon as their mentor and the RNCC experience as a 

common point of reference throughout thek care~rs.~ Their credo M'ght best be expressed as a 

variation on Nelson's signal before the Battle of Trafalgar, 'The RCN expects that every man 

wiII do his duty." 

Circumstances determine4 that the architects of the postwar wvy would be "a 

homogeneous group." Term mates fiom the RNCC joined in their early-teens and grew up 

together. They followed the same career patterns and did al1 their courses together with the RN, 

which reinforced their persona1 relationships. Representative were Harry DeWolç Nelson Lay, 

Jack Knowlton and Bill Porteous, al1 graduates fkom RNCC in 1921. DeWolf and Lay joined 

the Executive Branch and Knowlton and Porteous becarne ~uguieers.~ Lay and DeWolf enjoyed 

remarkably similar careers. They spent their leisure time and vacations together and moved in 

the same social circle.1° They had their first commands concurrent@ during the war then moved 

to complementary jobs as Directors of Plans and Operations respectively at Naval Service 

Headquarters (NSHQ). DeWolf s outstanding war record and Lay's falling out with Brooke 

Claxton, to be discussed later, moved DeWolf s career along faster after they both had reached 

the rank of Captain. When DeWolf became CNS as a Vice-Admira1 Ui 1956, Lay served as his 



Vice Chief as a Rear-Admiral. Knowlton's and Porteous's aîicers as Engineer Officers also 

coincided. Knowlton was promoted to Rem-Admiral in 1949 and was appointed to the Naval 

Board as the Chief of the Naval Technical SeMces (CNTS). He was relieved by Porteous in 

1956 when he retired. 

At the beginning of the World War 11, 60 of 148 graduates of the RNCC were still 

serving and they provideci the nucleus for the rapid expansion of the navy.ll Rear-Admiral 

Patrick Brock, RN, observed, "1 subrnit that Canadian naval development [during the war] 

could not have proceeded so successfilly without the officers who had seen the RCN through 

the Iean years and also owed so very much to Commander ~ixon." '~  Brock was a Canadian and 

a graduate of the RNCC who was obliged to transfer to the RN in search of a career when he 

was shut out of the RCN afkr the RNCC was closed owhg to government budget cuts in 1921. 

The revered Commander Nixon died three years after the naval college was closed and many 

graduates blamed this as the cause of his untimely deathI3 On the political decision to "destroy 

the College", Rear-Admiral Adams recalled, "We were to regret this stupidity in 1939 when the 

need [for trained officers] was so great.14 Adams had also been shut out but was able to re- 

enroll later. The legacy of both Nixon and the RNCC was the cohort of officers, "the old 

guard"ls, that directeci the RCN until 1960. 

In 1922, the LiberaI government of Mackenzie King made a series of policy decisions 

that severely restricted the navy's funding, forcing the reduction to a few small ships and the 

s hutdown of educational and training establishments. Abandond by the governrnent and 

forgotten by the public during the period between the wars, the RCN was obliged to survive as 

best it could. Lacking resources of its own, the Canadian Navy was compelled to become a 

ward of the RN. It was govemed, as it had been since its inception in 1920, by King's 

Regulations and Admiralty Instructions (KR. and AS.) promulgated by the British Admiralty 



which in some places contravened Canadian law.I6 Negiect simply reinforceci this British 

orientation and the RCN easily settled into the role of an appendage of the Royal Navy. 

As a consequence, the RCN became separated fiom poIitical, educational and societal 

influences that are essential to foster the normal and healthy development of national 

characteristics in a rnilitary force. The RN provided al1 advanced training for Canadian naval 

p e r s o ~ e l  and positions in ships for Canadian officers to gain vital sea-going experience. From 

1922 to 1939, the RN was the primary source of basic level training and education for al1 

officers entering the RCN permanent force. Given the long association with the RN, it is hardly 

surprishg that RCN personnel, officen in particular, would be steeped in the Royal Navy's 

doctrine, culture and its heroic tradition of ~ e l s o a l ~  There were djstinct professional 

disadvantages in this continued adjunct status because a Canadian officer could aspire to 

command ody a destroyer, or possibly a cruiser, in the RN. However, career progression in 

Canada was even more limited- As a consequence some Canadians, such as Patrick Brock, used 

the RCN as a "backdoor" to transfer to the RN. 

Doctrinally, the influence of the RN during the inter-war period was absolute in that the 

RCN officers became thoroughly imbued with the credo of offensive action. The RN had 

convinced itself that the submarine had been mastered after the First World War and that 

surface raiders would present the primary threat in the future.18 As late as 1937, the Naval Staff 

of the Admiralty decreed, "[TJhe submarine would never again be able to present us with the 

problem we faced in 19 1 7."19 The doctrinal emphasis was on surface warfare operations based 

on battleships and cruisers with fast destroyers providing escort Officers seekhg good careers 

and sound promotion prospects aïmed for "big ship" employment and experience. Anti- 

submarine warfare (ASW) was considered to be a bachater? The RCN assumed this 

orientation without question and its training, rnodest ship acquisition programme and inter-war 



exercises with the Commander in Chief, Amencan and West Indies Squadron (ChC, A&WI) 

focused on surface warfare." As a result, the senior officers who would direct the RCN during 

the war were professionally and psychologically unprepared for ASW and the convoy escort 

role? Permanent force officers sought employment in destroyers or cruisers ernployed in 

surface warfare in preference to convoy operatiom. In the postwar period, there was an 

inclination to revert to form. Senior officers of the prewar generation showed a preference for 

practicing torpedo aîtacks by destroyers as opposed to more mundane ASW exercises? 

By default, RN policy dictated the form and content of the professional and character 

development of RCN officers. What rnight be happening to these Canadian naval personnel, the 

training and experience they were receiving, or where they might be serving received scant 

attention £tom either the government or the public. Once they were delivered into the han& of 

the Admiralty, they disappeared Rom view as well as control. While Canadian govemment 

policy rnight state no involvement in British irnperial rnilitary initiatives without the consent of 

Parliament, practically this could not be enforced for RCN personnel serving in RN ships 

throughout the empire. This was graphically demonstrated by rather ironic circumtances 

during the Chanak affair in 1922. In response to an invitation by Lloyd George to participate in 

a military demonstration against Turkey, Prime Minister Mackenzie King was quick to respond 

with a policy of non-involvement by Canadians in irnperial adventured4 Unbeknown to King 

his nephew, Horatio Nelson Lay, an RCN midshipman, was serving in an RN ship that was 

patrolling in the Chanak area.= Other examples fürther demonstrate the contradiction. Also in 

the 1920's, a fbture Chief of the Naval Staff, Lieutenant Commander (later Vice-Admual) H.E. 

"Rastus" Reid cornmanded an RN destroyer, HMS Sepoy, on the China Station and was 

involved in imperial policing a~tivities.2~ Later, in 1936, another Canadian Midshipman, David 

Groos, served in HMS Shropshire operating in Spanish waters during the civil war as a 



guarantor of British interestsSn At the same time, Commander L.W. Murray, RCN, (later Rear- 

Admira1 and Commander-in-ChieF Canadian North West Atlantic (CinC, CNA)), was sewing 

in the Operations Division of the British Admiralty and was actively involved in directing the 

depioyment of RN ships? Occ~ionaIIy, Royal Canadian Navy ships also participatecl in 

imperial interventions, "gunboat diplornacyn by any other name. The most notable was to 

support British interests during a crisis in San Salvador in 1932." 

That indocûination to Royal Naval standards would be complete is hardly surprising 

whether it be in professional matters or in broader terms of aîîitudes towards naval or imperial 

policy. The complete immersion of young Canadians in British and Royal Naval culture for 

lengthy periods would have a lasting effect. Officers of the RCN would not perceive a 

difference behveen "imperialism" and "nationalism" given the influences at work in their 

development. Pride in empire and a strong identification as being British while being Canadian 

was also a strong sentiment felt in many parts of Canadian society? In English-speaking 

Canada there existed a contiming sense of cultural dependence on Britain and this was merely 

accentuated in the RCN. Moreuver, it could be expected that this cultural dependence in the 

Canadian navy would persist as long as there remained an appreciable dependence upon the RN 

and Great Bntain for training and as a source of ships and equipment? 

While there was nominal professional equality while serving with the RN, on a personal 

Ievel the reIationships between RCN and RN personnel could be straind. Many Canadian 

officers experienced superior and condescending attitudes towards them as cbcolonials" or 

"black troops"." This was most prevalent d u ~ g  training as midshipman in RN cruisers. On 

occasions, young Canadians would have- to mort to physical means of persuasion to wrest 

respect nom overbearing British ~ontem~oraries? While not comrnon, this problem persisteci 

and later senior Canadian officers, well known in the RN, reporteci having had difficult 



experiences. ViceAdmiral Harry DeWolf remembered the tongue-lashing he received as a 

Commander during the war, while in command of HMCS Haida. A senior Royal Naval oficer 

singleci DeWolf out for verbal abuse for no better reason than he was not RN? 

The most celebrated example of this antipathy was an altercation that occurred during 

the early days of the war between then Captain H.E. Reid, Comrnanding Officer Atlantic Coast 

(COAC), and Rear Admira1 L.E. Holland, RN, Commander of the Third Battle Squadron (Cdr, 

3rd BS) based in Halifax, A dispute over local command and control responsibilities escalated 

to the highest level requiring persona1 intervent ion by both Vice-Admiral Percy NeIIes, CNS, 

and Norman Rogers, the Minister of National ~efence." On constitutional grounds, Admira1 

Dudley Pound, the First Sea Lord, was obliged to accept the compromise o-red by Nelles and 

directed Rear-Admiral Holland to remove his flag to a commissioned yacht, HMS Seaborn, in 

Halifax harbour, Personal relations between Reid and Holland had been poisoned by derogatory 

remarks made against Reid by the adrniral. HoIland had commented in public sornething to the 

effect that if Reid had been in the RN he wouId not have been promoted above the rank of 

~ieutenant-commander.= Otherwise, a satisfactory solution might have been worked out 

between them on a professional basis. 

The RCN also had to fight for recognition and acceptance by the RN. Rear-Admiral 

Houghton, as a midshipman in the early days of the Canadian navy, rernembered an RN rating 

demeanhg the R.C.N. stamped on his steamer trunk with the remark, "R.C.N. - Royal Catholic 

Navy! Blirney wot are we coming to?"" When the San Salvador incident involving RCN ships 

was discussed in the British House of Cornrnons, the Secretary for Foreign Anairs was unable 

to enlighten members as to the rneaning of "C" in HMCS." Rear-Admiral Victor Brodeur was 

given the nickname "Scotty" as a Lieutenant during his long gunnery course because of  his 

strong French-Canadian accent. Mistaken as Scotch, Brodeur's speech was nearly unintelligible 



to English sa il or^.^^ Brodeur himself represented the cultural dichotomy that existed for he 

dressed like an Englishman and rnarried an Engiish lady." There was, however, no stronger 

voice than Brodeur's promoting the establishment of an independent Canadian comrnand in the 

North Atlantic during the ~ a r . ~ '  

Not surprisingly, the Naval Staffs concept for the postwar navy had a Royal Naval 

ongin. The idea that Canada required a balanced fleet-in-being was articulateci by Admiral Lord 

Jellicoe who was commissioned by the British Goverment to advise the Dominions on naval 

defence after World War 1. Admiral Jellicoe made a recommendation to the Canadian 

government in 19 19 for the acquisition of a "complete and versatile naval force"? The Jellicoe 

Report containeci options for programes to providemval forces for both local and imperial 

defence in the post-World War 1 period. It represented the distillation of the thoughts of what 

Rem-Admiral Fred Crickard would define as the "strate& culture" of the R N U  The plan did 

not coincide with the contemporary Canadian perspective of national naval requirements, 

Finding no support fiom a war-weary public and leery of any imperial cornrnitments, the 

government shelved the report and virtually tumeci its back on a naval programme. Not until the 

Second World War did the RCN fïnd an opportunity to realize its drearn of a substantial 

permanent navy. 

The originator of the policy to build a postwar Davy in tandem with the war effort was 

Rear-Admira1 (later Admiral) Percy ~elles."~elles becarne the Chief of the Naval StaE(CNS) 

in 1934 and held that office through the "lean years" and the war until 1944. He entered the 

RCN with the f i s t  class of midshipmen in 1911, which trained onboard CGS Canada. As a 

junior officer, Nelles had experienced the devastating defence cuts of 1922 by the Mackenzie 

King Liberals that reduced the navy to the point of extinction? Left with what the Conservative 

opposition dubbed a "Five Trawler Navy", the then Director of the Naval 



Commodore Walter Hose, was compelled to implement a survival strategy of reorganizing the 

navy into a "naval reserve force" along the lines of the Canadian militia4' Hose's plan was to 

establish Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve (RCNVR) Divisions across the country 

with the hope of keeping the navy in the public view and thereby developing support. 

The RCN reached its nadir in 1924 when the permanent force shrunk to 67 officers and 

385 ratingsa The Navy continued under severe budget restraints into the 1930's but Hose did 

manage to persuade the government to replace the old worn out destroyers Patriot and 

Pairician.Two new Acasta class destroyers, to be named Saquenay and Skeena, were ordered 

fkom the Thornycroft yards in Great Bribin and were commissioned in 1930 and 193 1 

respectively. While the budgetary climate improvd slowly and modestly, the RCN had to 

defend against sustained attacks by the army both to usurp its autonomy and to absorb it into 

the militia organization. Hose fought determinedly agaînst takeover attempts by Major-General 

"Andy" McNaughton, Chief of the General Staff, who proposed a form of unification under 

army contro1.4~ In 1933, Hose defeated a direct assault by McNaughton to have the navy's 

fùnding reallocated to the army. Hose turned the watch over to Nelles in 1934, during an 

attempt by McNaughton to gain administrative control of the navy. In his debut as CNS, Nelles 

was successful in his counter-attack. He won with the argument based on, "The complete 

dissimilarity of the object of the Navy to that of the other  force^...."^ Nelles' experiences of the 

RCN's precarious circurnstances during the inter-war yean convinceci him that he must secure 

the future of the navy during the war. 

Lack of public and govenunent support during the 1920's and 30's had a devastating 

effect on morale of naval personnel and many found it dificult to continue in the service. The 

dispatch during a training cruise of RCN ships Skeena and Vancouver to San Salvador in 1932 

made headlines that caused a row in parliament. The acrimonious debate over wasting h d s  on 



British imperial ventures prompted the government arbitrady to cut short the training cruise. 

The cruise was to include a transit through the Panama Canal and a link-up with other RCN 

destroyers and RN cruisers for fleet exercises in the Caribbean. The canal fees were suddenly 

declared unavailable by the Minister. Deprived of this valuable training opportunity, Skeena 

and Vancouver were ordered to return directly to Esquimalt. Rear-Admiral Adams recalled the 

impact on morale as a result of the goverment's action: 

On the way North we had time to consider. Was there any future in this way of 
lifef?] Obviously our political masters had little thoughts concerning our 
training and development. Had it not been for the great depression I feel that 
some of us woufd have sought greener pastures. Even though our pay had ben 
cut by 10% we realized that this was better than joining the great ranks of 
unemployed that filled the streets at home. And, al1 of us had the gut feeling 
that sorneday we would be of valuable service to the Country. Then we would 
be appreciated." 

In the postwar period successive Chiefs of the Naval Staff were highly sympathetic to those 

who had experienced the anxiety and uncertainty expressed by Adams. They gave preference in 

promotion to officers of the prewar cohort like Adams who had "stuck with the RCN" on the 

grounds that they deserved "a successfùl career"? 

A s  might be expected, the RCN's trials and tribulations d u ~ g  the inter-war years also 

had the effect of fostering a strong sense of self-preservation and distrust of politicians, the 

Liberals in particular. Rear-Admiral Frank Houghton reflected in his memoirs, "It is certainly 

fair to Say that down the years, the Liberal Govemments have been inunical to the very 

existence of Our Sea ~ e r v i c e " . ~  The naval experience of the inter-war years created a tension 

that worild becorne a continuing feature of relationships between the RCN and goveniment. 

Senior naval officers considered theinselves men of principle dedicated to their service while 

politicians were men of expediency dedicated to winning and holding power." An equilibrium 

prevailed until 1963, largely through the imperatives of the Cold War. Over tirne, mutual 



respect was generated through the process of working together against a cornmon threat. 

Boundaries dcontrol were recognized and respecteci- Changes wrought in the RCN, even as a 

result of the Mainguy inquiry discussed below, were essentially syrnbolic concessions. There 

were no substantial adjustments in the formal administrative power structure; in fact the navy's 

position was made more secure through the National Defence Act of 1950.~' However, latent 

distrust of politicians persisted within the prewar RCN cohort and resurfaced when Paul 

Hellyer became Minister of National ~efence.'~ 

Nelles followed Hose's example in numiring the officer corps of the RCN. He hand- 

picked new officer cadet candidates such as Herbert Rayner for the RCN? There being no 

Canadian naval coilege, these cadets were sent directly for training with the RN. Commodore 

Hose had been "heartsick" at the necessity of paying off ships and closing the naval college 

thereby putting officers out ont0 "ciwy street"." Like Hose, Nelles obviously considered that 

the navy had an obligation to the officers and cadets who had been tumed-out in 1922. He r s  

enroihi those officers he could recover into the permanent force as circumstances pennitted. 

Hugh Pullen and Ken Adams, both later rear-admirais, were amongst the~e.'~ The officer corps, 

so srnail that they were al1 acquainted, took on the characteristics of a large extended farnily. 

Socially as well as professionally they were cliquey and inseparable, compnsing "The 

Regiment" in the words of Rear-Admiral ~ u r r a y ?  The Nelles' elegant Rockcliffe home in 

Ottawa became the center of social activity for the small naval cadre in the nation's capital. 

Mrs. Helen Nelles, a formidable force6', took a strong interest in the social development and, 

later, professional advancement of the prewar cohoh Like a mother hen, she was particularly 

concerned with the welfare of younger unmarried officers. To RCNVR and RCNR officers, this 

favoured group was known, not affectionately, as "Helen's Babies" after the title of a children's 

story book." The designation RCNR, Royal Canadian Naval Reserve, was given to officers 



enrolled with a merchant service background and certification. Offcers emoiied directly fiom 

civilian life or who were serving part t h e  in the Naval Divisions, as was Je- Brock, were 

RCNVR. 

The Canadian naval officers' corps rnatured during the inter-war years in the British 

tradition to become a true "band of brothers". They had al1 corne from remarkably similar 

upper-middle class social backgrounds and the majority had attended private schools run on 

British Public School lines. Because the policy of the navy "was to get them young", most were 

in their early teens and not educated beyond Grade 10. David Zimmerman has demonstrated in 

a statistical analysis that more than one-quarter of permanent RCN wartime officers were 

British bord3 Not surprisingly, many naval officers were fiom British Columbia and Nova 

Scotia where the Royal Navy had had a long association and where strong British influence and 

sentiment persistecL" Of predominantly "WASP" origins, the majority belonged to the Church 

of England ( ~ n ~ l i c a n ) . ~ '  Two important exceptions of French-Canadian origin were Victor 

Brodeur and Rouer R O ~ . ~  G d  political connections were not unusua~.~' As Vice-Admiral 

Collins observed, "... to get into that early navy was elitist in the nicest sense of the word."" 

Also, close familiai connections with Great Britain often existed- In the context of the times, the 

naval officer corps mereIy reflected the n o m  in other elitists groups in English Canadian 

society. Most English Canadians were extrernely proud of their British heritage and, as Finlay 

and Sprague observed, "saw their Canadian citizenship in British term~."~' Many aspiring 

young Canadian professionals and scholars like Lester Pearson sought the highly coveted 

Rhodes scholarship to attend university at ~xford .~ '  The Union Flag flew over the Peace Tower 

in Ottawa. The Britishness of the RCN's officer corps is a question of degree, not emphasis 

when compared to English Canadian society. 



In spite of its strong culture and mores, it would be erroneous to presume that tensions 

or divisive issues did not exist within the prewar officer corps. The structure actually 

contributed to these. After the RN pattern, the RCN officer corps was organized into branches 

of which oniy a member of  the Executive or Seaman Branch could aspire to command and sit, 

with one exception, as a member of the Naval Board. This situation created an Executive 

Branch monopoly over the top appointments. The Engineering Branch covered al1 aspects of 

naval engineering and construction and the Engineer-in-Chief was atso a member of the Naval 

Board. Officers in the Paymasters Branch performed victualling, finance, secretarial and some 

stores fiinctions- They had a weak branch structure inherited ffom the RN and had very lirnited 

career progression owing to the smallness of the bran~h.~'  Civilian bureaucrats did many of the 

stores and commissary fùnctions afler the archaic RN model. Preferring to fil1 permanent 

positions with RCN Executive Branch officers, the navy's policy was to bring in RCNVR 

paymaster officers on a ternporary bais to perform essential hnctions. In the postwar period, 

the branches grew into empires. New branches such as Supply and Electrical sought a new 

power alignment within the structure. Also, a new division emerged between officers of the 

prewar RCN, and RCNR/RCNVR officers who transferred to the permanent force afier 

hostilitiesR 

Promotion in every branch was rigidly based on seniority. Advancement was slow, 

based on the promotion or retirement of the next ahead on the lists. Poor performen were not 

weeded out.n This could create acrimonious relationships behveen seniors, seen to be blocking 

promotion, and ambitious juniors." Some officers employed clever stratagems to gain the 

advantage of just one day's seniorïty over a term mate. The extreme example of this tension 

over promotion, related by Captain E.S. Brand, was the tierce cornpetition between G.C. Jones 

and L.W. ~ u r r a ~ . "  They were term mates in the RNCC class of 191 1 and their career 



cornpetition had important ramifications on service accord. Jones and Murray rose neck and 

neck until separated by one day's seniority on promotion to captain in 1939. Jones managed to 

persuade Rear-Admiral Nelles, then CNS, to gant  him one day's seniority over Murray because 

he had complet& the Imperia1 Defence College course and Murray had not. Murray was, in 

fact, on the course at the tirne. This manoeuvre assured that Jones would become CNS ahead of 

Murray. On their way up, Murray and Jones colIected folfowen who anticipated one or the 

other first attaining the top job. 

The plot, whkh has some farcical dimensions, thickened because early in the war a rift 

occurred between Nelles and Jones, s e h g  as VCNS. Jones, noted for his political a~urnen'~, 

was ambitious and considered Nelles out of date. .He drew some shortcomings in Nelles' 

performance to the attention of the Minister, Angus L. Macdonald. Nelles hitiaily believed that 

Nelson Lay was speakuig to the Minister behind his back? Nelles found out it was actually 

Jones and cut him out out of the decision-making loop. Jones had to mor t  to spying and 

Listening at the keyhole of NeIfes' office to find out what was going o n  Nelles knew this and on 

one occasion, during the course of a private conversion, he tiptoed over and opened the door 

suddenly to Jones' adjoining office and Jones feu in and onto the carpet." On the other hand, 

Murray, the RCN's operational commander, enjoyed Nelles' trust and confidence. Two distinct 

and sometimes hostile camps of supporters emerged in Ottawa and to a certain extent in the 

RCN at large. There was distrust, spying and intrigue at the top echelon, which created a 

difficult professional and social environ~nent.~~ Nelles was fied by Macdonald in 1944, 

ostensibly for not informing him of training and equipment deficieucies in the fleet." He was 

appointai to England as the Senior Canadian Naval Flag Officer (Overseas) but retired in 

chagrin in 1945. He was promoted to full Admirai on the retired k t .  



The story ended on an ironic twist Jones was elevated by Macdonald to the office of 

CNS? Murray's career was scuttled by the Halifax riots. The Kellock Inquiry was estabfished 

to determine the cause of the riots which had occurred on VE Day. Murray protected his juniors 

and took the blarne for their jack of preparationm Jones was notably absent fiom the 

proceediigs and failed to provide any support, even morai, in Murray's defence. It was also 

perceived by L. C. Audette that Murray had been abandoned by certain senior RCN oficers on 

his staff, Captains Miles and ~ibbard." They were the very officers that Murray was 

protecting. Murray resigned before the end of the war, eliminating h i  as a contender for CNS. 

Canada's only commander in a major theater and acknowledged as one of the victors in the 

Battle of the Atlantic abandoned Canada, disill~sioned~ for retirement in ~ n ~ l a n d . ~  Jones died 

of a heart attack early in 1946, wom out by the war and f?om dealing with the political fallout 

fiom the Halifax riots.= This interesthg glimpse into relationships at the higbest level of the 

officer corps suggests the navy while cliquish was also provincial and prone to infighting. 

Relations within the "band of brothers" were not always universally harmonious. 

There was an important social dimension both afloat and ashore in the lives of prewar 

RCN oficers. At sea, life centered on the wardroom with its strict code of customs, traditions 

and dress. Canadian cadets were trained to be thorough gentleman and groomed for their social 

role through service in RN "big ships" with their emphasis on manners and service etiquettemg6 

Ashore, the RCN inherited the esteemed position the RN had previously enjoyed in elite society 

of fiaIifax and The RN officers often introduced the latest fads and fashions fiom 

English society. Canadian naval officers perpetuated the Halifax and Victoria connection with 

British society through their regular postings to Britain for courses and shipboard duty. The 

Company of young available RCN officers was sought by rich and influential families, 

particularly those with daughters of mamageable age. Naval officers were also a rare 



commodity during the 1930's in that they had position, steady jobs and a future." Also, as 

might be expected, a number of officers mamed English wornen. 

Marriages forrned important alliances and coiinections and the ladies took active rotes 

in naval society and f o d  what was virtually a shadow tank structure based on their 

husband's seniority and position." The wife of the captain of a ship was expected to set the 

standard and guide new wives in the ways of the navy." The captain's wife also ofien acted as 

an unofficial link between the ship's dependentsgl and the RCN's social services.92 Otficers' 

wives were integrated into the navat milieu to the extent that those with typing skiils were 

presse. into service as cipher clerks for the most sensitive material in Halifax and Esquimalt 

during the early days of the Second World War to fke officers for other pressing duties? This 

social structure of prewar origins prevailed well into the 1960's but unfortunately space 

prevents more than passing reference to it. 

The huge expansion during the Second World War provided the RCN with a versatile 

national navy. Admiral Sir Michael Demy, RN, remarked that he regarded "...the expansion of 

the Royal Canadian Navy as the finest AUied naval achievement of Hitler's war"? The sheer 

numbers are impressive in themselves. When war was declared on 10 September 1939, the 

Royal Canadian Navy's f le t  consisteci of eleven cornmissioned warships, six of which were 

relatively modem destroyers capable of open ocean operations. A seventh, HMCS Assiniboine, 

was turned over to the RCN by the Royal Navy in October. This srnall destroyer squadron was 

in doctrine, training and appearance virtually an adjunct of the Royal Navy (RN)." The 

permanent force RCN personnel available for mobilization totalled 1990 consisting of 19 1 

officers and 1799 ratings.% At the peak of its expansion, in Apd 1945, the RCN comprised 

404 "ships of war" and 92,529 Canadian Naval ~ersomel." 



From the point of view of advancement the war was good for the RCN in every respect. 

Canadian sailors proved themselves in action Their bravery was recognized through the 

awarding of 1,677 British and foreign de~orations.~~ There were many inspiring individual acts 

of heroism, capped by the exploits of Lieutenant Douglas Hampton Gray, DSC, RCNVR. 

Gray, a pilot servïng in the RN aircraft carrier, HMS Formidable, who sank a Japanese 

destroyer and was posthumously awarded the Victoria Cross - the one Canadian naval V.C. of 

the warSg9 Many officers of the permanent pre-war RCN disîinguished themselves in battle. One 

of the most decorated was Captain Harold Grant (later Vice-Admiral and CNS) who 

commanded three cruisers durhg the war. HMS Enferprise, an RN cruiser comrnanded by 

Grant, with HMS Glasgow, engaged eleven German destroyers sinking three.lm Grant was 

awarded "an immediate" Distinguished Service Order @SO) for that action. Also Mentioned In 

Dispatches (MID) for successes off the coast of France, he was subsequently wounded at the 

bombardrnent of Cherbourg. For his services in the latter engagement, Captain Grant was 

awarded the Amencan Bronze Star ~eda1.l'' Captain Harry DeWolf (later Vice-Admiral and 

CNS) acquitted himself equally well. DeWoIf had a brilliant cornmand in the Tribal class 

destroyer HMC S Haida, winniog both the Dist inguished Service Order and the Dist inguished 

Service Cross (DSC). '~ He won the latter for sinking a U-boat during ASW screening duties in 

support of the Nomandy ~nvasion.'" DeWolf created a role mode1 for future RCN destroyer 

captsiins. Moreover, he had demonstrated unquestionably that the RCN professional was as 

good as any officer in any navy.lW 

The performance of officers like Grant and DeWolf would confirrn in the rninds of the 

officer corps, ownership of the winning tradition in the spirit of Nelson that the RCN had 

inherited through its "adoption7' by the RN? While it might assert its independence for 

professional and national considerations, the RCN proudly shared in the ethos of its RN 



progenitor. SirniIar to the continuity in apostolic succession, the navies of the Commonwealth 

believed that the RN's traditions were entnisted to Britamia's progeny. Brooke Claxton 

remarked on the diaculty of having to deal with these strongly confident officers "who had won 

the ~ a r " . ' ~  Buf Claxton never fathomeû the depth of sentiment associated with 300 years of 

tradition that motivateci Canadian naval officers. lm These traditions predated the founding of 

New France let alone Conféderation. As a general observation, the difficulty of creating 

understanding between politicians and naval offica may be common to western society. 

Secretary of State Henry Stimson once expressed hstration in his failure to change the 

doctrinal thinking of American admirais in the remark, "The United States Navy is like a church 

unto itself and Mahan is its high prophet".'" A culture supported by a long tradition has both 

strengths and weaknesses. Both were manifested in the experïence of the RCN in the postwar 

period. 

The Second World War had a marked impact on the RCN that forced important 

changes in personnel policies and created a new identity. The direction of the postwar navy 

would be detennined by these developments. The defining characteristic of the RCN during the 

war is that it was ovenvhelmingly a "citizens' navy".'" The vast majority of personnel, officers 

and ratings, were enrolled into the Royal Canadian Naval Volunteer Reserve (RCNVR) through 

the reserve divisions situated across Canada, The Naval Historian reported that in January 

1945 when 87,141 officers and men were enrolled, approximately 78,000 belonged to the 

R C W  5,300 to the RCNR, and 4,384 to the RCN."' The enrollment and training processes 

for both officers and ratings of the three groups are discussed in detail in the official hi~tory.~" 

With respect to these divisions, Hal Lawrence argued that at the beginning of the war Canada 

had three navies, the RCN, RCNVR and RCNR. He observed, "The patent difEerence between 

the three was exaggerated by the condescending attitude of the 'Regularsq- the RCN -who 



behaved like members of an exclusive club that had been forced to open its doors to a ragtag 

and bob-tail not previously e~i~ible.""~ Another observer, James Lamb, remarked forcefully 

that, "The divisions between the two navies [RCN and RCNVR] was surprisingly complete and 

clear cut.""' Moreover, Lamb suggested that it was mainly RCNVR amateurs that fought the 

war at sea while the RCN peacetime professionals held down management and administrative 

positions ashore, an opinion that Je- Brock ako shared.'14 Lamb goes so far as to argue that 

there was deliberate segregation between roies given the RCNV£URCNR and RCN at sea. The 

RCN got the plumb tasks in new destroyers while the reservists were given the corvettes and the 

dirtiest job, convoy duty against the U-boatd l5 

The evidence is inconclusive that the RCN maintaineci a deliberate policy of segregating 

the reservïsts until the end of the war. Brock stated that little consideration was given to 

tramferring RCNVR or RCNR officers to the permanent force untiI afier hostilities and Gilbert 

Tucker infers there were no transfers.'16 David Zimmerman has demonstrateci that the 

permanent RCN officer corps doubled in size during the war including transfers from both the 

RCNVR and RCNR."' Enrollment for ratings into the permanent force was stopped in June 

1941 when it was determined that the recruits were, "iderior mentally and physically to the 

RCNVR re~ruit.""~ Zirnmerman noted that most of the RCNVR officers had some university 

level education, Direct entry recruiting for the permanent force was resumed in May 1944. 

Recruits entering the RCNVR were eligibte to transfer to the RCN after a probationary p e n d  

but the number of reserve ratings who transferred to the RCN was kept to a minimum. lig In the 

opinion of former RCNVR and RCNR officers who were eventually successfil in transfemng 

to the RCN, the "old guard" RCN were loath to accept reservists and made no bones about it.'" 

Whether or not this was the case, it became an absolute necessity in order to build the large 

postwar navy. 



The imperatives of wartime forced important changes in the training of RCNVR 

ofEicers. Initially they were enrolled directly as officers and sent to sea after about three months 

of professional training. There were exceptions such as the science graduates recruited directly 

fiom Canadian universities specifically for service with the RN as radar officers. These officers 

rewived one week professional training and five weeks techniml training before being sent to 

duty in RN capital ~ h i ~ s . ' ~ '  Advancing technology demanded that the training period for 

RCNM( Executive Branch officers be lengthmxi and the emphasis placed on Ieaming weapons 

systems as opposed to drilI and naval tradition. Additionally, by 1943, the Canadian navy 

adopted the RN system of selecting RCNVR officer candidates exclusively fiom the lower deck. 

The uniformfy high standard of education of the RCNVR recruits permitte- this. As a result, a 

very dzerent sort of RCNVR officer emerged who contrastai starkly wÏth his RCN 

counterpart. Gilbert Tucker remarked of the clifFerence wrought by wartime circumstances. 

It was not possible to produce an IpCNVR] officer who by cornpanson with 
his men was a distinct social type, That was done more easily in the RN, 
especially in the permanent force, since the well-educated Englishman is still in 
most cases clearly differentiated fiom his less privileged countrymen in speech 
and manners. Canadian society, on the other hand, is relatively homogeneous in 
its social habits, and the creation of an officer group notably different fiom the 
men it commanded would have been both difficult and pointless.'" 

An important consequence of the necessity to concentrate on operational training for 

both officers and men meant that normal coursing for leadership and personnel administration 

known as divisional duties was suspendecl.'" The problem was exacerbated through the 

- promotion of personnel through the ranks without divisional training owing to operational 

hnperatives. The result was that a great gap in the skiils required to foster and maintain 

discipline and morale existed at every rank level, but most importantly in the junior officers and 

the non-comrnissioned oficers. In some ships, mainly the smaller escorts, this was problematic 

and sorne disciplinary problems ex i~ ted . '~~  Incidents of what can be construed as mutinous 



conduct were reportai in HMC Ships Nabo5 and ~ r o ~ u o i s . ' ~  These problems were fmessed 

and information about them was suppressed by higher authority. Fighting the war took priority. 

However, there would remain a general deficiency in divisional skills throughout the navy at 

war's end. This deficiency would prove to be "dragon's teeth" sown as a consequence of 

wartime necessity but laying the foundation for serious disciplinary problems in the peacetime 

navy. 

To maintain a "pure thread within the fabric of the officer corps the RCN 

reestablished a naval college. During the war, E-EMCS Royal Roads was established exclusively 

for training permanent force officers.ln Royal Roads was commissioned initially in 1941, as a 

training facility for RCNVR officers at "Hatley Park", the mgnificent former Dunsmuir estate 

in Victoria. Vice-Admiral Nelles considered a naval coiIege essential to train suitable officers 

for the postwar navy and designated Royal Roads as the site. NeIIes was successful in 

obtainhg the support of Angus L. Macdonald for the scheme and the Muiister made it one of 

his priorities and personally commissioned the facility. Rear-Admiral Antony Storrs maintained 

that, "'Royal Roads' was established on an emotional desire to resurrect the old RNCC not for 

educational or intellectuat va~ue ." '~  This is substantiated by the fact that the facility was 

modeled on the RN College at Dartmouth and, more specifically, after the RNCC. '~  It was 

planned that the Royal Canadian Navai College (RCNC) would graduate 100 officers a year of 

which thkty, exclusive of Engineering and Paymaster Branches, would be offered permanent 

commissions in the RCN. The remainder would serve in the RCNVR until the termination of 

hostilit ies. 

The RCNC was cornmissioned on 21 October 1942, on the amiversary of Nefson's 

victory at Trafalgar. Nelles stated that it was "important to develop a typically Canadian 

a t m ~ s ~ h e r e " ' ~  at RCNC. However, under its Commanding Officer, Captain John Grant 



(brother of Captain Harold Grant), this did not materialize."' John Grant was a graduate of the 

first class of midshipman from RNCC and as emotionally attached to the RN as his more 

famous brother. '" He recruited former staff and instnrcton f?om RNCC, the Royal Military 

College (RMC) and private schools for "Royal Roads". The RCNC became a copy of the 

former RNCC, itseif based on the RN model. Moreover, as Richard Preston has indicated, the 

age and admission requirernents were such as to preclude unilingual Francophones from the 

Catholic school system in Quebec and the college reaiIy catered to upper middle-class 

~ n ~ l o ~ h o n e s . ~ ~ '  The waspish character of the naval officer corps was to be sustained. 

With its two track officer training system, the RCN was producing officers with 

different professional and societal orientations. The RCNVR officer was primarily technically 

oriented while the RCN officer had a cultural as well as a professional indoctrination. As 

Zimmennan has s h o w  the RCNVR officers, as weli as other ranks (lower deck), were 

predominantly of Canadian origh'" Given also the relative youth of the RCNVR personnel 

compared to the prewar RCN cohort, these factors would have important consequences in 

molding the identity of the postwar navy. It should not be expected that this identity would 

evolve without a certain amount of friction and upheaval. 

The RCN professionals may have retained direction of the administration and 

organization of the wartime navy ashore but they were spread very thin. The edifice was really 

built by the "hostilities only" officers of the RCNVR. The reservists applied theû advanced 

education and civilian professional managerial training and talents to create "the administnttive 

miracle of the wartime RCN."'" The contribution of Hodpon and Todd, RCNVR officers in 

the Directorate of Plans, to postwar planning will be discussed later? The key roles bey 

played were typical of other reservists throughout Naval Service Headquarters and shore 

establishments. Of course, the quality of the contribution varied dependent upon the education, 



ability and motivation of the individual. In order to maintain the foundation of the 

administrative structure and to retain the expertise built up for the expanded postwar navy, the 

RCN had either to transfer reserve personnel to the permanent force or arrange to hire selected 

dernobilized personnel to fiIl civilianized  position^.'^' This could help to promote a more 

progressive environment depending on the division or branch in which they served. For 

example, branches created postwar, such as Suppiy and Electrical, were new constructs r n a ~ e d  

mainly by talented progressives deeply imbued with fonvard-looking USN doctrine and 

technology. 

The RCN began its reorientation towards the doctrine and technology of the 

USN during the war. The USN assumed overall strategic direction of al1 naval forces in the 

Western Atlantic through ABC- I in 1 94 1. '" Concurrent negotiations within the Permanent 

Joint Board on Defence (PJBD) established "command by cmperation" which would govem 

command relationships between the RCN and USN in ABC-22 for hemispheric defence. 

Amencan influence hcreased over the.  Vice-Admirai Rayner stated that the establishment of 

position of the Commander in Chief, Canadian North West Atlantic (CinC, CNA) 

notwithstanding the USN retained overall direction in the Western Atlantic and exercised that 

through direct and conthuous contact with CinC, CNA until the end of the war.14' The RCN 

began to experirnent with USN ASW tactical doctrine as a result of joint operations with 

American Support Groups against the U-boats in Canadian waters."' Moreover, RCN 

communications personnel fiom Canadian sliips ear-marked for the Pacific campaign, were 

trained in the United States to facilitate operations under USN tactical command.'" On the 

Pacific coast, by 1945, it was acknowiedged that complete integration in communications with 

the USN had become a requirement for joint operations.'" 



In the technical field the RCN began to look to the Americans for improved radar and 

communications equipment when local and British sources failedtc< The two lend-lease =COR 

carriers, HMS Nabob and Pwtcher, commanded and partially mamed by Canadians, were buih 

in the United States and had al1 American equipment and Avenger aircraft. RCN personnel 

were impressed not ody  by the quality of the ships and equipment but also the ready 

availability and large supply of spares. Many of the RCNVR radar officers worked with British 

then American equipment and were exposed, as Lieutenant Commander (later Rear-Admiral) 

B.M. Battles stated, to a "startIhg cornparison" that converted him to a strong proponent of 

Arnerican sourcing in the postwar period.145 Moreover, RCN officers of the Payrnaster Branch 

were envious not only of the obvious superiority of the USN supply system but also the greater 

career opportunitics offered in the Americans' all-unifomed organization.16 With the 

continuation of the PJBD and regular navy to navy Liaison and equipment contracts, a structure 

was in place to facilitate increasing USN idluence into the postwar period. 

The RCN had made plans for a substantial balanced postwar fleet that the Naval Staff, 

the forma1 name of the strategy and operations group at NSHQ, believed would reflect 

Canada's newly acquired stahis as a "middle power".147 On 25 June, 1945, the CNS, Vice 

Admiral G-C. Jones, at a planning meeting of the three Service Ministers proposed that, 

"...uhe] postwar navy be organized around a task force rather than an escort force as 

present.'"q Jones stated that this task force would comprise two carriers, four cruisers and two 

flotillas of destroyers, and might include a naval aviation component and certain other types of 

ships for quick manning in the event of war. L49 The active personnel strength of the fieet would 

be 10,000 afloat and a further 10,000 ashore. It was agreed that a brief would be prepared and 

after review by the Chiefs of Staff Cornmittee it would be fomrded  as directed by Cabinet to 

the Advisory Co-ttee, Post Hostilities Problems (Pm) for approval. 



The f le t  and personnel structure for the postwar RCN was embodied in a naval staff 

document entitled "The Continuing Royal Canadian ~ a v y " .  '" This plan was the culmination of 

a wartime enterprise by the RCN, what W.A.B. Douglas called "conscious to 

establish the material resources for a postwar fleet. The navy's objective was to create a 

substantial fleet that could survive the vicissitudes of political fortune that had nearly scuttled 

the fledgling Canadian Navy after the First WorId War and reduced it to a token force, But it 

was more than a statement of material and personnel requirements. "The Continuhg Royal 

Canadian Navy" reflected the maturation of Canadian naval ambitions. The prewar notion of 

the RCN as a small ship navy operating escorts as a su bsystern of the Royal Navy was replaced 

by a strategic concept of national f le t  task groups based on aircraft carriers and cruisers that 

could operate independently. A light carrier, HMCS Warrior, was in the process of 

commissionhg and two cruisers, HMCS Ontario and Uganda, were aiready in Canadian 

han&. Al1 these warships were acquired fiom the RN. 

Interestingly, the original foundation documents for the postwar strategy were written 

by two RCNVR officers, Hodgson and Todd, who possessed the education and background to 

articulate the ideas of the permanent force naval plamers.la However, in the opinion of the f i s t  

postwar Deputy Direct or of Naval Plans, Commander A.H.G. S tom (later Rear- Admirai), the 

pianning process was flawed in that it was based primarily on "emotion". Stom opined "What 

that emotion was, it wasn't really uiinking, it was that we don't want to go back to a small ship 

. More specifically Stoms noted, no analysis had been undertaken as to "... what the nav"  la 

ne& war might be I&e."lY There is nothing to suggest, for example, that the issue of political 

acceptability was considered. The evidence points to the conclusion that in the imrnediate 

postwar period the RCN officer corps had yet to develop the characteristics of a mature 

"strategic culture". 



Significantly, a Canadian nationalist element must be assumed in the postwar plan. The 

RCN had demonstrated during the war that it would no longer accept "colonial" status with 

respect to comrnand relationships with the RN, or the United States Navy for that matter.'" The 

Canadian navy, on its own initiative, had demanded and received command authority within the 

alliance over a significant area of the North West Atlantic. "Progressives" such as DeWolf and 

Lay convinced Nelles of the necessity of advancing the position of the R C N . ' ~  This did not 

represent a break with the RN but rather a corniag of age and desire for recognition of 

professional equality. It would be a mistake to construe that this sentiment was either 

natiomlism or held universally. It would be beîîer defined in tenns of loyalty fmt to the RCN 

and secondarily to Canada.'- Nelles was a confessed Anglophile but his fist loyalty was to the 

RCN. 

The evidence indicates that officers beginning with DeWolf s and Lay's term at the 

Royal Naval Coiiege of Canada (RNCC) did think more progressively in t e m  of an 

independent Canadian navy. The idea at the t h e  happened to coincide with the position of 

Mackenzie King in asserthg the responsibility of the Canadian parliament for taking decisions 

in matters of imperial defence. The successfùl quest for autonomy by the RCN replicated the 

achievement of the Canadian Corps during the First World War and established Canada's right 

to be included in the determination of naval strategy in the North Atlantic. The responsibility 

given was commemurate with Canada's contribution to the alliance effort. The RCN knew that 

to maintain its hard-won recognition and to have a strong naval voice in any future alliance, a 

substantial fi eet was essential. Is8 

Also implicit in "The Continuing Royal Canadian Navy" was a detemination that the 

reputation earned by the Canadian navy in various naval theaters around the world and the 

prestige gained through achieving status as a "big ship  na^^"'^ during the war would be 



preserved. "Our objectn, wrote Captain Agnew, Commander of Canadian Ships and 

Establishments in the United Kingdom, in May 1942, "is to build up a Canadian naval tradition 

and prestige which should be valuable to Canada in post-war years, as have been the traditions 

and prestige of the Canadian Corps, eamed by hard fighting in the spearhead of attack in the 

last ~ a r . " ' ~ ~  Recent historical writing and commentary have argued that satisfaction in the 

RCN's performance in the Battle of the Atlantic may be rni~placed.'~' Viewed in isolation that 

case can be well made. But war is an admixture of failure and success and the Naval Staff and 

permanent RCN officers would be înclined to take the broader view and stress the positive 

results. This would include the navy's successes in Operation ~orch'6:  destroyer operations in 

the Bay of Biscay and in the English Channel, and the Normandy invasion operations. 

Moreover, the RCN rebounded in the Battle of the Atlantic in 1944. Earlier failures contrasted 

with the successfid 100 ship convoys after the RCN took responçibility for al1 close escort 

duties towards the end of the wadQ Although, Lieutenant-Commander Doug Mclean has 

shown that gaps in the RCN's ASW capability still persistai particularly with respect to local 

shallow water operat ions. 

Once the guns were silent, the victors would not be expected to indulge in rigid self- 

examination or anaIysis of an organization tbat had vanquished the enemy and was deemed 

successfil. In any event, the wartime organization was dismantled with lightening speed by 

dernobilization and attention tumed to building the postwar n a ~ y ' ~ '  If anything, the victory 

contributed to a strong sense of confidence within the regular force officers of the prewar RCN 

that c o n f ï e d  their professional standards and reinforcd pride and satisfaction in traditional 

ways. Their culture had been tested and prevailed. They had accomplished al1 that the 

Nekonian tradition demanded. This achievement naturally provided a strong motivation to re- 

establish the prewar system that was not only familiar and cornfortable but also perceived to 



have been proven effective. This confidence attitude also created an equally strong resistance 

to change. 

The title, "The Continuing Royal Canadian Navy", in itself suggests the preservation of 

the RCN was a sacred trust- The author of this final version of the RCN's postwar strategic 

concept was Captain Herbert S harples Rayner. Rayner was the Director of Naval Plans in 1 945 

and would be a guiding light during the postwar reconstruction of the RCN. He rose to the rank 

of Vice-Admiral and served as the last CNS. Rayner enjoyed an exceptional respect fiom his 

pe r s  for his example as a naval officer and for his deep religious conviction.'" Rayner's 

devotion reflected a strong spiritual tradition in the naval officer corps. It was consistent with 

his beliefs that Rayner would have chosen a title that reflected the ethos-of strong persona1 

cornmitment to service and the ideals of chivairy. He obviously drew inspiration for the title of 

the plan fiom the prayer, well known to RCN onicers, of Sir Francis Drake before the Battle of 

Cadiz in 158% "O Lord God, when thou givest Thy Servants to endeavour any great matter, 

gant  us to know that is not the beghnhg but the continuhg of the same until it be thoroughly 

finished, which y ieldeth the bue glory...." la 

"The True Glory" becarne the theme that expressed the ethos of the postwar RCN The 

phrase appears repeatedly; in addresses by senior officers, as the title of a motivational training 

film, and in training publications. ViceAdrniral Rollo Mainguy, when CNS, took it as the title 

for his address at the convocation exercises of the University of Saskatchewan in 1952. 169 "The 

Truc Glory" thematically reflected a quest that raisad the objective of building the postwar 

RCN above the material and mundane, giving it an inspired dimension. This says a great deal 

about the character of the navy, at least in the view of its officer corps. Hal Lawrence may have 

b a t  expressed it in attesting, "the navy was a religion as much as a profession."1n To 

appreciate this is fundamental to understanding the degree of cornmitment of the prewar 



professionats. Difficulties arose with the postwar generation of officers and men who had 

different expectations and were not imbued with the same notion of service above self. We wiI1 

see later that Vice+Admiral DeWolfs "1 expect ..." directive to the navy to embrace sweeping 

changes in the personnel structure in 1960, failed to obtain the traditional "Ready Aye Ready" 

response. There were also problems with traditionalists who misinterpreted the cal1 to duty as 

kind of a divine right to comrnand and whose kind would be exposed by the Mainguy inquiry in 

1949. 

As the RCN was making preparations to send a national naval task group to join the 

allies in the Pacific, the necessity was terminated by the atom bombs that brought the war 

agaiast Japan to an abrupt end. Tenninated also was the need for the large "hostilities oniy" 

fleet and a rapid reduction to "peacetime status" commenced in August 1945. At Naval Service 

Headquarters in Ottawa, the end of hostilities was viewed with a mixture of confidence and 

some trepidation. The war had been won but would the ship acquisitions and plans for the 

postwar navy, carefiilly and systematicaily executed d u k g  hostilities, survive? In closing the 

official history Professor Tucker observed, "The Naval Service had successfûlly completed its 

difficult and possibly crucial task and having done so turned to face its post-war problems, the 

outlines of which were largely obscured by what was perhaps the most unpredictable fûture that 

had ever confronted a generation of ~nankind''.''~ 

The future was indeed uncertain for the RCN considering the record of the government 

of Mackenzie King after the First World War. Concern would soon prove to be justifiai. Prime 

MùUster King was detennined that his thesis in Industry and ~urnani ty '~ ,  based on "peace, 

work and health", would be the guide for the postwar reconstruction policy of his 

govemment.'n He was supported by strong voices in his cabinet who maintained that the 

decision was between defence expenditures and social Iegislation. The government could not 



have botbl" This policy was articulated in the Speech from the Throne when Parliament 

reconvened on 16 September 1945- On that same day, news of what came to be known as the 

"Gouzenko Anair" was broken to Mr. Mackenzie King by Norman Robertson, Secretary of 

State for Extemal Anairs. This disclosure of espionage by the Soviet Union a g a k t  Canada, a 

wartime ally, heralded the beginnllig of the slide into the "Cold War" that would shape 

Canadian defence and naval policy for the next four decades. 

The war had enabled the RCN to establish a substantial rnaterial foundation for the 

postwar navy. The personnel situation however was largely unsettled. At war's end, the 

Canadian navy had three components, the RCN, RCNVR, and RCNR. How would these 

personnel resources be integrated in peacetime? The.prewar RCN cohort that contained both 

progressives and conservatives was £ i d y  in charge of the navy's future. They had benefited 

fiom the war through rapid promotion but few had any solid administrative experience or 

training that would be required to rebuild the peacetime navy after demobilization. Would they 

be up to the task? 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE DOLDRUMS 

The characteristics of the chnatic zone known as the doldnims are calms and 
li@t variable winds altemating with squalls, heavy rains and thunderstom. 

Manual of Seamanship, vol. 2 

In war, chance, caprice, bad l ~ k  and good fortune play a larger rote in the activities of 

men than in peace where ability, hard work, good taste, and social connections play a prominent 

part. In war the iules change and the expedient dominates. The normal flow of professional 

training ceases and the emphasis is on operations and much of the peacetime routine such as 

&ess standards, appearance of ships, ceremonial and discipline is placed in abeyance. The rules 

temporarily put in place in war are, like the men who are governed by them serving for 

"hostilities odyY'. Nothing is permanent in war. Although war changes things, it is difficult to 

perceive the lessons irnmediately that will apply in the peace that follows. The prewar 

professionals and "hostilities only" reservists will have different perceptions of what these 

lessons are, owing to diffkring outlooks and experiences. Nor will there be a cornmon 

understanding of what has been accomplished. This is most evident in victorious professionals 

who have gained a strong sense of confidence that their prewar standards contrïbuted to, and 

were confirmed by victory. When peace is restored, the natural reaction for the prewar 

professionals is to attempt to turn back the clock to reestablish the traditions and routines they 

believed in and had been taught as the standard. The lessons of war emerge later over t h e  

through experiencing the consequences of unperceived change. The period of Uistability that 

Ùnmediately followed cessation of hostilities provided a fertile environment for the lessons to 

emerge that would govem the postwar Royal Canadian Navy. 



The White Paper entitled Cmada's Defince 1947 stated that the prïonty of defence 

activities during the penod 1945-1947 was concerned with demobilization in al1 its aspects - 

personneI, wartime estimates, surplus stores and equipment.' Demobilization was ~amed out 

under the overall direction of Douglas C. Abbott, Minister of National Defence, who was 

responsible for both the navy and army.' Colonel Raymont observed that, "He[Abbott] had no 

particular interest in post-war reorganization of the Department of National Defence or for 

plamhg for post-war defence po~icy."3 In the mind of Prime Minister Mackenzie King, the 

operative word with regard to defence was "economy".~uture cornmitments were uncertain, as 

were the effects of nuclear weaponry on defence requirements. King anticipated a postwar 

depression and was concemed that the numbers of the service personnel be kept small. His 

rationale was that in the event of a depression, "[Wle coufd enlarge the services by transfer of 

men to these opporîunities of public w ~ r k . " ~  Defence policy was set ad r i ,  identified merely as 

a potential for public works and the navy, with itç sister services, entered the "doldrurns". 

The transition fiom war to peace was not easy for the RCN. The immediate objectives 

of the government's carefûlly developed demobilization plan were to disrnantle the wartime 

establishment and return the "hostilities ody" servicemen and women to civilian life as rapidly 

as possible.6 According to Abbott, there was an "orderly demobilization of Naval Personnel" 

but the numbers suggest a different story.' Within a year A p d  1945, the number of naval 

personnel which stood at 92,529 was reduced by 76,905. This was a reduction of over 83 

percent. Some 15,234 personnel remained on active strength in mid-1946 to complete the work 

of disposing of surplus ships and shore installations. The majority of these were "hostilities 

only" personnel who would retum to civil life when the task of demobilization was completed. 

Their numbers were dropping daily- The RCN had to struggle to maintain essential services 



with what was termed an "Interirn Force" until a permanent peacetirne force could be 

established. 

The run down in size of the naval fleet was no less dramatic or dificult. "Ships of 

War" in commission on 1 April 1945 numbered 404.~ This was numerically the third Iargest 

f l e t  of the allied navies. f Ianning for the peacetime navy began in 1943 and matured as the war 

in Europe wound d o m  Beîween the Quebec Conference in August 1943, and V-J Day, the 

RCN had acquired, or would soon acquire, a total of sixteen different ship types. These 

included two cruisers and one light fleet aircraft carrier under construction and loaned by the 

RN. The multi-type ship inventory offered a significant challenge in manning, maintenance and 

supply. In 1945, attention was solidly focuseci on assembling the RCN's contribution to the 

allied naval effort for the final assault agakt the Japanese homeland. Japan's sudden surrender 

presented a significant disposa1 challenge. Choices had to be made. Tucker noted that the 

temptation of the Naval Staff to retain newly acquired ships for the peacetime fleet was 

tempered by experïence of the heavy cost of maintenance of various types of shipsS9 The navy, 

however, was intent on retaining "big ship" status. 

The plan for the postwar navy embodied in T h e  Continuhg Royal Canadian Navyn 

remained arnbitious. In June 1945, the Chief of the Naval Staff (CNS), Vice-Admiral G. C. 

Jones, proposed to the three ministers and the Chiefs of Staff Cornmittee that, "The post-war 

navy be organized as a task force laround the light fleet carriers] rather than an escort force as 

present."'O This task force would comprise two aircraft carriers, four cruisers and two flotillas 

of destroyers, and possibly some naval air service elements and other types of ships that could 

be quickly manned in the event of war." The personnel requirements would include 10,000 

afloat and a fùrther 10,000 ashore. Jones concluded that the plans were in the preliminary 

stages and had not been discussed with his mlliister. The navy's plan foundered at the level of 



the Post-Hostilities Problems ~omfnittee'~ (Pm) where al1 three senices met strong opposition 

from External Affairs, unsure of the direction of Canada's postwar foreign policy. Agreement 

on planning force levels became v h a l l y  impossible.'3 

The responsibility of developing the postwar navy reverted to the Naval Staff and it 

became apparent by mid-1945, that it would be difficult to obtain approval from the 

government for both the funding and manpower level desired. This situation would be 

exacerbated by a projected acute shortage of trained personnel as the "hostilities ody" RCNR 

and RCNVR members were demobilized.14 When reality struck, the Naval Staffs plans for the 

two carrier task force and 20,000 personnel navy were placed in abeyance. To keep even a few 

ships mamed, the navy had to enroll a two-year "Interim Force" of wartime- volunteers to serve 

with the relatively small number of remaining regular force personnel until new recruits could 

be trained. On 28 September 1945, the Cabinet authorized planning for an Interim Force of 

10,000 permanent and 18,000 reseme It is apparent that the ceiling was arbitrarily 

based on economic and political factors rather than any strategic assessment.I6 It is also evident 

that the govemment was reasserting firm control over the armed forces' spending. This control 

had diminished significantly during the war. Vice-Admiral Nelles had prudently predicted in 

1943, that the govemment would not approve a postwar naval establishment of more than 

15,000 men.17 His political understanding of, and experience with the peacetime political 

environment were now Iost to the navy. 

The Naval Staff revised their plan and the composition of the reduced fleet. It was 

p k ï ~ e d  to maintain a Light Ffeet Carrier, a cruiser and eight destroyers in commission with fidl 

peacetime complements. A second cruiser, a destroyer, two Wgates and three coastal escorts 

would be employed on training duties with special complements. The second carrier, four 

destroyers, sixteen fkigates and twelve rninesweepers would be maintained in reserve. Two 



fighter, two torpedo-bomber VBR) and one fighter reco~aissance (FRU) squadrons would be 

operateci.'' These numbers looked impressive on paper. However, by March 1946, the navy had 

decommissioned 346 ~ h i ~ s . ' ~  Of those remahhg al1 except HMCS Warrior, the Li@ Fle t  

Camer building in Belfast, were non-operational and manned alongside in dockyard for "care 

and maintenancenm ody. ln essence, the RCN temporarily ceased to function as an 

operationally capable fleet. The bold plan enunciated in "The Continuing Royal Canadian 

Navy" grounded on the hard reality of the immediate postwar climate where neither strategic 

requirements nor alliance commîtmentç existed to justiQ a substantial navy. 

The Naval Staff came to realize that until these developed, "the size of the Interim 

Force would thus be dictated by e ~ ~ e d i e n c y . " ~ ~  Captain Rayner, Director of Plans @NP), 

concluded that with a fixed cornpiement of 10,000 the navy had no flexibility and could not 

participate in any interdepartmental endeavours such as oceanography or Arctic experiments. 

He advised CNS that, "persorne1 should be employed alrnost excIusive1y on purely Naval 

prob~ems."" As Shawn Cafferly observed, "the navy had yet to discover that it would have to 

fight a constant rearguard action to ensure the continued existence of the fleet, particularly the 

naval air component, during the fist two years of the postwar p e r i ~ d . " ~  The experience of the 

Canadian Naval Service after World War 1 was about to be repeated by the RCN. 

It became the responsibility of Naval Service Headquarters to build what would be & 

facto a new navy. Naval headquarters was lodged in a hastily constructed, gray and unattractive 

building that was located on Cartier Square in 0ttawa.2~ The headquarters was itself in a 

tumoi1 caused by demobilization and the loss of volunteer reservists who had built and manned 

the wartime Naval Service Headquarters (NSHQ) organization. The naval hierarchy very much 

resentd the intractable demobilization process over which it had no control that was pulling its 

organintion spart.* Whole sections disappeared in a day without waming. The circumstances 



resulted in a rather resigned and casual approach to the day-to-day business on the part of naval 

staff officers. When Lieutenant Collins, newly transferred fiom the RCNVR to the RCN, 

amved at Naval Service Headquarters in the fa11 of 1945, he noted a prevailing casual "clubbyn 

a t r n o ~ ~ h e r e . ~ ~  "Buster", the bulldog belonging to the Director of S ignals, Commander Sam 

Worth, had the run of the place and tea was served on a regular schedule by the female 

secretmies. Moreover, former reservists and newcomen to NSHQ sensed the prewar RCN "old 

guard" was "hirning back the clock" to re-establish the status quo ante be l l~ rn .~  

Naval Service Headquarters, referred to as 'WSHQ", was the administrative heart of 

the navy. Its basic organizational structure as it had evolved during the war remained largeiy 

intact through demobilization although many activities and functions were combineci as it 

contracted." The naval personnel and civilians on the staff were organized into separate 

branches, each with a branch chief, for developing policy pertaining to plans and operations, 

weapons and training, personnel, equipment and supply, engineering and construction, and the 

naval reserves. The Chief of the Naval Staff (CNS) was in effect the administrative 

commander-in-chief and the whole of the staff at Naval Service Headquarters was a 

fûnctionally organized extension of his authority. He was assisted by an Assistant Chief of the 

Naval StafY(ACNS), a Commodore, who also direct& the Naval ~tafPq the forma1 collective 

name of the group of seaman branch officers responsible for plans and operations of the navy. 

The ACNS position was re-established as the Vice-Chief of the Naval Staff (VCNS) in 

September 1947 as a rear-admiral's position There were also a Chief of Naval Personnel 

(CNP), a Chief of Naval Equipment and Supply (CNES), a Chief of Naval Engineering and 

Construction (CNEC) and Chief of Naval Administrative SeMces (CNAS). 

These officers with CNS and ACNS constituted the uniformeci rnembership of the 

Naval Board. In February 1942, the Naval Board had been created to advise the Minister of 



National Defence for the Naval Services "on al1 matters relating exclusively to the Naval 

~erv ice ."~  The Naval Board originally constituted five uniformed officers, al1 flag officers, and 

the Deputy Minûter (DM) of National Defence for Naval Services as the Financial and Civil 

~ e m b e r . ~ '  The Naval Board was chaired by the Minister, Angus L. Macdonald. The 

responsibility for coordinating and supporting the work of Naval Service Headquarters, 

including the Naval Board, devolved on the Seçretary of the Naval Board and his secretariat. 

Naval Service Headquarters was not responsible for directhg &y-to-day operations of 

the f let  but for providing operational cornmanders on the east and West coasts with overall 

policy direction and necessary resources. Canadian naval operations on the east coast in the 

Canadian North-west Atlantic ~ o m r n a n d ~ ~  were directeci by the Commander-jn-Chief, Canadian 

North-West Atlantic (CinC CNA). The position was established in March 1943, and within the 

alLiance structure CinC CNA was responsible to the Commander in Chief, US Fleet 

(COMINCH) for coordinating the operations of allied escort forces in the Atlantic ocean area 

North of 40% and West of 47"W. The appointment of CinC CNA was tenninated on 6 

September 1945, and the previous designation of Commanding Officer Atlantic Coast (COAC) 

was resumed for the senior Canadian naval authority on the east coad3. The Commanding 

Officer Pacific Coast (COPC) exercised command of Canadian naval forces in the Pacific 

Coastal Zone. His headquarters was originally in Esquimalt but he shified his flag to Vancouver 

in November 1942, when a joint headquarters was established at Jericho ~ e a c h "  Commanding 

Officer Pacific Coast returned to Esquimalt in September 1945. 

Extraordinary powers rested in the office of the Chief of the Naval Staff. The 

uniformed head of the Canadian Naval Service had been called the Chief of the Naval Staff 

since 1928. ?Vhen the Naval Service Act was revised in 1944, the title Chief of the Naval Staff 

legislatively replaced the former title, Director of the Naval S e ~ c e . ~ ~  In the postwar period, the 



span of control and the extent of responsibility of the Chief of the Naval Staff expanded. He 

became the Chairman of the Naval Board in practice by 1946. This was fomalized through 

legislation in 1 950, when amendments to the National Defence Act charged the incurnbent "with 

control and administration of the Royal Canadian Navy" and required him "to give effect to the 

decisions and carry out the direction of the Goverment of Canada or the Min i~ te r . "~~  Colonel 

Raymont observed, "while in some other democratic countnes this was a mere well understood 

convention, in Canada this was a statuory direction that the decisions of the Governent 'shall 

be issued by or through the Chief of the Naval Staff?"'37 CNS was also a rnember of the 

Defence Research Board. 

The Chief of the Naval Staff was a powerfûl figure who virtually ruled the navy 

through his vast administrative powers. He was invariably a searnan officer of the Executive 

Branch. The incumbent compelled loyalty because he was ultimately responsible for al1 officer 

appointments and promotions. While accountable to the minister, oversight was indirect udess 

the minister deliberately chose to intemene. The Chief of the Navaf Staff directed al1 the 

policies and activities of NSHQ as well as the navy through the members of the Naval Board 

and the Naval Secretary. Although NSHQ was not a command authority, the Chief of the Naval 

Staff administered the Commanders of Cornmands who had operationai control of the navy for 

purposes of national defence and fùlfillment of international alliance obligations. During the 

period 1945 to 1964, there were six Chiefs of the Naval and each brought his own 

ideas, style and philosophy to the office. Their personalities had a pervasive influence of 

headquarters staff especially on decisions of the Naval Board. As a former Naval Secretary 

recalled the procedure was that he would take minutes at the meetings of the Naval Board and., 

"the CNS would vet the drafi and decide what would stand with regard to de ci si on^."^^ 



Vice-Admirai George Clarence Jones, CB, was the Chief of the Naval Staff at the 

inauguration of the period of the Interim Force. Born in Halifax in 1895, he joined the fledgling 

Canadian Naval Service in 19 1 1, a year after its founding. He was in the first term of cadets to 

attend the Royal Naval College of Canada W C ) ,  graduating in 19 13.~' Described as an 

"always bright and sornetimes brilliant" cadet, he was placeci to do well in the new s e ~ c e  and 

rose  tea ad il^.^' His career Stream followed what would become the rnodel for the pre-World 

War II RCN cohort, altemating between training and ship appointrnents with the Royal Navy 

and appointments ashore and afloat in Canada. He was thought to be "unusuai" and was known 

for both his abrupt marner and perpetually red face-" "GE. Jones", as he was referred to by 

other offices, gained the reputation of a nenonsense professional who was stingy with Iiis 

praise as a Comrnanding Officer but was respectai as a "man's man."43 In 1932, he married 

Miss Helen "Tillie" Johnson, Daughter of the Honourable J.W.F. Johnson of vancouver." 

Jones, as Captain "D" was in comrnand of the Canadian destroyer flotilla based in Halifiur 

at the beginning of the war. It was then he becarne known by the undeserveci approbation of "Jetty 

Jones" that foIlowed him thereafter? Jones was &en hcreasing responsibility with the wartime 

expansion and was promoted twice in two years to become the Cornrnanding Officer Atlantic Coast 

as a Rear-Admira1 in I941, In 1942, he was appointai as the ViceChkf of the Naval Staff under 

Nefles. Jones suffered a heart attack in March of 1942, a fact known ody to his naval secretary, 

Lieutmot BU Sclater. He swore Sclater to s r e q  so that he could finish the war in hamess." 

Jones achieved both that wish and the career prize he sought. He replaced NeUes as CNS in 1944, in 

what some observers saw as a palace c o u p .  But Jones lmew that his àays were n ~ r n b a g l ~ ~  

During his tenure as CNS, Jones continued the work begun by Nelies to acquire the ships for 

a substantial poçtwar navy. The ambïtious plan proved to be politicaiiy unreaiistic. ConsequentIy, the 

Interim Force level was set at 10,000 personne1, half of that proposed, and the fleet size had to be 



reduced, This, however, was not Jones' main preoccupation as CNS as the war wound down. Two 

events in Halifax causai the navy considerable resenbnent, the VE-Day nots and an explosion at the 

Bedford M a m e  in JuIy 1945? The resulting political fallout thrust Jones into a damage control 

role. In the first instance, Jones personaily relieved Rear-Admirai Murray as CinC CNA on 12 May 

1945, while investigations into the cause of the rio& took place. Afier the Keliock Commission 

blamed Murray and the navy for not taking appropriate preventative measures, Murray resigned As 

a res& Jones ~~ncurrentEy wore the- "hatsn ofCinC CNA and CNS until7 Septanber, 1945.5' 

VimAcimiral Jones shuttled betwm Ottawa and Halifax to deal personaiiy with the 

poMcitlly sensitive issue of compensation for riot damage. Under the additional pressures of a federal 

election and being a native Haligonian with close tics in the ciîy, he worked hard to restore relations 

baweai the navy and city fàthers that had been badly strained during the war." He was particdarly 

concemed that there should not be a repeat disturbance on VJ-Day, to celebrate the defat of Japan, 

and put a trusted officer, Captain Ken Adams, in command of the HMCS Stadacona naval 

b a m i ~ k s - ~ ~  Contuiuing distractions disrupted the normal work of his office as the absence of any 

Naval Board Minutes between 27 June 1945 and 22 February 1946 indicate. The Naval Staff and 

Deputy Ministefs Advisory Committee (sa below) continued to fiuiction while the Assistant Chief of 

the Naval Staff (ACNS), Commodre Harry DeWoK supervised the d a y - t a y  operations of the 

headquarters. That was Jones' normal style, DeWolf recah Jones "as a great delegator[sic] of 

authority and he would rely on you to do the job and get it ri& His mind was way up there hi& 

potitics], not on the d a y - t h y  problems of the ~ v y . " ~  

When Lieutenant Collins took up his appointment as the Chief of the Naval Staffs secrdary 

on 6 January 1946, he found G.C. Jones unusually edgy. Collins had not sought the job and had 

Iobbied to go to the staff in London, England As a consolation, he managed to have hùnseff 

appointed as Jones' secretary in the rank of Acting-Lieutenant-Commander. Jones took urnbrage with 



the audacity of this clever play and tore a strip off Collùs for half-an-hour during k i r  6rst 

meetings5 Jones apologized the next day *hg, "Don't pay any atteution to me 1 need to let off 

steam once in a while...."" C o k  recalied, "1 found hirn quiîe austere but he was hellishly 

pre~ccupied in those days. He was down Ui Ha& half of the month because of the aftermath of 

VE-Day that was still spilling around and that had never seâiled So he dkLnn 

G.C. Jones died of kart failure in his bath on the 8th of February 1946.5' n e  other 

rnembers ofthe Naval Board wanted no part in clearing out Jonest desk C o h  believed it was for 

fear of unearfhing skeletons, "they were all of the agemWs9 The Jones-Murray cornpetition had created 

terrÏble fictions and, with Murray gone, it was better to have Jones' secrets die with him Collins was 

directed to clear out ali private papers and correspondence and not let any of it see the Light of day, 

which he did As a result, Jones rernains to history as he was to the Naval Staff and his ACNS, 

Commodore DeWoll; "rem~te".~ The exception is the giowing tnbute to Jones wriîten by William 

Sclater m the forward to ~a~io .6 '  Jones' long absences fiorn Ottawa merely contributeci to the drift of 

the RCN in the postwar doldnuns. He had inherited the plan for the postwar navy as NeIIes had 

created it. As for Jones' legacy, DeWolf observed, "1 dontt remernber that he had any fimi picture 

where the navy was going."62 

The navy might not have been gohg anywhere during those unsettled thes but change and 

uncatainty were king recognized as overriding fàctors inQuaicing the planning process. It became 

abundantly clear to Captain Rayner, Director of Plans, that tkre was a sevae d g  crisis and 

10,000 pe r so~e l  were not available to implement the proposed structure ofthe navy and fleet plan63 

The manning situation was exacerbated by a poor response to the mvyk efforts to have "hostilities 

oniy" men sign on for an additional two-ym engagement. This would necessitate holding some 

personnel who enlisted under lhis category bond their contracted engagements. The Commanding 

Officer Atlantic Coast predicted thaf " d g  will be a problem untü the spring of 1947."~~ The 



mnpower shortages and the uncâtain@ of goverment policy caused Rayner to question the 

feasibility of ever obtalliing a second carrier after HMCS Wmrior was commissioned in Belfast. 

Commodore DeWolf believed that the second carrier must be m a ~ e d ,  "whatever the delayn, to 

maintain the integrity of the postwar plan65 

Rayner recognized that priority must be given to manning ships and establishments on a care 

and maintenance bas& and to bringing complements of shore training establishments up to strength in 

order to cany on essential training. The next pnority must be given to b ~ g i n g  Wmior and two 

"Crescent Destroyers" to Canada and this would have to be considered a demobilization cornmitment 

using personnel due for release. To achieve this plan would entail piacing ail other ships in reserve 

except two fleet destroyers for training. ViceAdmiral Jones approved this plan and infomed the 

Minista in October 1945, how the navy was proceeding? Rayner continued toiling with the 

manning problern presented by the 10,000 personnel ceiiing and condudexi that the second carrier, 

Magnificent, a b  under construction in Belfasf could be manned ody if the navy received an 

additional 1,500 personnel. DeWolf told Rayner, " 1 1,500 is OUT. Try again - with the limit of 

10,000. The Minister might be prepared to consider an extra 500 - but a strong argument will be 

ne~essary."~~ DeWolfs idea was to base the argument for extra complement on the necessiîy of 

having equai forces on each toast. In the meantirne he toId Rayner to plan to d u c e  Wmior to Gare 

and maintenance in order to man Magnifcent with the h o p  of replacing Warrior in 1947." 

It is apparent fiom the outset that the Naval Staffwas fixed on achieving the balanced fleet 

mvy with a carrier task group on either coast. The consequeme of this big-ship fixation was that 

carrier requirements began to drive RCN postwar poiicy at the outset. There was at the same t h e  a 

personnel deficit. Therefore, f?om the beglluiing, the challenge for the postwar RCN was in providing 

sufficient personnel to man ships and establishments that it had in hancl, let alone those it planneci to 

acquire. This was similar to the problern the navy face. early in the war when ships were constructeci 



M e r  than personne1 could be recniited and trained to man than e f f i e l y .  The navyls mistake t h a  

was to assign ships to escort duty that were not operationaüy 

A collateral casualty of the manning deficit was the programme to establish the naval 

reserves A reserve force of 18,000 personnel had ben authorized. The allocation to Naval Divisions, 

located in cities acrcss Canada, was set at 12,800 personnel and 3,000 for the resewe air component, 

leaving 2,200 for new reserve divisions.70 The Director of Naval Reserves (DNR) set the RCN 

comptement needed to train and admmister the m e s  at 37 officers and 250 men Even this small 

number could not be spared fiom the 10,000 personnel ailocated for the interim force without 

prejudicing of ships and establishments. But it was betieved that in the long tem 

approximately 5 percent of the RCN complement would. have to be allocated to-reserve training and 

adminisnation, "ifthe reserve was to be relied upon as an efficient organization.'"' It was decided to 

monitor the situation and impose restrictions on resave recruiting as necessary. hitially, in Apd 

1946, NSHQ authorid 3,000 reserves to be recnrited. However, the resaves were informeci that 

they had to depend on their own quafied persorne1 to wry out unit and summer training aboard 

shiP." 

Developing the cornplementing process for the peacetime RCN became a major pnority. 

Ex@aice in this area was almost norr-existent. Nominally, complement is detennined by the 

manning requirements of a single ship which is the basic unit Manning refers to the numbers of 

officers and rnen of various ranks and branches (trades) required to maintain, propel and fight a ship. 

Complements Vary fiom ship to ship, there beiig obvious diffierences between aircraft carriers and 

destroyers. There may also be differences between destroyer types. The coinplement modek for the 

RCN were provided by the Royal Navy (RN) which designed the ships in the Canadian navy's 

inventory. Additions of, or alterations to weapons or detection systems of a ship may change the 

complement. The RN mode1 was based on 100 percent manning of al1 weapons and detection 



systems and propulsion requiremadî at Action Stations in wartirne. Peacetune manning W= 

nominaily 80 percent of the wartime complement This could be further modified for peacetime 

training requirements. Shore establishments have no set mode1 for complarient and Vary depending 

on the support seMces provided such as maintenance, training, victualling and accommodations. 

DetermuLing the CO nunitment, that is deciding the activities that the RCN would conduct 

arinually and the ships rquired for these, was a planning fùnction It was the responsibility of the 

Director ofPIans on the Naval Stafîto decide which ships would be manned or "commissioned". The 

Director of Warfare and Training @WT)% also on the Naval Staft; would decide the Ievei of rnanning 

of each ship based on the RN d e l  or a variant based on modifications or requirernents for training. 

It was the responsibility of the Deputy Chief of Naval Personnel (DCNP) in- the Chid of Naval 

Personnel (CNP) Branch to determine the total coqlement or numbers of officers and men and their 

ranks and branches that would be required to fül designateci positions in ships and shore 

establishments. The Chief of Naval Paomel  was effectively the personnel manager for the mvy 

providing the manpower resources and also responsible for conducting "substantive" and "non- 

substantiveqq training The navy referred to leadership or administrative training as substantive. Non- 

substadive training was branch specialization for officers and trade for m m  There was obviously a 

split respomibly resulting in a conflict of purpose between the Naval Staff under ACNS (VCNS) 

who used the gros manning ceiling figure to determine the ships that the navy could commission and 

CNP whose staff worked out the compIement required agakt resources actually available. The 

Naval StaE worked with either the numbers they created, such as the 20,000 personnel in "The 

Continuhg Royal Canadian Navyq', or authorized by Cabinet, such as the 10,000 personnel for the 

Interim Force- The Chief of Navd Personnel staff made detailed calculations based on the modeis for 

ships and requirements submitted by shore establishments once annual commitments were forecast 

by the Naval Staff. 



Complemaning is both an art and a science requiring an exactness and expxience that had 

not been acquired by the RCN during World War II. The RCN had established a depot system based 

on the RN mode1 to provide a pool and coordination centre for personnel resources on each 

Halitàx had the largest depot. The experience acquired was mainly with smaU ships and the navy was 

b l d  with an abundance of personriel later Ïn the war to man the escort carriers and cruisers. 

Persorne1 ceilinp and economy were not a factor. There is no widence to suggest that there was any 

serious -sis and probably estimated gr= cornphnent figures for ships were used to arrive at the 

number of 20,000 personnel required for the projected neet and shore establishments in "The 

Continuing Royal Canadian ~ a v ~ . " "  It was in au iikelihood an intelligent estimate based on the 

expaience, and, undoubtediy, the aspirations residing in NSHQ at the time. . 

The establishment ofthe Deputy Minister's Advisory Comfniftee in 1944 was the first step 

taken by the government to bring sorne discipline and oversight to the estimates process perîaining to 

pasonml as weli as to ship construction, matérial acquisition and building shore ficilities? in 

response, the Naval Board estabüshed the Complement CoMnmee in April 1945, to develop policy 

wah respect to incre!ases or alterations in complements of ships and shore establishments. Propmals 

were dweloped by the Complement Commiffee for amsideration by the Naval Board before king 

submitted to the Deputy ~ i n i s t e r ' ~  To give some indication of the importance attachai to its work, 

the CNS originally chaired the Complement Cornmittee. 

The Cornplment Cornmittee was reconstituted under the chair of the Deputy Chief of Naval 

Personne1 in January 1946. For a short tirne, the Director of Seaman Personnel @SP) had the 

impossible task of trying to coordinate aU branch requirements for the navy on his ownn The ternis 

of reference of the comrniffee were amended to make it responsible for establishùig both naval and 

civilian mrnplemerds, afloat and shore, as wel as reviewing existïng cornplements.* The work of 

this cornmittee was time consuming and it had to deal with the pressing problem of naval personnel 



first The c~nplanents of shore establishments for the two toasts wem recommended by the 

respective Flag CHficers and NSHQ by the Naval Secretary- The complements then had to be v&ed 

and negotiated during visits by the Cornphment Cornmittee. Determining and recommending ship's 

complements was the responsibility of Director of Warfare and Training @WT) of the Naval Staff. 

The compIementUig process was to be conducted annualiy, based on the commitments authorized for 

a particular ship or e~tablishment.'~ The sum total of aii the ships' and shore establishments' 

complanents plus wn-effectives f o n d  the coinplement of the navy. 

Not recogmed at the t h e  was a serious organizational flaw built into the system tbat 

rendered it unworkable. The responsibilitia for establishimg cornmitments and cornplanent were split 

between the Naval Staff (ACNS) and the Personnel Branch (CNP) respectively. The inability to 

reconcile complanent agairst commitrnents owing to the fluidity of the naval estirnates as weU as 

staff coordination problems merely exacerbated an aIreaby diflïcult personnel management situation 

with which the RCN had no previous experimce. The problem was identifid and efficiency 

improved after VCNS assumed responsibility for both co rnden t s  planning and comp1ernent.s but 

this was not until 1951. It was under circumstances of trial and enor that the postwar naval staff 

systern evolved. 

The Complernent Committee was reconstituted with a cornpleteiy new staff. Gone was the 

pasonne1 management expertise of "hostilities only" RCNVR officas who were the heart of the 

RCN personnel system and wae  its corporate memory. However, an effort was underway to re l ire  

some of t h  as civil servants to provide both badiy needed management skiffs and continuity. The 

new chairman of the Complement Cormnittee, Acting-Captain J. C. "Jimmy" Hibbard, was typical of 

many officers thai king appointed to staff positions. His experience was almost entireh operatioml 

and he had an exceptional war record.80 Hibbard had never served in NSHQ before and had no staff 

training but a high profile staff job in headquarters was necessary to obtain some administrative 



expahxe in order to advance tiis amer. Hibbard evenual[y served as the Chief of Naval Personnel 

fiom 1950 to 1952. 

It is apparent that the Deputy Minister, Mr. G.W. Mills, thought the work of the 

Complement Commiffee important and threw the weight of o E e  and experience behind i t  Milis was 

insistent that civilian complernents should be included in the Complement Commiffee's terms of 

reference. He was equally insistent that civilian cornplerrients, especiaily hourly paid workers, be kept 

withlli budget, The response h m  the Assistant Chief of Naval Personne1 was that if naval officers 

were expected to manage cWan complemerrts they requud appropriate advice?' The Deputy 

Minister's proposal waç accepted by the responsble senior offices with the proviso that a senior civn 

servant would be assigned to the cornmittee to advise on civil ~oxnplements.~~-MillS apponited the 

Assistant Deputy Minister (Navy) as a member of the cornmittee. 

The work of the Complement Conunittee in particular was affecteci by the new govertunent 

poiicy to rationalize the pay of the three services and to develop a pay structure and remuneration 

cornparable to cMLian employmeot" The Complement Cornmittee aireaciy had the problem of 

rmnciling the postwar rate and branch (trade) structure within the navy &If to achieve 

equality. Superimposed on this chaflenge was the new requirement to ensure that personnel in the 

three services w i n g  out similar functions were cornpensated equally. In eady 1946, a thre6-service 

çommittee was struck to deterinine what trade qualification justifieci a particular trade grouping upon 

which compensation would be basaifi The tem "tr i -se~ce" had not yet made its way into the 

lexican but is apparent the government was moving towards integration before the appointment of a 

single Minister of National Defence in December 1946. In due course, the naval personnel structure 

would undergo significant changes in order to comply with the thrust towards integration. 

The Complement Comfniftee made relatively good progress in a climate of uncertainty. The 

process however was laborious and very labour intensive. A Working Sub-Cornmittee (Naval) was 



estabhhed unda Commander F A  Woolcombe, Director of Manning (DManning), to process the 

subrnissions of proposed complements against mnmitments for every s hip and shore atab lis hmenta 

It proved particulariy difficult to establish the complement for NSHQ because its peacetime structure 

was çtill evolwig. The progress of the cofTllIUlttee was closely observed by both the ACNS, 

Commodore DeWolfj and the Deputy Minister- The Deputy Minister beiieved that the committee 

was filling a definite need and "acting as a safeguard agaimt ovemiannuigWe7 Thii was borne out 

because almost irmnediately the Cornplanent Cornmittee determinai that the proposed complement 

of ratings was in fact 458 over the aiiocation of 8,800. Of the 10,000 authorUed 1,200 were 

oficers." Mills had wmed that the estimates for 1946-1947 that established the 10,000 ceiling were 

very uncertain and could not be exceeded under any ~ircumstances when kn0wn.Y He was ako k m  

to empower the cornmittee with the final decision on naval and cMüan complements with CNS and 

himself concuning as the h l  authonties. The working definition of the fiuiction of the cornmittee 

was to "emure that the necessary authorid complements are formulateci for ships and 

establishments to enable them to operate  effective^^."^ This meant to decide full complements 

akhugh government policy and funding rnay not permit full rnanning. To this end, Hibbard decided 

that his mandate was to address the personnel requirements for the "continuing navy" and not the 

temporary interim force. DeWolf agreed that this was necessary "to avoid confusion" as only 10,000 

personnel were authorized for the uiterim forceg1 

The greatest chailenge facing the RCN was to expand to fil1 the authorized peacetime 

cornplexnent at the same time tbat demobilization was shrinking the navy at a rapid rate. There were 

approximately 3,800 RCN permanent force personnel at the cessation of hosti1ities.- Further, a 

portion ofthese, including 55 offices, had had their careers extended to the end of the war and were 

retired with dernobilization Significantly, this reduced the total of prewar RCN officers on 

strength in 1939 fiom 150 to 95.= A modest number of officers and virtually no ratings had 



been recruited into the permanent force during hostilities. To fïll the interim force complement of 

10,000, an expansion of nearfy 200 percent had to be accomplished and this requirement was 

irnmediite to meet urgent fixed commifynents such as manning HMCS Wmrior. As maitioned, a 

ternporary expedient was to hold over "hostilities only" personnel including mernbers of the Women's 

Royal Canadian Naval S-ce ( W R C N S )  that was to disband? This measure enabled W d r  to 

be commissioned, and the care and maintenance of ships and establishments and other essential day- 

to-day actnnties to be canied out The long term objective to meet meetg requirernents was to 

obtain suitable RCNVR and RCNR personnef through -fers to the permanent force and to recmit 

"new entries" fiorn civiIian We. 

Ostasibly, the objective of demobilization was,-"to reduce the str.ength-of the navy without 

any loss ofovaali efEciency''.~ With respect to the "continuing navy", the official historian obsemed, 

"It was planned to raise the g m d  pea-time standard of officer and man by carefùl weedingW" 

This meant retaining sufficient hi& qua& volunteers of the appropriate rank and branch to meet 

balanced requirements and discharging the rest. Success was dependent on the right sort of men 

volunteering but the navy could only hope that this would happen Upon reflection ViceAdmiral 

DeWoif said he menta& divideci the "wartime only pers~nnel'~ &O three cstegories. The first were 

first class people who wanted to go back to their peacetime businesses and the navy could not keep 

them. The second were first class people who liked the navy and wanted to stay on and the navy was 

@ad to have them And, The third lot were people who never had it better and weren't worth a damn 

but would still like to stay onnw DeWolfùifmed that thae wae too few of the first category and too 

many of the thud that wanted to transfer to the permanent RCN. The most unsuitable penonnel 

could be w d e d  out basai on cunduct and service records but it was relative@ easy for mediocre 

personnel to transfer. The navy set up boards of permanent force personnel to screen aii volunteers 

but the process was subject to extreme pressure to meet urgent manning requirements.98 



The reason many reservists did not volunteer to transfer was the absence of clear 

employment opportunities owing to the uncertainty of the na- füture. For exampie, the 200 degree- 

holding RCNVR technical officers, r i e  Acting-Lieutenant-Commanda Bob Battles, who had gained 

invaluable experience with the RN radar programme, could see no g d  prospects for a career in the 

RCN at the end of the war and retumed to cifian Kfe? Further, doctors and nurses were not 

volunteaing because the policy on naval hoçpitals had not beai decided.lm Thae was also a 

reluctance for the more senior reserve officers Like Commander Je@ Brock to transfer because the 

opportunities for promotion seemed poor with so rnany prewar RCN officers ahead of him in the 

system Brock betieved that the war had aiiowed mediocrity to prosper and the promotion Stream was 

clogged with "deadwood - good for Sunday Divisions but not much else.l'lO' particular problem 

of removing these impediments was addressed by Captain John Earl, a r e s d  who became Chief 

Staff Officer Reserves and a Member of the Naval Board and subsequently Chief of Naval 

Personnel. Earl was a Liberal politician before the war and his appointment as CNP is significarit, 

Brock believed that the "old brigade" resented Earl a reservist, king given this key position It was 

obviously a political appointment made to have someone from outside the system clear out "the 

deadbeats".lo2 Some resenist volunteers like Commander Tony Stom, RCNR, initia@ seosed 

resentment by "the old guard navy" on having to accept large numbers of "Ex-reservists" to fil1 the 

&, "103 Both Brock and Storrs were persuaded that there were opportunities for a reasonable 

career for reservh in the permanent peacetime navy and they were transferred in their wartime 

rads and confirmed, The advancement of thek careers becarne the indicators of what r e s e h  who 

trmferred and performed well might expedOl Lieutenant-Commander Battles rwntered the RCN 

&er the Electrical Branch was established m September 1945.'" 

The results of the initial request for volunteers to transfer to the permanent force or serve in 

the interirn force fell far short of rquiremeents. The Chief of Naval Personnel was inundated with 



reports nom establishments that services must be cut or discontinued owhg to perso~el shortages. 

There were particulariy strong complaints that officers' messes were short of stewards @hg some 

indications where pnonties were. Numbers were not or@ short but there existai "gIaring 

deficiencies" in skilled tradesmen such as Radio ArtXcers to man Radio and Loran stations. These 

shortages of trained technician were impeding the navy's capability to provide essential services.'" 

Moreover7 there was also a gros  irnbalance in the non-commissioned rank structure and the senior 

rates, Chief Petty Officers and Petty Officers, were compelIed to cary out the menial tasks of junior 

men. 

An urgent plea was sent through a navy-wide message in an attempt to attract more 

volunteers to serve in the interim force, as well as to explain that, "during th$ period OF unusual 

conditions maoy adjustrnents WU have to be made."'(" The senior rates, most of whom were prewar 

RCN personnel, were encouraged to meet the challenges of the curent transition period as they had 

the earty days of the war, "in an even more successful manna."'" The incentive provided were 

promises of the regtablishrnent of home port d ~ s i o n î , ' ~ ~  confirmation of temporary higher ratings 

(ranks) and a new pay systern based on parity wÏth civilian industry. The senior rates were also 

assured that junior rates were in the training systern and w d d  soon be available for drafl, "to fül the 

gap." The important contribution of volunteers fiom the WRCNS during the demobilization effort 

was given special mention as that branch was scheduled to disappear on L August 1946. 

AU ratings recruited ïnto the RCN undement common new entry training and providing 

proper fàcilities and expe~enced personnel for this basic training proved to be a challenge. Training 

establishments were given d g  priority followed by ships assigned training dutie~."~ The Naval 

Staff had decided that HMCS ComwalZis, the wartime new entry training establishment located at 

Digby, Nova Swtia, would be closed and this training be relocated on the west wast at HMCS 

Nadm in Esquimalt"' Coincidentally, the decision was reached to concentrate a11 advanced and 



specialized îraining at HMCS Std'cona in ~ a l i f i i x " ~  Accommodation was hastiiy improvised in 

Noden and 350 m h s  were n-ansferred there fiom ConnvaZZis in the middle of their training over 

the Christmas period of 1945.'13 h trutb, Naden was not ma~eci  by sufficient officers and senior 

rates to supervise the recruits properly and to operate an effectne divisional system for their weIfare. 

The Assistant Chief of Naval Personnel believed the minimum was "50 officers and 75 chief petty 

offiicas and petty officers ifa hi& standard is to be attained" for the anticipated 800 new entries and 

advised the Direaor of Weapons and Training of this.lt4 The Director of Weapns and Training, 

who was responsible for the determinhg the complement, responded that the officers and senior rates 

on the strength of Naden "would have to double up for diiional duties as in Stadacona", the other 

training e~tabüshment.~'~ 

The Assistant Chief of Naval Personnel was skeptical that this policy of dual responsibility 

would result in the best people bemg assignai to divisional duties. He suggested to CNP that a visit 

be made to Noden to c o n .  that the chisional personnel assignai were prepared to watch over the 

new entry tiainee~."~ His reason was, "My own experience has ben that officers and others who 

endeavour to serve in dual appointmats tend to play one off against the other to the disadvantage of 

the In $cf the more urgent problem was to train officers and senior rates at N d m  in 

divisional duties. The divisional system formed the basis for the admhktration, advancement, w e  

and morale of ratine in the RCN. Divisional and administrative training had ceased during the war 

and junior officers and senior rates were lacking in these skills.' I8 Acting-LimtemtCornmander 

Patrick Budge began to conduct informa1 divisional training as Executive Officer at Nnden in the 

face of morale problems that were developing. 

The instability in the navy caused by demobktion and the diaculties of trying to establish 

the interim force was exacerbated by the sudden death of the Vice-Admiral G. C. Jones- Jones had 

been close to the centre of administration of the RCN as it went through its rapid wartime expansion 



and his passing created a leadership vacuum and continuity was Iost, There was no natural successor 

to Jones. The obvious candidate, Rear-Admiral Leonard Murray, had resigned afler the report of the 

KeUock Commission criticued hun severely for not taking precautions to prevent sailors rioting in 

Halifàx on V E - D ~ ~ . " ~  Rear-Admiral Victor Brodeur, COPC, wanted the job but had unfortuitousiy 

taken himseifout of the running when he submitted bis resignation to the Minisîer, D. C. Abbott, just 

days before Jones' unanticipated demi~e. '~~ Abbott refiised to allow Brodeur to withdraw id2' The 

appointment was @en to Rear-Admiral Howard Emerson "Rastus" Reid, CB. Reid had never 

aspired to be C N S . ' ~  ViceAdrniral Collins remarked that Reid had had some admbkûative 

appointments during the war but the role of CNS "wasn't something that his life had prepared him 

for, certainiy he came into something he had no part in preparingN'" Reid twk the appointment 

detetmined to stay no longer than the end of the period of the interirn force in September 1947. 

"Rastus" Reid presented a stark contrast in style and personality to the enigmatic Jones. '24 

As the youngest, he was called "the Benjamin" of the second terrn of cadets that graduateci fiom 

RNCC in 1913 .IU He survived the sinking of HMS A ~ a c k  during World War I where he served in 

RN destr~yas . '~~  Reid foliowed the normal pattern of alternathg appointments between the RCN 

and RN during the interwar perid. He was known as an "old China han&' baving served twice on the 

China Station and there comznanded the destroyer HMS Sepoy during tiis second tour. He also 

commanded the RCN destroyers Patriot, Fraser and ~keena."' While in command of the latter, he 

precipitated one of the prewar "incidents" through appfying RN standards of discipline to non- 

coinpliant Canadian sailors (se Chapter 9.'" Reid manied Miss Edith Houston, daughter o f  a 

Vancower businessrnan, in 1936. He was promoted to Captain at the beggining of World War II and 

appointed as the Commanding Officer Atlantic Coast in Halifàx. In hcreasingly important 

appointments, he was intimatety involved with the wartime expansion of the RCN as COAC, VCNS 

and then Commodore Commanding the Moundland  Escort Force ( C m ) .  As COAC, he had the 



hctious confkontation, previously recounted, with Rear-Admiral Holland, the British admirai 

commanding the Third Battle Squadron As a result of this Nelles noted that Reid was "anti-British1' 

on his personal report1" T b  episode may be seen as the first indication that the RCN officer corps 

aspired to a national command structure independent fiom the RN. Reid was promoted Rear-Admiral 

in December 1943, and fiom then until his appointment as the Chief of the Naval Staff in January 

1946, served as the NavaI Member of the Canadian Joint Staff in Washington DC. 

Vice-Admira1 Reid's persona1 secretary d e s c r i i  him as, "a real sailor's sailor, abrupt, 

intelligent, intelligently !aq, perbps without, because he was no longer interested, rem a vision of 

what iay ahead for the navy in tams of what we were building for the firt~re."'~ Reid had had a Iong 

tiring war and was sirnply waiting out his time when the appointment of CNS thnist greatness upon 

hirn His rnind was more on hunting and fishing, his fàvourite pursuits, than the chalknges of 

building the postwar navy in a tirne of unceriainty and financial restraint. He brought casualness to 

the ofnce at a time when energy was needed and delegated '70 the point of la~ness."'~' His presence 

and style reinforcd the clubby atrnosphere of Naval Service Headquarters. He applied a simple 

mmmon sense approach to resolution of the important postwar decisiom and avoided stressfil 

situations. The Navy avoided controversy with Extemal Mairs, experienced by the other two 

services, because ViceAdmiral Reid had served with Lester Pearson in Washington and they were 

able to solve contmtious issues, such as those arising fiom purchases of aircraft fiom foreign 

sources, over a drinkU2 Reid slept for an hour every aftemoon, came into the office late, Iefi early 

and never took a file home.133 He spent a significant amount of tirne away fiom Ottawa visiting 

Naval R w e  divisions. As he enjoyed poker, bquor, hunting and fishing, these visitations allowed 

him to pursue all four in abundance. Canada was unda liquor rationing at the time and his former 

secretary commenteci that, "[VimAdmiral] Reid would spi11 more than the authorized ration on any 

day.ll 



Fomi~tely for the navy, the "benign" Reid had strong personalities to whom he could 

delegate the business of rebuilding'" Harold Grant, newty promoted to Rear-Admiral, was 

appoùited to Naval SeMce Headquariers as Chief of Administration S-ces (CNAS). nus was 

essentially the appointment of ComptroUa, ostensibly a technical position requiing a spialist 

background, but under the nibric of the tirne a e d  by an Executive Branch officer. Grant was Reid's 

natural successor by seniority and had eamed a considerable reputation through his war service. He 

was a man of both vision and energy who was ready to shoulder the responsibiiity of leading the navy 

into the new era. Commodore Harry DeWolfS who wodd serve as CNS fkom 1956 to 2960, 

continued as Assistant Chief of the Naval Staff. Captain Horatio Nelson Lay had joined the Naval 

Staff as Director of Plans in December 1945. DeWolf and Lay were term mates and close &ends 

who had made important contributions during the war as Directors of Plans and Operations, 

respectively, towards estabkhing the structure of the RCN and its separate iden* wlthin the 

aUiatlce structure.'" 

DeWolf attriiutes the vision of the "big-ship" navy to Lay and the ambition to achieve that 

goal particularly with respect to aircraft carriers and naval aviation'" Lay wrote the plan that led to 

creation of the Canadian Naval Air Service and commanded the fkst of two escort aircraft carriers, 

HMCS N&, manned partiah by Canadians during the war.'% In January 1945, he had negotiated 

the loan of the fïrst light aircraft carrier, HMCS Wmior  fiom the RN, around which the postwar 

mvy would be structured Lay retunied to Ottawa in 1945, after attending the Amiy Navy Staff 

CoUege (ANSCOL) in the United States. His experince in Nabob wiîh American ship construction 

and a i r ~ r a f t ' ~ ~  and staff training at ANSCOL resulted in a strong preference for Amencan designed 

and rnanufactured weapons, ships, aircraft and material. He became a strong advocate of a closer 

affiliation with the United States Navy and North Amencan sourcing for defence acqui~itions.'~ 



Horatio Nelson Lay's own ideas and his a b i l ï  to appropriate good ideas fiom o h , ' "  b d  

an important influence on the development of the role and missions of the postwar navy. He 

intuitive@ sensed a change in the strategic climate as the Cold War emerged InitialIy, in late 1945, as 

the newiy appointed Director of Plans and Intelligence and Trade (DNP&I)'~~, he supported Rayner's 

concept of aupiring fleet destroyers fiom the RN. The RN's new "Daring" Class destroyer had a 

general purpose capabiiity, including "strong torpedo atmamentn, to screen d e r  forces.'" Lay 

changed his mind as a result of discussions during 1946 within the new Military Cooperation 

Commiffee (MCC), a subarnmittee of the Permanent Joint Board on Defence (PIBD).'" There the 

Americans advanced the argument that the Soviet Union was the ernerging maritime threat through 

its submarine and long range bomber capability.'4s 

The deliberations of the Military Cooperation Cornmittee resulted in the proposa1 of 

Recomrnendation 35 to both govetnments by the PJBD spelling out the need for joint Amerian- 

Canadian deface efforts.'" Approval of Recomendation 35 was defened by Mackenzie King and 

the cabinet, as a threat to Canadian sovereignty was perceived through the recomrnendation of an 

automatic cornmitta1 of forces.14' The Canadians proposed amendments that resulted in a revised 

version in the PJBD's Recommendation 36 discussed below. While Lay was the junior Canadian 

oEcer at the Military Cooperation Cormnittee and probabty had litcle influence in the drafhg of 

Recornmendation 35, he was strongly committed to the spirit of the original version. Given his key 

role in building the post war RCN, his influence would be important in the reorientation towards the 

USN. 

Lay's influence would be important in shaping not ody the identity of the W a r  RCN but 

also the personnel structure that evolved as a consequence of policy decisions on fleet structure. Lay 

was a progressive in pressing for North American standards in ship acquisition which had important 

personnel as well as material ramifications for American ernphasis on habitability and crew cornfort. 



Lay was a p r e e m k n t  staff o f b r  in a Service where officers with these skiils w m  not numerous. 

He was responsible for reorganizing the Naval Board and Naval Staff on two occasions, first as 

DNP&I in 1946, and later as VCNS-'" He was the fùJt staunch advocate of staff training for al1 

officers to q i p  them for positions at Naval Service Headquarters and in tri-service staff and training 

appointments.'" Subsequently, as VCNS, he  WOU^^ formaIize the requirement for stafF training 

Even as DNP&I, he became a critic of poor conditions of habitabilii in naval barracks and pressed 

for improvemeds m conditions on ships. 

Known for strong opinions and an outspoken Mtating manner, he often rubbed people, 

seniors and juniors alike, the wrong way.lrO His hnk and outspoken critickm of Brooke Claxtods 

policy to d e  HMCS Rgvol RUA& hto a bi-service coiiege, delivaed fàcsto-face to the Minkter, 

probably did more than anything else to coiour Claxton's opinion of naval officas.lsl The 

conseyence of Lay's "honest opinion'' was that Claxton refùsed to promote him to Rear-Admira1 in 

spite of rec~mmendatiors fiom two successive Chiefs of the Naval staff.'= As a naval Captain he 

also, by bis own admission, tactlessly co&onted and embarrassed General Foukes, Chaimian of the 

Chie& of Staff Cornmittee, and probably made an enerny of hhdn  This wtaïdy did nothing to 

enhance his promotion opportunities. utterestin&, t'Trader Lay" was considerd to be a bit of a 

renegade by his contemporaries.'" He did not speak with the English accent that Claxton suggested 

was a universal characteristic of RCN "top officer~". And, in the opinion of some, Lay diMt even 

look like a naval ~fficer.'~~ WMe Horatio Nelson Lay may have had both his supportas and 

detracto~s, his influence on the postwar RCN m o t  be disputed nor can his contribution to its 

folklore as a characier. 

The passing of Vice-Admira1 Jones and appointment of ViceAdmVal Reid as CNS 

cohcided with important organizational changes at Naval Service Headquarters and in the personnel 

structure. Mer a hiahis of eight months,ls6 formal meeting of the Naval Board were reconvened on 



22 Feb- 1 9 4 6 ' ~  under the chainnaiiship of the Minister. In April 1946, Reid convened the first 

"Saiior Oficers' Meetingt' which became an informal caucus meeting of senior RCN officers for 

addressing major issues facing the ~ v y . ' ~  The Naval Secretariat, introduced during the war, was 

made permanent. It was composed of both naval officers and civilians under the direction of the 

Naval Secretary who was to be of Captain's rank'" Also, the Naval Information Organization was 

to be conîinued m peacetime "to f a m i l i b  the public with the national importance, growtb, and 

activities of the RCN. in the post-war aaWLM In the Personnel Branch, work was undenvay to 

establish Ordnance, Electrical, Constructor Branches for officers and to combine the Torpedo and 

Anti-Submarine Branches into one, the T.A/S Branch The Cornunications Branch was king 

established at the ratings (mm's) level through an amaI&amation of the radio y ~ d  visual (light and 

semaphore)  tors.'^^ On the tri-savice level studies wae  undenvay to reconcile the rank and 

trade structures for w ~ m m i s s i o n e d  personnel and to develop a new integrated pay scheme.16* 

The RCN was foiiowing the RN lead in rnany hithives related to training, personnel and 

administration It was intended to continue sending personnel to the United Kingdom for specialist 

courses.'63 Naval Savice Headquarfers received regular reports on changes in the RN structure and 

organization through the Canadian Naval Mission Overseas (CNMO) in London. Royal Navy 

influence remainecl strong as the Naval Board directed, for example, ''that close liaison be maintaineci 

with the Adrniralty concerning any uniform changes they may adopt"la Naval Service Headquarters 

and the fl& w a e  advised d i i t i y  by the RN on policy changes in Admiralty Fleet Orders on items 

such as  uniform and leave, through receipt of Admiralty General Messages (AGMs). Because both 

culture and regulations demanded that naval personnel act in a certain way, this close RN connection 

was pervasive. G.C. Jones, however, demoastrated a political semitivity to undue RN influence. On 

the issue of designing ship's badges for the RCN, he was "Ieetyt' of a Naval Staff recummendation to 



explored nrst There were staff offi- opposing the follow-th6-RN-pattem, most particularly 

Commander Sam Worth, Director Signak Division, who had Vice-Admiral Reid's ear.lS On Worth's 

initiative, automatic promulgation of AGM's to the RCN was curtailed and the Naval Secretsry was 

requùed to vet these messages to dete- their applicabiliiy to the ~ 0 I . l ~ ~  

A wide range of persorne1 issues were high on the agenda of both the Naval Board and 

Senior OfIicefsq Meeting as weU as at the meetings of the Deputy Mïnister's Advisory Conunittee and 

Naval StdE The immediate priorÏty of the Naval Board was sorting out postwar naval unifomis, 

and, significantiy the first decision that was to have fm-reaching ramifications was to remove 

''Canada" badges wom on the shouldas of officersq and men's uniforms.'" The attendes at the 

Senior Office& Meeting were concemed that the instabiüty caused by demob+tion had reduced 

the "esprit de corps below par."169 Thae was a great shortage of seagoing personnel and ships eould 

not be manne& Tbe Chiefof the Naval Staff was particularly concernecl about lodging personnel in 

old buildigs and there was no fûnding for new construction The Chief of Naval Personnel cited the 

need for a "Disciplinary Course of some sort" for Chief Petty Officers in Nuden, "This would raise 

the standard in the service for the training of new en trie^."'^ 

On the west coast at Esquimalt, the situation in Naden with regard to "new entries" 

rnessing and accommodation was very poor. Most of the construction during the war had been 

on the m t  coast and Naden was iI1-equipped to receive the flood of recruits after Cornwallis 

closed. The number was originally set at  800 but this was in addition tu those already in Naden 

barracks.17' Lay presented a report to the Naval Staff in May 1946, stating that, "the galley 

facilaies [at Naden] are entirely inadequate for the 1700 presently undergoing He 

observed that there was an urgent requirement to address deficiencies and enlarge facilities, "if 

the morale and physical well-being of recruits is to rernain at a high  tand dard."'^ The navy had 

to use the existing facilities and had no control over their age or condition but could have 



controlled the overcrowding. This was a matter of determinhg a realistic cornmitment for the 

resources available. Moreover, the lack of a functioning divisional system through shortage of 

trained personnel suggests the training and indoctrination of "new entries" were probably 

inadequate. 

The bright spot during 1946 was the commissioning of the Light Fleet Carrier, HMCS 

Warrior, in B e k t  on 24 January 1946. The "Happy Warrior" as she was known presented the 

RCN with an enormous leamhg challenge, especially to her Comrnanding Onicer, Captain 

Frank Houghton, whose experience had been in destroyers and "Prince" Class armed merchant 

cr~isers."~ She was the largest and most complex ship to that date to be commissioned into the 

RCN Her full complement was 1,100 personnel with two air squadrons embarked consisting 

of forty aircraft."' However, the ship suited Canadian requirements to the extent that it had 

been designed to transit the Panama Canal and had "cafeteria stylet' messing arrangements for 

the c r e ~ . " ~  She was unsuitable for year-round operations in the North Atlantic, as were the 

cruisers, Ontario and Uganda, and most of the British-built destroyers, because she had not 

been "arcticized." This necessitateci planning deployments to the west Coast for the winter 

months with a view to permanent stationhg there once Mapifcent c~mrnissioned.'~~ 

Moreover, Warrior lacked many technical advances being built into Mngnz3cent. 

With the acquisition of Warrior, the Naval Staff and Chief of Naval Personnel staff 

were forced to grapple with the reality and expense of operating two carriers.ln The immediate 

problem was hvo carriers could not be operated with the restricted complement of 10,000 

personnel unless the two cruisers were paid off.'" Even in that event, only one Air Station could 

be manned and two were required. The RCN approached the Admiralty with the proposal that 

the RN take Wmrior into its reserve fleet until she could be rnodeniized in Great Britain or 

replaceci with another Mognificent class camedm The RN declined, citing manpower problems 



of its own and stated no decision could be made on her replacement until its own requirements 

were known, probably in 1948. In September 1946, the Naval Staff decided the RCN must 

proceed with the acquisition of the more modern and "arcticized" Magnificent and place 

Warrior in reserve in Canada, but where or how was not known.18' An additional complication 

was that there would be four air squadrons in commission but one carrier could cany oniy two. 

The negotiations pertaining to the terms of the retum of Warrior and acquisition of Mapifcent 

were eventually raised to the diplomatic level. l" These were settled largely in the RCN's favour 

as the RN took back Warrior unconditionally and Ioaned Magnrjkent. This suggests the RCN's 

acquisition of the British built Firefly IV aircraft may have been a quid pro quo as the RN 

waived any costs associated with the return of the carrier arid cancelled the loan agreement. 

By mid-1946, the recruiting situation had worsened, throwing off al1 fleet rnanning 

predictions and the cornmissioning programme.'" The major concem was that the rnaming 

policy in eRect produced only training ships and no fighting units. The naval and personnel 

staffs agreed to place more emphasis in "new entry" training on non-substantive training in 

which branch (trade) skills were learned. The "new entry" training programme was amended to 

produce a fully traùied man capable of shipboard duties in approximately one ~ear.'" Personnel 

resources were reassigned to progress non-substantive training including re-quali@ing courses. 

Fleet maming priorities were amended to ensure that Warrior, Ontario, and Uganda (reduced 

training complement), and nine destroyers (one with reduced training complement) could be 

retained in commission. 18' 

Reid convened another meeting of senior officers in October 1946, where the 

replacement of Warrior was discussed at length and some interest was expressed in trying to 

obtain a carrier fiom the United States Navy. However it was decided to proceed with the 

acquisition of Magnifcent from the Royal ~ a v y . ' ~ ~  The main topics were personnel issues and 



improvements in conditions of service for the men. The members were content to follow the lead 

of the RN on many issues. However, the senior officers were against carrying out a general 

review of service conditions in the f o m  recently conducted by the RN in which ratings had been 

fully represented. The opinion was that the RN review was not cowidered satisfactory for 

introduction in the RCN because, "If Commanding Officers and Executive Onicers are carrying 

out their duties in a fashion desired, such reviews should not be n e c e ~ s a r ~ . " ' ~ ~  There was no 

objection to polls of the ratkg. king conducted if they knew their suggestions would not 

necessady be accepted. It was ageed that routines should not Vary fiom ship to ship and that 

the Senior O fficer present s hou fd coordinate s tandardization of routines. Rear-Admiral Tony 

Storrs made the observation that during this period the RCN "old guard': caucus was in the 

habit of making decisions without the benefit of staff advice.'" It is also apparent that the RCN 

senior officers' caucus thought that some of the personnel management procedures being 

introduced by the RN were too liberal for their taste. 

By November 1946, fhstration with the maMing situation in the RCN moved the 

n o m l l y  reticent Vice-Admiral Reid to resort to public utterance. In a speech on 6 November, 

that was widely reported in the press, Reid criticized the Govement's policy of restricting the 

navy's complement to 10,000 persomel. Ushg information gain& by Captain Lay a t  meetings 

of the Military Cooperation Committee, Reid stated, "The United States Navy plans a post-war 

personnel of 500,000 men. We have 10,000. Our population is onstwelfth that of the United 

States. You can figure out for yourself the arithmetic."'" Reid received more bad news on the 

heels of his public outburst. Two days later, Captain Lay advised Commodore DeWolf that the 

Complement Committee had determined the approximate figures used for planning the f l e t  

personnel structure were in error. An additional 820 men above the 10,000 allocated would be 

required.lgO Lay re-ernphasized that the present complement allowed only one carrier to be in 



commission therefore both coasts codd m t  have "a small well balanced force."191 Mormver, 

there was no provision for Combined Operations training and, "if the RCN cannot provide this, 

training in the other two services will be seriously affected." Fh l ly ,  there was no training 

destroyer on the west coast and one was essential. Lay stated that an increase of 2,000 

personnel over the present strength was required to meet basic essential co~nrnimients.~~~ 

DeWolf advised the CNS of the miscalculation suggesting, "1 think we can man the 

ffeet with 10,000 but a margh of 5%(500) would make for efficiency."'" He urged Reid to 

approach the Minister with the adjusted figure of 12,000 which "is about the lowest figure we 

could recommmd for a continuing ~ervice."'~ Reid did this but his public statement had 

incensed Prime Mirister Mackenzie King. At a Cabinet meeting on 15 Nouember, Mackenzie 

King directed the Minister of National Defence, D.C. Abbotî, to reprhand the Chief of the 

Naval staff.Ig5 This probably rendered minimal any chance of Reid's request for more 

complement receiving a sympathetic hearing in cabinet.'" In fact, the government had other 

plans that included a new Minister of National Defence, integration of service headquarters and 

cost reductions. Reid was advised instead that he should stand by for a reduction in the naval 

estimates for 1947. Lay had just completed a revised proposa1 for fleet employment in 1947 

including a new task organization based on a recent adoption of USN communications and 

associated tactical publications.'" DeWoIf sent this on to Reid wÏth the comment reflecting the 

uncertainty of the navy's situation, "This is a forecast of what we hope to do. It now appears 

Iikely that we wontt be able to do ail of itWLg9 Reid directed his staff to halt al1 planning until 

more was known about the estirnates.* Mackenzie King shuffled his Cabinet on 12 December 

1946, and the navy was placed on hold awaiting instructions fiom the new Minister, Brooke 

Claxîon. 
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THE "VIPER" JOINS THE NAVY 

"The Navy ... was glad to have me join their building; but little did they know 
what a viper they were giving welcome to." 

Brooke ~laxton '  

Brooke Claxton was sworn in as Canada's frst postwar Minister of Defence on Frïday 

12 December 1946.2 Noted for his detennination and energy, he also brought a strong sense of 

nationalism to the office that was to have a profound effect on the navy in particular.3 A 

talented and resourceful politician, Claxton had been a rising star in the Liberal caucus and at 

one tirne Mackenzie King considered him as his succe~sor.~ He fell fiom Mackenzie King's 

favour for supporting policy positions at the Paris ~ e a c e  Conference in 1945 that the prime 

rninister deemed unacceptable and perceived extravagant expenditures on delegation 

entertainment? Claxton aspired to the Extemal Anairs portfolio but welcomed the opportunity 

when offered Defence even though Jack Pickersgill warned him it was a "deadendY6 Claxton, 

however, decided it was an important portfolio at îhat tirne in Canada's history and was keen to 

take it on. In accepting the appointment, Claxton brought more talent and ability to the Defence 

portfolio than incumbents either before or since. The policy initiatives that he introduced, the 

administrative reorganization and his direct intervention in the culture of the RCN had an 

important influence in the shaping, not only the role of the postwar navy, but also its character. 

He would ensure that the Royal Canadian Navy became Canadian in more than just name. 

Mackenzie King had made up his mind that Canada would follow the British 

government's exampie and appoint a single minister responsible for Defence. He gave Claxton 

specific instructions as to what was expected ftom him in the Defence portfolio.7 He wanted 

Claxton to reassert goverment control, integrate common activities of the services and achieve 

"the utmost economy consistent with se~urit~."~ With respect to the navy, Mackenzie King 



stated that, "We sshould have a purely coastal defen~e."~ He also voiced his strong opposition to 

aircraft carriers and that he had only concedeci to these under duress during the war.1° The 

Prime Minister reiterated that if the government was going to introduce strong social 

programmes in Health and Weüare then, "we cannot go on spending what we are on the anny, 

navy and air force."" To demonstrate the government's seriousness, D.C. Abbott, who had 

moved from the Defence to the Finance portfolio, was, within a week, demanding a reduction of 

more than fifty percent in the 1947-1948 expenditures fiom his old department.12 

Abbott's budget slashing exercise reflected Mackenzie King's decision to promote his 

programme of social legislation at the expense of ~efence." This prime ministerial initiative 

established the procedure that would govem strategic development in Canada during the 

postwar period. The govemment allocated funding for defence afier financial resources for 

social and other potitically attractive programmes were designated. It was then up to the 

department to determine how rnuch defence could be bought with the rnoneys allocated and this 

was then dîvided between the three services. To oversee the process, Claxton established a 

review cornmittee to examine the annual estimates and invited representatives fiom the 

Department of Finance to participate. Thereaffer, General FouIkes, Chairman of the Chiefs of 

Staff, and representatives of the Treasury Board reviewed the annual estimates submitted by the 

seMces thereby giving the Department of Finance oversight in the estimate development 

process.t4 This tied national defence strategy not to alliance commitments but rather to wbat the 

governent ui power felt it could afford after bread and butter social programmes, on which 

elections in Canada were won or lost, had been funded. Simply put, it would be defence on the 

cheap. This approach built uncertainty into defence fünding and, complicated a process aiready 

îkaught with inter-service rivaW. Dan Middlemiss surnrnarized the process in his analysis of 

economic considerations governing the development of the postwar RCN as follows: 



Thus, the interaction among political, military, and economic considerations in 
îhe development of the modern Canadian navy has been cornplex and varied 
with t h e  and circumstance. But if one overriding conclusion stands out, it is 
this: for the Canadian navy, what politics has proposed, economics has 
dispsed. l5 

Durhg his first s u  months in Defence, Claxton responded to Mackenzie King's 

directions in two key policy statements. ln a memorandum to the Prime Minister entitled 

"Observations on the Defence Needs of Canada", Claxton discussed strategic objectives.16 This 

is a seminal document andcon ta id  a mission statement for the Canadian forces that Abbott 

had studiously avoided." David Bercuson's opinion is that any policy that emerged to this point 

had done so by accident." Viewed in this context, Abbott's dedaration that the government's 

intention was to create a "good workable little fleet" lacks credibility.lg Claxton's thoughts 

reflected the cabinet's discussions on the PJBD's Recornmendation 35 and the govemment's 

revisions of it which were designed to protect Canadian sovereignty. He outlined a defence 

policy oriented toward the defence of North America that would be co-ordinated with the United 

States but did not embrace the "Fortress Amerka" concept reflected in the original military 

appreciation20 While CIaxton believed a war within the next five years was "udikely" he stated 

that, "Canada would enter such a war ody  if the United States dideH2' Canada would 

concentrate on establishing small professional ro1e-specific forces that could be expanded in the 

event of war to opcrate in conjunction with American forces. Impiicitly, the ramifications of this 

policy were that Canada was placing itself under the American defence umbrella with al1 its 

cost-saving benefits. 

The Minister stated that the navy's roIe in hemispheric defence would be coastal 

defence and escort work against submarines." In a war outside of Canada, the navy would be 

employed in escort work similar to operations in the Second World War. Significantly for the 

RCN, Claxton's memorandum signalled a reordering of strategy fiom an Imperia1 to a North 



American orientation and fiom the task force concept to small ship escort work As important, 

it emphasized North America as the primary source for material acquisition as well as 

coordination with United States forces. This strategic shift would provide a strong incentive to 

the pro-North Arnerican progressives within the RCN such as DeWolf and Lay and even Reid 

who leaned towards the ~rnericans? 

The implications of the govemment's strategic priorities for the navy were significant. 

Roles for the army and air force were apparent as were opportunities for cooperative operations 

with the Amencan forces. The govemment was concerned that Canadian sovereignty be 

asserted in the North to discourage any reluctance on the part of the Americans to vacate their 

bases. The army and air force were positioned to do- this. The RCN however was not and in 

absence of an imminent threat there was no clear role except training for anti-submarine escort 

work. This fi-ustrated the navy's original plans, which had been developed in a political 

vacuum, for camer-oriented general purpose task groups. On the other hand, the naval staff 

now had some specific direction for future planning and a foçus for fihue fleet development. It 

reinforced the notion the RCN would fight any fbture conffict within an ailiance but, 

significantly, it would be with the Americans in the cootext of hemisp heric defence. 

This was a critical decision because the Naval Board was pragmatically maintaining a 

preference towards British equipment and training, particularly with respect to naval aviation, 

until, "the policy of 'Hemispheric versus Empire Defence' has been more clearly defrne~i."~~ The 

RCN already had RN equipment and the policy of continuity made sense? The new 

govemment policy direction formalizing cooperation with the United States wouid inevitably 

weaken the close affiliation with the Royal Navy. There would be important cultural 

ramifications resulting fiom strategic cooperation, material acquisition and training with the 

USN. This decision gave force to the initiatives of officers in the RCN who were already 



tuming to the American navy to f k d  answers to their profeçsional problerns?6 Specifically, 

these were the cornmunicators, logisticians, pilots and officers in the tledgling Electrical 

Branch, al1 in technical specializations where the USN had a clear lead? For the RCN, this 

was an unanticipated consequence of the new policy direction as opposed to an intended result. 

The initiative merely accelerated the shift of the cultural influence on the Canadian navy fiom 

British to American. In retrospect, this was as inevitable as was growing American influence on 

Canadian society in the postwar period. Vice-Admiral Collins sbted that by the early 1950's the 

cultural reorientation by the RCN towards the USN was virtually c ~ r n ~ l e t e . ~ ~  

Claxton also shared the prime minister's concem that the military must be brought 

under tighter civilian control and the relationship between the service chiefs and the civilian 

heads be regularized. The war had resulted Ui confiised terms of reference as well as a blurred 

definition of the services' roles and missions." His perception was that coordination between the 

services was minimal typified by the Chiefs of Staff Committee meetings that were nothing 

more than "informal, idiequent and ad hoc a ~ a i r s . " ~  He saw the services as being exclusive 

and proudly independent and his task was to "bring together and make into a team three 

mutually resistant and highly cornpetitive seMces staffed by bands of aggressive young men 

who had Iittle or no experience of peacetime responsibility but had won the war."" 

Claxton met this new challenge head on and Naval Service Headquarters became the 

first objective of the new broorn. He met with the service chiefs the day after his swearing in. 

He rejected his designated office in the Woods Building, which gave him the "creeps", and 

decided to move into "A" building then occupied by NSHQ." He arrived at NSHQ on Monday 

m o h g  to be greeted by Vice-Admiral Reid and the Deputy Minister, Gordon Mills, and 

advised the CNS that he was setting up office there. Claxton recalled that Reid gave him a 

wam welcorne "in joining the ~ a v ~ . " ~ ~  Space was found that the Minister said could be made 



satisfactory by moving a few "partitions" at which, Claxton recalled, "the navy brass fainted at 

the use of such a land luberly[sic] word as partition. When they recovered they rose saluting in 

their quaint litîle way saying 'BuWeadsf sir, bulkhead~'."~ This was a quick introduction to 

Claxton that the navy was very different fiom the a m y ,  in which he had served during World 

War 1. Claxton noted, "[TJhe Navy ... was glad to have me join them in their building; but little 

did they know what a viper they were giving welcome to." " 

CIaxton was sîruck by the lack of experience of senior naval officers with the 

responsibilities of th& positions in peacetime, none of which "had to do with political 

consideration or public relations in the broadest sense except during the war? He soon became 

aware this was a fault comrnon to al1 services. The new Minister decided mat the whole senior 

oficer hierarchy needed "a psychological shakeup" because "They sirnply would not accept the 

idea of cooperation and coordination; they were still living in the mood of the war when the sky 

was the limit and there was little or no civilian ~ontrol."~' A "shakeup" was administered by 

moving the three service chiefs into "A" building and renaming it National Defence 

Headquarters (NDHQ).' Believing that proxirnity would foster cooperation and to shake up the 

entire military staff echelon, he moved al1 supply staff into "B" building and personnel staff into 

"C" building. He directed that covered bridges be built between buildings and quickly the 

military staffs got the message, as Captain Paterson observed "Claxton was serious about one 

department, one set of estimates, one programme, and one master."" 

Brooke Claxton was intent on introducing what he calIed a "logical syrnmetry" to al1 

service ~r~anizations." His primary objective was to achieve "Progressively closer coordination 

of a& services and unification of the department so as to form a single defence force, with 

the three armed services working together as a team."' His first initiative was to reconstitute 

the Defence Council to reflect the single department concept with himself as chairman and other 



members to include the Parliamentary Assistant, a single Deputy Minister, the Associate 

Deputy Ministers, the three Chiefs of Staff and Chairman of the Defence Research ~oard." He 

chose Brigadier C.M. "Bud" Dniry to be his Deputy Minister and to create the unifiai civil 

service. Drury was a graduate of M C  and had been General Foulkes' Brigadier, General Staff 

at 2 Corps Headquarters in World War TWO? He was Deputy Minister until Claxton retired in 

1954, and became a powerfur influence in the development of Defence economic and fiscal 

policy. Claxton was determird to tum the Chiefs of Staff Committee meetings into weekly, 

authoritative, decision-making conferences." He subsequently issued revised ternis of reference 

for the Chiefs of Staff Cornmittee making it "responsible for coordinathg the efforts of the 

Anned services in fulfilment of a single defence policy."" Colonel Raymont .commentecl "There 

was no doubt about the thrust of the Minister's intent and governrnent direction to the Chiefs of 

Staff in Cornmittee - their job was to corne up with one agreed view and recornmendation of 

p o ~ i c ~ . " ~ ~  

To achieve his airn that personnel in the navy, army and air force were governed by the 

same regulations, received the same pay, pensions, allowances and rations and wore the same 

clothing except for the distinctive uniforms of their service, Claxton established the Personnel 

Members Cornmittee (PMC). The Principal Supply Officers Committee (PSC) was established 

to deal with matters of supply and equipment in the same way the PMC dealt with personnel 

and py." To ensure that he was on top of the situation and to receive feedback on his reforms, 

he restructureci his office. He appointed four new executive assistants, thtee of whom had a 

naval service background and who could pass on their knowledge to him He hoped, "The fact 

that I had chosen Navy people would help to counteract the Navyts feeling that 1 was Army and 

biased accordingly."" Claxton was satisfied that he had chosen well because these executive 



assistants eventually won the confidence of senior officers and were able to "get the dirt" for 

their min i~ t e r .~~  

Satisfied that his reorganization of service headquarters had achieved "a g d  upsetf'y 

Claxton then ordered a systematic study by the Combined Services Functions Cornmittee under 

General Foulkes, the Chief of the General Staff, to determine what fiinctions within the services 

could be unified. Sub-cornrnittees studied thirty-one separate areas ranging f?om medical 

services to training and transportation and recornmendations that sixteen functions could be 

perfomed by a single service were forth~oming.~' The issue of unifiing medical services was 

the most complex and illustrative of the divergence of service opinions. The navy opposed any 

unification at al1 while the air force supporteci some unification? In cabinet, the prime rninister 

and St. Laurent advocated a fourth completely integrated medical service. Claxton eventually 

set up a Defence Services Medical Advisory Board with represeatation fiom the three services 

and the Deparmient of Health and Welfare, the Department of Veterans' AfEairs, and the 

Canadian Medical Association with a mandate to eliminate aii duplication short of 

unification." But the board was never quite as successfil as Claxton wished. The stumbling 

block was the reliance on consensus and Claxton was prepared to accept the degree of 

autonomy the separate services argued that they needed owing to their different structures and 

operational requuements. 

The impact on the RCN of Claxton's reforms varied depending on the function or the 

area affecteci. Before Claxton, Abbott had begun some restntcturing to streamline common 

functions such as pay. Therefore the navy was prepared to expect change but this did not begin 

in eamest until after the period of the Interim Force in September 1947 and after Reid had 

retired as CNS." Moreover, Claxton's htegration and unification schemes were aimed at 

improving cooperation in the areas of commonality. His reforms did not extend to the comrnand 



structure and he fully believed in the necessity for three separate services with each individual 

service chief responsible to the minister for the administration of his service. David Bercuson 

remarked "Claxton understood the military well enough to know that exercise of cornmand 

means sornething different and unique to each armed service and each service has traditions, a 

culture and a structure that strengthens the chah of command within it and are ideally suited to 

its task."" However, CIaxton would prove to be most forthcornhg in challenging naval 

traditions and the culture where he thought these were out of touch with Canadian society, or 

not in tune with his own strongly-held opinioils such as the education of oficers in a tri-service 

college programme. Officer training emerged as Claxton's e n d u ~ g  interest during his eight- 

year tenure and received more attention than almost any other subject.% 

Claxton made an effort to find out the state of the forces for himself and conducted 

visits of RCN ships and establishments shortly after becoming Minister of National Defence. 

He visited the West  coast in April 1947, and attended Sunday ceremonial divisions and church 

services followed by lunch onboard HMCS Ontario. His tour included an inspection of the 

barracks at HMCS Naden. Of his visit he commented, "1 was greatly struck with what 1 saw of 

the efficiency of the officers and mennn He was not impressed by the prewar built 

accommodations and messing arrangements in Naden that he found "shockingly bad. He came 

away determined that, "Our building programme must include replacement of these 

@uildings]." A visit was made to the Fleet Air Ann in Halifax in June 1947, and Claxton 

received, "the same kind of impression of srnartness and efficiency."" 

Claxton was also privately taking stock of the navy with respect to its Canadian 

identity. His early impressions, 

in tune with Canadian national 

Party who were the opposition. 

discussed above, were that the senior officers, "were not overly 

feeling."" Significantly, he compared them to the Conservative 

In the visits to the navy on the coasts he wouid have found little 



that identifkd the navy as Canadian The Naval Board had already directed that the 

distinguishing "Canada" badges be removed from the uniforms. As a result of his visit to 

HMCS Ontario, Claxton decided to change the name of the RCN's other cruiser, HMCS 

Ugandn, "a aame that meant nothhg to Canada", to HMCS ~uebec." He would also have seen 

the diEerence in the sleeve rank insignias worn by regular and reserve force officers. The RCN 

oficers wore straight stripes while RCNR and RCNVR officers wore "wavy lace". This 

obvious difference wouid undoubtedly have led him to ask questions. Given his own militia 

experience durhg World War 1 and appreciating the contribution of the RCNVR during the 

Second World War he became, "detennined to end this dHerence between the regdar and 

reserve navy. Accordhgly, 1 wiped out the 'wavy stripes' of the RCNVR."" This was a custom 

copied fiom the Royal Navy but ordered out of existence by a directive of the Naval Board to 

amend Naval General Orders (NGOs) shortly after Claxton's visit to  ali if id* 

In response to the government's proposa1 to cut the naval estimates, Commander 

Antony H.G. "Tony" ~torrs*, Assistant dûector of Naval Plans and Intelligence (ADNP&I) on 

the Naval S t a e  raised the issue of the need for a revision in the strategic thinking of the RCN 

and a correspondkg change in the fleet structure. Storrs was a recent transfer to the RCN fiom the 

RCNR and brought h h  thinking to the predominantly prewar RCN naval staff. He had estabhhed 

hmiseif as a solid professional during the war where he won the DSC and Bar and was made an 

OfEcet ofthe Legion of M d  by the Amxicans and awarded the Croix de Guerre avec palme by the 

~ r e n c h ~  He attained the rank of Commander as Senior Officer of the 3 1st Canadian Minesweeping 

Flotilla that operated with great success during the D-Day operatiom. He was confirmed in his rank 

as Commander upon tramferring to the RCN in 1945, and wodd go on to be the fkst RCN(R) 

oflicer to be promoted to rear-admiral in the history of the ~cN.6~ Stom was a progressive M e r  



with a natural ability for staff work and administration, whme ideas were uifluential in defining the 

role of the posnvar RCN? 

It was Storrs' strong argument that helped the Director of Naval Pians and Intelligence 

@NP&I), Captain Lay, decide that the fimire emphasis of the RCN should be on anti-subrnaruie 

w&e, and &-air warfiare as well. Storrs argued that in a fùture war the requirement for FIeet 

Task Forces would be limited as attacks against shipping by submarines and bombers wouid 

dominate enemy strateg? He reasoned that as Canada cannot afford to maintain Flet Task Forces 

in peacetirne in any event, "Canada's Naval planning should therefore be governed by the dominant 

requirement for anti-air, anti-subrnarine, and anti-mine forces."68 To this end he recommended the 

retention of oniy those types of ships and establishments suitable for training in the kind of war in 

which Canada wiIl be engaged and fÙrther, "[The navy] "should create the nuclear [sic] operational 

forces suitable for [that] kind of war."@ Stom concluded that submririne developments had rendered 

most of the current escorts obsolete and the "escort of the fiiture does not yet e ~ i s t . " ~ ~  By March 

1947, in a memo to DeWolc Lay emerged as a strong acivocate for changing the role of the RCN to 

an emphasis on Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) and Anti-Air Warfme (AAW)? DeWoif accepted 

this argument and became a proponent of a concentration on AS W and building destroyer escorts for 

this purpose.* He needed little persuasion because he was never a strong advocate of a concentration 

on naval aviation and aircrafl carriers because of the high cost in men, money and material." 

Lay was quick to follow up on the new policy orientation of the government towards 

hemkpheric defence and mperation with the Americans. In May 1947, he wrote in his capacity as 

the Canadian Naval Member on the Military Cooperation Cornmittee, 

In view of the vital imporfance of the defence of North American war making 
ability in the me, R.C.N. planning wül in the future be largeiy based on the 
Naval forces now envisaged in the Basic S e c e  Plan. This wiII make desirable the 
cornpiete standardization of the R.C.N. and U.S.N. by the tirne that the Basic 
Security Plan must be ready for immediate implemeutation ... The forces will be 
primariiy anti-submarine and it may be expected that the Canadian contribution wiü 



largely be confined to this role ieaving the provision of heavy cover, support and 
logistics forces to the u.S.N." 

An interesting observattion is that this division of responsibiiiies Meen the RCN and the USN is 

remarkably similar to that advocated by Rear-Admiral Murray in 1943, when the cornmand 

relationships in the Battle of the Atlantic between the RCN and USN were king debated by senior 

Canadian naval offi~ers.'~ It rnay be argued that the fimctioml wartime strategy based on a naturd 

alliance relationship, an Atlantic focus and a role commemurate with the R W s  resources and 

govenunent support wJas now King rediscovered as appropriate in peace. The preparaîion for the 

war aga& the lapanese in the Pacifie was an aberration that ailowed the ambitions of the RCN full 

play and created hlse expectations. In reality, the b a i a n d  task group concept proved both 

unrealistic and not sustainable. 

The naval staff had more immediate pressing problems in dealing with the governrnents 

cuts. The impact on the naval estimates was a reduction of twenty-fie percent in the p e n o ~ e l  

allocation for the uiterim Force. Commander Stons advised ACNS that planning was now based on 

a force of 7,500 - approximately 3,500 d o a t  and 4,000 ashore? The reductions also forced a 

reduction in operational ships and a necessitate. a complete revision of the RCNs afloat training 

programme. FI& operations kludhg a transit ofthe Panama canal by Micmac and Nootka to work 

with west coast ships had to be canceikd for lack of fiindimg." Cruise programmes were affected 

through "a drastic reduction in fiiel estimates" necesshting NSHQ to establish a system of quarterly 

fuel ailocations to the ~ o m m a n d ~ ~ *  The balance of ships to match personnel resources between the 

coasts was also consequentiy upset. The personnel ciraftmg plot was throm into chaos. The plot had 

to be compkely reordered by depots resulting in upheavak and a lowering of morale in both shipfs 

companies and naval fimilies. Plans to man the carrier by personnel fiom both coasts, to level out 

experience in anticipation of acquisition of the second amer, were droppedm AU personnel for 

Wmior had to be drawn fiom the Halifàx port division and this left only sufficient resources to man 



two east coast destroyers, Nootka and Micmac. Four destroyers could be rnanned on the West coast 

with &il peacetime complements and the cruiser, Onfmio, with a training complement The size of 

the reserve fleet was to be reduced to one-ha& retaining only six ftigates and ten Algerine 

minesweepers. 

The reductions had a serious impact on the training capacity of the navy and personnel 

administration on both coasts. They a h  had a consequential impact on cornmitmentS. This was 

partÏcuIarly tme with respect to the production of trained iradesmen at the Iowa rates to compensate 

for the gros imbalance between senior and junior men in most trades resulting from ciernobilizati~n~~ 

Because of the shortage of trained ratings, Chief Petty Officers and Petty Officers had to do menial 

tasks as weil as thee own n o m l  duties which was a great dissatisfier. The personnel programme as 

a whole was also impacted because the complement of the RCN was nearly at the 7,500~' level that 

meant the navy had no flexibility to recruit in order to r e  the imbaiance. Moreover, there was an 

irnbalance withb the trades between the toasts. For example, there was a surplus of signailers in 

Esquimalt and a shortage in Halifax but a general shortage overail." Commander Worth, DirectBr of 

Signals, noted laconically that the problem was academic because, "there wiU not be any fleet at sea 

to cany out manoeuvres."m In advishg Commanding OfEcers of the situation, the Naval Secretary 

concluded thaî, ''This will produce considerable manning ditticulties, and wül probably preclude the 

manning of aii ships until late in the year or early 1948."~~ Two important shore establishments, 

HMCS Srotian (HaMax) and HMCS GNenchy (Esquimalt) were closed, as were both the 

Mechanicd and EIecûical Training Cerrtres at Naden. The closhg of the training centres necessitateci 

west coast personnel being sent to Halifax for courses and refiesher training. Moreover, instmctors at 

aii shore training establishments were reduced by onethird causing a reduction in standards and 

through-put which, in the view of the NSHQ staff officers responsible, was "below acceptable 

l e~e ls" .~  The Naval Secret;uyls optimistic prediction that an improvement may be anticipated by 



1948, appears to have overlooked the fàct that a large number of Intaim Force personnel wae 

scheduled to be discharged at the end of theû two year engagment in Septemba 1947.~ 

As the hard-pressed Naval Staff worked out the consequences of the personnel reductions, it 

is read'iy apparent that the RCN was heavily overwmmitted. There are also indicators that the CNS 

at least was growing sensitive to morale problems. In spite of the cutbacks, the Naval Staff planned 

to progress the "workups" of Wmior and her air squadrons in April 1947, aAer the ship's arriva1 in 

Canada There were or@ two destroyers available for Wmior  as consorts and for air guard duty." 

This was reduced to one after M h a c  sustained extensive darnage in a collision with a merchantsh*, 

SS Ymauth Corn& in fog off Halifax in Juiy 1947.  Amidst their efforts to salvage the 

operational programme, the Naval Staff overlooked the Ieave requirements for Wamior's ship's 

company that had just returned fiom the United Kingdom Vice-Admiral Reid discovered this and 

persona& directed an amendment to the sailhg date to aUow the ship's company to take their 

outstanding The aff& on morale otherwise could have been serious. 

The reductions added yet another chiienge to the a h d y  heavy workioad of the staff at 

NSHQ. The Naval Board was engaged in resolving maq important issues pertaining to building the 

postwar navy. It reorganized itself following the recommendations of Captain Lay and revised the 

terms of reference of the mabers to reflect the govemment initiatives towards integrati~n~~ The 

r e o r e t i o n  of the Naval Board was coqlete by September 1947 when Rear-Admira1 Houghton 

was appointed to the reinstated position of V i d h i e f  of the Naval staff.'' Significantly, the 

Claxton's rmrganization withdrew the Deputy Minister fiom the Naval Board thereby eiirninating a 

civïkm bureaucratie presence in the administration of the navy? Claxton's refomis, however, 

produced a prolifèration of tri-service cornmittees and increased sfan c o ~ t m e n t s  while the navy 

was endeavouring to hold the line on the nurnber of staff officers in NSHQ.~~  The Naval Board was 

also concemd that the dernand for senior officers to serve ashore in administration wouId be satisfied 



at the expense of essential sea-gohg expiaice needed to qyalify them for senior comrnand and staff 

appointments In order to maintain a sufficiait nucleus of officers ashore to fâcilitate rapid expansion 

and reduce the requirements at NSHQ, the Naval Board decided that as  a matter of poticy more 

- - 
authority and administration would be tranderred to the cornrnands. To achieve this, "would involve 

substantial changes to ensure that only major poiicy mattas were dealt with at N.s.H.Q.'" It was 

hoped that this would resuIt in more ships at s a  The issue wouId be resolved at the next Senior 

OfEcers Meeting. 

The Naval Staff engaged rnany new and cornplex issues in which experience was lacking 

Mary had political ramifications. The acquisition of aircraft for naval aviation was an expensive, 

sensitive, ongoing issue requiring cuntinuous attention Even though the carrier was on loan ftom the 

Royal Navy, there w a e  many factors that made the acquisition of American aircrafi for fim-line 

replacements attracti~e.~ The decision was eventuaily made to buy British aircraft but this was the 

last such cornmitment as the akcraft proved infirior and spares support unreliable. The issue of the 

extent of RCN commitments in Joint Service exercises and scientific experiments resulting fiom the 

govemment's renewed interest in the Arctic caused the naval staff to venture, with some evident 

reluctance, into unfamiliar waters? The first Naval Staff initiative on this rnatter was to intrduce a 

new Canadian Arctic Coastal Zone in an area that had previousIy been part of a designated Royal 

Naval stationg7 

This evolution underscoresi the ongoing dficulty that the RCN was experiencing in 

remdering relationships with its traditional and its continental aUy. Naval Service Headquarters fe1t 

obligated to clear the new zone with both the Adrniralty and the United States Navy. The Limits of the 

mne wae published in AdmValty Fleet Orders as part of the stillextant Imperia1 world-wide system 

Howwer, an indication as to the state offlux of alliance and professionai relationships on the part 

RCN is that at the same meeting the Naval Board daided to adopt USN comrnuni~tions and tactical 



publications and to introduce an Arnerican naval system of numerical designatiom for task force 

organizationP8 The pfevious year, Rear-Admiral Brodeur, COPC, had shifted West coast ships to the 

USN communications system as a necessity in orda to operate with the predominant!y USN forces 

in the ~ a c i f i c . ~  East coast ships rernained on the RN system and when operathg with American 

ships had to write out the USN signal codes on pieces of paper.'m Mer March 1947, in order to 

work wÏth both the USN and RN, east caast ships had to carry two different sets of signal bookdo' 

This situation contin1xe.d util the Combined Communications Book was produced under the 

sponsonhip of the Combined Chie& of Staff in Washington during the late 1940'dm This 

rernarkable cooperative venture was partiaily a Canadian initiative and included participation by 

Amencan, British, Austraiian and New Zealand m e d  forces..103 By the Korean War, common 

comrniuùcations doctrine, tactical procedurs and fleet signal books were in place b t  aüowed 

participating navies to work together under the auspices of the United Nations but essentialiy under 

American command This work also provided the foundation for the AUied Tactical Publication 

(ATP) series produced after NATO was foundd 

The requirement for submarine services provides an extrerne example but a good basis for 

demonstrating the nature of the dua1 RN-USN dependency by the RCN that had its genesis in the 

eariy postwar p e r i d  In 1947, the Naval Board approached both the Royal Navy and the United 

States Navy to provide target submarine seMces for ASW training.lw The acquisition of submarine 

services remained problernatic and the requirement was met, but not satisfactody, by utilizing both 

Sour=. Mer experiencing several years of inconsistent and unpredictable service fiom both the RN 

and the USN on the east toast, an agreement was negotiated with the Royal Navy in 1954, to station 

the Sixth Submarine Squadron permanentfy at ~alifax? On the west coasf submarine services 

were provided irregulariy by the United States Navy until an ex-USN submarine was obtained on 

loan and commissioned as HMCS Grilse in 1961 .'" Canadian submariners trained with both navies 



and the submarïnes w a e  supported materia@ by the nation of origlli. This ultimately resulted in the 

creation of two materially dEerent as well as professionaüy and culturally oriented submarine forces, 

one on either coasf afia the RCN acquired British Oberon class submarines in 1966.14 Canadian 

submariners who moved between the coasts experienced a sort of professional schimphrenia While 

this was an extreme result of a sort of dualdependenq syndrome, it is an indication of how the RCN 

was deveioping the capability to sail two divergent courses in seehg answers to professional 

problems. 

Personnel rnatters becarne the most critical problem of the navy and consumed the staff of 

the Chief of Naval PerçonneL Staff documents indicate great gaps in personnel resources to meet the 

cornmïtments of the depot in Halifax while EsquÛnalt was in reasonably sound s ~ p d W  Thae was a 

coclcerted effort to eliminate non-essential CO- to reduce the impact of the impending 

discharge of the temporary interim force persorniel. Every officer and man was essential and 

unanticipated requUemaits added to dernands on personnel resoufces already stretched beyond Illnits. 

The personnel account was in a deficit position The impact of a Claxton directive to show a "tri- 

service" aspect to the public at NDHQ was immediately felt. The navy resisted the idea of using 

scarce unifonned personnel in nonessential tasks such as parking lot secunty where it was 

considerd civilians would s d i i ~ e . " ~  Persorne1 issues submitted to the Naval Board for decision 

pertained prunarily to conditions of service mattas such as accommodations, uniforms and 

miscellaneous items of ship's routine such as beer sales and liberty boats. Issues of routine could be 

* .  comected ahuwtratively without cost, but for critical initiatives to improve conditions of seMces 

there was w funding available to implement themi'' Indicators were that personnel shortages and 

poor conditions of service were affècting morale. The Naval Board reçeived an appeal for support 

fiom the Canadian Naval Service Benevolent Fund that was operated and funded independently and 

provided hancial support to needy sailors and îheir fknilies.''2 The funci's officers reported that their 



s<pdhres were exceeding theiir receipts, necessitating a draw on capital. This suggests a sharp 

increase in demand for fùianciai assistance by destitute sailors. Financial problerns have a direct 

impact on morale and this was another indicator of problems in the fleet 

Morale in the f l e t  was in fact deteriorating badly. The transition to a peacetirne navy and 

financial constraints imposed by the government had created an environment of stringency, 

uncertainty and dissatisfaction The main cornplaints were poor pay, poor accommodations, lack of 

married quatfers, the new uade structure imposed &y integration and p r  carea prospeets.113 These 

issues affectai "old hands" and new entries alike. A cornplaint s p i f i c  to career men, particuIarIy 

those in the Engine Room Artificer and Stoker -des, was their high ratio of seatime to drafts ashore. 

Some had never been ashore during thei. careers and was no hope of-relief in sight. The 

generally poor situation was exacerbated by a scarcely finctioning divisional system and indxerent 

leadership at aii b e l s  in the fleet114 

Lack of leadership skills was prevalent particularly within the ranks of the junior officers 

regardless of entry, RCN, RCNR or RCNVR- Many officers had selectively adopted "bad habits" 

while serving with the Royal Navy during the war and apptied inappropriate styles of leadership to 

"egaIitarianl' minded Canadian naval ratings. What the men objected to was not antiqmted customs 

derived fiom the Royal Navy but an acquired attitude of superiority exhibited by some Canadian 

oficers who were fkom the same socieeconomic background and possibiy even fiom the same 

school or streetl" The war was over and the over-arching patriotic enthusiasm to get on with the job 

had vanished when the "hostilities or@" men were demobiIized, There was a particular motivational 

problem among the hastily recruited tweyear men for the interim force who were generally poorly 

trained and had not developed a positive attitude towards naval The results were 

predictabIe. 



The "sickly season", as T o ~  G m  cdls the p e r d  of the "incidents", began not in the 

cruiser Ontario in August 1947, as  is popularly believed"', but sometime before. There was an 

incident in HMCS Nootkn during the previous May and there were rumours going around the fleet 

then that at least one other incident had oc~urred."~ Nootka was considered to be "a well run ship" 

but had its share of two-year interim force men who were   ni al content^^'.^'^ The Commanding 

Oficer, Commander Herbert ~ayner'? was an experienced prewar RCN professional known for his 

quiet and gentie manner and h-an character- The Executive oEcer, Lieutenant-Commander 

D. L. "Tuf@" Macknight, was also of prewar RCN vintage and a strong personality. The incident 

occurred while Nootka was dsanzmunitioning at the naval magazine in Bedford Basin at the North 

end of Halifax harbour. It was discovered that one box of .22 small amis arnmur&ïon containing fifh/ 

rounds had gone missing and this was reported to Commander Rayner who ordaed that there would 

be no shore Ieave until the ammunifion was retumd Rayner then went ashore himself, leaving the 

Executive Officer to sort out the problem. Tt was Rayner's custom to delegate administrative matters 

to his second-ik~ommand.'~~ Lieutenant @ter Rear-Admirall) Dan Harington, Nootko's navigating 

officer, recalled that unfortunately the Captain's departure seerned to act as a catalyst and some junior 

ratings reacted by locking themselves in their mess d e c h  Lieutenant-Commander Macknight took a 

straight forward approach, "Don? be so ridiculous guys", and taked the men out f?om behind their 

barred mess deck doors. The incident was over quickly and no officia1 disciph;uy action was taken 

nor the incident reported Commander Rayner left the ship in June and, typically, there fouowed a 

rapid turnover of Comrnanding OfficefsfS1" Rumours however persisted and the situation came to the 

notice of the Minister and causai embarrassrnent for the Comrnanding Officer Atlantic Coast, Rear- 

Admiral Cuthbert Taylor, who had no knowledge of the incident. 

Rear-Admiral Taylor was obviousiy surprised when NSHQ asked him in December 1947, 

for a report on morale problans in Nootko that had b m  submined by Lieutenant-Commander M. L. 



Stirling, who had tanporary CO& 0fNoolka. ~~g Taylor's absence on sick Ieave and without 

his knowledge, his Chief of Staff had ordmed Stirling to conduct "an unofficial enqu jr" and submit a 

report, the contents ofwhich had obvious@ filtered through to NSHQ. The Chief of Staff, Captain 

W. Holms, had failed to advise his admiral. Taylor took the offaice. He stated in his respome to 

NSHQ that he queried the now ActingCaptain Rayner if he had experienced morale problems in 

N o o h  and reportai thaf "Hernyner] was very surprised and in his own words said %&a has a 

damn fine Shipts ~ o r n ~ ~ ' " ' ~  Lieutenant-Commander Stiriin& was obviousfy l es  sanguine that 

there were no morale problems. [n his report he stated that while no unrest had become evident, "It 

was considered, however, to be desirable to make a survey of the factors contributkg to the 

undoubted unhappiness which existed before it developed into unrest " '24 By December, Captain H.F. 

Puiien, who was a b  the Flotilla Commander, had relieved Stirling. PuUeds comments, accordhg to 

Taylor, were the same as Raynds- Commander Tony Storrs, who relieved Pullen the following 

August 1948, was of the view that Nootka was "simmering" and there was "a general air of 

discontent" among the ship's c ~ r n ~ a n y . ' ~  

The evidence suggests that Taylor, Rayner and PuiIen, a l  senior officers, were exhibithg 

some form of denial. Taylor, in fàct, treated some obsewations in Stirling's report with abject disdain 

as if the navy was dealing with sorne sort of labour union movement He dismisseci independent 

obsavations of poor morale by a chaplain and medical doctor as stemming fiom "colossal ignorance 

of the service"'26 and comrnented, "1 am not in favour of 'unqualified outside interestst wandering 

about mess de&, as this dennitely suggests to the Ship's companies (whose greatest moan is 

homesickness) that they must have grounds for ~orn~laint ." '~ What Taylor dismisçed a 

"homesickness" was dlssatisfàction because Noorka's ship's Company never knew the ship's 

programme fiom month to month which was very distresshg for family men. Significantly, rnany of 



the sources of complaint Mmed by Stirling were a h  later cited by the ViceChief of the Naval Staff 

(VCNS) in a later comprehensive rnemomndum on morale. 

Rear-Admual Taylor's response to men's cornplaints was reactionary. He undersfood the 

problem Uivolved with conditions of service such as pay and accommodation but appeared to be 

completely out of touch with the personai concems of young sailors. He dismissed these out of hand. 

In searching for recent experience that might have qualfied Taylor to assess the situation in the ships 

it will be found that his oc@ sea command was of HMCS Patriat in 1926-27, some twenty years 

prior! He is the classic example of one of the RCN "old guard" who sirnply floated to the top. Taylor 

spent his entire war in shore positions out of the limetight and is almost invisible in the history of the 

RCN except at the end of his career. The retirernent of Murray and death of Jones created 

opportunities that bene- Taylor based on his seniority alone. He was a cadet in the class of 191 2 

fi0111 RNCC and a classrnate of "Rastus" Reid who becarne CNS in February 1946. Taylor was 

prornoted to rear-admiral two months later. There is no evidence to suggest that he might be aware of 

the volatile situation existing in the ships under his cornmand. 

The Nootka incident followed what might be considemi a standard Canadian pattern for 

what was technîcally a mut* but essentiaUy a work stoppage. In the media jargon of the day the 

incident was a "sitdown stnke" that described a cornmon form of protest action by organized 

labour.'" The incident, as it played out, was sùnilar to one onboard Skeena in 1936. The Skeena 

incident described by Lay, the Executive Officer at the the,  was a ternporary work stoppage by 

junior ranks to protest shipls routine.12' Common sense prevailed after Lay made representation to the 

Cornmanding Officer, Commander Reid In neitha the Nooth nor the Skeena incident was 

disciplinas, action taken or an official report made to higher authority. Technicatly, a mutiny did not 

occur because care was taken by superior~ not to issue a direct order that could be disobeyed The 

Canadian pattern involving work stoppages was also repeated in two "mutinous incidentstt that 



occurred during the Second World Wu. One was in HMCS Iroquois in 1 9 4 3 ' ~  and another in 

KMCS Nabob in 1944.'~' Both these incidents were reporteci to higher authority. In the more serious 

Iroquois incident, the Commanding Oficer, Conunander W. Hohs, was relieved of his command. 

Two officia1 historians, Tucker and Schufl, as to the reason.'" Tucker states that a Board of 

Iaqujt removed the Commanding Offi= fiom bis ship and SchuIi states that the Comrnanding 

Officer suffered a heart attack and was removed- Rear-Admira1 Brock stated that his fatkr, Captain 

Eustace Brock, Senior Canadian Ofncer Gr=mck, stmmady removed Holms to diffuse the 

sÏtuation and to avoid publicity. The rathgs involved in both these wartime incidents were not 

disciplined 

Except for the initiative of the Commandiing- Officer Atlantic Coag's Chief of Staff, 

intaestin& the same Holms in the wartime Iroquois incident, the morale problems in Nootkn might 

never have surfIiced. However, it appears that it was Vice-Admiral Grant who later as CNS brought 

them to the attention of Brooke C k o n  Claxton subsequaitly asked to s e -  Stirlings report and 

Taylor's covering letter.'" Grant was keeping the Minister abreast of morale issues and building his 

case to obtain more fùnding to improve conditions of service, particularty babitability in ships. 

Nootka was new and commissioned on& in 1946, but the report containeci cornplaints about 

accommodations, sleeping in h m - ,  messing arrangements for eating and unsanitary 

washplaces. Ciaxton had had a short cruise in Nootka with Lieutenant-Cornrnander Stirling and some 

experience on which to assess the report Rear-Amiral Taylor's letter rnay have reinforced Claxton's 

view chat R(SN senior offices were out of tourh with the society fiom which the postwar RCN was 

recruiting its officers and ratings. There is also a note of arrogance in Taylor's comments that the 

Miaister would not have miss& 

The arrangements Claxton would have seen onboard Nootka had not changed in British- 

desiped ships the çize of cruisers and below in over 100 years.l" Nootko had the traditional 



accommodation and messhg a.rrangemenfS where the men below the rank of Petty Officer lived, 

slept, ate and recreated in open messes where they were assigned by branch For example, the stokers' 

mess would house junior engine room and bi ler  room watchkeqers. The men slept in hammocks 

slung for that purpose and stowed when not in use. There were tabies and benches fixed to the deck 

on which to eat and socialize. Each man had a locker. Their mals were prepared in a cornmon galley 

and carried to the messes in large containers and served out by rnessmen appointed by the "senior 

hancl", a Leading Seaman, on a rotational basis. The whole arrangement was utilitarian and could be 

descnbed as basic camping. Chie& and Petty Officers' messes were smal1er and better fitted out, 

There wete settees and some bunks. Junior men were assigned to collect and serve the food and clean 

the dishes and utensils and the mess for the Chiefç and Petty Officers. The officers lived in cabirts 

with bunks, desks and lockers and had separate heads and showers. The Executive OEcer, E n g k  

officer and Supply Officer had single cabins. The officers ate and recreated in the "Wardroom", a 

commoq well appointed space wÎth chesterfields, chairs, Cireplace, bar and a dining ara."' Their 

meals were prepared separately by trained officerst cooks in a cornbined pantry-galley attached to the 

wxdroom and served by stewards who also made bunks, cleaned the cabins and generally catered to 

the officerd needs. The Captain lived and ate independent of the wardroom in his own cabin and was 

attended by a persona1 steward The Captain visited the wardroom upon invitation of the Executive 

Oficer who was the mess president. There were dflerent arrangements in the where each man 

had a bunk and cafeteria style messing was in o p t i o n .  

The issue of morale and discipline was foremost in the min& of the senior officers during 

their next meeting at NSHQ at the end of Novernber, 1947. The admirais fiom both coasts 

attended.lM It was generally thought "that morale and discipline of the RCN had suEered 

considaably for various rea~ons-" '~~ Some of the reasons cited were lack of married quarters, 

absence of travel concessions to assist personnel home on Ieave, an imbalanced trade structure with 



too many maintainers vasus userj, and anddequate financial compensation The senior officers 

discussed the introduction of a Welfare Cornmittee systern in HMC Ships based on the RN mode1 

that had been introdued by the British in March 1947. It was noted that something sunilar had been 

tried and was proving successfil in ~ a r r i o r . ' ~  As at their praious meeting, the rnembers were 

concemed that W e k e  CoIIlIILiffee~ should have a lirnited purview. Their introduction was 

considerd acceptable provided "promulgation of the covering orders shouId properiy define the 

wekre that such cornmittees wiil be authorized to con~ider."'~~ It is apparent the senior officers 

wanted the Wellàre Cornmittees kept on a tight rein. 

The senior officers' caucus ais0 d i s c d  other rnatters pertaining to the general state of the 

MY. It was agreed that flag officers on the coasts wouId be given operational control over ships 

within their areas wIde NSHQ would retain it for ships deployed outside. Additionalky, more 

decision-making authority over administrative policy would devolve to the commands. Resene 

training was a ConCern and discussed because lack of resources had greatly curbiled this activity but 

would do so into the foreseeable m e .  The reorientation to the USN communications systern was 

advanced through agreement by the members for adoption of the USN scheme for trade standards as 

weU as the her i can  training syllabus for schmls. With respect to increasing activity in the Arctic, 

the caucus agreed that the RCN was not ïnterested in icpbreakers at this t h e  because "Fast 

experimce has shown this would only lead to commercial cornmitments and this was to be 

a v ~ i d d ~ ' ~  

A general concem was being expressed by Cornmandimg Officers in the flea as to the fuarre 

policy of the R a  and this issue was discussed at length In spite of the relatively unambiguous 

statement by the M i d e r  assigning an anti-submarine role to the RCN in conjunction with Amerian 

forces and the discussions at the Military Cooperation Cornmittee (MCC), the minutes suggest that 

the naval hierarchy was either unsure of or had yet to embrace the new strategic direction The 



consensus recorded was, "r]he  RCN c-ommitment in any future war could not be foreseen. It would 

depend on who the adversary and the allies might be. For this reason the policy wiil be to establish 

the RCN on as  flexible a basis as possible, which would aiiow arnalgamation with any likefy allies to 

fight apinst any foreseen adversa~y."'~' With this concept in mind, it was decided the best plan was, 

"CO give personnel as general training as possiblett and for this reason no major combineci operations 

with the 0 t h  two services wodd be phnnedl" More than anythùig this general approach probably 

reflected the fa& that underfùnding and the instabüity the RCN was experiencing allowed only the 

most geneml training to take place. 

As a result of agreement at the Senior Officersl Meeting, the Naval Board decided to 

inhoduce Wellàre Cornmittees in ships and establishments of the RCN.'" followed more 

disturbing reports on conditions of service such as i n a d q t e  barracks accommodation, 

overcrowdii of recruits at Naden and poor food." Other staff investigations also showed that the 

navy was far behind the other two services with respect to standards of accomodation ashore and 

basic essential items such as blankets and pilIows."5 These revelatiom resulted fiom the 

corsolidation initiatives for conditions of service under Claxton's integration policy. This prompted 

such remedial administrative action as could be taken given the lack of funding for material 

improvementstsl" Following the lead of the RN, cires  regulations for wearing "plain" (civilian) 

clothes by ratings were relaxed.'" Orders were promulgated, following ministerïal directive, to 

remove the "wavy lace" r a d  insignhs from reserve oficers uniforms and replace them with straight 

d p e s  thereby standardizing appearance between regular and resewe officer~.'~ Additionally, 11- 

boats were cancelled and a controlIed gangway routine was ordered to be implemented in ships and 

e~tabliçhments.'~~ Action was directed to irnprove h'brary and entertainment film services.lsO 

The message promulgating the hplementation of Welfare Corndees was sent to the fleet 

on 28 July 1947, by Captain Miles, Chief of Naval ~ersonne1.l~' The message stated the new policy 



had "p]he object of providing machinery for fke diussion between officers and men of items of 

welfare and general amexdies within the ship or establishment that lie within the powers of decision 

held by the Captain or his immediate Administrative ~uthonty."'" The Executive Officer of the ship 

was to be ex-officio chairman and representation was to ticlude officers appointed by the Captain 

and "a number of Iower deck representatives chosen by ballot by the messes ...rhqr would be 

representing."'n Welfare Cornminees were precluded fiom discussing conditions of s-ce such as 

discipline, pay and leave. They were @en oversigtt of the conduct and administration of the ship's 

canteen'" The message fürther reiterated that WeIfare Cornmittees were "not intende. to interfere in 

any way with or prejudice the right of my h d ~ d u a l  rathg to put fornard suggestions through his 

divisional officer or the responsibility of the d i i ona l  officer for looking aftq the interests of his 

'55 A follow-up message was sent to the Flag Oacers on the two coasts dîrecting them to 

institute WeIfàre C o d e e s  in ships under their cornmand and to ensure that all classes of ratings 

were representedl% The introduction of Welfàre Cornminees, restrcted as thqr were, was a useful 

fïrst step to improving morale onboard. How weil they fûnctioned and the impact they had on morale 

was the direct responsibiIity of the Executive Officer. 

There is conclusive evidence that the Naval Board knew that morale was not good and their 

appreciation was that this was mainly due to material deficiencies, poor pay and trade testructuring 

resulting fiom integration. One staff officer adwed the Deputy Chief of Persomel, "One thing is 

certain - if the standard of living of the Seaman remains below that of the average Canadian and ifthe 

value the Service places in "abiiity-to-take-charge" is to be adjusted below trade sk& we will never 

s u d  in establishing the discipline and contentment that is essential to a healthy and vigorous 

ser~ice."'~ Owing to financial constraints and govemment policy these cornplaints were beyond the 

power of the naval hierarchy to correct. Viewed in this context, ViceAdmiral Reid's public 

admonishrnent of govemment policy can be interpreted as a rebuke in fiutration. The board took 



administrative initiatives to ùnprove conditions but these were very incremental and did not address 

the major problerns. There was also an understanding that there was a systemic problem with naval 

leadership, particularly with junior officers, "who lacked the training and experience to respect and 

Gare for their men"." The perso~e l  staff took developing means to correct this deficimcy as a 

prionty. 

There was also a reahtion by some officers in the fieet that there were serious 

shortc~mings in the application of the divisional system On the West coast, L-ieutenant-Commander 

(later Rear-Admiral) Patrick Budge, serving in the position of "First Lieutenant-Comrnander" at 

HMCS Naden, took initiatives to address the deficiencies in Ieadership training. This was 

characteristic of "Paddy" Budge who began his career asa boy searnan in the Royal Navy and was 

co&ioned fiom the ranks afier transfening to the RCN. He had gained a reputation as an 

exceptional leader of men and was a role r n ~ d e l - ' ~ ~  He obswed that there was "a great deal of 

knowledge lackingn in most of the Chief Petty Officers and Paty Officers charged with divisional 

respoosibilities in his e~tablishrnent,'~ Major deficiencies included little understanding of the 

divisional systern and ignorance as to the existence, let alone the contents, of King's Regulationsfir 

the Cmadian N w y  (KRCN), containing administrative orders for the ~ v y . ' ~ '  Mary of these senior 

men had divisional responsibilities for "new entry" recniits under training. Lieutenant-Commander 

Budge daTised and taught a divisional course firsî for senior rates and then officen at Naden. Budge 

was destined to play a key role in restoring discipline and morale in HMCS Ontario after an incident 

on board on 22 August 1947. 

Ontario, a cruiser and the largest ship on the west coasf was conducting four-weeks of trials 

and working-ups after a two year refit and conversion162 In order to progres essential training and to 

compensate for personnel reductions, the cruiser was assigned "a special reduced complernent" to 

enable 50 percent of the armament to be r ~ n n e d - ' ~ ~  This adjustment allowed the ship to be partly 



manned by 3rd Class Rates unda training in addition to the normal cornplanent of personnel 

undergohg non-substantive, or trades training This resulted in a very large number of trainees 

among the over 600 men onboard and an increased supenrisory l a d  for the aiready over-extended 

supeMsMy personnel. The Commanding Officer, Captain James C. ~ i b b a r d , ~ ~  had recently joined 

the ship fiom his appointment as DCNP at NSHQ. He would be fuIiy aware of serious morale 

probkms in the Be& "Jimmy" Hîbbard was a prewar RCN officer who had commandecf two 

destroyers during the war and had extensive experience in training. The Executive Officer, 

Commander le@ Brock, had transferred nom the RCNVR at the end of the war. Brock had spent 

most of the war with the Royat Navy at sea in cumrnand of escorts. There he had distinguished 

himself and was highly regarded in Royal Navy command c i r c ~ e s . ~ ~ ~  His RCN -wntemporaries saw 

Brock as a man with a uatural arrogance that was maely reinforcd by his service with the Royal 

~ a v ~ . ~ ~ ~  Rear-Admirai Patrick Budge descnbed Brock as having b e n  very much Uinuenced by his 

time with the RN and that he had "a domineering attitude and taiked down to people."167 Hi attitude, 

Ieadership style and cultivated English accent cause- great dissension on the Iower deck in ûrztario. 

The incident occurred while Ontario was at anchor in Nanoose Harbour on the east coast of 

Vancouver Island The spark was a cornplaint over dress regulations ordered by Brock but was really 

the cumulative result of "the capricious variation of the ship's routine, and with general dissatistàction 

with the Executive ~fficer".'" Some fifty junior men locked themselves in a mess deck as a protest 

and would not corne out The Executive Ofncer reporteci this to Captain Hibbard who personaliy 

intwened and detiised the situation while judiciously avoiding any action that would, "allow the 

incident to develop into a serious condition of m~tim/ ." '~~ Captain Hibbard then went ashore by boat 

and reported the incident by telephone to Rear-Admira1 Mainguy, Cornmanding Officer Pacific Coast 

(coPc).'~ Hibbard stated to the Mahguy coMnissioners what he probably told Mainguy, 'There 

was a general moan about the XO's@xecutive OBficer's] orders ... for sorne reason or other they could 



not tolerate rny Executive Offica. He had been there for a year, and to a man they could not tolerate 

my Commander. He just seemed to be born that way, he just coulh't get theu confidence."'" 

Mainguy decideci to relieve Brock imrnediately and replace him with Lieutenant-Commander Budge. 

Mainguy took the musual tack of not tellhg Budge the real reason why he was being smt to 

Onlmio. He told Budge that Brock was leavlng the ship for compassiornite reasons and gave him the 

impression that his appointment as Executive Officer 5-1 Ontario would be ternporary.'R Budge was 

driven UP to Nanoose by staff car and met Brock coming ashore with all his bags. Brock avoided arry 

conversation and said sirnply, They're not a bad lot, Budge" and &ed on to the car.'" 

Budge r d e d  that as soon as he went on board, "1 smeUed a rat" because he was not 

received by the Off?cer of the Watch as was customary but by the Gumery Qfficer. Cunously, he 

was kept isolated fiom officers and ratings until his interview with Captain Hibbard Hibbard, whom 

Budge ~IWV well, did not mention either the incident or the situation resultùig in Brock's removat. 

Hibbard sirnply said that, "He wanted to rnake changes to the dress, there was no reason men should 

not Wear working dress in harbour." The ship's officers did not offer any information when Budge 

met them later, but he sensed there was something wrong when he heard murmuring during his fint 

address to the ship's company. He finally pried the story out of the "padre", ChapIain Lee GiIlard. 

Budge went to &%bard to taik about the situation and he asked Budge what they should do. Budge 

advised him to s d  and that he would sort it out at sea. To his dismay Wibbard reptied that was 

impossible because his wife was coming up to Nanoose with another oEcer's wife for a picnic.L74 

This affaù was held on shore in full view of the ship's company. Hibbard never did codîde in his new 

Executive OEcer the details of the incident. AIthough Budge never got the fi11 story he absoIved 

Brock of some of the blame because he felt "the Chie6 and Petty Officers were to a great extent 

respoosible as they lost contact with their men."" 



The evidemce suggests that the navy deait with the incident in Ontario by covRing it up 

which seaiis to have been the n o m  in peacethe &en the examples of Skeena and Noolko. h bis 

imtance, the unpopular Executive Offiex was surnmarily removed without a hearing? The mai 

involved faced no discipliary proceedings but were drafted to other ships. There was no officia1 

report to NSHQ and the Naval Board Minutes indicate no discussion of  i t  Comprehensive staff 

papers on morale and conditions of s h c e  written at the tirne bear no mention of a problem in 

Ontario. Rumours however were rife throughout the fleet and the participants obviously spread the 

word The reason why the incident was covered up has not been determined.'n Certainly, the naval 

hierarchy would wish to avoid bad publicity or any indication that they were not in control. The 

incident occurred at  the end of ViceAdmiral Reid's term as CNS and possibly senior officers wished 

to avoid an inquky at that juncture- 

The more probable explanation is that the senior officers saw this as an isolated case and 

clealt with it in a customary and established manner. There was obviously a denial that there was any 

systemic probIem and a good deal of misplad optimism that conditions would improve in time. At 

worst, it suggests a parai@ at the highest level of corrunand for fear ofmutiny spreading fieet-wide. 

Certauily, the response of the Ontario's Commanding Officer suggests a cavalier attitude towards the 

welfiire and discipline of his men. Hïbbard's decision to picnic in the fàce of an arrested mutiny seems 

reprehensible, demonstrating to his men an attitude that the RCN was an "ofncen'  na^^".'^ He 

cntainly conveyed the impression that what they had done was acceptable and not serious. Hibbard 

told the M a i n ~  inquiry that what his ship's Company di4 "...was referred to in t h e  as collective 

b a r g ~ i i n i n ~ " ' ~ ~  On the other hand, R. Maclean, the Chaplain(RC) on board Ontario, supporting the 

Budge view, believed that the "mutinous demonstration was an example of the negation of the 

divisional system"" The comMssion appointed to inquire into subsequent similar incidents found 

that the way the senior officers dealt with the incident in Ontario simply estabfished an undesirable 



ptecedent that encourageci acts of mass insubordination in other ships eigtiteen months later. Louis 

Audette, one of the wmmissioners, wrote retrospectively, "Had heads rolled, in 1947, the spectacle 

might have discouraged furtha mutinie~."'~' Inaction resulted merely in a ~ostponement. 

Vice-Admira1 Reid stepped d o m  as the Chief of the Naval Staff on 1 September 1947.'" 

Little has been d e n  about his tenure as CNS and what bas, tends to trivialize his efforts and 

accomplishments. Eayrs wrote of hi. accomplishments, "Reid resisted Claxton's efforts to integrate 

the armed forces but did not compicuousIy iq rove  the efficiency of his o m " l a  This conclusion is 

hardiy surprishg considering Eayrs reüed primady on Claxton's opinions for his material.'" Eayrs 

demonstrates little understanding ofeaher the mvy's hard conditions of service in w ~ e b u i h  ships 

or the plight of destitute marrieed saiiors in Halifax and- Esquimalt It was govgnment puy that 

conûiiuted to these unsatisfàctory conditions and Reid spoke out against this Reid was 

brougbt into a job he didn't want, during a very dficult time for the mvy. He was asked to make 

bricks without straw. The domuiant themes of the period are underfllnding and instability. The RCN 

was reduced to halfthe postwar cornpiement that it had plmed and then reduced by a quarter again 

by g o v m e n t  edict without consuitation or waming 

Reid's chaiienge was to oversee a mvy in transition fiom war to peace. His task was to build 

a new navy whiie demobilizing the old one. Naval Service Headquarters and his own office were 

king reorganized during his tenure. Reid was fuUy aware of the m o d e  problem and Welfare 

ComrNffees were introduced as a first step towards gMng the men on the iower deck a voice in their 

affairs. The RCN took its first steps to reonent itself towards the USN. The USN cornmunications 

system was adopted and with this decision the gates were opened for aU branches of the navy to turn 

to the Americans for equipment, material and answers to professional problems. There were many 

good ideas about the fbture that were germinating at the junior staff Ievel that gave oficers a feeling 

of optimism. In retrospect, failures include the decision, under great pressure fiorn the RN, to stay 



with British as a source for a ~ c r a f t ' ~ ~  But dehadors are wise afta the facc it made sense at the 

tirne. More important was the lack of fïrm direction with respect to something other than a general 

purpose role for the RCN when iodicators from the MWry Cooperation Cornmittee (MCC) and the 

govenunent clearly indicated a move towards ASW specializaîion Of Reid's tenure as CNS, Rear- 

Admiral John Charles observeci "Although you could say the period fiom 1946 to 1947, as far as  the 

operational side of the mvy is concerned, it was rather gaunt [sic]. However, there was a helI of a lot 

going on about how to make it a M e r  navy-"ln 
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Troubled Waters 

'The times in which we live, Iike al1 postwaar times, are hl1 of restlessness, 
uncertainty and change. ... It is obvious ais0 that the Canadian Navy, like the British 
and American Navies, is itself in the process of readjustment, reformation and 
change. In our navy there is a rningling of men of old traditions, new traditions and 
no traditions." 

The Mamguy ~ e ~ o r t '  

ViceAdmiral Harold Taylor Wood Grant, CBE, DSO, RCN took command of the Royal 

Canadian Navy as the fi& Chief of the Naval Staff on 1 September 1947, when it was at its lowest 

ebb of the postwar perîod. VIceAdmiral Grant brought energy, confidence and a presence to the 

office. In the eyes of the prewar RCN cohort he was a hero and h k e d  up to by gii who served under 

him2 Born in Halifax in 1899, he was a member of the illutrious Grant tàmily of Nova Scotia that 

produced such luminaries as George Munro Grant, Principal of Queen's University, and George 

Parkin Grant, social philosopha and author of Lment for a ~ation? His fatha, the Honourable 

MacCallum Grant, was Lieutenant Govemor of Nova Scotia when Harold Grant joined the fourth 

term of cadets at the Royal Naval College of Canada (RNCC) in 19 1 4 . ~  Harold's elder brother, John, 

had been a cadet in the h t  term. Harold Grant was small and hil as a boy but to his tem mates he 

was "Perhaps the finest example of what grit and wiU can do."' Grant passed out of the RNCC with 

a ht-class certifiate in 19 17 and served in RN ships until the end of World War 1. Between the 

wars, bis career followed the standard pattern for RCN officers and he took his specialist, navigation, 

and staff training with the Royal Navy. Sea experience was obtained in both RCN and RN ships, 

which included four years in British battleships? He also served in staff positions at NSHQ as 

Director of Plans and, later, of Naval Reserves also with the RN on the staff of the Commander-in- 

Chief, Atlantic Fleet. 



Harold Grant Oeveloped a reputation as a solid professional officer and gentleman of 

modesty and humour. His connections as one of the Haligonian "aristocracy" allowed him to move in 

the "right" social circles wherever he serve& He o p e d  doors for his siPrnates that of€en resulted in 

beneficial marriages to ladies fiom we11-placed familied Grant enjoyed fun, a good party and could 

be counted on to lead the "run ashore". Hi antics became legend and a reprimand in the form of 

receiving the "Displeasure of The Department" for harassing a honeymooning couple at a hotel in 

Chester, Nova ~cotia? Unluckiiy, the new bride turned out to be the seçretaxy to the Deputy Minister 

of Defence. This mere!y added to his growing reputation Grant marrieci Christine Mitchell of Halifax 

who became a universal fkvourite with both his conternporaries and juniors as  an elegant and 

chamiing hostess and lady? 

Grant served with exceptional distinction during the war and emerged as  one of Canada's 

most decorated naval ~fficas.'~ He began the war in oomoiand of HMCS Skena but was smn 

appointed ashore to participate in the rapid wartime expansion. He was promoted to Captain in 1940, 

and served in the critical position of Director of Naval Personnel in NSHQ for two years. He was 

Captain @) in St. John's, Newfoundland in charge of escorts operating fiom that port during a 

di£fïcult period in the Battle of the Atlantic when the RCN was severely chaiIenged In March 1943, 

he was appointed to comrnand the Royal Navy cruiser HMS Diomede and later HMS Enterprise. 

For his success in a gun action against eleven enemy destroyers, in which three were sunk, he was 

awarded an immediate Distinguished Service Order @SO). This was a f a t  unique in the -1s of 

the RCN. Entmprke participated m the D-Day Iandings and Grant was Mentioned in Dispatches 

m) for leading the assault force to "Utah Beach" and bombardment operations. Grant was in 

action a g h  ui a bombardrnent of Cherbourg whae he was wounded. For his services in this 

engagement, he was awarded the Arnerican Bronze Star Medal. In eariy 1945, he commissioned and 

assmed command of HMCS Ontario and took the cruiser to the Pacific but was too late to see 



action. Hi final wartime award was an appointment to be Additional Cornmandm of the Mi- 

Division of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire (CBE) for "exceptionally competent 

seamanship and gallantry at sea, and administrative ability ashore."" 

Grant befame a pivotal figure in building the postwar navy. He was appointeci in February 

1946, to NSHQ as  Chief of Administration Services and Supply (CNAS) as a rear-admiral. This 

was norninally the position ofcomptroller but filled by an officer ofthe Executive Branch who was 

also a member of the Naval Board Grant was the second most senior officer to the CNS, Vice 

Admiral Reid, and would succeed hia He was pragmatic and had a powerful influence on poücy. 

Rear-Admira! Storrs commented that Harold Grant "was very emotionaliy orientai toward the Royal 

Navy and very much inclined to the imperial idea"12 It was largely through Grant's influence that the 

Naval Board chose the expensive British Sea Furies as op@ to the American HeUcat aircraft, 

which were being o f f i  at liresale prias- Reid was undoubtdy prepared to defer to Grant 

because he would have to iive with the choice as the next C N S .  Grant, niitially, also exhibited some 

characteristics of wanting to maintain the "pure laine" antecedents in the RCN senior officers. On 

one occasion he was heard to say that, "No ex-reservisf would mer make the rank of ~ a ~ t a i n " "  

Dernographic changes m the expanding RCN would force him to abandon this prejudicial point of 

view. He was aiso of the old school that believed naval officers did not need staff training in order to 

hc t i on  in staff Nonetheless, as a tme professional, he would show an opemess to 

change if he w l d  be persuadeci that change was in the best Uiterests of the RCN or that it just made 

good sense.ls Moreover, Storrs believed that Grant made the diicult transition to an American 

orientation during his tenure as In any event, Grant was destined to be the fatha of the 

postwar Royal Canadian Navy. 

ViceAdrniral Grant was face. with the Herculean challenge of rebuilding the navy. He toId 

the National Defence Coilege, "the size of the FIeet including ships in reserve is hopelessiy hadequate 



to rneet the mast modgt cornmitment of the Naval rokni7 The active f l g t  was teduced to a skeleton 

force ofeight ships in commission with ody  the carrier mamed to peacetime complement. Plans for a 

balanced fleet based on hM carriers had hem abandoned" Kealy suggests thai the Cabinet made 

this decision because Warrior was not designed for cold weather conditions and the expense of 

retaining her, even in reserve, could not be justified. In fact, the Naval Staff had corne to this 

conclusion itself and the over-riding factor was the expense of establishing and maintaining a 

second air base on the west coast The complement was set at 7,500 officers and men, 25 percent 

below authorized complement However, owing to discharges, desertions and poor recruitiitg results, 

the number on m g t h  was 6,814, and wastage was outstripping gains.'9 Morale was low and 

plummeting. While the Minister appeared sympathetic to'the need to constmct new accommodations 

in shore establishments, he remained difncult on the issue of iacreased pay and other improvements 

to conditioas of service such as more dependent houshg for h e d  mm2' For the foreseeable 

fimire, pay would remain below civilian rates with a co~se~uential negative impact on recruiting. 

Claxton's new strategic policy had relegated the navy to an AS W training role. Moreover, the RCN 

lacked a clear mission in defence of North America as h d  been identifïed for the other two services. 

An concm for Grant was the impact of the government's integration policies on the 

traditional organization and structure of the navy. The navy itself was pursuing a rather ilidefined 

g-1 p~ training programme owing to the Uistabdity caused by personnel restrictions, a 

burgeoning training load and uncataLdy in fûnd'ng. Grant's task was daunting- 

The P r  conditions of service and inadequate provision for the wellàre of sailors and thei 

dependents were so serious that morale became a major foeus of the navy during this period. The 

problans pffisted and exacerbated by poor leadership culminatexi in three major incidents of mass 

insubordination in the f l e t  in 1949. The Mainguy commission, narned after its president Rear- 

Admiral E. RoUo Mainguy, was estabLished by Brooke CIaxton to inquire into the cause of the 



incidents. However, the RCN was trying to deal the problem of low morale well before the incidents 

occurred and the Mainguy hquiry was convened. The evidence gathered by the inquiry provida 

important background materiai for developing an understandcihg of conditions and circum~fances 

before the incidents in earIy 1949. 

G m t  made ùnprovhg morale and conditions of seMce his priorhy. The main problans 

were poor pay and accommdations onboard and ashore. He was fortunate to have Rear-Admiral 

Frank Houghton as his VÏ&hief of the Naval staff-' who tackled the problem of deiemiinùig the 

causes of low morale with coisiderable initiative and vigour. Houghton's career had languished 

before the war. He spent twelve yean as a Iieutenant-comrnander and seemed to be going nowhere-" 

Final.& prornoted to Commander m 1938, he found himself in NSHQ as the Djrector of Plans and 

Secretary to the Chi& of Staff Cornmittee at the outbreak of wu. There he flourished, establishing a 

reputation as a competent staff o E m ,  through his natural talent for writmg as weli as an effective 

admir&rator.= As previously mentioned, Houghton was fortuitously positioned to be the nrst 

Commanding OfiEicer of Wmior in which he had a happy and successful commission Subsequently, 

he was brought to NSHQ as ACNS by Reid in January, 1947.~~ As ACNS, Houghton reviewed the 

reports of the members of the Naval Staff He compüed a me on items affecting morale that had been 

brought to the attention of the staff in reports fiom the £leet Houghton wrote a cornprehensive 

mernoranduni to the CNS entitled ''The Morale of the Navy", containing twenty-six major 

recommendatiom aimed at improving training, morale and conditions of servicez 

"The Morale of the Navy" indicated how womed the naval hierarchy was about the 

personnel situation and its con- tbat the RCN was wasting away. Houghton cited the continuing 

reduction in the strength of the permanent RCN in spite of normal e~olment through rmnliting, as a 

sure indicator of "il1 health". He stated that the increasing personnel deficit had given rise to "a 



gaiaal impression throughout the Service that this is due to a 'low state of morale' arnongst both 

offices and men"26 Houghton underscoreci the urgency of the morale situation: 

The truth of the matter is that the officers and men have lost confidence in the 
Service, much as a child might lose confidence in parents who are not sufficienth 
thoughtfbl for their ofipring. While it is fkk to say that the Higher Command 
cannot be saddled with the fidl blame for this unfortunate state of affairs, it is 
obvious that remedial action is already overdue and as Iittle tirne as possible m u t  
be lost in planning and &ecting a cure? 

The most striking elanent &dent in Houghton's papa is the dichotomy in his thinking, this 

represented the conurictrum of the entire RCN hiaarchy. On the one hand, he portrays the postwar 

RCN in its prewar charactaization of a "fàdy navy", with a strong sense of  paternalism 

. . remrniscent of the old days and that Little had changed. On the other hand, there is an obvious 

recognition of the need for change towards a navy better suited to Canadian circumstances. Indicating 

a dynamic shifi in ihïnking, Houghton believed that the United States Navy provided the mode1 for 

the postwar RCN. 

There is in "The Morale of the Navy" a substantial indication of understanding that new 

conditions existed in the navy as weii as in Canadian society, and that the one must repliate the other 

as far as the service could aliow. There is ako an admission that the navy had got into bad habits 

during the war and this was having a t e lhg  effèct on discipline and morale. A major problem was 

that while recruiting advertking prornised standards of pay, accommodations and a life style qua1 to 

cidian street, these did not exist in the naval -m." The truth wa~, conditions were substandard 

cauçing poor morale especiaIiy among the junior ratinp. The root of much marital d icu l ty  

e x p e r i d  by men was s m  as poor pay, lack of rnarried accommodations and instability through 

too much seatime and short term drafts to ships. Unmarried men suffered because of exceptionaliy 

p r  condiions aboard ship where they were required to live. Another major dissatisfier was a 



reduction in travel subsidies that helped single men to retum home for annual leaveem The - i ~  

to brrow money fiom banks or loan sharks to buy a hain ticket drove many young sailors into debt. 

Cod ions  in ships constituted a major complaint and the Naval Staffs proposed solution 

reflected a sea change in thinksig. Evident is a drawing upon USN standards and modek for 

habitability in ships and amenifies ashore that Houghton said represented "a break-away fiom the 

RN. 'tradition' but is particuiarly suited to  anad di ans."^' These included a " c a f h a "  system of 

messing, bunks to replace harnmocks, shipboard laundries, adquate stowage for uniforrns and kif 

and improved washing and baîhing faciMes. Houghton described conditions for CNS of which 

bathrmms is representative; "At sea [the RCN rating] is confironted with crowded bathrooms, often 

untiled (sic] and srneüy, in which hot water, and sometUnes cold as well, has to be brought in cans to 

cheap tin basins which always look dirty and defi/ any attempts at irnpr~vement"~~ It was recognized 

that the problems with habitability in ships wouId be expensive to correct and that sorne 

improvements d d  O@ be introduced in firture construction. 

Houghton's most strident critickm was of the new integrated "TradeGroup System" that 

assignai men to trade quaiifïcation and pay levek within their branches. T b  was a feature of the tri- 

service pay structure "which had been forced on the R.C.N. in order to bring it into h e  with the other 

two services."" The new system drew unBrasal cornplaint fiom senior ratings because the traditional 

naval -des had not ken equated fairly with those of the more industnaIIy oriented army and air 

force. It is not cIear how this new system was developed but the RCN had produced a document in 

1945, citing the civilian equivalency of naval rates and trade skills for industry to help dernobil'i 

men seeking employmentW VCNS aUowed that the old system, inherited fiom the RN, was clumsy 

and cornplex but was based on years of experïence and could be modernized. Houghton argued, "Its 

basic pattern was admirably suited to a cornplex, highly mobile sa-sefvice [sic], dEering in every 

respect from the Amy and Air Forec." He concluded that the new integrated TradeGroup System 



was based on an industrial mode1 and whai applied to the navy resulted in the "financial glorification 

of the Technician as opposed to the 'executive."' 

The new system and provided higher compensation for technical trades such as 

Electrician and Engine Room Artificer that were easiiy equated to similar high paying jobs in 

indusîry. in Houphton's words, "It is the acme of the principle of unequa1 o p p o ~ . " 3 s  The renrlt 

was a great disuicentive for men ofthe seamen trades to become competent and to acquire leadership 

skills. These were not recognized unda the new pay structure, but were absolutety indispaisable in 

warships for leading watches and work parties as  well as administering the divisional systetn. 

Houghton concluded that, "As a direct resuh the very foundations of the navy are king undermined, 

and this system should be discarded *out d e ~ a ~ . " ~  Houghton had touched on a key issue. Under 

the new system of financial compensation the hct ional  value of leadership was not recognized- 

What was in the pay package was based on an equivalent civilian trade skill that had become the new 

measure of worth and authority. 

Training and education of otficers and men were also considered deficient. The initial 

indoctrination of men entering the navy was deerned inadequate because pnde in service and dress 

were not inculcated in recruits. Houghton stressed the degree of failure in another significant 

compatison to the United States Navy, "It is regrettable h t  few of o u .  men display the pride m their 

Service and their uniform which is evident in U.S.N. He recommended that this could 

be addressed through a cornmon system of indoctrination and improved training for recniits and 

followed up tbrough the divisional system. Houghton also recommended that New Entry Training be 

segregated b s e ,  "under the present system new ennies mix with, and learn the bad habits of 

wartime entries."" He stated that there was also a need for a Iowa deck magazine, as the USN ha4 

to keep the men i n f ~ n n e d . ~ ~ n e  of the objectives of the lower deck magazine would be '"to o f k t  any 

impression that the R.C.N. is an 'Officers' ~ a v ~ . ' " ~ '  More importantly, it would serve a vehicle for 



vehicle for expiaiig new ordm and regulations, ben*, car= opportunitics and " a h  include 

information regarding the Sexvice generaily, Ïts a h  and aspirations, and its integration with other 

aspects of national lifè and poli~y.''~ 

Houghton squarely addressed the issue of poor leadership in the officer corps, and also 

questioned the wisdom of training midshipmen in the Royal Navy. He argued that evidence indicated 

"A primary cause of low morale lies in the abnormally high proportion of officers whme training is 

of a low standard and in whom the qualities of leadership are Iackingn4' Much of this he attriiuted to 

a fauft in the system that Camed "poor officers" until retirement and there should be a means of 

discharging under-achievers. With respect to the training of RCN midshipman, he acknowledged the 

financial advantages of using RN resources. The negative consequeme was that ythey do suffer fiom 

a lack of contact with Canadian personne1 at a cntical point in their carem.'" It was Houghton's 

general opinion that "the whole system of training officers as Ofncers requires a great deal of 

improvanait" A minute in the ma@ by VimAdmiraL Granî indicated agreement but with a caveat, 

"Yes, but not necesmi& along Amy lines."" This refiected Grant's opposition to tri-service coUege 

training. 

Houghton considaed that Unproving the divisional system to ennire proper administration of 

men's careers and their gmeral welfare was of paramount importance. The Naval Staff believd that 

the divisional system was neither universal throughouî the RCN nor fully understood. The VCNS 

rmrnmended that hot on& should the divisional system be made compuisory and detailed guidance 

be promulgated, but also, "The training of Divisional Officers as such is important and a special 

course mi& weU be insftuted for this purpose.'" A paralle1 recommendation was made for the 

systematic maintenance of men's documents to enhance selection for promotion, training and, 

paxtïcularly, s e l d o n  for ofncer. Grant queried, " What system do [sic] U.S.N. use?"45 Houghton also 

suggested the appointment of an "Inspecter General of the Navy" responsible directly to the CNS 



who would investigate and report back wditions in the ships because circurristances made it difficult 

for oE- at NSHQ to get this information f ir~t-hand~~ He mncluded with a general comment on 

the necssity to establish clubs, "Post Exchmges" and nCommissariatstF" ashore along the lines of the 

USN to provide cheap entertainment, smdries and food for sailors and their families?' 

Remarkabiy, "The Morale of the Navyn stands as a sanina1 document that provided a 

blueprint for a progressive personnel policy in the postwar RCN. Many of its major 

recornmendations were beimg prepared for implemeritation or in tram before the Mainguy inquiry. 

These included substantive changes to bring the navy more in line with Canadian society through 

Weüàre Cornmittees and a revitalizied divisional system- The following items represent major 

initiatives to irnprove conditions of service; increased pay, more accommodation for rnarried and 

single men ashore, assisted travel leave for single men, income tax reliec improved habitability in 

ships including individual bunks and cafeteria style messing, comprehensive leadership and divisional 

training for junior oEcers and senior rates. Unportant morale items such as beer issue, more and 

better entertainment films, u n S o m  of betta material with modem conveniences such as Pppers, 

more retaxed liberty routines, well-baby ciirücs for dependents, access to cheaper groceries and a host 

of other improvements were in the procers of being in t rodud  Neither the magnmide nor 

extensiveness of this internaily developed programme has heretofore been acknowledged by 

historian~.~~ 

ViceAdmiral Grant ensurd that Claxton was fùlly informed as to the extent of the navy's 

personnel problems. Using the issues and recomrnendation dweloped by Houghton, he formaily 

s u b d e d  the navy's morale concerns in October 1947." He prefaced his advice with the comment 

that the years immediately a k  a war have always been particularly unsettlig for rnany reasons but, 

"a reasooable degree of contentment with Savice conditions should exist, afier two years of peace."sO 

This had not happened in the ûivy, and Grant beüeved that complemed could not be increased 



through recniiting nor efficiency raised without a pior irnprovanait in morale that was "saiousk 

retarded". In fact, the RCN was loshg onethird more personnel through discharges and desertion 

than it was gaining through rpcniitings' Grant emphasèed particulariy the anomaIy of the navy's 

seamen's trades that were disadvantaged by the new integrated trade group system that govemed pay 

and the consequentiai negative impact on the RCN as a whole. 

Grant made it explicitiy clear that he betieved junior officers who transferred fiom the 

RCNVR were deficieut m Ieadership skills, partîcularly in bandhg men. He stated, "Most of these 

offices, in an endeavour to Iearn the rudiments of seamanship and life afloat sirnply fiad no time to 

study or know the men's probIems, and is the reason why al1 maritime nations consider it essential to 

train their officers afloat at a young age."* Taking a-direct aim at Claxton's tri-service college 

scheme, he stated the navy's preference was to continue with the apprenticeship at sea meth06 He 

maintained that the naval profession was taught through doing and associating with experienced men 

This ran contrary to the Minister's idea that officers in the modem armed services must have a 

University level education Claxton's view was that the military profession could be taught in what 

was essenfiarty a cman academic environment History would show that military education passed 

into the han& of acadernics under the Regular Officer Training Plan (ROTP). Grant knew that by 

changing the system ofofficer training, Claxton was redef3hg the culture by changing the way naval 

ofncers thought EmotionaUy Grant was still wed to the RN system of trainmg junior officers and 

muid not Wond that, whaais he was receptive to progressive ideas for men's training. 

Grant concluded by raising the possibiiity of "paid agents" fostering discontent in the mess 

decks ofships. His source for this information was wt statdn This is important because it was the 

fear of an o r g a M  insurrection orchestrated by agents that prornpted Claxton to cal1 for a 

commission of inquj. afier the incidents onboard Magnjîcenf, Athabakan(II) and Crescent in 

1949. it would appear that it rnight have beai Grant who planted this concern in the rnind of the 



Minister- Against this threat Grant conclucied "Correction of the causes mentioned will prove an 

effeaive deterrent Elhination of the paid agent can, however, ody be achieved by the loyalty of the 

men themselves and in the absence of a higher wage, it is essential to consider 0th- amenities such as 

family medical assistance, weil-baby clinics, wholesa!e rates for provisions, etc."" 

Vice-Admiral Grant took immediate initiatives to give force to his determination to improve 

morale and conditions of seNice. In December, the Naval Board directed that, "Every effort be made 

to fùrther the improvement of morale along the lines set out in C.N.S' memorandum [to the 

~inister]."" The Estimates for 1948-1 949 already had @en priorïty to construction of new barracks 

and accoMmOdations or repairs to existing facilities shore.% Action was initiated by the Naval 

Board to aquire forma RCAF staff houses at Darbwuth for conversion to apartments for married 

quarters for Halifax-based sailors? Staff work was initiated on many rmmmendations including 

sethg up dependent's medical uire and a "Iower deck magazine1'. Persorinel shortages proved an 

impedimat aga& acting on both initiatives.* However, approval to establish a magazine, the 

Crowsnest, was given in Febniaiy 1948." The CNS said the magazine was one to which everyone 

may matribute and "which will help us to know our Service and each other W." Grant ako 

acted on Houghton's recommendation of an "Inspecter General for the Navy". He appointed his term 

mate, Commodore Adrian Hope, to a roving commission with broad terrns of reference to examine all 

reports pertaining to the welfare of officers and men, and also to examine the trade structure and 

recomend how it might be altered to be made acceptable to the navyP1 Hope was given authonty to 

m p t  the savices of any staff ofncers at NSHQ and to visit any naval establishment. 

While morale was the priority item at the Novernber Senior Officers' meeting, it is apparent 

that Grant wanted to move the RCN ahead on a broad fionp2 In spite of huge challenges, the 

decisive tone in the minutes suggest that a m d  of optùnism prevailed. ViceAdrniral Grant had 

checked the drift- The feedback fiom the fieet was that the 75 percent ceihg on recruiting was telhg 



on morale- Commodore Miles, CNP, advised that the rapid turnover of ship's companies would 

continue with no reIief in sight and, " t  was unlikely this situation would improve untiI the basic 

problems of man- are solvedta The problan of manpower restrictions also made it impossible 

to provide underway training for junior offi- ~~itating continuation of the practice of sending 

than to the RN until a cruiser muld be commissioned for this purposeurpose With regard to improving 

habitability in ships, the CNS himself suggested to Commodore G&ey, on the Joint Staff in 

Washington, îhat he investiste the possbility of obtaining a USN destroyer on loan in order to 

evaluate its accormodations, cafetaa and otha facilities. Grant stated that, "Eventually the question 

of whether United States ships and equipment would be adopted would be one of great importance. 

This reaUy formed the basis of any progress in l~abitability."~~ 

Mate on the implementation of the WeIfàre Cornmittee system revolved moud 

promulgating a Naval General Order that permittecl discussion of a range of subjects "broad enou& 

to allow fiil value fiom the Weifàre C o d e e s . "  The conundrum for historians is that for some 

undetenninecl m o n  a Naval General Order was never promulgated before the series of rnutinous 

incidents occurred. Promulgation was the responsibility of Commodore Miles, CNP, whose next 

appointment was the Commanding Officet of HMCS Magnflcenf, one of the ships that experienced 

mass insubordination. There was no Welfare Commiftee onboard and this might have provided the 

vehicle for mai to voice cornplaints in his ship, as well as others, thereby rernoving a primary cause 

of the mutiny. 

There is by the end of 1947, a strong indication that the RCN was moving towards the USN. 

G m t  had told the Senior Officers' Meeting that he had embraced ASW as the role for the RCN. This 

suggests that he had accepteci arguments of influerha1 preUSN staff onicers and shified fiom an 

imperial strategic orientation Rear-Admiral Stom credits this to the persuasive Captain Nelson Lay 

and Commander Charles Dillon, Secretary of the Naval ~d" Dillon's role will be discussed 



1ata.Rear-Admiral Houghton, hiniselfa *ong Mperial man tmda Nelles, had becorne a proponent 

of the USN mode1 for personnel management and was prepared to break with RN tradition. Grant 

fully supportai the decision to adopt USN tadical doctrine and signal publications but allowed that 

some RN signal books could be retained on the east coast to facilitate operations with units of the 

Royal PJavy." Grant's seorientation was @en impehis by the Defence Cabinet Cornmittee's 

unilateral decision for the RCN to acquire an lcebreaker of American design for Arctic operations? 

As Stom rernarked, this pr- of change was obviously very diicult  for Grant who was 

emotionaily v e y  attached to the RN, "But it came out all right because we ended up with a Canadian 

identity.'" T b t  was oniy one aspect of Grant's personality. He possessed a natural native 

mervatkm that stemmed fiom his Nova Scotim Presbyterian roots." He WG also steeped in a 

professional ethic that reflected the experience of bis generation in the prewar "family navy". This 

ethic was uniquely Canadian, a composite of British and national influences. It is apparent that 

histoians such as Soward and Glover have seized upon Grant's twPsentence opinion of "Canada" 

badges as the 1iMte.d basis for their analysis of this important figure? An examination of the fifty- 

four tjpwriffen pages comprising Grant's testimony before the Mainguy commission offers a 

balanced perspective. Grant was a powemil personality and a complex character and many 

Muences informed his attihide toward change. 

G r n t  was progressive in accepting staff recomendations to adapt the organization of both 

Naval S e M e  Headquarters and Branch functional structures to the hem admhistmtive and technical 

environment that was develophg. The Naval Board began to meet weekly and took on a more 

businessfie atmosphere. Captain Lay effectively pmmoted a major change to the composition of the 

Naval Board, after two rejections, through persuadhg Grant to accept a new member to represent 

naval a~ation." Naval aviation was now absorbing twenty-five percent of the RCN's budget and 

Lay believed that his creation deserved its own voie at the table. The position of Assistant Chief of 



Naval Staff (ACNS) r e p r d g  bath Plans and Air and reporting to the VCNS was established in 

April 1948. Predictably, Lay, who did not lack ambition, was promoted to Commodore and 

appointeci to it. Concurredy, new positions in, and terms of refèrence for the Naval Staff were 

approved to cover its broadening scope of responsibitities and fiinctions. These included a Director of 

Naval Organization (DNûrg) who wodd sit on the Cornplanait Committee to improve coordination 

between VCNS and CNP. nie Naval Board aiso pursued the objective of devolving more 

responsibilities to the commands. This kluded the principle ofestablishing a separate command to 

administer the Naval ~ivisions? 

Vice-Admiral Grant approved the creation of new branches to develop and orchestrate the 

new skills and emerghg technology needed by the 'poçtwar ~ v y .  The TAS (Torpedo/Anti- 

Submarinee), Electrical and Ordnance Branches were approved in November, 1947. A most 

sigdicant step in deciding the fllture character of the RCN was the creation under Grant of a 

Suppiy Branch on the USN mode1 in conjunction with a decision to adopt the USN system for suppiy 

and material management.n He also approved the establishment of the Naval Secretariat Branch 

responsible for administration The exïsting supply system was an inefficient adaptation of the RN 

mode1 with responsibility split W e e n  VCNS and the Chief of Naval Technical S e ~ c e s  (CNTS). It 

had a large civilian component. Captain@) Rupert Wright, Director General Fleet Accounting, and 

Cornmaner(S) Charles Dillon, Naval Secretary, lobbied CNS assiduously for the adoption of the 

USN modeL Their argument stressed this would achieve gretter efficiency, North Amencan 

orientation and a superior uniforrned personnel structure. They w a e  backed up by a comprehensive 

survey of the existhg system conducted by Commander(SC) M. A. Peel, USN Supply ~ o r ~ s . ~ ~  

Grant was persuaded, Rear-Admiral Dillon recaiied, on the strength of the bene* for the RCN." 

This ako represented a victory by RCN Supply Officers to gain increased status for their branch 

Their crowning achievement would be the creation of the position of Comptroiier on the Naval Board 



that was filied by Rear-Admiral Wright k 1959. He was the first Suppfy Officer to achieve that rank 

and Diuon was the second. Ambition was not restncted to oficers of the Executive Branch 

Commodore Hope produced hk initial report on morale for the (SNS in January 1948." He 

had ben given a broad mandate, pe-g him to interview whomever he pleased in NSHQ and on 

both coasts. Hope began on a positive note, stating that he thought the RCN had retumed to 

peacetime normalcy more quickly than the RN, Eom which he had recentiy retunieed. He credited this 

to the tàct that the RCN consisted entirefy of volunteers while the RN had a large proportion of 

conscripts By RN standards, he thought, "Discipline and Morale in the RC-N. to be very good". 

Having said that, he described many deficiencies. His findhgs largely confhed Houghton's 

cunclusions and recommendatioas but he was able to put a human face on the problem for the CNS 

and a sense of urgency. He found that the situation with junior officers was Iargely stable but 

observe. prophetically, that Co11111lilnding Officers were too ovenvorked by papenvork to give them 

proper supervision. Hope was referrhg partieulady to former RCNVR oficers. Lack of 

supervision of the Executive Officers, three of whom were former RCNVR, by Commanding 

Officers was deemed to be a major contributhg factor in the four incidents investigated by the 

Mainguy inquiry. Senior RatÏngs wae "the vital backbone of the Navy" but had definite grievances 

pertaning to the Trade Group System On this issue, he advised the CNS that equality in pay and 

conditions of -ce between the three sister seMces was impossible." For the RCN, he heavlly 

houred adoption ofthe USN structure where ail ratings were paid for the substantive rate, or ranlc, 

regardless of trade. 

Commodore Hope cite. the junior ratine (men) as the most disaffited group and whae the 

main efforts toward improving training and conditions of service must be duected. While the typical 

senior ratùig drawn fiom the prewar generation of rem& was well discipline. Hope made an 

interesting cornparison with the young man cwently &mg recruited to build the postwar RCN: 



nie same doeç not appiy to the youngster in his first period of engagemenf many of 
whom are living under discipline and supervision for the k t  time in theiu hes and 
are resentfd of it. These lads, the product of wartime homes are not vicious, oniy 
very independent in their way of thoughâ. They respond reasonably wetl to the right 
treatment but are quick to spot a non-competent officer or Petty OEcer and resent 
the fàct of having to take orders fiom such a man Many of URse lads joined the 
Navy for ternporary reasons and the reason passed, are anxious only to rehirn to 
Civvy Street where, it is an alrnost universal idea, an individual wiI1 have more and 
better oppomuiities to gei on" 

Hope found that young marrieci sailors on both coasts were in dire straits fïnancially. Many 

had to take part thne jobs to make ends meet. These men wece "egged on by their wÎves" to cornplain 

Hope was adamant that regulations should be put in place to discourage both officers and ratings 

from marrying too Young. While a ment smaU pay raise had helped, relief was oniy ternporary 

unless a l,ïv-ing wage could be assured. And Hope determined that at least seventy-five percent of the 

men he spoke to plaiined to leave the navy after their first engagement, "A most serious state of 

affairs if it cornes to pas, as these men would largeiy be the Petty Officers of5 years hence on whom 

so much wilI depend on the continuation of the ~ a v y . " ~  However, he mmended that the marriexi 

malcontents be released fiom the service on compassionate grounds as they were a serious source of 

NeÏther Houghton nor Hope mentions a conceni in the fleet for the Iack of identifyiig 

Canadian symbols on the ships or uniforms. The Naval Baud had previously directed that "Canada" 

Badges would no longer be wom on the uniforni and the maple leaf insignia be removed fiom the 

fiinnels. The minutes of the Senior OEcers' Meetings reffect candid discussions of the morale issues 

but are devoid of mention of any demand fiom the fleet for identifying Canadian symbols. The Naval 

Staff did receive a submission, fiom a most unlikeiy source, to reconsider its policy and allow the 

rnaple leaf imignia to be painted on the b e l s .  This was Captain H. F. Pullen, Captain D in Halifax 

and an officer noted for his pro-RN leanings. Pullen based his argument on the importance to morale 

of having the maple leaf insignia on the funnels of HMC Ships in order to avoid the Royal Navy 



connedon that confused USN sailors in particular." Royal Canadian Navy ships wore the White 

Ensign, as did aii ships of Commonwealth navies, and ody  a twetone paint scheme set them apart 

nom RN ships? There was increasing contact between the RCN and USN and Canadian sailors 

resented king confirsed with "beys". The Naval Board confinneed the decision of the Naval Staff to 

rejet Puilen's submission Pulien's representation is significant in that his exnotional attachment to the 

RN was at le& qua1 to Grant's. There can be seen here both an opportunity and a danger signal and 

the Naval Board seems to have ignored both. It s e m s  iocongnrous, given the effort that was k i n g  

expended to improve conditions of service in order to raise morale, that this relatively mal1 

concession was not made. The cost wodd have been the price of a bucket of red paint per ship! There 

was obviously some principle a stake. While the Naval Board, and the CNS in par5cular, were 

prepared to make improvments with respect to discipline and amenities such as discarcihg liberty 

boats and permitting beer sales in ships, the Iine was drawn at adding Canadian symbois. This 

ernerged as a major issue during the Mainguy inquiry. 

"The Hope Report" did generate an urgent response and the Naval Board moved quickly on 

the recommendations. It established the Advancement and Conditions of Service Cornmittee under 

the chairmanship of Captain k F. Peers to review Hope% proposais and "the Demy Report", a 

similar RN study, and to s u b d  recommendations." The CNS continuai to engage the attention of 

the Minister, advising him of the substance of the report and requesting authority to conduct the in- 

house trade group structure review? Grant also used every oppominity to follow this issue up with 

CIaxton The thnist ofhis argument was that the new trade structure, designed to integrate the armed 

forces pay system and based on chdian industry, favoured the highest technical and artisan trades. 

This denied the highest mnks and trades pay to seamen who were considered to be neither technicians 

nor artisans under the new integrated regulations. Grant considered this to be an injustice of the 

highest order, one that was having a severe effect on morale in the RCN. He told Claxton, as a 



CollSequence 'The experienced and good Executive[Seaman] Petty OfEcer is leaving the Navy 

because there is no incentive to remah He is irreplaceable and as a result the efficiency ofour ships 

as a fighting unit [sic] is king dangerously ~ n d a m i n e d " ~  

Claxton r e f d  Grant's request to the Deputy Minister's Office for advice fkom a policy 

perspective. The Assistant Deputy Minister for the Naval Service, Gordon Mills, reminded Claxton 

that a review had aIready ben done by a tri-service cornmittee and its recornmendations had been 

enacted by the present govemment and formed the regulations for the existing integrated postwar 

system of pay and advancement? MiUs agreed that the systern, designed along "industrial lines", 

disadvantaged the navy but worked smmthiy for the army and air force which were structured and 

operated more iike civilian industry. His advise was "one Service could not proceed independntfy 

along the lines suggested by the CNS" and that the review, if it proceeded, would only inspire false 

hopes in the fleet. It is apparent that Claxton permitted the review but made Grant aware of the 

Assistant Deputy Ministeis position Grant wodd draw two conclusions fiom M W  response. The 

nrst was that the unique structure of the navy, based on srna11 seagoing units, had been sacnficed to 

govemment's efforts to establish symmtry, particufarty for hancial accuunting purposes. Second, 

and more profouodly, integration was now a fiindamental concept of defaice policy and this was 

eroding both his independence as the C N S  and the RCN's ability to exist in isolation fiom the other 

services. 

The navy found a partial arswer to the conundm through revising the ratings' rank 

structure ta achieve equaliiy with the army and air force. This solved one problem but created others. 

Captah P m  reoommended the addition of two substantive ranks above that of Able Seaman in 

order to achieve pay parity with the sister services? The Chief Petty Officer and Petty Oacer ranks 

would be split into First and Second Clas  to accomplish this." The navy demonstrated flexibility in 

accepting it had to conforin to the new policy and the hunediate effect was to improve the financiai 



situation for ratings, particularly those in the non-technical branches. It a h  led to the standardhion 

of personnel nomenclature for designating rank and trade grouping." The RCN adopted a system 

where the substantive rank was used in al1 cases followed by trade group designation, for 

example, Chief Petty Officer Second Class Engïne Room Artificer Trade Group 4, which would 

be ab breviated C2ER4. The restmcturing achieved the symmetry that satisfied the Deputy Minister 

and other bureaucrats in the Treaswy Board, However, it did force an akeration in the navy's 

traditional chah of cornmand. One of Claxton's principles of integration was that the integrity of the 

c h a h  of command Ï n  the three services would be rnaintained. He must have perceived that ody 

offim were in the chah Hi changes added two ranks that severely disrupted the leadership and 

administrative structure of the ratine onboard ships. . 

The new rank Petty Officer Second Class (P02), equivalent to the anny Sergeanf caused 

no end of a d j m e n t  difnculties in the fleet" It was a rank the RCN neither d e d  nor wanted in a 

bctional structure that had evolved naturally over time though experience and necessity. 

Opposition was 1-te and not simply a guestion of tradition The navy did not need an additional 

supervisory rank at the Iowa leveL Onboard ship, the Leading Seaman was the working lewel 

supervisor who also h e d  in the open mess decks with the junior men As non-commissioned officers, 

Petty Officers had special rights and privileges, hcludmg separate messing arrangements and 

accommodation both onboard and shore. The mvy had to decide how to employ and treat this nav 

rank. There was no room in the existing destroyers to provide enclosed accommodation for additional 

petty officers. What d o m  would a Petiy Officer Second Class wear, Class 2 uniform ("square 

ng") like the junior ratin@, or, Class 1 ("round rig') like the officers and Chiefi and Pd@ Oam? 

The compromise was poor at best and never tot* satisfactory nor a q t e d .  The Naval 

Board established the principle that the Petty Officer Second Class would have the status of Petty 

Officer with respect to rights and privileges as laid d o m  in regulations but would be midered 



professiorÿiliy the expivalent of the old Leading Seaman rate? He would Wear the Class 2 uniform 

of the junior rate. This suggested that he was nefier fish nor fowl?' The imrnediate consequace was 

that the widescale promotion of Leading Seamen to Petty Officers Second Class robbed the mess 

decks of nearIy aIi experienced supervisors. This exacerbated the problern of maintaking discipline 

and morde onboard at a critical juncture. The Mainguy inquùy would find lack of supervision as a 

contributory factor in causing the incidents and the advancement of some Able Seamen to Leading 

Seamen under the "revised rating structure an unfortunate and reprehensible e r r ~ r . " ~  Undoubtedly, 

many of those promoted were former RCNVR ratings whose sudden elevation to senior rate status, 

with its attendant bestowing of rights and privileges, was resented by the prewar RCN ratings who 

formed the core of the Chiefi and Petty Officers. The Iower deck had its share of reactionaries, a fact 

apparent in the evidence coIIected by the Mainguy inquky but not reflected in its report, 

While improving conditions of senrices to make the RCN an ath-active career would reap 

k e f b  in the Iong term, Grant had to manage the navy to mure its survival let alone expansion, in 

the short term His problern was not a shortage of ships but of trained personnel. Wastage was 

cutting into gains. His probIem was cornplicated by governrnent direction to the RCN to develop as a 

priority an Arctic capability and presence. The navy began 1948 with a backlog of 800 personnel 

recpkbg trade training of which sea training was a prerequisite.93 New entries who had just finished 

seamanship training were king retained in ships to f iU the billets of the 400 trauied men who quit 

during 1 9 4 % ~  The priority of the Naval Staff was to manage the scarce manning resources 

effectvely in order to provide maximum training opportunity for regulars and reserves. Sea training 

for the latter had not b g n  compulsory during 1946 and 1947.~ The goal of achiwing some modicum 

of operational efficiency had been set aside by CNS except for the carrier, where safety and füght 

operational training were nearly synonyrnous. However, the carrier was required to carry more than 

one hundred trainees at any tirne. 



The Naval Staff solution to the training dianma brougfst the personnel fesource problem to 

a head The responsibitity for ddop ing  fleet coIILmifments and managing the personnel complemait 

was spiit between VCNS and CNP sbB respectively. Captain Lay, DNPI, devetoped an optimistic 

neet schedule designed to elllninate the regular force training backlog and to progress training of 

2,500 reserve personnel. He recomme~ded reducing al1 ships except the carrier to a training 

comptement for the surnrner of 1948, stripping the reserve fleet, and replacing stokers and cooks with 

cMiians wherever possible in order to get the maximum number of ships to sea. WhiIe the CNS 

approved this maximum effort, two probIems emerged, Lay had not confirmed îhat there was 

sufficient ftel fùnded in the 1948 budget for the programme and that enough trained personnel could 

be found to man the ships. In both cases commifments exceeded resources? Rear-Admiral Houghton 

had to advise the C N S  that, "On the tace of tbings it would appear that we have over-cornmiffed 

ourselves for the number of personnel we are authorized to bave in the Royal Canadian Navy - or in 

simple h c t  we have bitten off more than we can chew."" He cited maMing modek based on RN 

experience that did not fit Canadian circumstances as hampering reaIistic prediction by CNP staff but 

overlooked the obvious deficiency in staff coordination Captain Lay's enthusiastic plans outstripped 

personnel resources available to Captain Adams who was responsible for complement. Lay worked 

for VCNS and Adams for CNP. It did not help that owing to CIaxtonls reorganizattion they now 

worked in different buildings. 

There were larger problems than this. Houghton stated that not ody was the well dry for 

personnel to man sufncient ships for training but evidence showed that "the Navy as presenttly 

consMuted is far too smaii even for its modest role as a nucleus for expansion in an emergency."" 

The cause cited was lack of a war plan fiom which mmmiûnents and a projected cornplement to 

satisfjr them couId be derivd. He beiieved that this must be a pnority in planning Houghton's 

recornrnendation for the short t m  was to increase the cornplment to meet curent training 



mmmitrnaiDi. Grant agreed after he was convinced evay alternative had betm c o n ~ i d e r e é ' ~  The 

CNS made persistent representation to the Minister and won a concession fiom the government in 

October 1948, to allow the RCN to r a i t  to a c e h g  of9,047 perso~el . '~ '  The navy was frrrther 

encouraged by the amouncement of the St. Laurent class programme for the construction of seven 

anti-submarine escort ve~sels . '~  The fàvomble decision was undoubtedly uifiuenced in large part by 

the worsening international situation represented by the Berlin Blockade in June, and the succession 

of Louis St Laurent as RUne Minista m ~ugust'O~ It would remain to be seen if the RCN could 

develop policies that could achieve a balance benVeen comrniûnents and capabiIities or between ships 

and sufficient trained personnel to man them. 

The commands executed the annual training programme as best they could. Ship's schedules 

were in a constant state of flux Ships were not always available when required owing to shipyards 

beiig late in completing M W  and habitability  conversion^.'^ This caused a ripple effeçt that 

disnrpted the scheduks of other units. The shating of officers and men behveen establishments and 

ships, fiom ship to ship, and even betwen coasts, "to meet acute shortages", added to instability and 

heightewd di~cori tent '~~ Senior officers afloat complained that insuEcient t h e  was allocated by 

NSHQ for ships to "work-up" to achieve fighting efliciency and the standard was not irnproving. 

This a f f i e d  the morale of long-time profmsionals. Naval Staff planners were not oblivious to the 

morale problems that disruptions and uncertainty caused, indeed many had a vested intaest. For 

example, Commanda Stom, the programme planner, was due for an appointment in cornmand of a 

destroyer. Neverthelas, the RCN had a duty to perform and Grant expected, in the tirnehonoured 

naval tradition, that officers and men would put service befbre persona1 consideration Men will do 

this if they are weU lead. This generaily was not the case, and as Commander Storrs found when he 

took command of Nootka, the ship was W<e a volcano ready to eruptlM 



The Naval Staff and staff h m  the Pasonne1 Branch vigorousiy engaged the task of 

dweloping a revised complemait to meet biture requirernents for the RCN. The plan, nicknamed 

"Utopian, was to employ a methodology that better reflected the actual requirernents of the navy 

based on experience and circurnstances. To compensate for the dearth of experience in 

complementing, the staff at NSHQ seized upon a recent study on the complernenting procas 

conducted by the RN and a new guide entitled, "Rules and Procedures for the Assessrnent of 

CompIements of HM ~ h i ~ s " . ' ~  The new "rules", designed to achieve standardization and save 

personnel governed the compilation of Watch and Quarter ~ i l l s ' ~ ~  in various classes of ships. in the 

absence of fixeci niles and a central coordinating authority in NSHQ, the various branches had 

padded their complements in ships resulting in unnecessary "passengers". The Director of Weapons 

and Tactics assumed the responsibility for coordinating the compilation of Departmental Watch and 

Quater Bills to achieve "a truer relationship between actual requirements and complement 

all~wed?~ The idea of borrowing good ideas fiom the RN was nct new and the USN was now 

included as a resource. This reflected both Iack of staff required to do extensive studies and adequate 

staff training- Officers in the "Personnel Branch" of the RCN, as it came to be caUed, had to becorne 

masters of innovation owing to a shortage of resources and skills. There was, however, no lack of 

enthusiasm and this -bled them to muddle througk 

Commodore Wallace Creery reiieved Commodore Miles as Chief of Naval Personnel in 

August 1948. The profile of the new CM is typical of senior officen who would ovemee the 

Personnel Branch and RCN expansion until1964. Creery was a member of the prewar rCCN cohort, 

a graduate of RNCC and a term mate of the CNS."' He entered the RCN at age fourteen fiom 

University School, a boysr private school in victoria-"' His formal education could be considerd 

junior matriculation at best He attended the RN StafFCoUege in the early thirties and had cornmand 

of Champlain and later Fraser. Fraser was lost in a collision with HMS Calcuita in 1940, and 



Cr- went on to a succession of operational staff positions. He finished the war in command of 

Prince Robert and was at Hong Kong for the Japanese surender. He received the CBE, as did m a t  

ofhis contemporaries, for war semice. As the first postwaar commandant of Royal Roads, he oversaw 

its transition fiom a purely naval coIlege to a tri-service in~titution."~ 

Waliace Creay was an example of perseverance and the seniority system paying oK It also 

showed the part luck played in careers, being in the right place at the right time. Passed over by 

several juniors, he was promted to Commodore to succeed Miles, a junior. Creery had no previous 

experience in the Personnel Branch. That not withstanding, he supervisai the introduction of many of 

the recommendations of the Mainguy Report and the beginning of the rapid expansion of the RCN 

prompteci by the Korean War. Nothing in particular qualified him to manage the Personnel Branch 

except that appointment was open when he was promotd There is no evidence to suggest that he did 

not adequately execute his responsibilities. His appointment reflected the steadfast beiief of senior 

RCN officers that rank and seniority aione qualifïed an officer of the Executive branch to do any job. 

His advancement also demonstrated the absohte coherence in the culture that Ùnpressed Claxton 

Luck played its part. Creery benefïted Eom Claxton's prejudice against Commodores Lay 

and Adams, and Commodore Miles' misfortune whose career foundered when Mugnificenf went 

aground in June, 1949 while he was in cornmanci Creery jumped three places when promoted to 

Rear-Admiral in 1950, to serve as Commanding Officer Pacifie Coast (COPC), and subsequently as 

VCNS. When Waiiace Bouchier Creery retired in 1954, he cornpleted forty-one years of active 

service, the record for the RCN at the time. He was a hard-working professional who was hown for 

his abounding optimism and good humour. '13 That the RCN managed the postwar expansion as weli 

as it did suggests that natural talent was in abundance along with obvious hard work, innovation and, 

of course, Iuck 



The work to produce the Revised RCN Complement Plan, optiniistically nicknamed 

'Utopial', carried on well into 1949. Chief of Naval Persomel's staff produced various drafts using 

input fiom all sources. The staff now had some idea of the direction in which the navy was heading 

and the plan represented the first attempt to shape the structure to meet current requireme~ts. 

Planning was based initia& on a proposed complement of 11,569 for the peacetime RCN."~ It was 

r e a W  that the 50-50 sea-shore ratio for personnel stipulated in "The Conthuing Royal Canadian 

Navy" might not be attainable. That ratio had not been based on empirical data but would be 

rnaintained if possible. A personnel poot to create some flexibility had to be established ashore to 

allow for personne1 on leave, sick, drafted, in detention, and other nori-effêctives. There was aIso a 

requirement proposed by the Naval Staff to train a projected 10,000 reserves every year and this had 

to be worked into the rnode~."~ 

Concurrently, the Naval Staff origînaed its own Plan "Qu that projected training and ship 

requirements for the next ten years. Plan "Q" produced an estunate of a regu1a.r force complement of 

14,000."~ This plan was also tied in with the R(SN Emergency Mobht ion  Plan that covered 

projections for the f h t  six months of a war in any year until 1959. The goal was a cornmitment to 

have the carrier, two cruisers and twelve destroyers afloat to meet operational and training 

requirements for the regular and reserve force. The organizational deficiency inherent in the split 

responsibility between VCNS and CNP for planning coinmitments and establishing complements 

predictably complicated the process of planning the long-term complernent requuernents. However, 

there was much improved coordination ktween the Naval Staff and Persorne1 Branch They ako 

demonstrated a better understanding of the relatiomhip between planning and incrernental fiscal 

fiuiding and an appreciation of the process Treasury Board expected to be followed. With this was an 

increased awareness of, and sensitivity to, the political c l h t e .  



There were two overriding fkctors that would control fùrther expansion The first was that 

the capability of the RCN to increase complement would depend on officer The RCN 

was 244 officers short for an aU ranks compI-t of 9047 . For a complement of 13,014 that was 

being proposed for 195 1, an additional 714 officers would be required. This prompted Captain(SB) 

G. A. Woollcoombe, Director Navai Organimtion @NO&, to predict that "lt is probably no 

exaggeration to say that the problem of entering and adequatety training the increased nurnber of 

officers required is the biggest one fixing the RCN today."118 This was prophetic as officer 

production in the RCN would remain weli below even minimum requirements through 1964. The 

second fhctor was that the RCN was contanplathg a "bottomup" expansion which, like the plan in 

"The Continuing Royal Canadian Navy", did not reflect the political climate. In fact, the governent 

would cali. for reductions m defence spending in 1950, as opposed to the increase the navy hoped to 

obtah Naval expectations would not be fùtfilled until the fear generated by the Korean War created 

the political will to find the 20,000 personnel navy plannecl by Captain Rayner in 1945. 

The navy was in a quandary over &cer development and the future was uncertain, Officer 

training had bem in a constant state of flux since 1945, and production was poor.'lg The plans to 

maintain HMCS Royal Roads as the Royal Canadian Naval CoUege for reguIar officers had to be 

abandoned through the necessity to e~onomize.'~~ A Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) cornponent 

was added in 1947, and it became The RCN-RCAF CoUege "Royal Roads". The RCN was fùrther 

discourageci fiom ever realizuig its ideal through Claxton's decision to reopen the Royal Military 

College (RMC) in 1948, as a four year, university-level, t r i - s e~ce  coffege associated with "Royal 

ROa&tl 121 . This was part of the Minister's plan to establish an integrated Canadian Services College 

(CANSERVCOL) programme for officer developmait This initiative removed any direct idluence 

of the M V ~  on early professional education and development of its officers. CANSERVCOL "Royal 

Rmds" becarne a two-year feeder col@ for RMC and provided prelimiary training for Executive 



Branch naval cadets who then p d e d  to the RN for Sub-Lieutenants' murses. The final phase Ui 

Claxton's policy was the introduction of the Regular Officer Training Plan (EtOTP) in 1 95 1. This 

plan permitted entry on an equal basis into the reguiar force through either the Canadian S e ~ c e  

Colleges or civilian universities. 

The shifiing ground oniy complicated the problern of officer production for the navy that 

existed fiom the beginning of the postwar period. It was apparent to the RCN in 1945 that Royal 

Roads would be unable to meet the production leveis required.la Moreover, there was no effective 

programme to train technical officers such as Elecûical Officers who were required to obtain degrees 

at their own e~pense. '~  EIectrical Otncers would be required in abundance to maintain new 

e1ectronic equipment king proposed for the fIeet in the new St Laurent class icurts. The notion of 

subsidized education had not occurred to the navy to compete with industry in attracting and training 

technical specialists. There was no indigaious training facility for constructor officers No fïrm action 

was king taken to train up to standard wartime RCNVR officers who transferred to the RCN. There 

was an attempt to reinstate the prewar RN pattern of "big ship" training in Canada for 

midshipmen '" This failed as the navy lacked a cruiser that could be dedicated for the purpose. 

The evidence suggests there was an absence of direction and original thinkùig Solutions 

tried were piecemeal and tentative, As a consequence, the RCN was most vuherable when Claxton 

took the initiative and introduced his tri-service coilege policy. The "incidents" in 1949, only 

reinforcexi his convictions that the RCN must participate in an integrated officer development 

programme based on an original Canadian model. Some senior oEcers, iike Nelson Lay, paid dearly 

for their open criticism of the Minister's pet project. Their opposition was motivated by cultural 

consideratiom. Others, like Captain Herbert Rayner, the first Commandant of CANSERVCOL 

Royal Roads, believed the concept could work if enough resources were applied to satisq practical 

training requirements of the three services.'~ The more important issue, not raised by either Claxton 



or the navy, was wheher the tri-service coffege programme could produce sufficient officm to meet 

the RCN's growing dernanti. As it tunied out, it could not. 

ViceAdmiral Grant used subtie arguments to try to persuade Claxton that his integrated 

officer training programme scheme would not satisfj the RCN's req~irernents~~~~ Grant was 

convinced ofthe superiority of the traditional apprentice training mefhod perfected by the RN and he 

presented the navyfs view publicly-'n He argued that experience showed that Naval officers must be 

trained at sea during theu formative years to acquire both the professional and man management 

skills required. The CNS fimily beliaied this apprenticeship was the well-spring of the naval ethkL2' 

It produceci a dedicated career officer. Cbton's proposal would ultimately change the nature of both 

the profession and the culture. But Grant realized M e r  opposition to the tn+ervice scheme was 

non-productive wheo he understood the depth of the Minister's cornmitment. TIK CNS appearS to 

have ken equaiiy convinced hiwelf of the need for sorne change. He had been persuadai by 

Commodore Hope tbat the RCN should train its own midshipmen and no longer send them to the 

RN.'" In the end, Grant went along with Claxtons scheme because he was pragmatic and because he 

had w leverage. His predecessor, Reid, had acceptai it and he had to live with it. He told the 

Mainguy inquiry that if he had been C N S  it would have bappened, "over my dead body."1M But the 

navy did nat have an efEiciently operathg programme to support his argument. 

Officer development in the naval rame saêred firom both neglect and a lack of resources. 

In 1947, the RCN reintroduced a successfii wartime plan to train reserve officers in conjunction with 

the National Conference of Canadian ~niversities.'~' It a b  hoped the plan would be a source of 

technicaily trained officers for the permanent force.'32 The plan provided an oppommity for male 

students at Canadian universities to mol in the University Naval Training Divisions (UNTD) 

estabished on campus. These were associated with the local naval reserve division where the 

"untidies" would muster for training on a weekly basis. The UNTD complement was set at 1800 in 



May 1947.'~~ The students enrolled initia& as ratings and did two summersr training afler which they 

were rated midshipmen. Low pay compared to other civilian summer employrnent made the plan 

unappealing. Moreover, thae were insufficient ships available to ensure sumer training cniises and 

billets h d  to be sought wah the RN.'" In 1948, regdations were changed to enrol UNTD candidates 

as officer cadets uistead of as ratings to enhance the plan's appeai. However, this could not be 

implemented until195 1, because the officer accommodation required by their elevated status was not 

available at ~ea.'~' Regulations were a h  enacted to mure promotion of reserve junior officers 

conformed to those of the regular force-'36 The demands of the UNTD programme became too large 

for the meagre r e s o w  of  the RCN and regular force cadets had tu be given pri~rity.'37 In 

December 1948, the CNS decreed that UNTD training had to be cut back and production of reserve 

officers was reduced to a trickle until more resources couId be made available. 

The Naval Board took a major initiative to improve the standard of new entry training 

through its decision in January, 1949 to reopen HMCS ComaZZis as the RCN's recruit training 

centre.'" Naden was alreacly hopelessty overerowded and had no room to expand to accommodate 

projected larger intakes of recruits. Grant believed that the wastage rate sternrned in part through new 

entries not developing pride in the ~ v y  through poor indoctrination in its customs and traditions. As 

a dedicated facility, ComwaIIis would correct a major deficiency in supervision of new entries 

through the provision of sufficient dedicated divisional personnel who would ensure theu proper 

indoctrination Another important reason for a stand-alone faciIity was that Commodore Hope had 

emphasimi that malcontents in the barracks shared by new entries poisoned their perspective of the 

navy fiom the beginning L39 The training centre with a Captain in command would also ensure better 

logistic support especially in the issue of uniforms. Hope had reported to the CNS that he had seen, 

"200 scnibby individuals [new entries] dressed in anvthing k ing  marched around the parade ground 



[at Noden] under the old excuse that articles of kit were not available for th~n"'"  Hope reiterated 

that it took six months to restore the recruits' faith in the navy afier a poor s t a ~  

HMCS Cornwallis was to be the cradte of the new navy. Located near Deep Brook, Nova 

Scotia on the Bay of Fundy, and with its wartirwbuilt facilities that could accommodate 1700 

trainees stiii in reasonable repair, ComaIIis was ideal. It was cntical that the programme be set up 

property and implemented quickly. Grant appointed his temi mate, Captain A. P. "Pappy" Musgrave, 

to be the first Commanding of16cer."' The key appointment, however, was that of the intrepid 

Commander Patrick Budge as Executive Officer. Having successtiiliy sorted out the discipline and 

morale problems in Ontario, Budge was now given the task of seiting the standards for the RCN.'~~ 

He was given a select, dedicated, and bighly motivated staff to support Training would be 

cornmon for RCN, RCN(R) and UNTD ratings. The period of new entry training was extended to 

twenty-one weeks.'" This was much longer than basic recruit training in either the RN or USN, 

reflecting ViceAdmlla1 Grant's direction that indoctrlnation of new entries m u t  be ~omplete.'~ 

Subsequently, it was also decided that the divisional and leadership section of the Junior Ofker 

Technial Course (JOTC), and a "refiesher" course for Petty Officers, would be set up and taught at 

ComwaZIis under Budge's supervision145 There the standards for the care and supervision with 

respect to the men and the maintenance of their documentation were indetibiy imprinted on junior 

officers and senior ratinp. 

The initiatives taken to hprove conditions of service and morale either lacked governinent 

financial support or could not be ÛnpIementd swiftiy enough to queil growing unrest and to avert 

incidents of mass insubordination Vigorous efforts had failed to make a signifiant dent in the 

backlog of trainees and instability continued, due in part to the transfer of whole crews fiom ships 

going into reM to those comuig out'" The projection for 1949, was no better as new manning 

comfnitrnents were required to commission HMCS Shearwafer, the naval air station, and H M C S  



Comal l~ . '~ '  In spite of these chailmges, an arnbitious operational training programme, feminiScent 

of the prewar era, was planned. A major spring exercise entaited the transit of the Panama Canal by 

West Coast ships to join East Coast ships for a joint exercise with the RN's Amerka and West Indies 

Squadron scheduled for 2 1 March to 5 April, 1949. The Pacific squadron was comprised of Onturio, 

Athabaskm(II), Crescent, and Antigonlrh, and the Atlantic squadron of Magnijkent, Noofka, and 

Haïda. The Pacific squadron sailed f?om Esquimalt on 28 January without Crescent which was 

king despatched instead to China on a special mission Incidents of mass insubordination occurred 

onboard three of the ships within the period of one month; 26 February in Athabaskan@), 15 March 

in Crescent, and 20 March in ~ a ~ @ c e n t . ' "  Aithough there was a known environment of discontent 

in the fleeî, the incidents caught the senior offi- of the ships and NSHQ completety by surprise. 

Athabaskan's situation was represenfative of the instabili and inexperiene that plagued 

ships in the fleet. The second of that name, she was a newly commissioncd (20 January, 1948), 

Canadian-built Tribal class destroyer. The Commanding ûfEcer, Commander (later Commodore) 

M. k Medland, joined the ship in November, 1948 and had not been at sea since 1940.'" He was 

ha third Captain that year. The Executive Officer, an ex-RCNVR who was inexperienced in 

destroyers, joiaed in January 1949, and was the sixth in six rnonths.lM She sailed with a much 

reduced cornplanent of twelve officers and 101 men compared to a full wartllne complernent of 

fourteen officers and 245 Thae w a e  only eleven senior ratings, men of the rank of Petty 

CMEcer Second CIass and above, onboard to supervise the work of ninety junior ratins. Considering 

that most of the senior ratine would have been technician watchkeepers, the magnitude of the 

absane of leadership soon becomes apparent Moremer, supeMsion of the junior ratings in their 

mess decks was marginal because every experienced Leadiig Searnan had ben recenth promoted to 

Petty Officer Second Class through the rauk resbnictrning policy. The rnakeup of the ship's cornpany 

and lack of a proper work-up suggests a replication of the World War II circum~fanm d e s c n i  by 



Alan Easton and Atkabaskm would have beai hard pressed had anything "warl&en happenedi* 

There were also a n w b e r  of ex-Ontario ratine onboard who had pdcipated in that ship's 

successfùl incident of mass uisubordltion.'" 

The incident in Athabaskan occurred alonside in ManzaniUo7 Mexico where the ship had 

gone for fiel. Ninety men, ail under the rank of Leading Seaman, locked themeIves in their mess 

deck afkr lunch and rdÙsed to muster for work They demandecl to see the Captain who agreed to 

speak to the men and defiised the situation Commanda Medland shidiously avoidd creating 

circumstances where the strict interpretation of mutiny might appiy. There were no fbrther probIems 

after his discussion The cornplaint that sparked the incident was failure to go into tropical routine 

whereii a ship begins work earty and stops for the afternoon to avoid exertion in the heat This had 

bern the primary cornplaint in the incident in Skeena in 1936. The real underlying cause was a failure 

in leadership rdected in a breakdown in the relations between the Executive Officer and the junior 

ratings. A wntten set ofdemands on a mess deck table, that Medland preîended not to see, included 

the removai of the Executive OEtcer and Coxswain, and better cooperation b e e n  oficers and 

men The incident in Ontario had resulted in the removal of the Executive Oficer. While speaking 

with the Captain the question was asked, "How can we retain our self-respect and keep our pnde at 

the same time."'Y M e d l a .  initiaily reported to NSHQ that eight of the men invoived "had 

communist leanin&sn but he later reûacted this afkr interviewhg the men'" There was no 

diciplinary action except to issue cautions, which is not a punishment, to the perpetrators. 

The incident in Athabmkan had a domino effkct As the Mainguy Report noted, "In fact, the 

Captain of Athabmkan told his men to discuss [their] incident f h k i y  and fiily with theu fellow- 

seamenfl~~ Here the story begins to resetnble a cornic opera. The word reached Mugnificent when 

ship's companies iÏom the two squadrons fiatetnized shore  in Colon, Panama. It was ako reported 

in the Vmcouver Stm in an anonymous letter signed "an Athabaskan'' which made it public 



knowIedge The subsequent incidents in both Magn@cenf and Crmcent, which received news even 

though deployed independentîy, were played out as ifthey had k e n  scripted.ln Ln the Canadian way, 

there was no violent confrontation and the Captains manageci to avoid the approbation of the tem 

mutiny king associated with the history of the RCN. They originated, what rnight be called in the 

modem idiom, the "im-rn~tiny".'~~ 

In retrospect, the incident of mass insubordination in Magnificent, the flag ship of the RCN, 

shodd not have been a shock It had been brewing since the ship commissioned on 7 April 1948. The 

ship's company of the "Happy Warrior" was transfmed to the Magnzj?cent and problems began 

Ünmediateiy. The Mainguy inquj. found there had been ten "various incidents" that occurred withln 

the space of a year.'59 These ranged in degree of serioumess fiom the throwing overboard of the 

Executive Offi&s telescope to suspectai sabotage of aircrafi and ship's  aiso ors.'^ In addition to the 

difficult task of working up a new ship and air squadron, Magnificent was burdened with training 

new d e s ,  reserves and UNTID cadets and was consequently undennanned in the order of 250 

train& officas and mm'61 An independent report by Commander J.J. Hilton, USN, a pilot and 

expert in aircraft carrier opt ions ,  stated that Magni3cent was quite filthy and the appearance of 

the men generaiiy untidy and dirty. Moreover, Hilton said tbat there was, "somethùig generally 

lacking in the intenial orgauization of the ship and the fault lay in the Exeçutive Department,"'" He 

observeci that the Executive Officer, "would not or could not visualise the importance of air 

operations and the Air Department," Hilton was toId by officers onboard that the Executive Officer 

went out of his way to rnake air operations diflicult, quite opposite to the Comrnanding Officer who 

gave them his fùii support. 

The Commmding Officer was Commodore G R "Gus" Miles who relieved Commodore 

Harry DeWolf; who was promoted to rear-admiral and appointed as FOPC, in August 1948. Miles 

was the rising star fiom the rather unluce 19 16 terni of midshipmen fiom the RNCC.'~~ Described 



as having an indomitable spirit by Rear-Admirai Stom, he survivexi a series of disasters during his 

career that would have defded lesser menta He was senously injured as a cadet in the Halifax 

explosion. As a Commanding Officer during the Second World War, he S U M V ~  the torpedoing of 

his f k t  comrnand, Saguertqv, and later the hit by a glider bomb on his second command, 

Athabash(Q He was Murray's Chief of Staff at the time of the Halifax riots but avoided censure. 

Appointed as CNP in 1946, he was deeply involved in building the personnel structure of the postwaar 

navy with its attendant challenges and problems. He was thorougtity aware of the morale situation 

and his office drafied the message to the fleet the estabiishment of Welfare Cornmittees m 

ships. He had no previous experkme in aucraft carriers and his entke fwus at the tirne of the 

incident was on leamhg and supervishg air operations. He delegated the administrative hctions 

and ninnuig the ship's da@ routine around the fiight programme to the Executive Officer. 

At the centre of the incident was the Executive Officer, Commander (Iater Rear-Admiral) 

Desmond W. "Debbiet' Piers, one of the more aristocratie officers in the RCN. Born in Halifax into a 

weii-connected f d y ,  he enroiied in the permanent RCN in 1932, fiom the Royal Miiitary Coüege 

of His training then foliowed the normal pattern with the RN. Piers married Janet Aiken 

the daughter of the prominent Profssor McNeil of Daihousie ~niversity-'" He had a distinguished 

war record, winning the DSC. From 1941 to 1943, Piers was Escort Group Commander of the 4th 

Canadian Escort Group whde in personal cornrnand of ~estz~ouche(I). '~~ It was during that period 

that he füst made the acquaintance of Louis Audette, then an RCNVR Lieutenant in command of 

HMCS Pictou, a corvette in Piers' Group. Piers would later tace Audette as his inquisitor during the 

MaLiguy inqujr. Apropos to that, in 1943, Piers reportai to his senior officer ashore "Periodic 

meetings are held aboard H.M.C.S. "RESTIGOUCHE" between the Comrnanding Officer, 

Executive Officer, and the Chie& and Petty Officers, to discuss matters of WeIfiire on the Lower 



~eck"'" This was a rudirnentary Weüàre Cornmittee, a concept he lata opposed. In 1944, he 

cow~nanded Algonquin(I) durhg Operation Neptune with great succesç.'" 

When Piers was appointed as Executive Officer of MugnIlficent he faced a completely 

unfamiliar challenge and environment. An aircraft carrier is the most cornplex of ships and the 

prMary task of the Executive Officer, "as a matter of common s d ' ,  is to fosta cooperation 

between departrnentstst70 Piers adopted the RN mode1 for administering an aircraft carrier where the 

Executive Officer û-Ïes to keep everything tinder his personal control and be everywhere to supervise. 

The USN system, a rncxiified version of which o p t e d  successfilly in Wmior, worked on a 

delegation principle ailowing the Execlitive Officer to concentrate on wrdinating ship's routine and 

£Ùnctions."' Trying to do everyone's job and also king closed to advice, Piers was o h  at logger 

heads with Commander B. S. McEwen, RN, the Commander Air, usualiy over routine around Qing 

stations.'* He was particularly sensitive over arry cornparison to Wmior.  More so because her 

Executive Offim, Captain Ken Dyer, had been promoted over him Pin's da* meetings with 

departmental heads were really briefing sessions where his was "the dominant tongue", dictating to 

his feilow offices. ln 

On the question of morale, there had been technical efforts to Ïmprove the h g  conditions 

in the mess decks through fùmigation for bed bugs and cockmaches, and repair of broken washroom 

£ïxtures. The major problern resided elsewhere. The ship's company was kept in the dark on changes 

to the programme and Litile was mer explained to tbwl Piers' attitude toward arnenities such as 

h i 1  shore leave, and entertainment fhs ,  that even the RN thought were important for morale, was 

that these were unnecessary sops demandeci by ratine influenced by trade unionism in civiiian  if^ '" 
At the time of the incident, there were ody two training and no entertainment films onboard. There 

was no easily accessible process in place that would allow men to air their cornplaints with 

confidence. Piers had received the message fiom NSHQ directhg the establishment of a W e k e  



Cornmiffeemmiffee He took the decision that a Shipls Fund Comrniffee, that was already in place, would 

paform that fùnction as well. The &dence suggests that onboard Magnifient there was nothùig to 

promote morale and a sense ofcomunity that were so necessary for a ship, particularly a carrier, to 

work happüy and well. While Piers beiieved he had a happy ship that ran smoothly and where 

cooperation prevailed, there was, in facf a strong environment of discontent and friction'" 

The incident in MagnIjricent was executed by thiriy-two aucrafi handiers fiom Number 3 

Mess. Piers had a running feud with the young d o r s  in this mess. They had diched his telescope, 

the Executive O&&s symbol of authonty, overboard. He also believed they were responsibie for a 

thefi of spirits and wine fiom the wardroom stores.'" With the test of the ship's Company, the 

members of Three Mess had been short changed on leave in HaLifax afler the ship retunied Gom the 

United Kingdom Beyond the ship's cont~oi, this was caused by NSHQ scheduling a cornmitment for 

an international exercise. M y  a portion of the men had lave in Colon, Panama. Their living 

accommodations were particularly fouL The akcraft Irindlers had beai keeping long hours at their 

stations, more tban men fiom other departments, and had experienced fiequent unexplaineci changes 

in the programme. These were caused by weather which dominates au opaations. The 20th of 

March was a typical day where the aircraft handlers were rqired to range aircraft for flight 

operations at 0530 which were then delayed. The men were sent to breakfast by pipe at 0645 with a 

waming that flying stations would be resumed at 0850. Confusion existed over an orda to clean ship 

at 0745. The aircraft handlers went to their mess decks and refùsed to muster when ordered by 

general pipe over the shipls broadcast. The word was passed to the Captab, Commodore Mües, who 

went to the mess deck and said to the men that m a s  action to overcome grievances would not be 

tolerated. He advised thern of the proper procedure and said he would see each man inciividually. The 

men obeyed the next pipe to go to flying stations and the incident was over. Commodore Miles 

interviewai aH the men involved and there was no disciplinary action. 



Tb incident in Crescent occurred at Nanking, China in unique circumstanees. The ship had 

been deployed independently in support of a Canadian initiative. The British govetnment had asked 

Ottawa to help provide protection for British subjects threateRed by the civil war in China Crescent 

was huniediy despatched fkom Esquimait afta the complement was supplemented by an additional 

hvaîy-five men, fifleen of whom had saved in Ontario at the time of her incidentln Crescenr had 

experienced the usual instabifity througb a rapid turnover of officers and men Of a crew of fourteen 

oficers and 186 men during work-ups, or@ f i e  officers and 93 men remained affer three months 

when the ship saild'" There were ais0 insufficiait junior working han& owing to îhe mass 

promotions to Petty Officer Second Class. This added to the Wbiiity and discontent among senior 

men who showed thanselves reluctant to get involved in preventing the incident179 The Exmutive 

Officer, Lieutenant Wood, was an ex-RCNVR oEcer who had no expetience in that office or in a 

destroyer. There was no effective Welfàre C o d e  onboard. Another factor was that Crescent 

was a warfimebuilt destroyer not designed for service in the tropics. Her previous Commandding 

Officer, Lieutenant-Comrnander John Charles, had advised FOX,  Rear-Admiral Harry DeWoE 

against any deployment to southem waters because of extreme temperatures genierated below 

decks.'" She was probably chosen by DeWolf for the tasking because of the experience of h a  

Commanding Officer. 

Crescent 's Commanding Officer, Lieutenanf-Cornmander David Groos, was the youngest 

officer to have commandeci a Canadian destroyer during the war.181 A direct entry cadet into the 

RCN in 1935 at the age of 16, he was trained in the RN and promoted Lieutenant in 1940. He served 

continuously at sea during the war and was awarded the DSC. Groos took cornmand of Crescent 

three rnonths prior to her deployment to China He foilowed two very popular Commanding Officers 

and felt at a disadvantage over this because the crew was ioclined to make comparisons. Moreover, 

he was graveiy concemeci that the conditions in the RCN had deteriorated to the point that a 



Commaodï 086:cefs position was most difficult On the passage fiom Esquimalt to Shanghai he 

drafted a report to FOPC in which he said: 

1 think the most disbeartening aspect of the present day Commanding Officer's 
duties is his continuai struggie with mediocrity. Not onIy is it never-endhg but it is 
a battle that under prevailing conditio-ns simply cannot be won by him alone .... By 
"mediocrity" 1 mean second rate quality in everything but intentions and it has been 
said the road to Heli is paved with those. This second ratedness [sic] has passed the 
stage of k g  just a ternporary condition which with a certain amount of effort on 
the part of ship's officers can be overcome- It is now 'an environment and the 
Commanding Officer's fiutration at continually living within that environment 
must be exprienaxi to be aPpreciated1" 

Groos went on to fecomrnend a series of quahtive measures to enhance stability, discipline and 

training, recognuuig that the Canadian sailor is not Iike his British counterpart and responds 

positively to a particular approâch Hk major recornmendation was to commit the tirne and resources 

to train junior officers propaiy More s d i n g  them to the ships. He said it was, "beyond the capaciîy 

of the Commanding Officer in view of his other cornmitmentît to train them and because of the rapid 

turnover negates his efforts in any case.'" 

Crescent arrivai in Nanking after a fast thirty-seven &y passage fiom Esquimalt with short 

fiielling stops. She relieved HMS Cossack as  the Senior Naval OfFicer. This roIe placed particular 

obligations on Groos including making and receMng a large number of diplomatic and social caiis. 

These demands prevented him king avaiiable to supervise his Executive Officer. Lieutenant Wood 

was properly conmed about ship's secunty and considerd it necessary to provide guards at access 

points. But he also required a guard for the wet canteen in a dingy facility on the jetty that no one 

used. To cover these requiremaits, men had to double up on their duties. There wae additional 

demands on the crew that the Mainguy mquixy later considerd "a confiised chain of unnecessary 

l abo~r . " '~  Perceived RN routines slavkhly followed, isolation fiom the familiar, and "bleak and 

ùihospitable surroundings" added M e r  to discontent and an incident was planned on the night of 14 

March and executed the next day.'= Sorne Petty Offices had wind of something but this was not 



passed on to the Executive OfEicer, a derelition of their responsibilitieses The next moniing 83 men, 

inciuding a few recentiy rated Leading Seamen, faned to muster at 'Hands Fali in" when piped. The 

mai had locked themselvs in their mess dezk and refuseci a Iata pipe to tum to. The Captain 

intervened by passing the word for a respted senior Able Seaman to corne out and talk to him 

which he did In the inte-rim, a set of demands was aflked to the outside of the mess deck door that 

included the removal of the Executive Officer and "A Welfxe COTnmifCee ihat wül not be vetoed by 

the Captain". Groos agreed to the request fiom the ernissary to speak to the men and wait to their 

mess. He infonned them that ifthere were any cornplaints he wanted to get to the bottom of hem 

provided they wae submitted as individual complaints. He also advised them that he was not 

confemplatùig aty disciplinary action thus far. Al1 han& responded to the pipe at 0950 and the 

noml  routine proceeded. The incident was over. 

The series of incidents sent shock waves through NSHQ and the government, The Crescenr 

incident was also reporteci to a Vancouver papa so they could not be ignored for political reasons 

a10ne. There was a fear that subversive activity had gained a purchase in the navy. The inqujr caM 

by Brooke CIaxton wouId Bush this out and also force the RCN to bare its soul. Its outcorne would 

alter the course of the navy towards new horizons. 
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CHAPTER 5 

New Horhns 

The Mainguy Report was good and the result excellent. It tumed out to be 
beneficiaIIy cathartic. It exposed a lot and got it out of  out systems and really 
gave us a clear identity- 

Rear-Admiral Tony s torrsL 

The fact that it was public knowledge that there had been incidents of m a s  

subordination in certain HMC Ships compelled Brooke Claxton, concemed about the existence 

of communist subversives in the fleeî, to order an inquiry? Grant had warned hirn of the 

possibility of "paid agents". Moreover, an environment of f e u  of cornmunist infiltration in 

government agencies and the armed forces had permeated Ottawa since Igor Gouenko had 

disclosed the existence of a Soviet spy ring in Canada in 1945. A Royal Commission had been 

called to investigate this and Claxton believed similar decisive masures were needed both to 

hunt out subversives and to protect loyal individuals .' 

The form that the commission of inquiry would take was of great concern to the navy 

because, as Tony Storrs recalled, "It was shocking, the idea of a public inquiry ïnto the navy's 

dùty  ine en."^ Vice-Admiral Grant was adamant that the inquiry should be handled in-house by 

the navy and opposed any civilian inv~lvement.~ Louis C. Audette, a prominent Ottawa lawyer 

was approached by Claxton for advice on an inquiry and also to sit on the comrni~sion.~ He was 

also a Commander in the RCN(R) and formerly an RCNVR officer who had commanded two 

ships durhg the war. The cloquent, demonstrative, and highiy opinionated Audette was equally 

adamant that the commission should be entirely civilian in c~rnposition.~ On Grant's insistence 

Claxton compromised by appointhg a mixed commission of three with Rear-Admiral Rollo 

Mainguy, now Comrnanding Officer Atlantic Coast (COAC), as the president. The other two 

commissioners were civilians, Auderte and Leonard W. Brockington. 



Claxton instmcted the commissioners that their mandate was "to find out and report 

what happened; and if the conclusion is reached that there ase things which should be done to 

improve the conditions of service, the relations between officers and men or the machinery for 

the ventilation of Mevances, etc.. .appropriate recornmendations s hould be made. "' While their 

main priority was to determine if the incidents were "the result of the action of subversive 

elements", direction was given to ascertain the general profile of the officers and men, especially 

their character, background, sense of duty and education, and also to examine their conditions 

of service.'* In other words, the Minister wanted to know what was so wrong with the navy that 

men would resort to mutiny, and how to correct the problems. Given Claxton's strong 

nationalism, one question was obvious, to what extent did the navy as a Canadian institution 

embody national n o m ?  Claxton gave the commissioners complete independence and a wide 

range of support to conduct their proceedings. The normal customs and procedures for 

conducting a naval inquiry were to be set aside. The Minister was most specific that everything 

should be done to ensure both the cooperation and protection of the men, The cornmissioners 

were to a h  to make a unanimous report but he indicated that there was allowance for different 

or additional views to be submitted separately to b." The report was intendeci for the 

guidance of the Chief of the Naval Staff and the govermnent, and Claxton alone would make 

their fîndings public. 

Louis Audette had his own agenda and he provoked controversy fiom the beginning. 

His personality was an interesting mix of intellectual and naval advocate. Audette maintained 

an attitude of contemptuous intellectual snobbery towards senior military officers that Eayrs 

noted was common arnong many degree-holding senior bureaucrats, like Audetîe, in the 

inmediate postwar period.12 Eayrs wrote, "The most important cause of the military's 

ostracization by the rest of the post-war policy-making community was a feeling that its senior 



officers lacked the type of training needed to deal with national security in a nuclear age."" 

Audette's association with the navy waç close and he had a great love for the service. A veteran 

of the Battle of the Atlantic, he had held two cornmands, was Mentioned in Dispatches and 

achieved Acting-Lieutenant Commander rank in the RCNVR. He had served under Grant, 

Mainguy, and Piers, and was with Miles in Saguenay when she was torpedoed. Rear-Admiral 

Murray had asked Audette to act as his legal adviser during the Kellock inquiry. During the 

Murray affair, Audette had been snubbed arrogantly by both Captains Miles and Hibbard. This 

confirmed in Audette's rnind that there existed an archaic class system within the permanent 

navy in which he, as an RCNVR officer, was considered "of a lower cla~s". '~ When Claxton 

invited him to serve as a commissioner, he was serving as the Commanding Officer of HMCS 

Carleton, the reserve division in Ottawa, having transfered to the RCN(R) fiom the RCNVR 

when absorbed into the new postwar reserve organization.. Audette seized this heaven-sent 

opportunity to become a champion of the "lower deck' to force reforms on a navy that he 

believed was led by a hierarchy that was arrogant, uneducated and completely out of touch with 

Canadian society. At the outset, he objected to Claxton in writing that Mainguy or any naval 

ofltlcer should serve on the commission. Forced to accept Mainguy, Audette Iater aiiowed that 

Rollo had been an excellent president and that his objection had not been to Mainguy 

personally, "whom 1 loved - he was a great guy", but to the unif~rm.'~ 

Audette's objection to Grant's norninee established a contiontational relationship 

between those two powerfûl personalities that grew more intense during the course of the 

inquiry. Grant strongly resented the inquiry as an unwelcome intrusion into the affairs of the 

RCN and his domain.I6 On several occasions, Grant publicly admonished both Audette and 

Brockington over their fmdings, using most derogatory Ianguage. For his part, Audette 

concedeci that he had baited Grant during his appearance before the inquiry and criticized 



aspects of the professional development of naval officers within Grant's hearing ôt social 

affairs." Audette complained to Claxton over Grant's behaviour and thereafter retained a strong 

hatred for ~ r a n t . ~ ~  Grant openly aflkonted Audette by promoting Piers a year after the Mainguy 

Report was published. lg Audette alleged that Piers had been personally insubordinate and strove 

doggedly to substantiate this dunng the inquiry. Piers' steady climb to retire as a rear-admiral 

was a constant reminder to Audette that the Mainguy Report had, in his mind, failed to bring 

the senior officers of the "old schooI" to heeL This explains in part Audette's motivation for 

eventually rnaking the inquiry evidence public. This act was contrary to the written direction of 

the Minister of National Defence and assurances of  confidentiality given to every witness that 

testified? Moreover, the Chief of the Naval Staff was assured by the copmission that "The 

records are purely for us and will be burned a f t e ~ a r d s . " ~ ~  Grant was completely candid and his 

testimony, given in absolute confidence, has been used selectively and out of context to discredit 

him ever since. Audette trusted that history would vindicate hirn and arguai to justifjl his action 

publicly and in private until his death in 1997.~ 

The inquiry did not tuni into the public spectacle that the hierarchy of  "the silent 

service" had feared. Claxton, ever cautious of media reaction, sought the advice fi-om members 

of the press corps in Ottawa as to whether the proceedings should be public or private and took 

measures to "secure the[ir] positive ~ o o ~ e r a t i o n " . ~ ~  The commissioners were direct4 to have a 

proactive policy to ensure the local press, in places where the inquiry was to si& felt neither 

excluded nor obliged to i n t e ~ e w  everyone appearing before thern. The decision to conduct 

proceedings in camera, and a fleet-wide invitation that prornised non-attribution and no 

disciplinary action against anyone volunteering to testie, persuaded most of the men who were 

involved in the incidents to corne f ~ n v a r d . ~ ~  Additionally, many other officers and men came 

forward to discuss what they thought was right with the RCN and what needed improving. 



Others, in both the regular and reserve force, responded with biefs and letiers. The inquiry 

conducted sessions in Halifax, Esquimalt and Ottawa fiom the begiming of April through June, 

1949 and heard 238 witnesses ranging in rank fiom the CNS d o m  to "some of  the most recent 

'new en trie^."'^' 

The inquiry found, predictably, that there had been a breakdown in the divisional 

system and the regdations for stating grievances were cumbersome. Moreover, there was a 

universal belief on the lower deck that using the cornplaint procedure prejudiced a man's career. 

The cornmissioners observed, "Many men therefore felt, however wrongly, that the only method 

likely to be successfùl was the il1egal and mutinous procedure on which they ultimately 

decided."26 The report might have gone further and stated that mass insubordination had become 

an accepted and traditional method of expressing general grievances in ships of the Royal 

Canadian Navy and to which the service had turned a blind eye. On this issue Lieutenant- 

Commander David Groos, Commanding Officer of Crescent, wrote to Audette. 

Trouble? Did sorneone Say "Trouble"? In the R.C.N.? There's never been any 
trouble in the RCN.  if you go about it the right way. Al1 you have to do is get 
a few fiiends in to help and you're a cinch. Nothing ever happened to the boys 
in the old Skeena [in 19361 did they? Or the Haida? Or the Nabob? Or the 
Ontario, the Micmac, or the Athabaskan, Crescent, Magnificent? And there 
were others? 

Evidence indicated that the RCN was slow in accepting new n o m s  of Canadian 

society. One articuIate witness, Lieutenant-Commander Belyea, impressed the commissioners 

with his description of the divisional system as being based on an out-dated type o f  relationship 

between officers and men. Belyea opined that formerly offcers were of a higher social status 

and possessed a superior education to the rating and this formed the basis for a paternalistic 

relationship between the divisional officers and the men. He stated, "If one goes back in the 

history of the divisional system you will h d  at one time it worked very welI .... It was a family 

unit within the ship. The divisional ofiïcer was the father and the recognized leader. These 



conditions do not apply in Canada t ~ c i a ~ . " ~ ~  The persisteme of this attitude was confirmed by 

the testimony of Commander Piers who referred to the "precocious stubbomnessn of Canadian 

sailors who were thinkers and that too much education led to discontentment on the lower 

de&" Piers offered his opinion as to what was necessary to maintain an artificial separation 

between officers and men in the RCN, this was education. He believed that there should be a 

lowering of the educational standard of entry for the men, "lots of room for grade 8 with 

common sense. Such men are contented on the lower deck", What fiers recomrnended was 

revertixig to the status quo ante bellum, the situation in the old "family navy" where men knew 

their place and the officers were educated to the grade twelve level at best. Piers did not 

understand, as did Claxton and the civilian commissioners, that postwar Canadian society 

demandai higher standards of education, particularly for those in leadership roles. 

It was the testimony of the "articulate, incredibly egocentric, arrogant and self- 

confident1', Debbie Piers who fully substantiated for Audette what was wrong with the naval 

culture." Piers completely dominated his interview by the commissioners through his "capacity 

of vigorous expression" and whose well ordered thoughts came "tumbling out in a bit of a 

~ataract."~' This both angered and confounded Audette who became convinced that Piers was 

guilty of blatant insubordination in refising to comply with the NSHQ directive to establish a 

welfare cornmittee. Audette subsequently attempted to establish his guilt and showed a definite 

bias against Piers in his i n t e ~ e w s  with other witnessed2 Piers was identified as the villain and 

more than any other officer, except possibty Grant, epitomized for Audette what was wrong in 

the RCN. Piers obliged Audette by providing both oral and written evidence needed to build his 

case in the report. What Audette disregarded was the fact that Commander Piers was highly 

respected for his professional ability, even by those who had dificulty working with him. 

Commander McEwen, Commander Air, stated that he believed Piers was "overbIarned" [sic] for 



the incident in Magn~jkent, and that professionally, "he knows his onions as they Say in the 

u.s."" 

What remains a mystery is why Piers rejected a Welfare Committee in Magnificent 

when he had established one in Restigouche durhg the war, "to discuss matters of Welfare on 

the Lower ~eck-"" In a report to Captain (D) in 1943, Piers had submitted one suggestion nom 

the cornmittee, "that there should be a 'Review of Service Conditions', between representatives 

of the Lower Deck and a Cornmittee from N.S.H.Q., every six months. At this meeting al1 

outstanding problems of Welfare could be discussed and subsequently brought before the Naval 

Board for deci~ion."'~ What happened to Piers' progressive ideas between 1943 and 1949? Was 

Piers trying to turn back the clock? The generous conclusion is that his progressive ideas 

evaporated under pressure of al1 the challenges he faced as Executive Officer in Magnificenr. 

Another is that he was in the wrong job. It wouid appear that Piers, cornfoxtable in a small ship 

as a Commanding Officer and as an Escort Group Commander, had difficulty adapting his 

leadership style to the complexity of administering an aircraft carrier. The circumstances of the 

RCN during this chaotic transition p e n d  were such that many persons were t h s t  into 

positions for which they rnay not have been trained or were not suited. 

More controversial in the historical context than the one-sided portrayal of Debbie 

Piers is the case of Harold Grant, the Chief of the Naval Staff. Grant's extensive evidence, 

f i l h g  over fi@ pages, covered the spectnun of issues ranging fiom morale and conditions of 

semice through officer training and the trade group ~ t n i c t u r e . ~  He opened his testimony stating, 

"1 think that this is probably one of the best things that could have happened to the navy and it 

is probably just as weU it happened now."" He went on to say that the action taken in removing 

the Executive Officer afler the incident in Ontario was a mistake that provided a pattern for 

subsequent incidents and he accepted his responsibility for his part in that decision. What 



ernerges fiom a fair and balanced readimg of al1 Grant's evidence is a profile of a knowtedgeable 

and highly professional naval chief who was exceptionally well informeci of al1 the navy's 

problems and deepiy concemed for the fuhire and welfare of the RCN. Moreover, Grant had 

plans either in place or underway to correct deficiencies and to improve the men's welfare and 

conditions of service. We also see a CNS who was very consewative, reactionary, hard-nosed, 

vocal and highly opposed to initiatives that he believed were not in the best interests of the 

RCN. 

He believed that the navy had expanded far too quickly after the war, approximately 

600 percent, in order to retain its share of the defence budget. In dohg so, the navy had 

outstripped its resources in its ability to train both officers and men and had taken in many 

poorly equipped wartùne volunteers to fil1 the c ~ r n ~ l e m e n t . ~  Grant stated that, "These fellows 

have al1 the guts in the world, but they never had any training to condition their min& for 

service in peacetime which is pretty onerous, and certainiy entails sacrifices in farnily life and 

probably finances far beyond that which is accepted by the ordinary fellow ashore, particularly 

in the postwar p e r d  when business is boo~ning.".'~ The CNS told the commissioners that fiscal 

restraint by governrnent and opposition and red tape from bureaucrats had prevented the Naval 

Board fiom implementing a large agenda designed to improve conditions of service and to 

alleviate the plight of naval families. 

Following Audette's lead, historians have seized narrowly upon Grant's angry response 

to a blatantly provocative line of questionhg that Audette himself admitted was a mistake." 

Grant's outbursts that the men could sew "Canada" badges on the seats of their trousers" and, "1 

think Canada makes enough d a m  noise in this world without doing anythiig about it" 

permitted Audette to accentuate the negative and portray Grant as vulgar, anachronistic and 

unpatriotic. Examining the context of the line of questiooing, it is evident that the basis for 



Grant.; rancour sternmed fiom the infamous incident where the Canadian govemment under 

Mackenzie King gave the sailors the opportunity to vote themselves out of the war in the 

~acific."' The ship's Company of HMCS Ugrmdo, Canada's ody warship to see action with the 

British Pacific Force, voted three to one in May 1945, not to volunteer for further combat 

duty'* In mid-July 1945, they left their Royal Navy and Royal Australian Navy cornrades 

facing the Japanese kamikazes and Uganda sailed for home to replace her complement. The 

disgrace of deserting brothers in a m  thoroughly rankled the prewar RCN profëssionals." The 

debacle was very fiesh in Grant's mind in 1949. 

Granf who had to conduct a similar vote in Ontario, irnplied this reflected a laissez 

faire attitude endemic in society that was at the root of the probIem in teacmg young Canadian 

sailors to accept discipline and to do their duty. He stated, "1 cannot see how any person serving 

at sea today dare put up the word 'Canada' until he is fit or shown himself fit to man a ship and 

take re~~onsibii i ty."~ Grant was in fact arguing vociferously for pride in country, ethical 

behaviour and profeçsionalism. It is hardly surprising that he expected the navy he led to corne 

up to his own high standards. Harold Grant was respected by his peers such as Hany DeWolf 

for the fact that he would not demand of others that which he did not demand of himself. On the 

other hand, Audette believed the rïght to Wear Canadian symbols had been won by the RCNVR 

sailors in the Battle of the Atlantic where, as William Pugsley wrote, the corvettes and men who 

sailed them "sornehow stood for  anad da."^' Audette, the nationalist, was compelled to defeat 

Grant and used selective evidence to develop his case. In doing so, Audette failed to 

differentiate between Grant's professional cornpetence and social sensitivity. What Audette 

created was a general impression of archaic ineptitude that, by inference, condemned al1 senior 

Canadian naval oficers. 



The Mainguy Report, by its very nature and tenns of reference of the inquiry, was 

destineci to be negative. The commissioners said as much in their preamble. While the report 

named no names, it ùiferred that senior officers as a group were responsible for creating an 

atrnosphere that suppressed the Canadian spirit. On the whole the evidence suggests that this 

conclusion is entirely accwate. At fault were the low educational standards of the officers of the 

Executive Branch who had a grip on the rnost powefil positions in the RCN. The 

cornmissioners maintained that this group was unduly influenced by "big ship" time with the 

RN and had been inculcated in a culture foreign to Canadians. An emphasis on indoctrination 

through an apprentice system of training as opposed to a liberal academic education had created 

a closed culture that perpetuated itself. The progressive attributes of officers such as Rear- 

Admiral Harry DeWolf and Captain Ken Dyer, whom Audette profoundly respected, and the 

excellent features of Grant's programme for refonn were rnentioned only parenthetically in the 

short section on what was right with the navy. Even Claxton received criticism by implication 

for it was he who initiated the "bed of roses" approach to recruitùig that completely 

misrepresented nava1 life to young Canadians. An interesthg aspect of the report is the extent 

that the commission relied on United States Navy resource material for authoritative guidance 

on leadership." There are also some remarkable oversights by the civilian commissioners. For 

exarnple, they failed to establish the connection between Commodore Miles who as CNP was 

the authority responsible for the message ordering the fieet to establish Welfare Cornmittees and 

who as Commanding Officer of Magnifcent failed to ensure that his Executive Officer 

complied with it. Mainguy should have known this but probably remained silent so as not to 

irnplicate Miles who was close to attaining flag rank 

The major question is, did the Mainguy Report have an impact? The report received 

only brief mention in the Minister's annual statement to parliament in 1950, but he emphasized 



that the Welfare Cornmittees were to be given more latitude over the range of topics they could 

discuss. Also, their proceedings would be scrutinized by NSHQ, "in order to ascertain 

contentious subjects and to follow up steps taken to rectiQ any complaints and grievances."47 

CIaxton suggested in his memoirs that he was generally happy with the result and, "the whole 

tone of the report strengthened my hand regarding modernization of the treatrnent of personnel 

and the further Canadiankation of the  na^^.''^ Claxton acknowledged that most of the critical 

quantitative changes to improve conditions of service were in train or plamed and awaiting 

finding when the report was submitted to hirn. New items were placed irnrnediately on the 

agenda of the Naval Board and expedited. Undoubtedly, Claxton hoped that the navy would 

begin to think more about national than solely service priorities. In tiUs he was disappointed and 

had to intervene personally . 

The qualitative aspects pertaining to recoinmendations for the navy to become a more 

representative Canadian institution required a change of attitude. For CIaxton this had to be 

signalleci through the adoption of Canadian symbols. Before the commission subrnitted its 

report, he ordered the reintroduction of the Maple Leaf Emblem on the funnels of HMC Ships 

in April 1949.~' On the contentious issue of "Canadan badges, Grant procrastinated. Claxton 

finally ordered the CNS to reinstate "Canada" badges, "without delay and without ~omrnent" .~  

When ordered, Grant complied. In January 1950, the Naval Board directed that the badges be 

issued imrnediately?' Grant said that he could not change in his views on some issues proving, 

as Harold Innis argued, in The Fur Trade in Canada, with respect to diminishing British 

influence on Canadian society that a culture changes truly only with the passage of a 

generation.R Critics such as John Harbron rnaintained that the adoption of Canadian symbols 

was only superficial and that the adrnirals of the RCN successfÛ1ly resisted change until 1964, 

through the secret and largely unaccountable operation of the Naval ~ o a r d . ~  Claxton's opinion 



differed. He wrote in 1956, "The result was g d -  There can be no doubt but the RCN today is 

a very different aggregation fiom what it was in 1946."" 

The future of the RCN lay with progressive middle rank officers such as Storrs, 

Landymore and Budge who gained leverage for continuhg reforms through the Mainguy 

Report. Storrs believed a true Canadian identity was achieved because the "old guard" of the 

naval hierarchy was publicly adrnonished and told that the naw was to becorne a Canadian 

institution. Landymore believed that the Mainguy Report was the seminal event in the 

development of p e r s o ~ e l  policy in the postwar navy and began a new era in officer-man 

relations." On the other hanci, Budge, adrnitted that he had never read the report: he didn't need 

to because he was already a progressive innovator of a modern divisional ~ ~ s t e r n . ' ~  Budge 

reinforces Hany DeWolfs testimony to the commission that the regulations were in place and 

oniy had to be followed, However, DeWolf, considered by Audette to be the most "Canadian of 

adrnirals", conceded retrospectively that the navy should have listened to the RCNVR's earlier 

and admitted "The permanent force thought we had nothing to Iearn nom them."" DeWolf had 

participatecl in the decision to remove "Canada1' badges immediately afler the war. But, he also 

possessed political sensitivity and the ability to change. Prophetically, Lieutenant(S) William 

Pugsley, RCNVR, had written in 1945, of potential postwar problems in Saints, Devils and 

Ordînary Seamen. 

Now al1 one can Say about the British system of training young officers is that 
it seerns to work-for the British! Unfortunately, everything about the British 
scene is totally and incomparably different to ours, and kids we send over as 
midshipman have a way of getting their wires crossed; for our pre-war ratings 
spoke with great feeling about "phoney" English accents and a ciass distinction 
that went beyond the needs of discipline. An enthusiastic revival of this in the 
post-war years will not help us to build up the Lower Deck, or indeed a 
Canadian navyw 

Subsequently, the Mainguy Repart feahired in every divisional course taught in 

Cornwallis. It became a kind of Magna Carta for the lower deck and every junior officer and 



senior rate was instructed that the modem divisional system of the Royal Canadian Navy was 

established upon its recommendations. The implication was that the RCN had a new attitude 

toward the divisional system and the cultivation of officer-man relations was of primary 

importance. There were champions like Bill Landymore to see that it wouid be so. The men of 

the lower deck clearly benefited fiom this important episode in the history of the RCN. Grant 

however was equaliy adamant that nava1 recmits should be purged of the Iiberal notions of 

Canad'i society and taught what amounted to blind obedience- To accomplish this, the training 

period at Cornallis was extended to twenty-one weeks, later shortened to nineteen. The USN 

considered twelve weeks to be sufficient for indoctrination of new recruits into naval life. 

Whether the Mainguy Report was needed to accomplkh these reforms or they would have 

occurred in the normal course of events is a moot point. It is certain that the efforts of Louis 

Audette ensured they did. 

The public reception of the report was mixed and there was some negative fallout. 

Critics in the press and the opposition in parliament focused on the commissioners' comment, 

"there is no form of artificiai superiority which Canadians resent more than the variety irnported 

fiom another land". This produced a flurry of political cartoons faturing naval officers wearing 

monocles and editorials condemning the over-emphasis on Nelson's traditions in the RCN." 

Anglophobes in parliament and elsewhere indulged in a fienzy of "Brit bashing" that smacked 

of anti-coIonial sentiment. Somehow a comment in the Mainguy Report on the over-ernphasis 

on Nelsonian traditions in the RCN was translated into a condernnation of Admiral Nelson 

himself Audette wrote years later that this aspect of the report had been misunderstood but it is 

difficult to see how he could have managed to criticize a son's heritage and avoided condemning 

the parent." Claxton feared an adverse reaction eom the British at a time when the NATO 

alliance was being formed. Conducting damage contro1, he made a seties of speeches to 



emphasize that the coMnissioners had not ben critical of "The Nelson Touch". The Minister 

stated that Nelson himself was a reformer and inferrd that the great admira1 would have 

approved of the recomrnendations in the Mainguy Fteport? It would be up to the navy to 

change its image in the eyes of the public in order to show its emerging Canadian identity. 

During October 1949, at the same time the Mainguy Report was released, Vice- 

Admiral Grant was engaged in a campaign that would decide the fùture composition of the f le t  

with its concomitant effect on personnel policy. The issue was the necessity of naval aviation to 

the RCN. In the Cabinet Defence Cornittee, Finance Minister Abbott had directed the services 

to achieve maximum value for defence expenditure. With respect to the RCN he stated, "A 

feeling prevailed that the navy's activities were too varied for a small force and that betîer 

results would be achieved through a greater concentration on a surface escort force."" Air 

Marshall Wilf Curtis, Chief of the Air Staff 1947-53 was a particularly strong critic. Naval 

aviation was consuming twenty-five percent of the navy's budget to operate twenty-four aircraft 

fiom a single camer- It had also got off to a very poor start initially where crashes and 

casualties exceeded wart h e  levels? Even Cap tain Lay s po ke disparagingly to the Mainguy 

inquiry of the "scandalous errors" that had been made in the initial organization of naval 

aviation.& 

Despite the setting-up costs and teething problems, Grant had become convinced of the 

necessity for naval aviation and argued that camer-borne aircrafi were fundamental to the RCN 

fulfilling its role of convoy protection against threats fiom both enemy submarines and 

aircrafk6' Grant embarked on a public relations campaign to muster support for naval aviation. 

His timing was excellent as the Soviets had exploded their first atomic bomb in September 

1949, and this had further focused the concern of the government and public on defence. He 

consolidated the position of the carrier by committing the RCN's existing fleet to NATO's AS W 



force in the first meeting of North Atlantic Regional Planning Group (NAORPG) held in 

Washington in ~ctober?  Grant stated that Canada wished to concentrate on the "organization, 

control and protection of convoysn and requested membership on Sub-Group B for the Atlantic 

Ocean Lines of ~ommunications.~~ This would prove to be a critical initiative not only for 

consolidating the position of naval aviation but also in detemining the role, composition and 

disposition of the Canadian fleet and personnel requirements until the end of the Cold War. 

Rear-Admira1 Storrs remarked retrospectively, ''NATO came as  a great relief, clarifieci much of 

our uncertainty of purpose and gave us [the RCN] a clear role."" 

The issue over the fùture of naval aviation came to a head in March, 1950 in the Chiefs 

of Staff Comrnittee when Curtis openly opposed Grant on continuhg of naval aviation and the 

RCN's proposal to acquire 75 Avenger aircraft fiom the USN for ASW.~' AS unanunity could 

not be reached in the cornmittee, Grant demandai a vote. Fouikes however, gained agreement to 

submit the issue to CLaxton where Grant won his case thereby saving naval aviation and the 

Avenger purchase.70 Thereafter, naval aviation was accepted by the govemment as having a key 

role to play for "the immediate defence of Canada1' and "anti-submarine warfare"? The RCN 

would retain an aircraft carrier until 1970 when it was paid-off for rasons of economy. That 

battle won, the Naval Staff proposed the acquisition of a second carrier, ostensibly to be 

employed as a training ship. Grant's response was that such a proposa1 was not justified given 

the financial clirnate and, "a carrier would not be the most suitable training ship for a 'small 

ship navy."'* Grant had seen the future clearly and set the RCN on a realistic course. Despite 

some lingering aspirations within the Naval Staff, grandiose plans for a "big ship" navy were 

abandoned. A radical change in the strategic situation would soon create an argument for a 

second carrier. 



The attention of the Mainguy Report did nothing substantive to gain improvernents in 

the navy's situation in a practical sense and critical personnel problems continueci into 1950." 

Apart from rnapIe le& on fùmels and "Canada" badges that came at no cos& Claxton did Iittle 

substantive financially for the navy. The one concession he wrung from cabinet was a modest 

increase in complement in order to recruit an additional 100 men a month in Newfoundland 

which had recently joined Confèderation. He did attend the opening session of the Sixth Senior 

Officers Meeting to get a measure of the members of this naval caucus but made no 

commitrnents. That meeting decideci to implement staff proposais to stabiIize s hip's companies 

by designating ships permanently for either operations or training duties. Training had been 

seriously set back through the grounding of Magnifcent in Iune 1949.'~ ~ h i s  had prompted 

DNPO (Brock) to recomrnend cancelling al1 operational exercises in 2950, in order to progress 

training." However, the Senior Officers' Meeting considered maintainimg operational effkiency 

important enough to demand a compromise, An additional consideration was to alIow more 

advanced training to be achieved. The carrier and four destroyers were designateci operational 

whiie Ontario and the remaining ships were assigned to training. This programme would also 

allow for h e d  lave periods during July. The new concept was to commission a ship for two 

years and recomrnission it with a fiesh crew at the end of the period. This fust attempt to 

achieve personnel stability through fixed commissions would fail through a shortage of 

personnel resources that was exacerbated by the rapid expansion inaugurated by the United 

Nations' Korean police action.76 

The employment programme that emerged for 1950, to cover the heavy summer 

training commïtments was again a complex plan requiring every personnel resource and nothing 

to go wrong. Operational ships on the east coast would include Magnificent, Micmac, and 

Huron and on the west coast, Sioux and Cayuga. Athabaskan would be commissioned in March 



as the west coast training ship. While a Northem cruise Iùoked doubffii, it was p l a m d  to send 

the west coast operational ships through the Panama canal to join the east coast squadron and 

proceed to Londonderry for a month's training at the RN Joint AIS School. When this 

programme was published it concluded with the caveat "NAVAL HEADQUARTERS 

confidently anticipates that the commencement of operational training in fütly manned N S  

destroyers this coming year is but the beginning of that anxiously awaited development of an 

efficient anti-submarine force, which is the aim of our Long Term ~ l a n s . " ~  This reflected the 

spirit of determination of those in charge of the RCN throughout this transition period that was 

undoubtedly its sustauiing strength, This "Can-do" spirit was one of those things that the 

Mainguy Report refèrred to as being "overwhelmingly right" with the navy. "Can-do" would 

become known universally in the NATO fleet as synonymous with the Royal Canadian Navy. 

The decision to stretch resources to the limit to maintain a core of operational ships was not 

without a defhite purpose and would produce enormous dividends. Zn 2948, Grant told the 

National Defence College that the navy must, in peacetime, be prepared for international "police 

duties" and be "available at immediate notice to visit the scene of tension or disorder without 

deviating noticeably fiom normal routine. "" The RCN was able to dispatch t hree destroyers 

with war complements to Korea in July 1950, within two weeks of the order. It would be 

months before the other two services could respond. 

While the Canadian naval uniform remained British, the design of the new anti- 

submarine escort was uniquely Canadian and would become the easily recognisable hallmark of 

the RCN. The new St. Laurent Class would require significant changes in the navy's personnel 

structure as well as training to operate and maintain its advanced shipfs systems. Rear-Admiral 

"Sam" Davis described the origin of the St Laurent Class as "a response to a political concern 

relating to an ernerging situation, the decision process was somewhat confused, with parallel 



and somewhat irrational approaches ...."" Having no Royal Corps of Naval Constructors of its 

own, the RCN had to borrow a ship designer fiom the RN. They were fortunate to obtain on 

loan the brilliant, innovative and out-going "Rolly" Baker who was enrolled in the RCN(R) as a 

Constmctor captain? Baker, "untrammelled by the constraints of the Royal Corps", pirated 

the design of the new RN Type 12 AIS fiigate, incorporating its main features into the RCN 

design including the British Type Y400 propulsion ~ ~ s t e r n . ~ '  However, many aspects of the 

design were "radically altered" to incorporate many Canadian ideas and requirements and a 

concept of habitability based on experiments in HMCS Sioux. The electrical system was 

designed to USN Bureau of Ships (BuShips) specifications and USN radars, communications 

systems and Gunar fire controi were to be instalIed:The decision on equipment was cntical 

because the selection of the Y400 system created a bifürcation where the Engineering Branch 

wouid retain its traditional R N  training affiliation while the Electrical, TAS, Gunnery and 

Communications Branches tunied to  the USN- 

The design team tried to involve the entue RCN comrnunity. For example, experienced 

Commanding Officers were invited to Canadian Vickers in Montreal to comment on the mock- 

up of the open and enclosed bridges and their recommendations were incorporated." The Naval 

Staff onginally recornmended that the class be named after Canadian cities, "in view of the 

resulting publicity and goodwilltl but the Naval Board decided, "it was more desirable to 

perpetuate the naines of former destroyers in the interest of tradition."" The f i s t  warship 

completely designed and built in Canada, would add immeasurably to the growing national 

identity of the RCN. 

Claxton had been working steadily towards his personal goal of "fùrthering cohesion 

and uniformity between the three services" through a new National Defence Act that would 

establish an integrated administration structure and introduce a common system of discipline." 



The act was passed on 7 June 1950, and regulations were slowly brought into force.8s Those 

pertaining to discipline, the most critical and difficult to coordinate, were not promulgated until 

September 195 1. Under the act, the Chiefs of Staff Cornmittee became a separate body advising 

the rninister, with its own permanent chairman and secretariat. General Foulkes, who chaired 

the Chiefs of Staff Cornmittee (COSC) by virtue of seniority in the absence of the Minister, was 

appohted its permanent Chairrnan in February 1951. Foulkes was a skilled politician and 

became CIaxtonfs arbitrator on al1 major issues. The individual Chiefs of Staff were given 

statutory existence by virtue of Section 19 of the National Defence Act 1950. This consolidated 

the power of the Chief of the Naval Staff and spelled out his terms of reference being, "charged 

with the controi and administration" of the navy "under the direction of the. rninister". Claxton 

was attacked in the press for elevating the military chiefi to pedestals of independent authority 

but he believed that this move was necessary to maintain of unity of ~ornmand.~~  The act also 

set down the four functional branches supporthg the CNS; the Naval Staff, the Naval 

Technical Services Branch, the Naval Personnel Branch and the Comptroller, along with their 

terrns of reference. The composition of the Naval Board was also delineated. Integration was 

achieved through correspondhg parallel and identical fbnctional structures in the other two 

s e ~ c e s  to facilitate coordination through a tri-service cornmittee system 

The "sickly season", where parsirnony was the norm, ended abruptly for the RCN on 25 

June 1950, when South Korea was invaded by Communist North ~orea." At the tirne, the 

Naval Board was faced with the necessity of pemanently laying up Uganda and other difficult 

deckions owing to shortage of complement." On 30 June 1950, NSHQ sent a warning message 

to the west Coast cancelling the European cruise for Cayuga, Sioux and ~ t h a b a s k a n . ~  This was 

followed by instructions to Rear-Admiral DeWolf, CANFLAGPAC, "You are to sail 3 

destroyers to Far East to date Wednesday P.M. 5th July 1950.~' Captain Brock was in the 



process of relieving Captain Medland as Senior Officer, Canadian Destroyers Pacific and he 

urged the Dockyard and Supply System on with characteristic vigour to make the sailing date?' 

S hips were stored and ammunitioned to full wartime outfit and other ships and Naden barracks 

were emptied of personnel to bnng them up to wartime complement. Brock sailed the three 

destroyers as Task Group 2 14.4 on schedule for Japan. On 14 July 1950, the three ships were 

placed by NSHQ under the operational control of General MacArthur who commanded the 

United Nations' forces. On arriva1 in Sasebo, Japan they joined Task Group 96.5 under the 

command of Rear-Admira1 Hartman, USN. The RCN would rely on the USN, "to supply aU 

normal logistic support."92 M e r  a briefand uncertain five years of peace, the RCN was at war 

as part of a United Nations coalition forceY3 

As might be expected, the immediate result of the crisis created by Korea was a flurry 

of planning, proposals and counter-proposais ernanating from every level. Claxton issued a 

paper, "Acceleration of the Defence Programme", that directed the Chiefs of Staff to advance 

the cornpletion of all plans to achieve a war-ready state? This directive also asked for 

proposals to improve war fighting capability and for iocreased ceilings and estimates." The 

navy responded with a proposal for a ceiling of 16,105 and an additional four A / S  escorts to be 

constnicted. While the cabinet had not yet developed sufficient anxiety to loose the purse strings 

completely, they authorized 13,440 personnel and the four additional A/S escorts along with a 

host of purchases and construction projects.96 The Naval Board directed that Huron, Micmac 

and Nootka be brought up to war complement in personnel and ammunition to standby to 

relieve the three deployed destroyers. Al1 other ships in reserve were to be commissioned as 

soon as possible and Ugunda would not be laid up. The Naval Staff recornrnended to the Naval 

Board that the three destroyers in Korea be relieved by a cruiser and a second carrier be 

acquired to be kept in reserve. There was a mood of optimisrn spreading through the staff at 



NSHQ. Captain Piers, now Director of Naval Plans and Operation ONPO), urged that "the 

time was now opportune for increasing the size of the fleet."97 

The situation remained fluid and the extent of the RCN's commitments had yet to be 

determineci £My. Using the 13,440 ceiling and bas& on the RCN's duai commitments to "the 

Canada-U.S Regionn and NATO, the Naval Board subrnitkd proposais for f l e t  strength of 

twenty-six operational ships to be attained by September 1953. Grant also put the idea to 

Claxton of acquking an additional carrier to be held in reserve, this had been listed in the 

original mobilization plan. He requested again the construction of four additional destroyer 

escorts and stated the necessity of increashg Canada's shipbuilding capacity? However, the 

United States was greatly concerned over the growing Soviet menace in Europe and was not 

satisfied with the increases in standing forces by NATO members. At a meeting of North 

AtIantic Council Deputies on 4 August 1950, it was made clear that commitments made at 

Washington in October 1949, were now deemed to be formal obligations. Reports were to be 

rendered to the councii by 28 August on the steps taken by mernber countries to increase total 

combat forces by 1 July, 195 1. lM As Joel Sokolsky suggested, this strengthened the hand of the 

navy and provided a substantiation in perpetuity for ail requests for increase~.'~' 

The corrunitment to NATO became virtually open-ended and immediateIy created what 

became known as the "cornmitment-capability gap". In a draft rnernorandurn to the Cabinet 

Defence Committee prepared for Claxton, the Naval Board advised that an overall shortage of 

260 MS vessels existed in the forces comrnitted by al1 contributors for NATO and defence of 

North America. They decfared that, "The Accelerated Defence Programme of the R.C.N. can be 

constmed as a sign of good faith in our naval cornmitments to NAT O."'^ Grant committed the 

RCN to providing "as many AIS escorts as possible" when the Military Cooperation Cornmittee 

(MCC) met in Washington in October 1950.103 These commitments had both material and 



personnel components and the RCN was most deficient in the latter. The depth of the navy's 

personnel crisis was indicated by the admission that even though the navy's ceiling was now 

13,440, "the R.C.N. c a ~ o t  even meet at the present time, al1 the commitments envisaged under 

the 9,600 complement."'" Staff analysis showed that only hvo and not three standby destroyers 

for Korea couId be mamed. The prognosis was not encouraging either as recruiting in the first 

six months of 1950, only made up wastage. Moreover, the situation was Iikely to become more 

precarious because a large number of effectives might not choose to re-engage during the 

corning year. The emergent demands of the Cold War were recreating the circumstances of the 

RCN in the Second World War. In the urgent rush to help, the RCN's rapid expansion caused 

ships to be commissioned faster than trahed ship's companies could & supplieci. Where 

wastage was not a problem in w a r t k ,  except through wualties, the conditions of peacetime 

were that no legislative provision existed to retain trahed personnel. 

Fear of war mounted and drastic measures with long term ramifications were the order 

of the day when the NATO Foreign Mïnisters gathered in December 1950. They met in a state 

of "cornmon funk" as C.P. Stacey, quoting Kipling, referred to a similar climate in 1940, where 

Canada was propelled by féar into the amis of the ~rner icans . '~  Claxton represented Lester 

Pearson, Minister of Extemal AEairs, and committted Canadian forces to the NATO strategic 

structure. The ramifications of this were that national commitments would be dicbted 

piecemeal by the force requirements detennined by NATO theatre ~ommanders.'" As a result, 

until 1964, the three Canadian services would go separate ways and prepare to fight three 

different kinds of war in accordance with the plans of the Supreme Allied Commanders in 

Europe (SACEUR), Atlantic (SACLANT) and the North American Au Defence Command 

(NORAD). AU these theatre commanders were Americans. It is ironic that Claxton, the 



nationalist, acquiesced in this sacrifice of strategic initiative over Canadian defence policy as 

well as detennination of the structure of the arrned forces to NATO. 'O7 

In the case of the RCN, force composition wouId be decided by the CNS in 

consultation with the Supreme Allied Commander AtIantic (SACLANT) on an annual basis. 

The RCN became, de facto, an integrated component of the NATO navy under the strategic 

control of an American admiral. This extra-national and "bottom-up" method of developkg 

strategy placed the Canadian government in a hostage position and gave the seMce chiefs a 

degree of power and independence not intendeci. As Douglas Bland has argued, the service 

chiefs identified their requirements with NATO and used the moral dictate of having "to [ive up 

to commitments" to compel the government to support ëquipment and personnel programmes. l" 

The Canadian government could withhold spending but only at the risk of hazarding the NATO 

relationship and behg called a poor ally. 

Grant called a meeting of RCN Senior Officers in January, 195 1 and Claxton opened 

with a briefing on defence programme and international situation.'* This was followed by 

progress reports by members of the Naval Board. There were maidy the same faces around the 

table ody the positions had changeci. DeWoIf was now VCNS, Bidwell ACNS(P), and Hibbard 

CNP. It is apparent that Senior Officers' Meetings had evolved into an important vehicle for 

develop ing RCN policy, part icularly with respect to personnel and administration. Grant had 

creôted a forum in which the Naval Board could test views and determine the success of plans 

and programmes. Problem areas could be thoroughly explored. The Minister made a cameo 

appearance that allowed two-way exposure. It was characteristic feature that the RCN operated 

with this caucus system of poIicy development. Its success was due to the small, relatively 

homogenous comrnunity of the prewar RCN cohort, of which Claxton spoke, who occupied 

most of the positions at the table and which was dominated by Executive Branch officers. 



The meeting focused on the pressing problems of reserve training, promulgation of the 

new rank structure for the lower deck and complement. There were simply not enough 

accommodations to progress reserve training because priority had to be given to the regular 

force. The result was a poor training programme and consequently good recruits could not be 

attracted. The reserve force was languishing but there was no alternative to this state of affairs 

at present The P e r s o ~ e l  Staff had made a complete hash in interpreting and promulgating 

rîghts and pMleges of Senior Rates in the new rank structure. Their error had produced 

unreconcilible anomalies and the regdations would have to be revised and repromulgated with 

al1 the attendant confiision. Resistance to the new rank of Petty Officer Second Class remained 

universal and Cornmanding Officers were reporting both cornplaints fiom senior men and 

problems due to a lack of supervision in the mess dmks. The CNS told the meeting that the 

P02's were here to stay and the navy was stuck with it. 

The most serious problem was complementing. Flag Officer Pacific Coast., Rear- 

Admiral Creery, stated that "ships and establishments of the West Coast considered that the 

numbers of men borne was dangerously Iow", reflecting the impact of providing full war 

cornplements to the Korean destroyers. The VCNS ofFered no relief and remarked that "this was 

a perennial problem brought on by the fact that with the pressure of worId events the RCN was 

over-committed and as things stand it will be necessary to continue to man ships as fast as 

possible, in fact the faster the ships can be rnanned now the sooner we can meet training 

rquirements and the better the navy will be Ui the long term."l'O DeWolf went on to explain that 

there was also a systemic problem in developing ship's cornplements through applying RN rules 

to Canadian cùcumstances. He said that with respect to Tribal Class Destroyers, "in spite of 

every effort the complement required five to ten men more than there were accommodations." 

The Naval Board was still seeking a solution. He assured the conference that the problems were 



well known and that NSHQ would eventually produce a complement for each ship. Commodore 

Hibbard urged those present to look on the bright side, "while the ships wouId not have the 

trained ratings and technical personnel that they required by complement there would be no 

shortage of labo~r.""~ There was also no shortage of good humour. The RCN was learning that 

complementing was not a science but an art and the conversion of ships and addition of new 

equipment were producing unforeseen challenges. 

Commodore Hibbard had struggled with the complementing problem during his last 

appointment to NSHQ as DCNP. The value of maintainhg continuity was apparent for now as 

CNP he was acutely aware of the problems caused by the split responsibility for complementing 

and commitments. After the Senior Officers' Meeting, he made the logical recommendation to 

the Naval Secretary for the consideration of the Naval Board that the responsibility for 

complementhg should reside with Naval Staff CVCNS) who established the commitments for 

the navy. He submitted that "At present the Naval Staff doesn't take much account of the 

complementing difficulties when it considers new comrnitments." I l2  Hibbard stated that the 

responsibility for rnanning, the distribution of personnel as available, should remain with the 

Personnel  ta&"^ In April 1951, after CNP had "cleaned up the 13,440 complement 

requirements", responsibility for complementing was transferred to the Director of Naval 

Organization (DNOrg), Captain G.A. Woollcombe, of the Naval Staff on 14 February 195 1 . I l4  

This accomplished, VCNS began to plan a personnel structure for a navy with a ceiling of 

2 1,000 that CNS had been told to anticipate."' 

The CNS undoubtedly received this planning advisory fiom the newly established Rank 

Structure Cornmittee @SC) that Claxton had established to supervise and coordinate the 

complementing process for al1 three  service^."^ General Foulkes, Chairman of the Chiefs of 

Staff Cornmittee, was also appointed Chairman of the RSC. Other members of the RSC 



included the Deputy Minister, the Secretary of the Treasury ~oard."' Claxton needed a 

cornmittee of this stature to overcome the inter-service bickering in the PMC that had stalled the 

datelopment an integrated rank structure for more than two years.'I8 The Minister had called in 

the Defence Research Board to arbitrate but this aIso ended in deadlock. Moreover, the service 

chiefi approached Claxton independently with their proposals for senior officers' structures and 

promotions in the absence of established guidelines. Claxton referred these to the Depiity 

Minister to achieve conformity which usually resulted in the schemes being retumed to the 

originators for revision. This laborious process produced rancour and wasted time.'Ig The 

establishment of the RSC was also necessitateci by the rapid expansion of the arrned forces to 

which he cornmitteci Canada in December. 

The RSC would recommend ceilings and structures to the Minister "in consultation" 

with the Chie& of Staff and would vet annual proposais for changes in estabiihrnents and rank 

structures for the next fiscal year. The RSC was to achieve the efficiency and symmetry that 

CIaxton sought. This caused the navy difficulty because it did not necessarily follow that 

bureaucratie efficiency resulted in rnilitary effectiveness. For instance, the CN S had great 

dficulty convincing the Deputy Minister, a former army brigadier, that the navy requued a 

higher proportion of non-cornmissioned officers than either the arrny or RC AF. '" The RSC was 

an example of the tendency toward "micro-managementt1 through the elaborate cornmittee 

systern that Claxton was developing. The Service Chiefs suffered through the necessity of 

havhg to submit routine changes in staff organùations to the RSC until 1959 when they were 

granted some flexibility.12' The integrated cornmittee system also carried with it a large 

personnel bill and increased workload for questionable gains.'n 

When the Naval Staff began to accept conunitments' based on the ceiling of 21,000 

persomel, the CNS estimated the size of the naval complement would be 1,650 officers and 



9,200 men (10,580) on 1 April 195 1 .'" The projection for 1952 was 13,650 and the optimistic 

target date to reach 21,000 was I July 1954. The navy had already been forced into innovative 

programmes to deal with shortages. Officer enrolment remained the most pressing problem. The 

CNS advised the Minister that the navy was 750 officers short of the 1952 requirements and 

that the CANSERVCOL and UNTD programmes b d  produced only twenty-seven officers in 

1949-50, "out of al1 proportion to the effort expended", where forty were req~ired.'*~ Grant 

advised Claxton that he believed it was tirne to make entry into the services compulsory for al1 

cadets attending Service Colleges because, "at the present rate of increase we haven't a hope." 

For the navy's part, he said that there would be a full-scale drive to enrol more officers fiom the 

universities and the lower deck 

The RCN was being forced to be innovative because its prcrjected shortfall of oficers 

for the 2 1,000 oavy was estimatecl at 1400. lZS Grant had to concede that the navy must resort to 

extraordinary rneasures such as granting Short Service Commissions, a move he had long 

re~isted. '~~ A Short Service Commission was like a short-term contract and Grant did not 

believe that this plan would attract people with the degree of dedication required in an officer. 

He agreed that as an emergency existed that "properly trained oEcers could not be provided by 

the method of training being subjected to Tri-service experimentation, it would be necessary to 

relax these standards."In Grant UUtially reserved approvaI for the Executive Branch, 

undoubtedly to ensure control of the navy remained within the bloodline, and would allow only 

pilots to be enrolled under this scheme. The restriction was removed for seaman officers in 

November 1951 out of necessity and Short Service Appointrnents were extended to UNTD 

enrolees as part of "drastic steps" required to obtain sufficient o ~ c e r s . ' ~ ~  Provisions were also 

introduced to allow former experienced RCN(R) and RCNVR officers up to the age of thuty- 

five to re-enrol and transfer into the permanent force. The Naval Staff also resurrected the idea 



of an independent RCN Naval College that would produce fifty officers a year.'" The UNTD 

programme was now established in forty-one Canadian universities and was growing in 

poputarity. It was hoped this source would aIso produce fifty officers Fer year. However, given 

the high drop-out rate from university, the Personnel Staff were not sanguine the target would 

be reached. 

It was apparent to the Naval Board that Claxton's tri-service college "experiment" 

would not produce the 2850 officers required to cornpiement a navy of 2 1,000 personnel. To 

keep Pace with expansion requirements and wastage, it was necessary to procure 136 General 

List officers and thirty-five Branch officers a ~ u a l l ~ . ' ~  Grant's major cornplaint with the 

curent systern was that the RCN did not have control-over the number of officers atiending the 

Service CoIleges due to a quota system, which resulted in the RCN entries being reguIated by 

amy and air force nurnbers that bore no relation to RCN requirementd3l He finnly believed 

that the RCN should retain independent control of officer production and directed CNP to 

prepare a proposa1 for a long term policy of officer procurement based on a separate Naval 

College along the Iines of the former RCNC "Royal Roads". 

The mode1 CNP produceci was familiar and traditional, entry at the junior matriculation 

level and two years of academic and professional training followed by the eleven month JOTLC 

and then directly to sea in HMC ships. During discussion of the proposa1 at the Naval Board, 

DeWolf rehearsed the premise "In the training of the Seaman profession, there is no substitute 

for experience afloat, and this should be obtaùied at an early age."ln The Chief of Naval 

Technical Services, Rear-Admiral Jack Knowlton, reiterated that experience in leading men was 

no less critical for technical ~ E c e r s .  There was a real sense that CIaxtonls system was failing 

and the navy had to strike out on its own. It was also apparent that DeWolf had little faith that 



the UNTD systern would produce the results anticipated. Hibbard was directed to develop 

proposais. 

The lower deck was increasingly becoming an important source of ofticers and it was 

the one area over which the navy had a strong masure of control. The navy was closely 

examining New Entries for potential officers and e ~ 0 k d  ten of these in the CANSERVCOL 

programme in 1952. One ofthese, Ordinary Searnan James C. Wood, would eventually rise to 

the rank of Vice-Admiral and become the Commander, Maritime Command in 1983. The 

consensus at the Senior Officers meeting was that steps be taken to expand the opportunities for 

men to enter either the Upper Yardrnan or Branch Officer commissioning schemes. The Upper 

Yardman scheme provided the opportunity for younger highly-motivated p n  of the rank of 

Petty Officer to attain a commission and enjoy a full career as an officedu The scheme was 

expanded to include more branches, the age Iimit rai& to twenty-nine and the "unmamed" 

restriction for the Executive Branch removed? The Branch Officers' scheme was designed to 

commission long-service, skilled branch technicians and was offered to men over thirty years 

old or twelve years of service who had attained the rank of Chief Petty Officer Second Class. 

The officers served within their branch until retirement and could aspire to rise no higher than 

Lieutenant-Commander. The Naval Board replaced the age-tirne rank requirement with a 

"minimum experience" requirement. While expanding the oppomties to commission men 

fiom the ranks and steadity raising the proportion of this category of officer, the Naval Board 

was also increashg the conservative element in the officer corps. Senior non-commissioned 

ranks are notoriously conservative and keepers of tradition and their influence on the postwar 

naval culture was very significant. This would be most apparent in their resistance when the 

navy introduced the General List Officer structure in 1957. 



The procurement and training of men produced its own set of challenges and 

consequences. The main problem was not a shortage of men but of trained men. The training 

volume requirements, increased by poor re-engagement rates, directiy affected the employment 

programme. 13' In the case of officers' training, Ontario was the dedicated ship. HMCS Quebec 

was slated to be the dedicated New Entry training ship but would not commission until January 

1952. The ship employment policy was for half the ships in commission to be assigneci for 

training but the Korea cornmithnent and hi& volume requirements meant al1 ships were either 

on standby for Korea or training. Even at this, there was a severe shortage of accommodation at 

sea for training. The first cyclic system therefore could not operate and the schedules remained 

ad hoc, driven by the training load. The problem was more severe during the summer months, 

when l ave  was supposed to be scheduled, due to reserve training requirements. The RCN 

benefited however fiom the enthusiasm generated by the Korea conflict that gave a boost to 

recruiting and many trauied men with wartirne experience volunteered to re-enter the navy? 

This eased the pressure somewhat. 

The Naval Board acted to meet the increasing dernands for trained technicians through 

the introduction of a Naval Apprentice Training Scheme along the lines of civilian industry.13' 

They called for a Naval Training Centre to be established to train recruits mainly fiom 

Canadian Vocational Schools to become Engine Room Artificers. The apprentice scheme 

acceptai young men, ages 16 to 19, with Grade 10 education or higher for a 39 month technical 

course following an abbreviated five month new entry indoctrination at Cornwdis. Their term 

of engagement was seven years. The school was established in January 1953, initially onboard 

the maintenance ship HMCS Cape Breton in Halifax and later moved to the Fleet School 

~ s ~ u i m a l t . ' ~ ~  The programme produced well-educated and skilled artificers who entered the 

fleet in the rank of Petty Officer Second Class. The quality of men and training was such that 



many went on to take commissions. The scope of training for men generally aIso expanded not 

only to meet advanced tec hnology but also s hip survival requirements. Damage control training 

which included ship's damage, fie-fighting and defence measures against atomic, biological and 

chernical warfare were incorporateci as a universal requirernent in the RCN.13' There was some 

restructuring within trades such as the elimination of two types of cooks, one for officers and 

one for the men.'" The experience in Korea was showing the need to retain both visual and 

radio communicators and a planned amalgamation was reversed.14' The navy was also 

questionhg what to do with the Quartemaster Branch. It had been established at the end of the 

war when new technical trades were being created and no designated personnel were available 

to leam and execute seamanship duties. The operators ("users") in other trades were now 

becorning available for seamanship duties and the Quarteniasters seemed redundant. There was 

also a profusion of small specialized trades, mainly associated with naval aviation, but also 

others such as photographers, that were essential but costly. The system of assigning men to 

trades as either users or maintainers of equipment and weapons systems was stictly retained 

and this was the structure on which the cornplementing process was based. 

Rmruiting retums from the Province of Quebec, specifically fiorn the francophone 

population, remained lower than the national average. Only 7.9 percent of the total population 

of the navy were French-Speaking where the national average was 29.15 percent.142 David 

Zimmerman has demonstrated that the RCN did little either to attract or accommodate 

francophones fiom Quebec during the Second World ~ a r . ' "  Claxton was determineci that 

opportunities for service should be equal for French and English-speaking Canadians and this 

undoubtedly compelled the Naval Board to examine this traditional deficiency. The Naval 

Board was also keen to tap this large source of rmruits. They cornmissioned Commander 

Marcel lette, a francophone permanent force officer, to study the problem and subrnit 



recomendations. The report was submitted in early 1951, and it essentially reflected the 

findine of the Mainguy Report that the RCN was not truIy a national navy. Moreover, Jette 

stated that the navy had done little to sel1 itself to French-speaking Quebecers.'" In Quebec, the 

RCN was thought to be British and Canadian sailors considered "Burns". 

Jette empbasized the problems experienced by French-speaking recruits undergoing 

training at Cornwallis, where failures and recoursing owing to dificulties learning English 

couId extend theù stay up to ttiirty-eight weeh instead of the usual nineteen. This was a real 

dernotivator and had a multiplier effect when the word was passed back home discouraging 

potential recruits. The sudden break fiom families and the French culture was also a factor. He 

noted that the navy had to compete with full employment and higher civilian wages which was a 

universal problem His major recommendation was to establish a recruit training establishment 

in Quebec to teach French-speaking recruits both English and naval subjects. In spite of the 

heavy personnel bill attache4 the Naval Board accepted this recommendation as the cost of 

both attracting French-speaking recruits as well as improving the navy's image in the Province 

of Quebec. The Basic Training Schml for French-speaking recruits was set up at HMCS 

Montcalm, the reserve division in Quebec City, and the fist draR scheduled for February 

1952.'" The course was designed so that recruits could proceed to Cornwallis and join the 

appropnate place in t heir training when proficiency in Englis h was achieved. The establishment 

eventually became HMCS D'lberville and was moved to an independent location in 1953. With 

respect to procurement of French-Speaking officers, the RCN made no similar effort and 

enrolees either had to be bilingual or enter through Canadian Semice College (CANSERVCOL) 

St. Jean afier it was established. There was no thought until after unification of establishing a 

French-Speaking naval unit? 



Except for nursing sisters, women ceased to serve in the RCN when the Women's 

Royal Canadian Naval Service (WRCNS) was disbanded with demobilization. The WRCNS 

had made a valuable contribution to the RCN and the Naval Board was very enthusiastic to 

move with the other services to put women back into uniform. The main incentive was that they 

would fiee up men in naval establishments for sea duty. The Naval Board gave approval to 

organiUng the WRCNS(Reserve) as a component of the RCN(R) in September, 1950 with a 

complement of fi@ officers and 450 ~ornen.'~' Grant's plan was that the women would become 

an integral part of the reserves with the intention of eventually bringing them into the RCN.'" 

He was adamant that a permanent career opportunity be offered in order to attract superïor 

recruits. As an interim measure, wornen would be employed in a permanent capacity on Special 

Naval Duty primarily as communicators in naval radio stations. When sufficient numbers were 

obtained he wouId approach Claxton to establish a women's component in the Permanent 

 orc ce.'" This took some t h e  and was not was accomplished until February 1 9 ~ 5 . ' ~  Recruiting 

commenced in July 195 1, and fi@-three women were entered. After cornpleting basic training 

at CornwalZis, they joined HMC Naval Radio Station CoverdaZe for technical training. Along 

with the men, the WRCNS were issued uniforms of a new and more appealing design. The 

Naval Board decreed that the Ietter "Wtt would be used administratively and the term "Wrens" 

collectively to identi& fernale personnel from This formalized a name of ornithological 

origin that had become traditional in the service. 

The enthusiasm and sense of purpose generated by the Korea cornmitment and al1 the 

activity surroundhg the NATO build-up had a very salutary effect on morale. This was 

accompanied by an infusion of fùnding that allowed the Naval Board to proceed with many 

morale and welfare oriented programmes that had been stalled through lack of government 

financial support. A substantial pay increase on 1 December 195 1, "to maintain comparability 



with pay in civilian industry", followed the promulgation by the RSC of the new integrated rank 

s t ruc t~re . '~  The new design unifonns for ratings introduced in July 195 1, were a great 

succe~s . '~  New naval housing developments were built on both coasts, providing 300 units in 

195 1 with an additional 500 under construction at year's end. These represented a major step in 

easing the housing problems for married ratings. New barracks to house single men, 

"considered to be the most modern of its kind in Canada", were opened in Halifax in December, 

1951 . '~  The ernployment of more civilian labour permitteci technicians tu be released from 

many menial tasks. Increased fiindlng also perrnitted the hiring of Welfare officers on both 

coasts and employment of nurses for public health dutie~.'~' 

There were important initiatives underway to 'regularize ernployment routines not only 

between the three services but aiso between ships in the navy and between coasts. The navy was 

pressed by the Deputy Minister to bring its work week in Line with the civilian five-day week, 

which was the norm in the anny and a u  force. Grant was particularly adarnant that routines for 

ships and establishments be standardized on both coasts.lM Shipboard routines were 

standardized and the east coast was fïrst to implement the five day work week, Ironically, this 

was by virtue of the fact it lacked the sports facilities of the west coast, which had an additionaI 

mandatory half-day for sports. However, instability persisteci owing to the pressures of Korea, 

training and NATO expansion. A new factor was a shift of concentration of ships to the east 

coast that created an imbalance in the home port division system.ln Under this systerm sailors 

were permanently assigned either to Halifax or Esquimalt. There were also great imbalances in 

the sea/shore ratio of some trades, particularly senior Stoker Mechanics that was becoming 

"unmanageable". Audette had remarked in the Mainguy Report that instability had been the 

scourge of navies for centuries. The RCN would not solve the problem overnight. With the 

demands of expanding commitments, it was likely to get worse before it got better. In all, the lot 



of the cornmon sailor was irnproving. The Mainguy Report had done its good work and "Jack 

Tar" had an issue of the Crowsnest delivered to his mess every month which kept him informed 

and told him how well he was doing. As Rear-Admiral Storrs recalled, "When it al1 hung out in 

1949, it al1 worked out."'" 

The one ongoing personnel quandary for which there appeared to be no solution was 

the reserves. It was a matter of a lack of resources, priority had to go to training the rapidly 

expanding regular force. The planners ran the reserve training programme on an ad hoc basis 

from summer to ~urnrner . '~~ Those ships allocated to UNTD and reserve training were double- 

cornmitteci to both operations and training. The reserves were not getting sufficient gocd men 

but the navy did not want to advertise which rnight atfract a large number of recruits for whom 

no facilities and accommodations existed to train them. As a consequence, the reserves began to 

languish and this would develop into a syndrome through the ovenvheiming demands of 

expansion. Ironicaliy, the reserve divisions, established by Commodore Walter Hose during the 

thin prewar years, had served as the conduit for personnel for wartime expansion. With the 

commencement of the CoId War, the reserve divisions were fast becoming the backwaters of the 

RCN. 

HMCS St Laurent was launched on 30 November 1% 1, and Vice-Admiral Harold 

Grant retired as  C M  the following day. The launching of "Sally" was the physical and material 

expression of  the new Royal Canadian Navy. Grant's accomplishments as the father of the 

postwar RCN have been ignored by historians who have narrowly focused on the Mainguy 

Report and have been influenceci by Louis Audette's biased representation. Grant had a broad 

strategic outlook that established the postwar ASW specialization of the RCN based on naval 

aviation. His foresight resulted in the irnmediate availability of three destroyers for dispatch to 

Korea when calleci for by the United Nations. He was abIe to keep them there despite an acute 



personnel shortage in home waters. He negotiated Canada's naval cornmitments to NATO and 

translatai these into governrnent-fùnded projects. The programme for expanding the RCN to 

13,800 was in place when he stepped down with long-term plans being developed to reach an  

eventual ceiling of 2 1,000. He doubled training capacity and placed an additional nine ships in 

c~mmission. '~ He initiated the staff activity that resulted in the St  Laurent Class programme, 

the first warship to be wholly designed and built in Canada. The class included vastly improved 

habitability and demonstratecl a definite s hi ft to North American standards and technology . 

Twenty-two ships would eventually be built on this basic design. Grant urged the revitalization 

of the shipbuilding indusûy to give Canada the capacity needed. Under Grant, the RCN moved 

towards the USN not onIy in technology but also in organization and adminjstration. The RCN 

developed its new identity and expanded during the postwar period very rnuch on the course that 

Grant laid out. His successors to 1964, Mainguy, DeWolf and Rayner, followed it with no 

appreciable deviation. 

Grant was very much a transitional figure whose hard-driving Nova Scotian 

Pres byterian character could be rnisconstrued as that of just another hide-bound British 

traditionaliit. He was hard-nosed and inflexible on points of principle and fought to retain those 

things he believed to be essential to the continuing existence of the RCN. He countered 

Ctaxton's initiatives for conformity and bureaucratic efficiency with arguments questionhg the 

effectiveness of these. History would show that Grant was absolutely correct in stating that the 

CANSERVCOL programme would never provide for the navy's officer requirements. To his 

naval colIeagues, he was a hero whose warthe exploits in command of RN cruisers established 

the standard professional excellence for RCN o ~ c e r s . ~ "  He provided strong effkctive 

leadership with humour during the often chaotic tirnes the navy experienced during the Iate 

1940's. The RCN weathered the storrn of the incidents and fiscal restraint under Grant. 



Some rnight Say that in spite of Grant, the RCN emerged with a new identity but that 

argument focuses narrowly on symbols, "Canada" badges and Maple Leafs. A new identity was 

emerging across the spectrum of naval activity and rnost of its necessary components were 

being put in place before the incidents. The involvement of the politicians prompted by the 

incidents rnerely acceierated the process and accentuated the qualitative aspects. Vice-Admiral 

Harold Grant, whom Harry DeWolf called "a unique Canadian" and, "the best CNS we ever 

hadn, died in 1965 at the age of sixty-six.lg He died quite young as did so many RCN officers 

of the prewar cohort. Grant was refùsed an officia1 military fimeral and Guard of Honour by 

Paul Hellyer, Minister of Defence, because he stipulated in his will that his c o f i  be draped 

with the White En~ign.'~~ Grant's funeral was private with the White Ensigi? much in evidence. 

It may be construed that, tnie to character, his was the first shot fired in what became known as 

"the revolt of the Admirais" in defiance of Hellyer's unification policy. 
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12 Eayrs, In Defince of Canada. Peacemaking and Deterrence, vol. 3. 52-56. Eayrs was refemng particularly to 
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"F.,. you Audette!" Audette interview. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Growing Pains 

As everyone knows, we are a little overcommitted to Say the Ieast and trying to 
do more than we are capable of doing .... The Admiralty persuaded their 
goverment to go slower because they could not achieve the build up [125,000 
to 155,0001 and rnaintain the standards required. We are attempting to grow 
fiom 9,000 to 2 1,000, that is, over 100 percent as opposed to the RN less than 
20 percent. 

C hief of Naval Personnel, 
Ninth Senior Ofticers' Meeting, 
17 January 1952. 

ViceAdmiral E. Rollo Mainguy, OBE, was appointed Canada's sixth Chief of the 

Naval Staff on 1 December 195 1. His father was a Guernsey Islander who imrnigrated to 

Canada at the age of twenty-one and took up farming in the Cowichan Valiey, on Vancouver 

~sland.' Rollo was born in Victoria in 190 1 and raised on his parents' farm at Chemainus. His 

father died when Rollo was five. He was schooled at "Skrirnshire's", a British-mode1 private 

school at Quamichan Lake, the predecessor to the prestigious Shawnigan Lake School. Mr. 

Skrimshire recalled that the young Mainguy was "a typical country boy, fond of sports and 

garnes."2 Mainguy, who was much younger than his siblings, was sent to the Royal Naval 

College of Canada at the age of fourteen and enrolled in the Class of 19 15. There he excelled in 

seamanship, sailing and sports.' He was also "an excellent studenf' who graduated with a "first" 

in a class of four, just behind Roger Bidwell. Their careers would. parallel and Bidwell would 

relieve Mainguy as Commanding Officer Atlantic Coast (COAC) when he was appointed 

- CNS.~ 

Mainguy's career progression until the Second World War followed the normal pattern. 

He became a signais specialist Tall, handsorne and full of natural charm, he was a popular 

social lion in the close and affluent circles in which RCN officers moved. His mamage to 

Maraquita NichoI in 1927, daughter of the Honourable Walther Nichol, a former lieutenant- 



governor of British Columbia and founder of The Vancouver Daily Province, was termed "the 

wedding of the season"? The product of a privileged life, the imperious and "strong-minded" 

"Quita" Mainguy rose through the ranks with her husband and exercised authority over officers' 

wives as she thought appropriate to her husband's position.6 This alliance allowed Mainguy to 

live very well, enabling him to acquire a country estate, "Heavitree", not far fiom his family's 

farm, and to found an Ayrshire herd of cattle. 

Rollo Mainguy estabIished a reputation of "a sailor's sailor" and was recognized 

professionaiiy as a wd-comected "streamer" (rishg star). An imposing figure, he was 

descnbed as "an affable giant with tattooed foream, a fnendIy grin, a cool and decisive brain, 

a Canadian accent, and a secret hobby of needlepoht."' His promction to Captain in 1941, 

ahead of his senior, Wallace Creery, almost assured his succession to the office of CNS shouid 

he survive the war.* Mainguy became identifiai as a champion of conditions of service while 

Captain @) in Newfoundland, 1941 to 1942, where he established facilities to promote morale 

and weffare of both officers and men. His Captain D's Cocktail Parties, the "Crow's Nest" Club 

for officers in St. John's and "Donovans" rest camp for men became part of the growing 

Mainguy legend. Mainguy then spent a year at NSHQ as Chief of Naval Personnel in what he 

called the "depressing atmosphere of the Navy ~uilding."~ Having no vocation for 

administrative work, he yearned for a sea appointment. 

He got his wish and was appointed, in 1944, as Commanding Officer of HMCS 

ugandalo, one of Canada's newly acquired cruisers destined for service in the Pacific theatre 

and the first "big-ship" acquisition for the balanced post-war fleet. There the aim of the RCN 

was "to ensure as far as possible 'Canadian identity' in the Pacific theatre is retained, so that 

any due battle honours rnay fall to the Canadian nation."" Mainguy, a progressive officer who 

wore "Canada" badges, had three green maple leafs painted on Uganda's aft f b ~ e l .  He was a 



popuIar Captain in the cruiser, who paced his bridge stripped to the waist and bare-footed. He 

conducted "Town Hall meetings", a kind of open forum for the ship's Company and a precursor 

to the postwar welfare cornmittee. Unfortunately, the ship became embroileù in politics when 

Mackenzie King decreed that al1 service in the Pacific would be voIuntary. This occurred while 

Uganda was on active combat duty with the British Pacific Fleet (BPF) and was defending 

against u~elenting kamikaze attacks. The matter had to be decided by a vote onboard. In spite 

of his popularity, Mainguy was unable to persuade the majority of his ship's cornpany to vote in 

favour of retaining the status quo and staying in ~ornbat. '~ Uganda lefi the BPF to take on a 

new ship's cornpany in Esquimalt but the war ended while she was in transit. For the RCN and 

Mainguy, it was on a Sour note- 

Mainguy was promoted Commodore at the age of 45, in July 1946, and was 

concurrently appointed Comrnanding Officer Pacific Coast (COPC) in the acting rank of Rear- 

Admiral. He said of his new duties "As shore jobs go, 1 suppose it's as good as they come. It is 

nice to be home for a whiIe. But 1 defïnitely hope to get in some more sea-time before I am 

through."" He had, nonetheless, served his Iast appointment at sea and settled uncomfortably 

into the career stream of high profile shore command appointments that led inevitably to the 

position of CNS. As COPC, Mainguy participated in the mishandling of the incident in Ontario 

but was later instrumental in prescribing the long-tenn solution for the RCN's morale problems. 

His presidency of the commission of hquky into the incidents and the report that bears his 

name assurd him an illustrious place in the history of the RCN. Louis Audette remarked on 

Mainguy's capacity to put witnesses, particularly the young sailors, at ease which resulted in 

their giving open and forthnght testimony.14 This was his primary contribution. Audette noted 

that Mainguy had no capacity for or interest in the administrative aspects of writing the report 



and lefi thii to the civilian cornmissioners. The major findhgs and initiatives in the report were 

mainly Audette's. 

Mainguyts aversion to staff work, and his tendency to delegate it to juniors without 

exercising oversight, was a characteristic well known to his c~ntern~oraries. '~ Brooke Claxton, 

with whom Audette had a close relationship, also knew this but was no less taken with the 

charming Mainguy and was cornfortable to have him as CNS. Claxton wrote in his mernoirs, 

"VAdmr Rollo Mainguy was appointed CNS at the end of 195 1. He made no bones about his 

dislike for desk work and, indeed, of pretty nearly everything to do with his job ...."16 This begs 

the question of whether there was an alternative to Mainguy. Had not the appointment been 

govemed by the ironclad mle of succession by seniority that Claxton respecte& the logical and 

obvious choice would have been to reach down this list to promote Rear-Admira1 Hany 

DeWolf who was currently serving as VCNS. DeWolf was destïned by seniority to be 

Mainguy's successor in any event. He had previously served as DCNS and had vast staff 

experience, having developed the postwar policy for the RCN under Grant. DeWolfs war 

record was equal to that of the illustrious Grant, and both names were mentioned in the same 

breath when RCN officers spoke of heroes. He had the presence of Mainguy without the 

flamboyante, and also enjoyed the confidence of Claxton and as well as the respect of the other 

services. The major difference was motivation and skill. DeWolf was a dynarnic chief executive 

and Mainguy wanted nothing to do with administration. This, of course, was never considered 

and DeWolf was appointed to Washington in 1952, as the Naval Member of the Canadian Joint 

Staff. While he did good work there and made excellent connections, he was under-employed 

and his talents wasted during a critical period in the RCN's postwar expansion. DeWolf marked 

tirne for three years until recalled by RaIph Carnpney, Claxton's successor as MND, to relieve 

Mainguy. 



Mainguy brought a definite contrast in styles compared to Grant's strong control of the 

staff and agenda at NSHQ. He decided to hold part of his fint Senior Onicers' Meeting at the 

exclusive Seignory Club in ûttawa. He told the meeting his theory was, "If we could get 

everybody away fiom work, we couId really get down to it and have plenty of home truths; 

which will undoubtedly spring up at the Seignory ~lub."" This was a variation on his 

successfirl "Town Hall Meeting" model. AIso, in contrast to Grant but in consonance with 

Claxton, he made public relations a priority because he believed that the RCN was not doing 

enough to sel1 itseIf to the Canadian people. He had made the role of naval publicist one of his 

primary activîties as COPC." As the new CNS, he Uistnicted his senior officers, "One thing 1 

think we should al1 try to do wherever possible, and that is the propaganda of selling the navy 

wherever we may be."19 He encouraged them never to turn down an invitation to speak and to 

teIi Canadians that just providing a navy was not enough, they had a stake in maintainhg sea 

lines of communications. 

Mainguy set the example and carried this message to the public in his speaking 

engagements. His presentations, however, Iacked the professional content and substance 

characteristic of Grant's. There was a touch of the romantic in Mainguy who was more 

cornfortable speaking in generalities and appealing to chivalrous sentiments. He took the "1 am 

a simple sailor" approach that enabled him to avoid complex issues and explanations. 

Illustrative is his "The True Glory" address as guest speaker at the convocation of the 

University of Saskatchewan in May, 1952, The speech was a thinly disguised recruiting pitch to 

graduates with references to duty and "Lord Nelson" and an appeal to support the navyS2O He 

preceded his remarks with the disclaimer, "1 shall certainly have nothing erudite to say, but 

assume that you are aware that sailors are not expected to be erudite." In contrast, concurrently 

the leadership of the USN was out publicIy promoting nuclear propulsion that would 



revolutionize naval warfare when the USS Nautilus was launched in 1954. The weil educated 

and progressive elernent of the Canadian public was looking for more than Mainguy's laid-back 

folksy approach. John Harbron, an intellectual critic in the mould of Audette, suggested that, 

"the postwar admirals during this dificult decade [1945-551, in the face of the swiftly moving 

events both in their own world and the wider international arena, represented a retarded point-of 

view about change and fùnction in the fleet."" Harbron's statement is debatable with respect to 

Grant, but the evidence suggests that Mainguy gave the impression of an admiral sailing 

backwards into the fiiture. 

Mainguy's main administrative task was two-fotd. On the one hand he had to close the 

cornmitment-capabilities gap created by NATO and Canada-United States .(CANUS) defence 

obligations, on the other he had to match the RCN's increasing inventory of new construction 

and converted ships with personnel resources. The task was open-ended because the extent of 

those obligations, particularly with respect to the defence of North America, was still 

undetennined." His primary task was a gargantuan undertaking but imposed on it was the 

requirement to maintain the three destroyers with fùll wartirne complements in Korean waters. 

In fact, this task required four and sometimes five destroyers and even six depending on the 

turnover cycle and transit tirna.= Korea was initially a west coast cornmitment but personnel 

cesources were soon exhausteci and "chaos" was narrowly averted by revising the entire fleet 

employment programme.24 The next logical move was to include east coast ships in the 

replacement cycle. This was only a makeshift solution because enrolment and training were just 

keeping up with the personnel requirements for ships deploying to Korea and high wastage due 

to n~n-reen~a~ernent.~' The result was that non-substantive (trade) training had vimially ceased 

for men in the navy. The only way to man the Korean bound destroyers was to take trained men 

fiom other ships or redepioy men who had just returned fiom a tour. The duration a destroyer 



could be deployed to Korea varied fiom nine to thirteen months? The reason for the high 

wastage rate, one man for every three recruited, is self-evident? No trained man could expat 

any respite fiom continuous sea duty, 

WhiIe the navy was hard pressed, Claxton offered the new CNS only more of the same. 

The govemment had demonstrated the extent of its commitment to the build-up through 

allocating fifty percent of its spending to defence for the fiscal year 1952-53. The navy's share 

was 14.7 percent-" Claxton addressed the Senior Officers' Meeting in March 1952. He had a 

great deal to Say about personnel issues and the direction of personnel policy. He noted that the 

RCN's NATO commitment for 1952 was twenty-four operationally effective ships in 

commission on D Day - declaration of war - and seventy-six by D Day + 180. Claxton 

acknowledged that to have seventy-six ships mamed "might be quite a ris@ exercise but 

somehow it could be donef'. He had great confidence that trained veterans would respond to the 

cal1 to a m .  Claxton appreciated that obtaining sufficient trained junior officers was the 

ovemding factor governing expansion and thought the current wastage figure for the navy "very 

bad uideed"." Claxton's philosophy on wastage was that it wasn't a bad thing for ordinary 

ratings because "it builds up your trained reserves, and if we had universal rnilitary training we 

would be doing that operation quite deliberateiy, have a man in for two years and then send him 

out."30 He was cordident that the personnel situation would stabilize. He optimisticaily projected 

achieving a 100 ship navy by 1954 and that the navy's persorinel ceilhg of 20,000 would be 

reached by March 1955.~' 

Ciaxton was persuadai that the navy's morale problems were now behind it. He had 

visited the deployed destroyers in Korea during January and reported, "Your chaps 1 found are 

in very good ~ h a ~ e . " ~ '  He spoke to the ships' companies and, in an unprecedented initiative, 

spoke to five or six "chaps" privately whose concerns were obtaining release on compassionate 



grounds. There were no cornplaints about service conditions except that the men definitely 

preferred American to British rations. The men generally wanted more news and better mail 

service and Claxton took immediate action on his return to fix that. A valid concern was 

expressed by men who believed their promotion opportunities were affected by being unable to 

take courses and to write exam required for advancement owing to continuous sea service. 

Some men felt it a bit thick that the ships spent fi@ out of fi@-five days continuously at sea- 

Claxton also found that a third of each ship's Company was on a second tour. They received no 

sympathy fiom Claxton. He asked them, "why they joined the navy if it wasn't to go to s a ? "  In 

au, he found the men to be "very proud of thernselves" and the job they were doing. 

CIaxton spoke strongly to a personnel issue that reflected his progr-sive nationalism. 

He stated, "we have to do more to make the French speaking chaps feel at home when they get 

into the He thought the opening of D'Iberville for French-speaking recruits was a step 

in the right direction but more rnust be done. The greatest criticism fiom Quebecers was that 

French-Canadians become Anglicized when they join the navy and they believe that French- 

speaking officers where discriminated against. He thought this a "very serious problem". 

Claxton admonished the senior officer with the fact that "in the navy there isn't a French 

speaking oEcer above the rank of Commander, two or three who have French sounding names 

c a s e  to be regarded a s  French Canadian in fact, and it makes it worse fiom the point of view of 

their nation than if they were 'Goddam Orange ~rotestants . '"~ Claxton was not suggesting the 

establishment of  French language units but a change of attitude. He believed that ail officers 

should speak both languages "as an act of achieving national unity and courtesy, and also to 

improve our s e ~ c e a b i ~ i l y . " ' ~  

Claxton was a man before his tirne, respecting bilingualism in the services. He 

established College Militaire Royal (CMR) at St. Jean, Quebec in September 1952, to attract 



more French-speaking oficer recruits to the regular force. However, his irnmediate impact on 

the naval attitude was negligible and with his retirement in 1954, his French language initiative 

died. The navy made no serious effort to address the issue of bilingualism and Anglicising 

French-speaking officer enrolees, and, recruits, afier their initial indoctrination at D'Iberville, 

remained the nom. When HMCS Venture opened as the naval college regenerated in 1954, the 

language of instruction was English. The status quo prevailed until after unification, in 1968, 

when the Chief of the Defence Staff, General Allard, ordered the navy to establish a French- 

speaking ship.= 

Claxton's rosy optimisrn in achieving personnel goals was not shared by senior naval 

officers. The Chief of Naval Personnel, Commodore Hibbard, believd that the greatest 

problem facing his branch was "how to meet commitrnents and yet maintain a steady and 

healthy growth"37 Hibbard was the first to admit that the navy was over-committed and was 

trying to do more than it was capable of doing efficiently. He had consulted his opposite 

nurnber in the Royal Navy and found that the Admiralty needed to tell the goverment to slow 

down on expansion. The Canadian government was asking the RCN to do far more in 

cornparison to the RN and without the advantage of Britain's compulsory national service. 

Hibbard's major concem was that short of mobilization, the navy could not maintain the current 

rate of expansion without lowering minimum standards oftraining. The result could be that "the 

Service will çuffer a blow fiorn which it wiil be difficult to re~over."~' Mainguy did not 

respond to Hibbard's waming or take up the issue with Claxton. The CNS simply encouraged 

his senior staff "not to be downhearted, or if one is, for heaven's sake don't Say so, not to 

everybody in çight anyway and dont exaggerate."" The navy just having narrowly averted 

l l ~ h a ~ ~ ' '  on the west Coast was to continue muddling through and hoping for the bat .  

The staff at NSHQ toiled to soIve the personnel comrnitment-capabilities conundrum as 

ships building and under conversion began to commission. These required cornplements 



immediately. The Deputy Chief of Personnel, Captain E. W. Finch-Noyes, described the 

situation as a "vicious circle" where men who should be undergoing non-substantive training 

were required instead to man ships the navy was endeavouring to commission." The rate of 

demand for personnel was exponential with a huge increase coming during 1954 to 1956, when 

the seven new escorts and the buk  of the twenty-one converted "Prestonian" Class fiigates 

would be ready. HMS Power$ul was purchased in 1952, to be completed and commissioned in 

late 1956, as HMCS Bonaventure, a replacement for ~ a g n i f c e n t . ~ ~  The relentless demand 

began with Quebec, commissioned in February 1952, to be followed by the converted 

Algonquin and Prestonian, in 1953. Prestonian was the first of twenty-one River class fkigates 

to be converted to flush-decked ocean escorts. The situation was equally critical with naval 

aviation which was also e x ~ a n d i n ~ . ~ ~  The navy's personnel ceiling was raised to 16,300 in 

February 1952, and the active strength achieved 13,505 in ~ a r c h . "  The active strength 

continued to increase, reaching 15,000 by the end of October 1952. An Armed Forces Press 

Release ~ M O U ~ C ~  to the public, "the 15,000-mark represented a point beyond which an 

increasingly large portion of personnel would be available for manning new ships and, 

conversely, a smaller percentage would be bound to essential executive and administrative 

dufies. ''41 

This propaganda denied the reality that the CNS reported to the Flag Onicers on the 

coasts in December. Mainguy advised them, "The RCN with a complement of approximately 

2200 greater than last year is now manning one less ship. In addition it is apparent that in 

general non sub [non-substantive] training is not making good the shortages which exist and this 

reflects in Our ability to man ships."" He concluded that the navy's capability to make its 

NATO commitments was in jeopardy. Mainguy's main purpose was to inform the Flag Officers 

of the root of  the personnel problem and how critical it was to release men fiom the ships and 



shore establishments for non-substant ive training. The news was not ail bad. The Oficer-in- 

Charge of RCN Depot Halifax, Commodore Pullen, reporteci to FOAC that while he had 

experïenced significant man-power deticiencies the situation has "improved slowly through the 

year."" He cited particularly a shortage of pet@ officers lost through discharges or to 

commissioning programmes. The most critical shortage was in trained senior Engine Room 

Artificers and Stoker Mechanics that affectecl both the capability to man more ships and, 

therefore, the capacity to train junior men to  higher technical Ievels to make up the deficiencies- 

These branches were, Pullen wrote, victims of the "vicious circle". He described the 

classic "Catch 22" situation - no ships without training and no training without ships. Pullen 

hoped to be able to remit some trained ERA's from the Royal Navy. There was also a critical 

shortage of senior rates in the Electrical Branch. While Pullen could report an improvernent in 

his own situation, he noted new commimients were out-stripping gains. The Halifax depot had 

gained a new commitment of one destroyer for Korea that meant providing two wartime crews. 

The east coast was also tasked with providing the lion's share of the large RCN squadron, under 

the persona1 command of Rear-Admiral Bidwell, to attend the Coronation of Queen Elizabeth 

Il, in June 1953." The west coast's situation was far worse with shortages al1 round, 

necessitating borrowing fiom the east coast depot. They haci, however, between them, 

maintained al1 Korean deployed and standby ships at full complernent. Of this feat they were 

justly proud. 

The staff at NSHQ and Flag Officers on the coasts produced various solutions to the 

problem of increasing the number of ships available for non-substantive training for men that 

was crucial to expansion. Resources for training UNTD cadets and reserves during the summer 

of 1952 were also inadquate. Flag Officer Atlantic Coast, Rear-Admiral Bidwell, believed the 

answer was to withdraw the destroyers fiom Korea and substitute HMCS ~ u g n i f c e n t . ~ ~  This 



was the second t h e  he had recomrnended this. Bidwell was ACNS (Plans) when the suggestion 

was first made by his staff. For strictly parochial reasons ACNS (Air), Commodore Keighly- 

Peach RN, strongly supported Bidwell. He advised the staff that he had already made unoficial 

inquiries of the Admiralty as to the conditions for sending the Canadian carrier to ~ o r e a . ~ ~  

Commander Landymore, DMPS, believed that there was no manpower saving to be gain4 by 

sending the carrier and that it was better to curtail UNTD training? Captain Storrs, Director 

Naval Plans and Operations (DNPO), advised VCNS that he did not support FOAC and ACNS 

(Air) because the carrier was dedicateû to an AIS role in NATO. He agreed with Landymore 

that rnanpower would not be saved and stated the deployment would be too late to heIp the 

UNTD and Reserve programme in any case? Rear-Admiral DeWolf agr@ with Storrs and 

although FOAC would raise the question of sending the carrier again, it was a dead issue.= The 

solution reached was to delay some cornmissionings, to delay ships going into conversion and to 

reduce the number of ships at sea. 

Storrs, arguably the most able staff officer at NSHQ, applied his analytical skills to 

define the requirements problem through identifjkg its components, prioritizing sea 

commitments and recommending solutions.s3 His over-riding factors were Canada's 

cornmitment to NATO and the imminent threat on the east coast. He argued that the carrier was 

permanently dedicated to NATO for operations on D IIay." The carrier required sufficient 

suitable escorts so that it could be depioyed as a Camer Support Group and forming this group 

must be the navy's priority. Following this was the requirernent to provide for local defence with 

the east coast having priority. He stated that the Korean commitrnent of three destroyers, that 

resulted originally fiom an indefinite offer of support by theCanadian govertunent to the United 

Nations, had been maintained on a permanent basis as a matter of policy by the RCN. This 

employment provided general training for the ship's companies but, while supporting the United 



Nations, was not strategically significant. Storrs observed, "It seerns sornewhat contradictory 

therefore that peacetime priorîties should be opposite of wartime and that the greater number of 

our operational A/S ships should be disposed in such a way that they are as far away as 

possible fiom the area of our wartime re~~onsibilities."~~ He concluded that short term solutions 

only solved the imrnediate crisis of providing training resources and the resources must be 

assigned as determined by strategic priorities and national cornrnitments. This was the provision 

of Ah forces to NATO for the protection of Atlantic sea lines. 

Storrs recommended no change in the employment of either Magnifzcent or the cruisers, 

that absorbed the Iargest portion of sa-going personnel, because they were supporting the 

priority training requirement. He recommended reducing the Korean participation because those 

destroyers were required for immediate employment in the North Atlantic and for training to 

support expansion. He also recommended that UNTD training be reduced in favour of 

committing those resowces to the more vital non-substantive and reserve training. He also 

recommended reducing the number of destroyers under conversion so that more ships would be 

available for training. He concluded, "The strategic rïsk involved in reducing our Atlantic forces 

in order to maintain the Korean cornmitment at its present level is not warranted by the 

advantages we gain. Our participation in Korea should now be adjusted in a way that will 

enable us to strengthen our Atlantic forces and at the same time irnprove Our training 

~a~ab i l i t i e s . "~~  

Rear-Admiral DeWolf agreed in the most part with Storrs' recommendations but he did 

not, "consider a reduction in the Korean committment [sic] should be recomrnended until al1 else 

has failed to meet the situation."" As a consequence, the Korean cornitment remained until 

well after the truce was signed in July 1953. DeWolf, a master in understanding what was 

politically acceptable, had a sense of what the government reaction would be. He also knew the 



reluctance of Mainguy to bring hard issues to the attention of the Minister. It is also clear that 

DeWolf was taking the important decisionç himself. Storrs' recornmendation did result in 

Mainguy ordering a redistribution of the fleet in November 1952, whereby two-thirds of the 

ships were to be stationed on the e s t  coast and one-third on the west coast." This resulted in 

sufficient ships being available on the east coast in September 1953, to form the First Canadian 

Escort Group (1st CEG) around the carrier." The new fieet distribution policy had h e d i a t e  

ramifications for the Home Port System in which non-cornmissioned personnel were 

pemanently assigneci to either Halifax or Esquimalt and the current split was half and half 

However, approximately two-thirds of the navy's new recruits were coming fiom the eastern 

part of Canada so the personne1 staff thought the baIance would correct itself-over time. 

What is evident, however, is that the syndrome of the RCN living with over- 

cornmitment begins at this juncture. Et soon became a characteristic of the naval staff culture - 

to respond spontaneously "Ready Aye Ready" to any new cornmitment whether or not it could 

be met. Storrs' analysis came at a critical time as it defmed the comrnitments and the 

rquirements problem for the staff at headquarters and brought some badly needed discipline to 

the process. Deficiency in staff skills through lack of training handicapped the navy in 

understanding complex problems and CO-ordinating solutions, particularly during this critical 

period.M This deficiency would endure and be accepted at the highest level until unification. The 

Chiefs of the Naval StafE; fiom 1945 to 1964, with the possible exception of Rayner, did not 

believe staff training was necessary for naval ~ f f i c e r s . ~ ~  Senior officers of the Executive Branch 

believed that the only qualification necessary to do any job in the navy was possession of an 

Upper Deck Watch Keeping Certificate and prided themselves in this factg 

Storrs' recommendations were influenced by factors reflecting important changes in 

varioüs components of the overall training programme. In January 1952, the Naval Board 



approved "a new plan for an emergency rnethod of producing junior ~ f f i c e r s . " ~  Mainguy 

accepted the fact that the service colleges were a permanent fkture and re-establishing a naval 

college, which Grant had pursued relentlessly, was a dead issue? The Naval Board approved a 

recomendation to press the goverment for full subsidization of fees and accommodation as 

well as payment of a subsiciy for naval cadets including UNTD's. When CNS tmk this idea to 

the Chiefs of Staff Cornmittee, he found support fiom his colleagues who had similar 

diffzculties in attractüig of£Ïcer candidates. The initiative also complernented a plan Claxton had 

in rnind. What resulted was the introduction of the Regular Oficer Training Plan (ROTP) in 

1952, and the addition of CMR, a third seMce college in Quebec to attract and accomrnodate 

French-speaking enro~ees.~' ROTP was designed to produce officers holding permanent 

cornmissions in the regular force. It extended full subsidization and pay to successful applicants 

to train at either a service college or civilian university. There was a mandatory three years to 

serve after graduation. The RCN continuai the University Naval Training Division Plan 

(UNTD) for training officers for the Reserve who had the option of tramferring to the regular 

force upon graduation. 

The Naval Board appreciated that the new ROTP in itself could not produce the 1,000 

officers the navy would requïre. The UNTD plan was not producing up to expectations, as 

DeWolf had predicted, and few graduates chose to join the permanent force." The Naval Board 

approved a second "ernergency plan" introduced by CNP to establish a Seven Year Short 

Service Appointment (SSA) programme in the RCN that would enrol and train cadets for al1 

branches? There would be an opportunity for qualified SSA oficers to be selected for 

permanent commissions. This represented a complete departure fiom Grant's "pure laine" 

conservatism as well as an acceptance of rneasures already adopted by the army and air force." 

Planning began leading to the establishment, in 1954, of the Venture Programme on the RCNC 



model. Venture emerged as a seven year short service commission plan that began with two 

years cadet training in the former Gntenchy barracks in the Esquimalt Dockyard, 100 metres 

fiom the old RNCC building. It was not designed to replace the CANSERVCOL programme 

but as a supplement to it. The block of dedicated sea training billets for both ROTP and t h  

projected Venture plan would be large. 

Sea training resources had to be carefully allocated and priorities established because 

this was a requirement for al1 training for officers and men, regutar or reserve. Planning was 

possible for the short term only and the staffs worked around the peak summer period, one year 

ahead, when the officer cadets and majority of resewists were available for training. Regular 

force requirements received priority but the manning of the seventy-six ships comrnitted to 

NATO at D + 180 depended on the availability of trained reserves. Manning priorities were 

assigned by the Personnel Branch based on Stods recommendations. Ships were allocated 

specifically to progress non-substantive training aIthough some ships, such as Algonquin, 

which was assigned as Magnifcent's "plane g~ard"~', were unavoidably double tasked. The 

RCN ROTP requirements alone were estimateci to be 760 billets requiring four dedicated ships 

d u ~ g  the summer of 1953. The ROTP displaced UNTD in priority for resource allocation. 

Training reserve ratings was also given priority over UNTD because the Deputy Chief of 

Personne! (DCNP) dernonstrateci that there was "a dangerous threat to the h r e  of the 

RCN(R)" if provision could not be made for training reser~ists.~~ In future, the UNTD 

programme would be cut back and more training done ashore. 

The Naval Board moved to irnprove the state of the reserves that was to be the key 

source of manpower for rapid wartime expansion. The Naval Staff had estirnated this 

requirement at 12,000 In October 1952, the strength of the reserves stood at 1,257 

officers and 4,022 men, approximately forty percent of the requirement? Additional regular 



force manpower resources had been allocated to conduct reserve new entry training at HMCS 

Star, the reserve division at Hamilton, Ontario. The personnel stafîestimated that 775 reserve 

men would be available for training in summer of 1953- This represented a significant rise in 

demand for sea billets. To this point, reserves had been sent to sea piece-meal on an ad hoc 

basis, "when the odd billet was a~ai lable ."~~ The situation now demanded identifiai and 

dedicated resources, including ships attachai to HMCS Star during the summer. Reserves 

would ako  require quality employrnent in "liven sea jobs in order to ensure their continued 

interest and motivation. Billets were to be found, again, at the expense of the UNTD 

programme. 

in November 1952, the Naval Board approved the establishment of a. separate authority 

outside NSHQ that would be, "responsible for training and administration of Reserves including 

UNTD and administration of the Naval ~ivisions. "" The Commanding O fficer Naval Divisions 

(COND) would concurrently be responsible for recruiting for both the RCN and RCN(R). The 

Minister authorized setting up the new command with a Commodore in ~ o m m a n d . ~ ~  It was 

decided to [ocate COND near the Toronto area on DND property next to H M C S  Star. 

Commodore Ken Adams was appointed as COND and resources allocated to him grew as did 

his terms of reference to include an RCN(R) Depot to administer drafting al1 RCN(R) men.76 

Naval Service Headquarters decided, however, to retain administration of recmiting given its 

precarious state. After one summer administering the reserve training programme, Adams 

recommended the allocation of more resources including four Bangor ciass minesweepers to 

COND. His idea was to establish a centre to conduct basic and on-the-job training for officers 

and men of the reserves thereby relieving the coasts of this task. He argued that the central 

location on the Great Lakes would enable more reserves to attend and d u c e  travel c o s k n  



The Personnel Staff considered there was some merit in Adams' recommendation but 

CNP advised that Naval Board that the navy could not afford the luxury of a separate centre. 

Vice-Admiral Mainguy believed that most reserves joined because they wanted to travel to the 

coasts and get away to sea during the surnrner. Adam's proposa1 did not succeed. It might be 

constmed as a thinly disguised attempt at "empire building1'. As the previous DCNP, he knew 

the personnel situation and that the regular force personnel bill for COND including al1 Naval 

Divisions was 400 trained men" This number roughly equated to the acute shortage caused by 

the hi& wastage rate, and, sufficient trained personnel to man two more destroyers. Some 

onlcers in the Personnel Branch believed that COND should be shut down entirely to release 

these personnel because "it would give us 'breathing the '  of alrnost a year."? Discussion in the 

Naval Board and by personnel staff suggests that there was reticence to support the naval 

reserves, not because the cornmitment was invalid but because it reduced the effectiveness of 

the regular force. 

The shortage of officers in al1 Branches remained acute. The overall shortage on 3 i 

December 1952, was 861 in a ceiling of 2526." The immediate impact was the inability to 

provide officer complements for ships cornmissioning. New commitments such as a sub- 

command headquarters in Halifax under the new SACLANT operational control organization 

could not be accepted." The Executive Branch was 384 short fiom a ceiling of 1165. The 

Engineering Branch was 120 short Eom 330 and the Electrical Branch 50 short fiom 189. The 

Constnictor Branch was down 50 percent, 44 officers fiom 82. The situation in the Executive 

Branch was precarious because about 450 lieutenants and lieutenant-commanders, World War 

II veterans, were servhg on three year Short Service Appgintments that were about to expire." 

The Enginee~g and Electrical Branches were being raided by the Department of Defence 

Production and private industry to work on ship construction. The Constructor Branch, being 



newly formed, was working up to strength slowly, mainly through recruiting fiom the United 

Kingdom and Royal Navy. While the ratio of al1 personnel serving at sea to shore was 45 to 55 

percent, oniy 20 percent of al1 officers were serving at sa." This reflected the very high 

number of officers required for administration and training ashore. As a consequence, many 

officers were being denied the experience required to qualQ them for promotion and 

employrnent at higher Ievels. 

The Chiefof Naval Personnel told the Naval Board that the nurnber of officers serving 

ashore was "alarming".a He also stated that while there was an acute shortage of officen, the 

existing ratio of officers to men in the RCN, 1 to 5.8, was much higher than in the RN, 1 to 10, 

and this ratio had remained unaltered since the RCN began its build up, Hibbard said the 

statistic did not represent a surplus but ody  the fact that the oficer complement had been 

estabüshed and manned before that of the men which lagged. Hibbard's solution was to 

recommend that the officer complement ceiling be fkozen until the number of men increased and 

the officer-man ratios improved. The Naval Board responded that the f ersomel Branch had yet 

to work out the officer complement for the 21,000 build up and therefore a fieeze was not 

entirely realistic. Other cornplicating factors mentioned were uncertainty as to the 

complementing mode1 for the new escorts and the necessity to concentrate on building up the 

shore establishment first to support flet expansion. An interirn mesure was htroduced to 

remove maximum age restrictions for officers serving on Short Service Appointments. 

Frorn this cornpIicated discussion it is apparent that the Naval Board and Personnel 

Branch were having extreme difficulty defrning and quantiQing the extent of the overail 

personnel problem. A report fiom a cornmittee under DNPO, directed to find means to reduce 

rnanning, found that branches tended to exaggerate their complement requirements but was 

short on specifics." The committee was also unable to ident@ any activities that did not 



contribute to achieving the objectives and tasks of the RCN. Ironically, it reported that the 

officer shortage had not created a cnsis because of a combination of circurnstances. The 

demand for officers had been reduced by; fünding shortfalls-for new training accommodation in 

the 1952-53 estimates, slow progress in ship construction, and manning difficulties with ratine 

that resulted in fewer ships in commission. The crunch had only been postponed. Because the 

shortage resided at the fùlly train4 level of lieutenant to lieutenant-commander rank level, it 

could not be resolved short of mobiIizulg the reserves. These gaps and shortages would remain 

permanent unless comfnitments were abolished or expansion slowed. The long term solution 

was the hope that officer production frorn the new schemes woutd eventually solve the problem. 

The prognosis for the production of ExecutivéBranch officers was not very promising. 

The introduction of ROTP had not changed the plan whereby Executive Branch cadets at the 

service colleges or universiq would receive only two years of academic training before 

proceeding to the RN for Sub-Lieutenant's courses? Cadets in the other branches received 

academic training for four years and graduated with a degree. Engineering cadets who al1 

attended RMC for the final two years were required to attend Queen's University for an 

additional year to obtained an accredited degree. As the main attraction of ROTP was the 

degree? enrolees showed retuctance to join the Executive Branch and it attracted only 50 percent 

of required candidates.# Both the air force and army had abandoned the two year scheme in 

ROTP. The navy decided to continue until it was also forced to abandon it, several years later." 

The navy's resistance stem& fiom the enduring belief that officers should go to sea at a young 

age to learn thek profession and that a degree was an unnecessary 2nd t h e  consurning 

requirement.89 The eaditional view was that only was sea experience mattered and the proven 

ability to exercise command. Hal Lawrence describeci this rnind-set in reportîng an exchange 

between Rear-Admiral Hugh Pullen, who had been promoted and relieved Hibbard as CNP in 



May 1953, and Colonel Gordon Shrum, PhD, representing the Association of Universities and 

Colleges of Canada (AUCC).~ Lawrence recalled. 

Colonel Shrum said, "Tell me Admiral, the world's professions are manned in 
the main, by graduates of the world's universities. The Canadian army and air 
force have agreed that their young men can have a degree. You, in the navy, 
don't seem to think thatts necessary." Hugh Pullen got to his feet and he glared 
down at Doctor Schrum and he said, "1 haven't got a degree!" By which he 
negated al1 degrees, everywhere, at al1 times. "1 have," and he grabbed a piece 
of papa and heId it up and fluttered it, and he said, "1 have a bridge watch- 
keeping certificate, sir! "'' 
Pullen eventually bowed to the inevitable and his last act as CNP was to introduce a 

modification to junior officer training for the Executive Branch that would see the most 

prornising cadets continue thek education to the degree leveLg2 The navy eventually made the 

fùll four year ROTP course mandatory for Executive Branch cadets. Philosophically the "old 

guard" remained wedded to the "Pullen doctrinet1 that a degree was an unnecessary requirement 

for the profession. The two-year Venture Plan ran paralie1 to ROTP and produceci many 

officers who transfmed to the reguIar force, three of whom rose to be the Commander, 

Maritime Command, the successor to the CNS? The Mainguy Report had pushed the navy in 

the direction of a higher level of academic education for its Executive Branch officers. This was 

eventually accepted by default when the navy realized that this was the only way to attract high 

quality enrolees to ROTP. Accurate production figures for officers are difficult for this period 

because there were many methods of entry. It is evident however that the Cold War and the 

need for rapid expansion to meet NATO commitments mitigated against Claxton's persona1 

aspiration to establish the service colleges as the primary source of officers. Zn fact, the most 

productive source for the navy was its programmes to commission men fiom the ranks. This, of 

course, depleted the supply of experienced senior rates, takhg the best of these, which 

exacerbated the problem of the critical shortage of trained men. 



More critical than low officer production was the inadequate production of trained men. 

The problem was the resuh of a combination of mediocre recruiting and a hi& wastage rate 

that included, ironically, the best men accepted into comrnissioning plans. Recruiting figures 

fiom April 1951 to March 1953, indicated a gross intake of 6,796 but a wastage rate of 

2,779.% Over half of those personnel who were discharged had chosen not to re-engage. The 

requirement to meet the approximate figure of 18,000 men under the 21,000 complement by 3 1 

March 1955, was a net gain of 200 personnel per month? At the current wastage rate, this 

required a recruiting rate of 370 per month. This figure had been achieved once during 1952 

and ody because some returns were late. Another problem was that Cornwallis was established 

to train optimally 300 reçruits per month, therefore the additional requirements strained this 

faciMy- Cornwallis was fiirther burdened with accomrnodating an additional 400 frrst year 

UNTD cadets for their summer training because slips were reassigned to ROTP.% While much 

had b e n  done to improve conditions of service, the personnel staff believed more could be done 

to make the service more attractive and hold experienced men. 

Men interviewed offered a variety of reasons for not rsengaging? Those reasons that 

related directly to  the navy as a career were slowness of advancement and better prospects on 

civilian Street, Men were well aware that the "vicious circle" of continuous seatime or no 

training billets available at sea prevented them fiom knproving their career prospects. The lure 

of better opportunities outside was a perennial problem, more so when the economy was 

booming as it was during the early 1950's. Moreover, defence related industries were offering 

premium wages to trained personnel, particularly those in the engineering and electrical trades. 

On matters of morale, the stress of continuous seatime on family life, particularly for newly 

married men in their first engagement, was the predominant reason for men in this category not 

re-engaging. The issue of too much seatime also pertained to more senior Engine Room 



Artificers, Stoker Mechanics and Electricians who had nothing in their fiture but seatime 

without respite. Many single men said they wanted to see their hometowns again and the navy 

had done nothing to assist them to do thia There was also the inevitable group who had tned 

the navy and simply wanted to try something else. 

The Director of Manning and Personnel Statistics (DMPS) recornmended some 

improvements to conditions of service to boost the retention rate. He suggested that marriage 

allowance be extended to al1 men because obviously Iimiting it to those above a certain age had 

not deterred younger men fiom marrying. Increased housing for married men was required 

particularly in places where the navy had established new bases with expansion such as Sydney, 

Nova Scotia. There were also suggestions for one fret5 travel warrant a year-for single men, an 

increase in pay and a reengagement bonus. Frustrated by a lack of progress in this area, 

Commander Madgwick, DMPS, wrote, "The suggestions have mostly been made before and 

some progress made before being ~ondernned."~~ Both the recommendations for universal 

marriage allowance and more mamed quarters had been previously rejected by the govemment 

for financial rasons  The air force would not support the fiee annual travel warrants because of 

their hi& numbers of single men at widely dispersed bases including Europe. lncreased pay was 

a perennial issue because, in spite of improvements, the armed forces had fallen behind industry 

by twelve percent in 1 953 .'' He encouraged his superiors to press forward again to obtain these 

critical improvements. His colleague, Commander Parker, Director of Service Conditions and 

Welfare, was not sanguine that a dent could be made in the govenunent's resistance to these 

suggestions. He believed that the only alternative was to seek temporary relief to the maming 
' 

problern through cutting comrnitments and shifling personnel resources.lm Parkerts suggestions, 

while a statement of the obvious, were neither politically acceptable nor particulariy helpful. 



The Personnel Branch now contained a Job Analysis Cornmittee staffed by trained 

professionals to assist with streamlining the personnel structure and to find economies. These 

professionals had the skills and understanding of labour structures needed to devise methods for 

restmcturing the Royal Navy's traditional organisation and adapting it to Canadian (North 

American) and t r i - se~ce  standards. The cornmittee was tasked to find a solution to the citical 

shortage of men in the Engineering Branch that was "the major bottleneck" holding up both 

training and commissioning of ~ h i ~ s . ' ~ '  The structure of the branch retained the old RN mode1 

that did not satise "the more exacting requirements of the post-war £leet."'" Engineering 

Branch personnel were now employai outside their spaces, maintainhg equipment such as 

refiigeration systems, catapults and flight deck machinery, and, in damage .control. This wide 

spectrum of employment was not reflected in trade specifications. The Job Analysis 

Cornmittee's solution recommended a compkte restmcturing of the branch resulting in a 

redistribution of duties. The most important change was that maintenance duties were added to 

the specifications of the Stoker Mechanic Branch that had previously been prirnarily operators. 

Engine Room Artificers were to become Engineering Artificers (ER) and Stoker Mechanics, 

Engineering Mechanics (EZM). 

While significantly increasing the number of general engineers available to man the 

fleet after conversion training, the restructuring also amalgamateci training and advancement in 

a common Stream. There would be common examinations for advancement for both Engineering 

Artificers and Engineering Mechanics for al1 watchkeeping certificates in either the engine 

roorn or boiler roorn. A conversion course was required but was voluntary for men above Petty 

Officer Fust Class. The change aIso opened up an avenue to Cornrnissioned Rank for the 

Engineering Mechanic. It aiso permitteci men trained only in diesel propulsion to advance to 

higher ranks whereas this had previously depended on holding steam propulsion certificates. 



The recornmendations also included the reversion of Chief Petty Officer Stoker Mechanics one 

rank while undergohg conversion. This was to avoid over-ranking the new trade. The CNS 

personally quashed this initiative to ensure these senior rates were not disadvantaged. Mainguy 

understood that in personnel matters bureaucratie efficiency did not always induce 

effectiveness. This was the frrst postwar restnicturing of the branch and reflected a move 

toward acceptance of the user-maintainer concept in the navy. Wartime dernanded the 

expediency of training one man to do one job as either an operator or maintainer. The RCN was 

recognizing that in peacetirne a small ship navy could not afford this structure that Iacked 

versatility and was grossly expensive. 

The integration process was an ongoing requ?ement compelling the Personnel Branch 

to evaluate naval trades in order to restructure them to meet tri-service criteria. Navy proposals 

were screened by the new Inter-Service Cornmittee on Trades and Trade Grouping then 

approved by the Personnel Members Cornmittee. The Deputy Minister had also directed the 

services to establish intemal Organisation and Establishment Cornmitteees to screen all new 

complement positions and to review existing ones. Claxton's policies were creating a multi- 

layered bureaucracy with various levels of review and approval. The result was growing 

complexity and more time required for the naval staff to progress personnel policies. Former 

staff officers at NSIiQ at the time recalled always going to comrnittee meetings and never 

having t h e  for work. As they were usually "doubIc+hatted" owing to officer shortages, they did 

their own work after working hours and on weekends.'" Moreover, most staff officers were 

untrauied which both detracted fiom their effectiveness and added to their hstration. The 

navy's Job Analysis Committee, a much needed addition to the staff, was tasked with 

recommending adjustrnents to the entire trade group structure. This was not only to achieve 

cornpliance with tri-service standards but to improve the circumstances of naval trades that had 



been assessed to their disadvantage during the initial integration exercise.'@' The Seaman 

Branch was in the worst condition. 

The Naval Board dkected that the priority of the Job Analysis Cornmittee was to make 

recommendations to restructure the Seaman Branch to establish equitable working Ievets and 

trade group specifications. This was the largest branch in the navy and contained a diversity of 

trades ranging fiom gunners and radar operators to divers and physical and recreational training 

instructors. Members of the Seaman Branch members were required to qualie in ail levels of 

seamanship in addition to being capable of manning and operating weapons and allied 

equipment. Because there was no equivalent structure of requirements in the other two services, 

the Seaman Branch trades had not received proper accreditation and fair compensation for skills 

required during the initial assessment. Many seaman trades had no Trade Group Four level 

which had ramifications for both promotion in rank as well as financial cornpen~ation.~~~ This 

curtaiIed career opportunities for advancement for many of the seaman trades and contributeci 

to job dissatisfaction, an4 consequently, the high wastage rate. in May 1953, the Naval Board 

approved the trade specifications for twelve seaman trades as well as specifications for 

"Seaman Working Levels" that spelled out Trade Group Ievels One to Four for consideration of 

the various tri-service cornmittees. These ultimately received approval fiom the Rank Structure 

Cornmittee @SC) and were promulgated to the £ieet in Novernber 1953, in a new Manual of 

Advancement and Promotion, BRCN 1 13, that included specifications for al1 naval trades.lM 

The RCN stoutly resisted the progress of integration where its initiatives were not 

considered to be of advantage to the navy. For exarnple, the personnel staff determined that the 

navy would be overbome with officers in the rank of lieutenant-commander by 1954 . '~  The 

main reasons were automatic promotion to that rank after eight years as a lieutenant and slow 

promotion to the next rank. Many SSA officers with RCN(R) seniority held been re-enrolled to 



meet expansion requirernents and this, coupled with a low retirement rate of iieutenant- 

commanders, exacerbated the problem- A lieutenant-commander would spend on average 

thirteen years in that rank- Neither the army nor air force had automatic promotion to their 

equivalent rank of major and squadron leader that were established ranks in their rank structure. 

The working level at sea was lieutenant and the rank of lieutenant-commander had been created 

originally by the RN to reward and recognize senior lieutenants who commanded minor 

warships. It was not considered to be an additional substantive rank by the RCN before 

promotion to commander. 

In discussing alternative solutions, the Naval Board set aside consideration that 

promotion to lieutenant-commander must be made seleetive as it was in the sister services. This 

was condemned as undesirable and "contrary to any previous naval promotion s~herne . " '~  

Serving lieutenants believed that automatic promotion was their right and introduction of a 

selection process, the Naval Board believed, "would have a very adverse affect on morale and 

would, in effect, be a moral breach of faith." The Naval Board instead hoped to persuade the 

Personnel Members Cornmîttee to lump totals of lieutenants and lieutenant-cornmanders 

together for the purpose of counting cornplement. They acknowledged that the chance of 

success was minimal but directed CNP not to mention the alternative of promotion by selection 

at PMC. The Naval Board was merely postponing the inevitable as they knew fair well that the 

Treasury Board demanded symrnetry in rank structure which included process as well as 

equivalency. This was a forlorn hope but probably represented the feeling that a great deal had 

been done to improve the situation of the men since the Mainguy report and little for the 

officers. 

The Naval Board itself reorganized during this period to accommodate the growing 

staff requirements to direct and administer expansion and to introduce advanced technology and 



tactics into the navy. The position of Assistant Chief of the Naval Staff (Weapons), later 

renamed (Warfare), was estabrished in June 1952, to relieve the VCNS of many CO-ordination 

finctions that had been created and others that he had inherited because the position of ACNS 

(Plans) had been left vacant since 195 1.''' Commodore Lay assumed this position upon his 

return from Washington, in September 1952. Lay's innovative thinking and staff proficiency 

were welcome at NSHQ and helped to off-set the hpeding loss of DeWolf. Rear-Admiral 

Wallace Creery, who replaced DeWolfj brought precision of thought but less dynarnic 

leadership to the position of VCNS. 

It was apparent to the Chief of Naval Technical Services (CNTS), Rear-Admiral 

Knowlton, that NSHQ was expanding without a plan and that the o rgad t i on  was not as 

efficient as it could be. Knowlton suggested that it rnight be advisable to obtain the services of 

an effkiency expert fiom civilian industry to examine the headquarters structure and to design a 

more efficient ~r~anization."~ The CNS duected that the organization of ACNS (Air), ACNS 

(J?lans) and the new ACNS (Weapons) al1 reporthg to VCNS be adopted as an interim 

masure. The Naval Board approved the hiring of an industrial consultant as CNTS had 

suggested. This represented a significant departure by the Naval Board to bring in outside 

advice and demonstrated that Claxton's reforrns were slowly conditioning the naval hierarchy to 

reach outside the confines of its own narrow experience to seek solutions to problems. 

For the rnost part, the Naval Board demonstrated remarkable consistency and cohesion 

in following the govemment's strategic direction and the mode1 developed by Vice-Admiral 

Grant The RCN was being buik as an escort-oriented navy to provide resources for the ASW 

component of the NATO naval forces and local defence. The one dissenting voice was ACNS 

(Air), Commodore Charles Keighly-Peach, the RN offcer on loan to direct naval aviation. He 

had proposeci sending a fighter squadron to Korea on loan to the RN and keenly supported the 



dispatch of Magnificent to replace the destroyers in Korea. He also pressed the Naval Board to 

acquire an Essex CIass (CV9) carrier fiom the USN in order to be able to operate jet aircraft 

prior to the completion of ~onmenture."' This was contrary to the long t m  acquisition plan 

already approved by the governrnent to purchase the modernized camer for which firnds had 

been earmarked in the estirnates. Keighly-Peach continueci to champion the acquisition of a 

second carrier, that was listed in the RCN Mobilization Programme, whenever the opportunity 

presented itse1fH2 He assiduously promoted the acquisition of both the "Banshed' F2H3 jet 

fighter and G m a n  S2F "Tracker" ASW aircraft to replace the obsolete British aircraft in 

service. Il3 

Keighly-Peach was undoubtedly a keen proponent of naval aviation but he harboured a 

basic disagreement with the direction of Canadian naval policy. Whether this was persona1 or 

reflected an Admiralty view is not clear. He pointedly criticized the RCN's narrow ASW focus 

at the Tenth Meeting of Senior OfXicers in May 1953. He premised his rernarks, "From the 

moment that Canada decided to pool her naval resources in NATO she virhially handed over 

what should be her birthrigtit to a community of nations or 'cornmon' user and thereby tost that 

prime factor in any modem navy - the balanced fleet."lL4 His primary objection was that without 

sufficient aircraft carriers and no submarines for tactical training, the RCN could not achieve a 

high state of overall readiness. Moreover, he believed that modern cmisers were a requirement 

but strike aircraft could be acquired as an alternative. Keighly-Peach admitted he was making a 

"proposal purely on theoretical grounds and with no practical thought of finance'' but that 

notwithstanding, the RCN should acquire additional aircrafl camers, submarines and strike 

aircraft and provide better AAW practice facilities. I L S  

Keighly-Peach was at the end of his term in Canada and during his tenure had 

unilaterally expanded his t e m  of reference to encroach on policy development while the 



position of ACNS (Plans) was vacant. He used the Senior Officers' Meeting as  a forum to 

advocate a return to the balanced fleet concept and creation of an independent blue water navy. 

This suggestion sailed in the face of the Canadian reality. - His recommendations suggest that 

Keighiy-Peach had either acquired little understanding of Canadian defence politics or 

possessed an ïmperial mentality and chose to ignore them."6 He did not support what DeWolf 

referred to as "the NATO principle of balanced collective forces" wherein al1 countries shared 

resources that they were capable of providing.'17 The "haven members shared with the "have 

nots". Some RCN flag oficers also had trouble with the concept and had to be schooled in it by 

DeWolf KeighIy-Peaches' item probably would not have got on the agenda had DeWolf still 

been VCNS. 

The larger question is, what were Vice-Admira1 Mainguy's views on policy? The 

minutes recorded a curious response suggesting some confusion of purpose, "It was agreed that 

limited thinking in respect to the role of the RCN is a dangerous thing, and that we should not 

be concentrathg on A / S  Warfare only. We could rnake a greater contribution to NATO, 

however, by increasùig our A/S and M/S[minesweeping] potential."'18 It is even more curious 

that VCNS was directed to instnict the Director of Naval Information "to soft-peddle" publicity 

of the RCN as an "A/S Warfare navy." Keighly-Peach probably took advantage of Mainguy's 

open forum format for these meetings and he touched a sympathetic nerve in a few present. He 

knew there were some residual big ship navy sentiment remaining and that the concentration on 

ASW had created an identity crisis for some offi~ers."~ 

It was shortly afier the meeting that CNP proposed to VCNS that the cruisers be paid- 

off to concentrate training in small ships. Director Naval Plans and Operations (DNPO), 

Captain Dudley King, protested strongly that, "In my opinion, on the long tenn basis, it would 

be deplorable fiom the national point of view, if the RCN ever became officially an anti- 



submarine navy only."'" This is an interesthg statement fiom an officer primarily responsible 

for planning the new AS W navy that was official governent pol icy, however, not surprising as 

King was considered by his contemporaries as "more RN- than the RNn and a reactionary.'*l 

The Naval Board reasserted the RCN's AS W oriented policy when it approved construction to 

begin on ten Vancouver Class fiigates to be available to SACLANT after D Day to replace the 

two cruisers now d e ~ i ~ n a t e d . ' ~  This might be considered an unarnbiguous confîmtion of the 

direction of policy. The issue resurfaced when the disposal of the cruiser Quebec came under 

staff consideration the following year. This vaci1lation raises the question of the extent to which 

Mainguy was k n i y  directing the policy development process and providing leadership with 

respect to maintainhg the strategic aim. 

Keighly-Peach made one accurate criticism and that was [ack of emphasis on Anti-Air 

Warfare (AAW) in the RCN. Tt is usefiil to examine this because it dernonstrates the 

consequences of the ASW focus and the limitations of DeWolf's "principle of balanced 

collective forces". Practice firing facilities for AAW were non-existent. Organic air defence 

was provided by fighters oniy when the carrier was present. Self-defence capabilities of escorts 

against jet aircraft were minimal. The navy had chosen the USN 3"50 with the Gunar f i e  

control system to be fitted in the destroyers under conversion, on Bonaventure and temporarily 

on the fkst seven St. Laurent Class escorts. This gun was designeci ta defeat the Japanese 

kamikaze and was effective against relatively slow closing targets but was ineffective against 

fast crossing targets. The 3"70 gun, under development by both the RN and USN, was to be 

fitied in al1 fourteen escorts to be ~onstructed. '~ That gun was chosen because theoretically it 

was a better performer than the 3'50 but only as a stop gap until a satisfactory missile system 

becarne a~ai1able. l~~ The USN ceased development of the 3"70. The RCN went reluctantly with 



the British model, a prospect that "fkightened" CNTS, and adapted it to a Canadian fire control 

system-'25 The gun would prove to be a nightmare. 

Rear-Admiral Knowlton's concerns were justifiecl The confùsion as whether to fit the 

gun fonvard or a 4  the complications in adapting it to the escorts and, finally, its poor record of 

serviceability demonstrateci the RCN's lack of expertise in this area of warfare? The gun 

became known as "the civil servant" because, "you couldn't make it work and you couIdn't fire 

it." It was eventually fitted only in the seven "second batch" escorts and eight rnountings had to 

be produced because it took six months longer to refit the gun than the ships. Given that neither 

the 3"50 nor 3"70 were particularly adaptable to Surface Warfiwe (SUW), reinforced the 

conclusion that the RCN was designing its fieet prhiarily to combat the dived ~ubrnarine.'~' 

Technicd developments, particularly the anti-ship missile that could be fired fiom aircraft, 

ships and submarines, further restricted the RCN to a one dimensional combat capability. M e r  

the "Banshee" jet fighters were taken out of service in the late 1950s, only a token selfdefence 

AAW capability resided in Canadian destroyers.128 This gave real rneaning to dependence on 

DeWolfs "principle of balanced collective forces".'29 

On 27 July 1953, a truce was signed between the United Nations and North Korean 

government. W l e  the shooting war had ceased, an uneasy peace prevailed and the United 

Nations resisted any temptation to reduce its forces in the theatre. The decision was made that 

the three Canadian destroyers would remain '" Korea was proving to be a mixed blessing. Up 

to the end of December 1953, there had been fifieen individual destroyer deployments, each 

lasting for a minimum of ten rnonth~. '~~ An environment of enforceci personnel stability 

prevailed in the ships deployed. These were manned to fbll war complement which placed 

severe strains on the ffeet maming situation, While Storrs questioned at the time the vahe of 

the general training received by these personnel, other observers, such as Rear-Adrnirals 



Charles and Landymore, have sbted that Korea provided the stability, training opportunities 

and experience needed by the RCN to build a strong professional foundation and develop a new 

~onfîdence. '~ Moreover, Canadian sailors earned a reputation for dash and professionalism A 

new generation of Comrnanding Offcers following the example set by Harry DeWolf were 

emerging. As in the Second World War, the Canadian personality proved to be most adaptable 

to small ships. The negative aspects and impact of keeping these destroyers deployed have been 

discussed. The problems of manning these ships whiIe managing the "growing pains" being 

experienced in the rapid expansion of the RCN would continue to grip the attention of the 

Personnel Branch and Naval Staff at NSHQ for the foreseeable friture. 
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127 Ammunition was devetoped to give the guns sorne marginal surface warfiue and shore bornbardment 

capability. There was ~ n c e ~ n t y  whether the thick pressure hull of a surf'aced submarine couId be penetrated. 

The 3-70 was again the superior performer but compared to the 4.7" guns fitted in the Tribals and 5" that was 

standard in USN destroym, it was a poor substitute. As jets became k t e r  and with the advent of missiles, the 

. air defence capability of Canadian escorts was eventually reduced to nil. "Report of Cornmittee on Air Defenœ of 

Shipping", NBM 453-5,20 JuIy, 1955 predicted this. A modest point-defence AAW capability in the Sea Sparrow 

Surface to Air Missile (SAM) and a good SurfaGe Warfare gun were fitted in the four "Tribal" Class destroyers 

completed in the early 1970s. The remaining ships in the fleet were virtually defencetess against air aîtack. (The 

author commanded two of these AAW deficient ships, the destroyers Assiniboine and Nipigon, during the early 

1980s.) 
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128 Thete was no suitaHe replacement for the "Banshee" because the jet fighters k i n g  developed for the USN 

were al1 too large to operate off the Bonavenrure and acquiring a larger carrier was out of the question. The 

"Banshees" were replaced by "Sea Kingn helimpters and the carrier's role becarne comptetely ASW. 

129 RCN tactical doctrine developed on the assurnption of the presence of a USN aircrafi carrier to pmvide an 

" M W  umbrella". 

130 Thorgrimsson and Russell, Canadian Naval Operations in Korean Waters. 1950-1955, 129. 

13 1 ibid, 153. This includes destroyers deployed twice or three times, as was Athubaskun, 

132 Charles and Landymore interview by the author. 



CHAPTER 7 

A Formidable Programme 

It will be apparent that a very considerable effort will be required to man al1 
the ships which are scheduled for conunissioning [during 1954 and 19551 but it 
is considered that we should aim high and that there is a good chance of at least 
approaching the target very closely. 

Captain Dudley King, 
Duector of Naval Plans and Operations 
26 March 1954. 

The NATO Council had met in a mood ofguarded optimisrn in ûecernber 1953 for the 

annual review and to establkh force goals for the next three years. Stalin was dead, there had 

been anti-Communist riots in East Berlin and hostilities had ceased in Korea. Claxton reportecl 

back to parliament that Canada, as a member of NATO, must be prepared to maintain adequate 

defences for an indefinite period.' He stated, "Such long term cornrnitrnents as are now 

envisaged raise important military and financial problems, and considerable effort will be 

required to continue the maintenance of NATO forces with modem equiprnent and to keep these 

forces at an adequate state of readuies~."~ However, this was interpreted as an opporhinity to 

retench by the Liberal government that had deferred social programmes to meet the high cost of 

rapid rearmament- The govemment was aIso trying to set an example of restraint and maintain 

a balanced budget during a period of inflationary expansion in the e~onomy.~ For the armed 

forces, the halcyon days of commandïng nearly fi@ percent of the national budget vanished as 

quickly and as unexpectedly as they had appeared. Claxton would no longer speak in t e m  of a 

- 100 ship navy. In fact, the government began to look for means to reduce defence expenditure 

and the armed forces personnel complement became an immediate target. A 10 percent cut in 

the total manpower of 130,000, subrnitted in the 1954-55 estimates, was demanded.' 

The Deputy Minister, "Bud" Drury, who had control of al1 fmancial matten pertaining 

to the department, including personnel complement and ceilings, passed this unwelcome 



ministerial directive on to CNS. Drury was also chairman of the Estimates Review Cornittee 

that vetted all programme expenditure proposals fiom the three services and ensured strict 

cornpliance with govemment direction and policy. The other cornmittee members included; the 

Chairman of the Chiefs of Staff Comrnittee, the Secretary of the Treasury Board and the 

Deputy Minister of Defence Production. The service chiefs were not members. Colonel 

Raymont remarked that "the DND Estimates Review Cornmittee, or 'Screening Comrnittee' was 

sometimes colloquially known as the 'Screaming Cornmittee!' because of the emotional 

outbursts of some of the Chiefs of Staff and the members when called upon to justie some of 

the items in their programs, and which the discussions often provoked in the 'cutting of the 

pie.'"5 The "Mark" document, that represented the outline programme for the- 1954-55 estirnates 

agreed between the Service Chiefs and the Deputy Minister, had set the manpower requirernents 

at 130,000 and these had been reduced to 120,000. Drury advised Mainguy that the navy's 

share, 21,096, must be re-examined to find ways to Save manpowerm6 While speaking in t e m  

of a 10 percent cut, he suggested that minimum manning standards prescribed by SACLANT 

for ships earmarked for NATO should be followed and the same for forces engaged in the 

defence of Canada. However, if these precluded a 10 percent reduction, Drury wanted to know 

the miiitary consequences. Essentially, he was asking the r~avy if it mamed to SACLANT1s 

minimum standards would it have tc reduce the number of ships in commission? 

The reduction presented the Naval Staff with two problems. The fist  was to respond to 

the immediate requirement and the second was the uncertainty that the new policy of restraint 

uitroduced into developing the estimates for 1955-56 then in progress. The Naval Staff had to 

plan with some degree of certainty ond could not prepare two contingency sets of estimates, one 

for what was rquired and the other for what govemment fùnding might be. Captain King, 

DNPO, exprased the collective opinion of the Naval Staff with the comment, "beyond 



mentioning the obvious, the cutting back below 21,000 will mean a reduction in ships in 

commission [and as a consequence] SACLANT's force goals will be affected."' He added that 

in the majority of cases RCN ships were manned at minimum standard now. Captain 

Woollcombe, Director Naval Organization (DNOrg), voiced crïticism at the arbitrary nature of 

the cuts when the navy had already incurred a reduction of the total share, fiom 17.6 percent to 

16.2 percent, when the figure of 130,000 was set for the tluee services. He argued, rnoreover 

that "lt wouid seem fiindamental that reductions fiom the 130,000 ievel should be based on 

relative priorities of national policy, not a purely anthmetical formula."* 

The CNS's response to the Deputy Minister made the case that the reduction should not 

be more than 500, and that number fiom a revis& complement of 21,150, which was the 

original figure, instead of 2 1,096.~ Any firther reduction would mean a reduction in the number 

of ships. Having made his case, he conceded that because the St. Laurent construction 

programme was delayed, the interim manpower requirernents in December 1955 would be only 

90 percent of 21,150 and 96 percent a year later. This satisfied the requirement but Dmry was 

not happy with the supporting analysis. He requested a detailed break-down of al1 RCN 

comnitrnents fiom CNS to permit a "ready associationt' with the statements made by him.1° 

Mainguy provided the necessary detailed justification but the Deputy Minister should not have 

had to ask for it. It shouId have formed part of Mainguy's original submission and demonstrated 

that he and the Naval Staff had yet to achieve the level of efficiency required to fimction with 

maximum effectiveness in the integrated bureaucracy. In any event, the navy's target strength 

was reduced to 20,000 by the Deputy Minister in October 1954, because it became apparent 

that recruiting would fa11 short of the original 2 1,000 mark for March 1955. " Drury revised the 

current fiscal year's total to 18,222. The ceiling for the 1955-56 estimates was set at 19,400, 

and 20,000 for the following fiscal year. In January 1955, the government legislated the 20,000 



~ e i l i n ~ . ' ~  There was an additional allowance for officer cadets and apprentices and an excess of 

one percent for seasonal recruiting variations and wastage. The DM felt it necessary to explain 

that the latter provision did not mean the services could be continuously 1 percent over 

strength. l3 

The Naval Staff, and staff of the Personnel Branch in particular, stniggled to meet the 

dernands of fiscal and personnel management system that were becoming more complex and 

regimented and whose rigid tirnetables were set externally. They suffered fiom deficiencies in 

rnanning as well as training that affected interna1 coordination. For example, the effort to meet 

the requirements and tirnetable for submission of the 1954-55 complement to the Esthate 

Review Cornmittee taxed the resources of the Personnel Branch to such - extent that they 

could give only passing attention to the task of developing an accurate rank and trade structure 

for submission to the Rank Structure Cornmittee. AS a result, Captain Haddon, Director of 

Personnel (Men) @ O P  (Men)), warned Captain Woollcombe, DNOrg, that the figure on trade 

groups "is at best only an opinion of the Personnel Branch and camot be considered as having 

the supporting data of a detailed analysis which it in fact requires.'lL4 Commodore Lay, ACNS 

(Warfare), had earlier reported the extent of the problem of staff coordination to VCNS. Lay 

stated, 

I have frequently noted that not only the three branches of Naval Headquarters, 
but also the three sections of naval Staff are inclinecl to work in somewhat 
water-tight compartments. 1 am sure this is not intentional or deliberate but is 
probably due to the lack of staff trainhg of junior officers and some 
thoughtless omissions on the part of ~irectors." 

Lay believed that the problem of coordination "just boils d o m  to staff trainingf1 and he would 

strive to improve the situation. 

The Naval Board acted on a VCNS initiative, obviously originated by Lay, to correct 

the long standing deficiency in the coordination between branches through the creation of the 



Policy and Project Coordination Cornmittee (PPCC). The PPCC was to be a working cornmittee 

of the Naval Board providing the machinery to ensure adequate coordination and consideration 

of policy proposais, both before they reached the Naval Board and also in their subsequent 

impiementation.16 Lay gained approval for a Captain as Naval Co-ordinator and an adequate 

secretaria1 staff to support the work of the PPCC." The PPCC began by coordinating the 

developrnent of the programme for ernpfoyment of the f let  in 1955 and training requirements. It 

quickly proved its worth, After Lay becarne VCNS, in August 1954, its terms of reference were 

expanded to incfude production of the amual estimates and complement submissions to the 

Rank Structure Cornmittee. '* 
Lay initiatives that delegated approvals for 3rnaller projects below the level of the 

Naval Board and that reduced the paperwork for board members were also approved.'g In 

conjunction with the Naval Secretary, Captain Laws, Lay arranged for a wider distribution of a 

more detailed version of the Naval Board Minutes to ensure that decisions and attendant 

discussions reached the appropriate staff officers more quickly to ensure timely 

implementation.20 The PPCC concept represented a cornplete departure firom the laissez-faire 

approach to staffing that had developed in the immediate postwar period. It also anticipated the 

appointment of a Naval Comptroller on the Naval Board to assume the responsibility for 

coordinating annual fiscal and complement submissions. Lay appreciated that the muddling- 

through staff style of the old farnily navy placed the RCN at a distinct disadvantage in the 

highly competitive enWonment of lllnited financial resources and an integrated military 

bureaucracy. While he would achieve some success improving staff efficiency through 

reorganisation and better coordination, the navy remained unenthusiastic towards staff training 

for junior officers. 



The manning situation in the fleet remaineci critical, particularly with respect to 

shortages in the engineering and electrical trades, as the Naval Staff attempted to write a 

realistic fleet ernployment programme for 3955-56. To date, the only respite from the ongohg 

maMing crisis had been obtained fiom construction delays. However, in 1954, twenty-five 

newly constructexi or converted ships were scheduled to join the active or reserve fleet. The first 

of the St. Laurent Class destroyer escorts was scheduled to commission in 1955, along with 

sixteen converted fiigates and the last of the older destroyer conversions. Bonaventure was to 

be commissioned in 1956, as well as more St. Laurens. The Naval Secretary's letter to the 

commands described the employment schedule for 1954-55 as a "formidable The 

philosophy of Captain King, DNPO, who originated the plan, was that "we should aim high and 

that there is a good chance of at least approaching the target very c l ~ s e l ~ . " ~  

The objective was to juggle resources so as to keep the maximum nurnber of ships in 

commission in order to train as many personnel as possible. The problem was complicated by 

the ongoing buiid-up on the east coast where, fiom 1950 to the end of 1954, the sa-going 

commitment would be increased sixteen ships, requiring 147 officers and 1,734 men. The west 

coast increase during the same period was only six ships, two frigates and four minesweepers, 

requiring 36 officers and 370 men.= The personnel implications were that in order to meet the 

demands of the new employment programme, CNP made the decision to transfer senior 

technicians fiom the west to the east coast, "on the premise that expansion and allocation of 

. comitments could not be governed by a relatively few senior technical men."" This was 

considered a temporary but essential abrogation of the Home Port Division system. However, 

this was bound to have ramifications in wastage through men not wanting to move their families 

from Victoria to Halifax. Moreover, trained technicians were in high demand by west coast 

civilian shipyards. Given these adjustments and some reduction in the shore establishments, 



Pullen believed the programme was feasible "provided that no firther commitments ashore and 

afloat are a c ~ e ~ t e d . " ~ ~  

The navy's efforts to hold and recruit personnel to achieve the projected high rate of 

expansion through 1958 were meeting with mixed results. It had been hoped that pay increases 

and recent improvements to career advancement through extending Trade Group Four 

opportunities to al1 branches would slow the haemorrhage of trained men- However, the 

percentage of men refusing reengagernent remaioed high, approximately 48 percent through 

1954.~~ A survey indicated that half of these said their primary reason was dislike of service 

conditions which included; discipline, living conditions, slowness of advancement, poor 

divisional work, and irregular h0u1-s.~ Interestingly, some married men complained of too much 

seatime and some career oriented men of not enough seatime to qualifj for advancement, proof 

the navy could not make everyone happy aii the tirne. A fiirther 12 percent indicated their wives 

were dissatisfied with service life and 14 percent cited hancial reasons. The remainder simply 

wanted to try civilian life. Significantly, E n g h e e ~ g  Branch personnel formed two-thirds of 

those not re-engaging. While 3565 men were enrolled during 1953-54, the wastage for al1 

reasow was 2156 for a net increase of only 140928 It was the high wastage rate rather than 

poor recruitiog figures that had caused the navy to fail to Uicrease at a rate necessary to make 

its anticipated strength of 21,000 by March 1955. It was nearly two years behind schedule. 

The anticipated high growth of the fleet between 1954 and 1958 prompted the RCN to 

increase its recruiting efforts. And, in order to make up wastage, estimated at 5 percent for 

officers and 15 percent for men, the Personnel Branch calculated that 146 officers and 2719 

men must be entered and trained a n n ~ a l l y . ~ ~  The reçruiting teams were strengthened and six 

mobile uni& added across the country to the twenty-three stations in major centres. An 

important recruiting goal was to meet the requirement for trained technicians where the navy 



was most critically deficient. These men took nearly ten years to train to watchkeeping 

standard. A Ietter writing follow-up system to invite former trained sailors, especially 

technicians, to re-engage achieved moderate success. Recruiting efforts in the RN to entice 

trained personnel to join the RCN had resulted in some enrohents including twelve trained 

technicians. The RN, however, even with the advantage of conscription and slower rate of 

expansion, was suffering fiorn the same shortage of technicians. Overall, the recruiting 

campaign for new entries achieved good results to the point where the popuIar trades were hl1 

by May 1 955. This enabled the Commanding Officer of Cornwallis to be more selective and to 

weed out trainees showing poor potential. However, the recruiting programme was based on 

achieving a strength of 21,000. Seasonal variations, unanticipated failure rates and discharges 

produceci an uneven fiow oftrained men into the fleet that could be balanced only over time. 

The action of the Deputy Minister in reducing the RCN's total strength to 20,000 dismpted the 

system. For example, training for junior ratings in al1 the naval aviation trades had to be halted 

when the navy was about to receive significant nurnbers of new aircraft. 

There were major initiatives introduced in earIy 1954, to streamline new entry training 

and address the requirement for men ofthe seaman trades to have more technical training before 

they joined the fleet. The new entry programme at Cornwallis was re-designed to give new 

entries two weeks çea training during their regular twenty-week basic course? A fngate, 

HMCS Buckingham, was attached pemanently to the establishment for that purpose. Al1 new 

Seaman Branch recruits were to be trained to Trade Group One in their technical specialization 

before going to sea so that there would be no non-effective seamen in ~ h i ~ s . ~ '  On the other 

hand, men of the Electrical Branch were to be sent directly to sea to obtain Trade Group One 

through on-&job training (On) and men of the Engineering Branch were to obtain six months 

experience at sea before their basic Trade Group One course ashore. These improvements were 



dcsigned to reduce the number of drafts to and from ships as well as tailoring training and 

experience to meet requirements of different trades. It also reduced the demand for ship 

resources for non-substantive (trade) training which would allow more operational training and 

availability. This also obviated the use of the cruiser Quebec for non-substantive training. 

The reordering of new entry training and associated staff discussions pertaining to the 

disposal of Quebec rekindled the "big ship" navy debate. As neither cruiser was be modernized, 

thk prompted a recommemdation to the Minister that they both be decornrnissioned at the 

outbreak of hostilities in order to man the plamed Vancouver class fiigates.'2 Captain King, 

DNPO, had already deciareci himself as a "big ship" navy proponent as well as making his 

opposition to the RCN's ASW speciabtion known. H e  had also recornmended that a cruiser 

be sent to relieve the three destroyers in Korea. He was joined in opposition by Captain Harold 

Groos felder brother of David Groos), DCNP, and the formidable Rear-Admira1 Kugh Francis 

Pullen, CNP. Pullen was a traditionalist, arch-conservative and a Gumery Oficer, whose 

centre of the universe was the parade ground at HMS Excellent, the Gumery School of the 

Royal ~ a v ~ . ~ ~  Known as "Von Pullen" by his contemporaries, he was also a thorough 

professional which helped ameliorate his reptation as a martinet." After his appointment as 

CNP, he flew his flag on both coasts where he presided over a long succession of grand 

ceremonial occasions and parades. During his period of prominence, sailon often referred to the 

RCN as "The Royal Ceremonial Navy". 

Pullen's appointment as CNP followed a familiar pattern. He had little experience at 

NSHQ, but in keeping with the RCN's custom, he was appointed directly into a top 

management position when he was promoted Rear-Admiral. Pullen was not only in favour of 

keeping the cruisers but modemizing them and was clearly against restricting the RCN to a 

purely ASW role. He adrnonished the VCNS with Mahanian rhetoric, "If the Service and the 

country are to grow up together we must be strong at sea, not only in numbers but in bigger 



~hips."~' The debate persisted until afier Pullen left NSHQ in April 1955, and the Naval Board 

fmally conceded that it had no alternative but to decommission Quebec in order to provide 

sufficient trained personnel to man ~ o n m e n f u r e . ~  Pullen's opposition to approved policy 

speaks to the identity crisis that lingered below the surface. Zt aIso suggests a lack of staff 

cohesion, for his open critickm was inappropriate given his position. While Naval Board 

members and staff should debate policy while it is being developed, once it has been approved 

they are expected to implement it and maintain the aim. The cruiser debate was based on 

emotion and its divisiveness created uncertainty as to the a h  of naval policy. This points to no 

firm hand on the helrn at NSHQ 

There had been little question as to the direction of govemment defence policy while 

Brwke Claxton was Minister of National Defence, although the new policy of restraint raised 

some concerns. Claxton, who believed that a proactive defence policy in the face of the Soviet 

threat was an important expression of Canada's national identity, amounced his retirement in 

June, 1954." He had overseen the reamment of the armed forces and irnplemented a 

programme of integration that was reordering the management structure of the defence 

department, one that would continue long after his departure. He originated a process whereby 

developing estimates became an integrated ongoing exercise with al1 services ushg the same 

formula and thetable. During thÏs process, "Chiefs of Staff were expected to exercise close 

supervision with a view to the utmost ec~norny."~ His introduction of a common integrated 

rank and trade structure had profound effects on the organization and training of non- 

cornmissioned ranks. It was largely his initiatives that locked Canada into an alliance stratew 

of the provision of forces to NATO, in deference to an independent national strategy, which 

became the comerstone of defence policy until the end of the Cold War. The centrepiece of 

Claxton's new creation was the officer development programme based on the three Canadian 



Service Colleges (CSC). Claxton said that during his eight years as MND he spent, "more 

attention on this ... than almost any other subject."" 

It is dificult to gauge the impact Claxton had on the naval hierarchy. His 

reorganization through the National Defence Act of 1950, had strengthened the independent 

position of the Chief of the Naval Staff and the Naval Board- On the other band, the 

development of fiscal policy, rank and trade structure and personnel cornplements was brought 

under the strict scrutiny of the Deputy Minister. The impact of the Mainguy Report, that he 

commissioned, was realIy more psychological than actual. The practical result was a 

rehabilitation of the divisional system and the establishment of the leadership course at 

Cornwallis attended by 120 officers and 160 Chiefs and Petty Officers annually. More 

importantly, there was a marked change of attitude and senior officers like DeWolf and Storrs, 

representing both the pre and postwar groups, would agree that the Mainguy Report marks the 

beginning of the emergence of a true Canadian identity. However, influence of the RN remained 

strong, particularly with respect to officer structure and professional training, and liaison 

between the Naval Board and Adrniralty remained remarkably close* This had resulted, for 

example, in the s u b m a ~ e  exchange agrement whereby the RN would station three 

submarines, the Sixth S u b m a ~ e  Squadron (SM6), in Halifax to provide submarine services 

for ASW training. In retum, the RCN wouId provide ten officers and 168 men for service in 

RN submarinedl 

Claxton made an effort to get to know the navy but never really understood it. 

Claxton's rnind, like most Canadians, followed a continental bent. He thought the use of naval 

t e m  ashore, a trait common to al1 seafaring men, archaic rather than the expression of a 

culture whose speech reflected its natural environment. The naval hierarchy, he believed, was 

out of touch with Canadian society and many senior officers opposed goverrunent policy. 



Nelson Lay, despite being Mackenzie King's nephew, and Ken Adams had their promotion to 

rear-admiral jammed by Claxton. In Lay's case, Claxton asked for an opinion on his tri-service 

officer education scheme and did not like what he heard, Always sensitive to criticism, he seems 

to have taken very personally Lay's characteristically undiplornatic response. Charles Dillon 

called Lay "the most tacttess man in the world" and this trait landed him forever on the 

Minister's bad sideP2 Claxton wrote later that he had told Mainguy, "no doubt on the day 1 lefi 

CNS wodd be on Ralph Campney's doorstep with requests for their promotion to ffag r d .  I 

made it plain that one of the advantages of my going was that if 1 had any prejudices over such 

matters as these appointrnents, he would be fiee to see that justice was done."" Mainguy did 

just that and both promotions were approved. Claxtori believed rightly that the Mainguy Report 

was a key element in his policy of achieving modembation and "Canadianization" of the navy. 

But he had been reticent to acknowledge that unsatisfactory conditions of service and poor pay 

owing to government parsimony and pure neglect were among the root causes of the a ' s  

morale problems in the f rs t  instance. 

Claxtods successor, Ralph Campney, was f ~ s t  elected to parliament in 1 9 4 9 . ~  

Campney served in the Royal Flying Corps during the First World War then completed his 

degree at Queen's University and later studied law at Osgoode Hall. An exceptional scholar, he 

was among the group of new style bureaucrats recruited into External Anairs by Dr. Skelton 

during the 1920's. He was appointed as the secretary to the Canadian delegation at the League 

of Nations in 1924, and later became Mackenzie King's political secretary in 1926. Campney 

entered private practice in 1929, and built up a very successfd law fm in Vancouver. His 

association with Mackenzie King brought him the appointment as first Chaiiman of the 

National Harbours Board in 1936. After his election to parliament, he served as Claxton's 

parliarnentary assistant and then as Solicitor General before being appointed Associate Minister 



of National Defence in 1953. Important expenence that prepared him to be MND was his 

chairrnanship of the parliamentary cornmittee that dealt with the National Defence Act of 1950, 

which introduced integration into the defence department. Campney brought a sound knowledge 

of administration to the post but lacked the vision and energy of Claxton. He inherited Claxton's 

plan and mode1 and he saw his role as setting up the department for the "long haul" of 

maintaking NATO commitments as economically as possible." The strategic climate was 

changing and he would have to implement adjustments on account of NATO adopting the "New 

Look" strategy and plan, entitled MC 48, that shifted dependence to nuclear weapons for 

deterring aggression and downgraded the importance of conventional forces. 

Alrnost coincidental with Claxton's departure was the inauguration of the Venture Plan 

desiped to meet the RCN's shortfall in production of officers which stood at 100 a 

"Venture" cornmenceci in September 1954 with an intake of 150 cadets. Candidates for Venture 

had to meet the same standards as those for ROTP except the educational level was junior 

matriculation. Eventually, candidates for both plans were processed through the tri-service 

screening unit at RCAF Base Centralia that also did pilot aptitude testing. An effort was made 

to enrol completely bilingual Francophones. Under an agreement with the Belgian navy, 

Venture would train up to four English-speaking cadets each year. These Belgian officers 

subsequently trained in RCN minesweepers before returning to theu navy. Venture was 

ostensibly a bridging mechanisrn but the RCN dedicated an impressive array of resources to 

setting up the plan including the cruiser Ontario as its training ship and a sailing ketch, HMCS 

Oriole, as a tender. Captain Bob Welland, a highly successfùl destroyer commander with strong 

RN inclinations, was given command." On his staff were ten officers including two 

 commander^.^^ 



In many respects, HMCS Venture represented the rsestablishment of the independent 

naval college that Claxton had opposed. The influence Rear-Admiral Pullen, CNP, had on its 

form and structure was evident- Hirnself a product of RNCC, Pullen had been an ardent 

proponent of Commander Nixon's doctrine, "To be a an officer you must be a seaman and to be 

a good officer you must be a gentleman."4g Venture's professional curriculum and emphasis on 

customs, traditions and ceremonial reflected the influence of the former RNCC and RCNC 

"Royal ~ o a d s " . ~ ~  Pullen took the name "Venturen fiorn the sail training vesse1 attached to the 

RNCC from 191 1 to 1917 and &en again to a schooner that was in the service of the RCN 

prior to World War ILs1 From their e s t  day "onboard", cadets were cornpelled to learn the 

Ianguage Claxton caIIed "quaint", walls became "bulldieads", floors "decksn. and beds "bunks". 

Parade ground drill and sailing were considered equally important. The divisional systern was 

taught as sacrosanct and formed the basis for the cadet organizationR The four cadet divisions 

were named Stephens, Reid, Grant and Brodeur, after former RCN admirais? Venture cadets 

wore naval oEcerst unifonn, with traditional white lanyards for juniors. Their walking-out rig, 

or "plain clothes", consisted of the naval officers' blue blazers and grey flannel trousers, 

cornplete with triIby hats. 

The interesting aspect of "Venture" training was the indoctrination of cadets into the 

manners and f o m  of the unique culture of the naval officer. These had been ingrained in Rear- 

Admiral Pullen as a cadet in the 1920 '~~  but these practices were disappearing in the postwar 

Canadian society and they were foreign to most enrolees.. Following the precedent of the United 

States Naval Acaderny, Captain Welland wrote a primer on manners. Neptune's Notes was 

designed to provide advice, cadets were instructed "to help smooth your way into circles that 

you might not have entered before."" A considerable amount of space in Neptune's Notes was 

devoted to conduct and social activities ashore and afloat. Welland suggested that some cadets 



rnight now find some of his advice "nonsense". His justification advanced this view of his 

generation of naval officers on trends in Canadian society: 

Some of the points 1 have covered may seem old-fashioned to you and you may 
think they are out-ofAte that tfiey need not be taken seriously. Let me stress 
that in this day and age, there may be many aspects of a Naval Onicer's life 
that may seem, at fmt to be out-of-date, but with experience you will fmd that 
it is not necessarily the Navy which is out-of-date. The sense of values of the 
communî~ rnay require looking into ... Men of the Navy, both Officers and 
Enlisted Men, are trained to face life with a strong sense of duty, decency and 
fair 

Welland may have been speaking not so much of the values of a unique culture outside 

Canadian society as about the exacting ciemands of a profession that required complete 

dedication. The Nelsonian dictum of "Duty above every personal consideration" still prevailed 

in the value system of the naval officer corps. That being said, Venture cadets had to pass a 

"gentleman" examination as part of an assessrnent for "officer Iike qualities" or were 

dismissed? 

The RCN hoped for some respite fiom its rnanning and personne1 resource problems 

when the Korean cornmitment was reduced to one destroyer in November 1954. The value of 

the Korean experience was a matter of debate. Canada wanted to demonstrate support of the 

United Nations and the RCN was first in the field." However the cornmitment of three 

destroyers was huge and probably dragged on longer than it should afier the twce. The 

necessity of maintainhg what amounted to five destroyers, includhg the reliefs and standby, at 

full war complement had greatly hampered the training effort required for the navy to attain 

expansion targets. Rear-Admira1 Storrs, who did not serve in Korea, saw it as a "side show" 

that was distant and detracted from the strategic mission of the RCN." It had affected adversely 

the east coast build-up for NATO and formation of operational groups. The lack of a suffîcient 

critical number of units also prevented the introduction of annual cycles for ships as weil as the 

conduct of more advanced group exercises to improve operational efficiency. 



To some who served in Korea, such as Rear-Admirals Landymore and Charles, the 

twenty-one individual deployments involving eight Canadian destroyers and over 3,500 officers 

and men established the professiona1 foundation of the - postwar navy that could only be 

achieved through stable ship's companies and continuous seatime." Commander Dan Hanington 

noted a great improvement in leadership by both officers and senior rates and increased trade 

knowledge when he took command of lroquois in 1955, after being away fiom the fleet since 

1 9 4 9 . ~  Canadian sailors had acquitted themselves well, measured by the fif'ty-three British and 

nine American awards for gallantry. These included the DSO by Captain Jefiey Brock, and 

OBE's by Captains William Landymore and James Plomer and Commander John Reed. 

Commander Edward Madgwick received the highest American decoration awarded, the Legion 

of Merit in the Degree of ~ommander.~'  The Korea experience also reinforceci the new 

relationship developing between the RCN and USN. Al1 material support for the Canadian 

destroyers was provided through the USN Supply System that dernonstrateci its superiority over 

the RN model. Canadian ships drew their food rations fiom both sources and the American was 

considered far superior. However, the Canadians, as Marc Milner observed, worked 

comfortably in both USN and RN command formations, "silent testimony, perhaps, to the 

RCN's middle course between the two sptems."" This good rapport had ramifications for the 

RCN's position in the NATO alliance where important tripartite Canada - United Kingdom - 

United States (CANUKUS) sharing arrangements in the critical areas of communications and 

intelligence were taking shape.* 

The reduction of the Korean cormnitrnent did produce some long sought for relief to the 

resource problem and p e d e d  staff discussions and planning for both the operational 

organization and future disposition of the fleet to proceed. Rear-Admira1 Bidwell, FOAC, had 

been "flred with the idea of reorganizing the ships at our disposai into something approaching 



the esfort groups of war-time daysn but had been prevented fkom doing so because Korea was 

absorbing al1 his destroyers." He had been able to scratch together enough ships, the converted 

destroyer Algonquin and three fiigates, to form the First- Escort Group in early 1954. The 

return of the Korean destroyers and pending commissioning of the new destroyer escorts and 

converted fiigates prornpted Bidwell to propose the formation, early in 1955, of the First 

Canadian Carrier Support Squadron of Mapificent and four destroyers.65 He also 

recommended to NSHQ the establishment of a Commodore position to command it. This was in 

addition to establishment of a FIag Officer at sea to command the fleet. Bidwell wore two hats, 

one as the national commander and one as a sub-area cornmander under SACLANT, and 

believed this justified the requirement. His f let  organkation proposal was supporteci by NSHQ 

but judgement was reserved on his ambitious plans for creating two new flag positions.66 

The Naval Staff, commenting that "ln the past few years our ship's movements have 

often been dictated by sheer expediency", shared FOAC's enth~siasrn.~' They were keen to 

introduce fixed annual cycles for operational ships in order to schedule regular weapons 

training, squadron exercises and fleet and NATO exercises as well as leave and maintenance 

periods. Captain King, DNPO, agreed that annual cycles were always desirable but 

"Unfortunately, ever since the end of the Second World War, the Fleet, necessarily, had existed 

on a hand to mouth basiç."" King began planning but without due consultation with Bidwell, 

FOAC, who believed devising annual cycles fell within his responsibility in accordance with 

NSHQ's policy of de~entralization.~~ FOAC subtly drew this to  the attention of ACNS (Plans) 

in a personal letter, suggesting that broad policy was the purview of NSHQ but responsibility 

for detailed planning of ship's employment was his. BidweU pressed for better consultation 

because, as he told Commodore Raymond, "we have had several barging matches in the past 

which 1 would like to see elirninated, as we are pulling in the same boat. Excuse the mixed 



metaphors."" He was drawing the line between himself as an operational commander and 

NSHQ's responsibility for administration. The RCN had expanded to the point where the 

comrnands hnctioned as independent operational entities; particularly with respect to their 

extra-national alliance responsibilities. NSHQ was not an operational headquarters and had to 

acknowledge this fact. 

The Chief of Naval Personnel brought the ship employment planners smartly back to 

reality in December 1954, with the advisory that the programme for 1955, could not be 

fotlowed owing to a shortage of key engineering personnel. This was the consequence in part of 

new but essential comrnitments, such as the 178 personnel for the submarine exchange, being 

undertaken. While the east coast had been making gaiiis in engineering watchkeepers and sixty 

additional quaiified men would be added by the end of the year, a net shortage of twenty-four 

would remain. There was also a critical shortage of electricians. This could be made up by 

borrowing fiom the Esquimalt depot but would leave the west coast short. Pullen wamed the 

plamers that "The 1955 committments will stretch the engineering departments to the limit and 

that no further commitments should be undertaken until mid-19~6.~' He suggested 

decommissioning a fiigate. Captain King's warning of the difficuIty of achieving the 

"formidable programme" was accurate. The operational plamers were overly optimistic that the 

reduced Korean commitment would provide some flexibility. Naval Service Headquarters 

signalled the fleet at the end of December 1954, revising the employment programme. Flag 

Officers were advised that the revised programme was the ody one feasible, "owing to the acute 

engine room rnanning situation."* One Mgate would be d e ~ o ~ s s i o n e d  and another would 

relieve the destroyer in Korea to Save on personnel. In spite of having achieved the largest 

expansion in personnel in a single year since the war, the RCN still had to "live fiom hand to 

mouth" because of the shortage of trained men. 



The NATO Council met for its anoual review in December 1954, and important 

decîsions with respect to alliance strategy were taken The NATO Council adopted the 'Wew 

Look" strategy that had been embraced by the Eisenhower administration whereîn greater 

reliance was to be placed on nuclear weapons to deter aggression. The consequence of the "New 

Look" strategy, that was articuiated in the NATO planning document MC 48, was to 

downgrade the strategic importance of conventional forces. Conventional forces were expensive 

and NATO could not match the Warsaw Pact's preponderance in manpower. The new Minister 

of Defence reported to parlîament that now the task of NATO mernbers was to find the correct 

balance between conventional and nuclear forces and that Canada would make appropriate 

adjustments in her defence programme." He stressecl the importance of Canada's role in 

protecting the industrial potential of North America and the United States Strategic Air Force 

nuclear deterrent capability in cooperation with the Americans. This meant the provision of 

early warning radar systems and air defence (the RCAF) would receive priority. He also sbted 

that the challenge over "the long haul" was to maintain adequate defence capabilities balanced 

against other financial priorities of the government which tramlated into achieving higher 

quality in defence capabilities at less expendmire. Sirnply stated, the defence department was to 

achieve "more bang for the buck". 

Afkr a brief respite, an environment of financial stringency returned to engulf the 

Department of National Defence and shroud it in uncertainty. It was anticipated that there 

would be no increase in the 1956-57 estimates over the previous year. However, the 1955-56 

figures indîcated an upward trend in personnel and operating costs as a percentage of the total 

budget which suggested less finds available in future for capital programmes- Campney told 

the Chiefs of Staff to sharpen their pends when developing their estimates and directed them to 

exercise "econoMes in defence procurement."74 He also issued instructions that requirements in 



their fiscal programmes be priorized in the order of the importance of forces necessary to meet 

D-Day comrnitments for NATO." The individual service chiefs were to justi@ the insertion of a 

new item in the estimates, or change of priority fiom the previous fiscal year, in consultation 

with the Deputy Minister and the Chiefs of Staff. If a new item was added then an existing one 

must be deleted, The Minister was the final arbitrator. It is clear fiom Colonel Raymont's 

description that the new Minister's instructions with respect to development and submission of 

the estimates were precise and that the service chiefs were expected to exercise particular 

oversight of their staffs in their preparation. Given Vice-Admiral Mainguy's dislike of staff 

work, this would prove to be his undoing. 

The 'New Look" strategy and MC 48 introduced new factors and imperatives that 

affected every area of naval planning and were imposed at a tirne that the RCN was extremely 

hard pressed just to meet its original NATO committments. It was evident that thinkïmg was now 

govenied by a "forces-in-being" concept because a surprise enemy nuclear strike would crïpple 

mobilization efforts. The war would have to be fought with forces existing on D-Day and this 

rendered, for example, mobilization plans and reserve forces redundant. Moreover, the 

emphasis in naval strategy for defence of Canada and North America shified to "Seaward 

Defenceq'to defeat aircraft carrying nuclear weapons and missile-firing ~ubrnarines.'~ The 

RCN's current plans were based on the parameter of 21,000 personnel, temporarily capped at 

20,000. Comrnitments to SACLANT (NATO) and CUSRPG (North American defence) were 

ninety-one ships and two squadrons of aircraft." Current plans for the 21,000 regular force 

navy meant that the RCN could actually man only fi*-eight warships, this force included the 

fourteen St. Laurents under construction. Additionally, a11 these ships were manned only to 

SACLANT minimum peacetime standards and the availability of a trained reserve force was 

needed to bring them up to wartime strength. At this juncture, unless the government was 



prepared to raise the navy's manpower ceiling, fùrther expansion to meet agreed commitments 

would be impossible. The Naval Staff turned their attention to the task of developing a 

"Seaward Defence" plan to meet the aItered strategic circumstances. 

The Naval Board was already faced with the task of task of scaling back cornrnitrnents 

to meet the 20,000 manpower ceilimg and preparing arguments to justiQ again the 21,000 

figure. However, no sufficiently detailed and agreed plan existed for al1 RCN commitments and 

certainly nothing that would satise the exacting requirements of the estimates development and 

review processes. Commodore Rayner, Assistant to the CNS, was tasked to prepare a 

peacetime manning - operational plan to meet al1 commitments based on the 20,000 ceiling? 

Rayner submitted his report to the Naval Board in May 1955.~' He projected al1 the RCNs 

comxnitments, ashore and afloat, to 31 March 1960. The afloat component was based on 

NATO requirements for D-Day + 30 and included fleet support auxiliaries. The complements 

used were those in the 1955-56 rank structure submission. One interesthg new cornmitment 

was for a helicopter carrier and two helicopter squadrons. This showed Rayner's coordination 

with Commodore Raymond, ACNS (Plans), and the work of the Seaward Defence ~ommit tee .~  

Rayner concluded that the RCN could not meet its present cornrnitrnents within the 

20,000 ceiling and the minimum required was 20,698 officers and men? The number to man 

the fleet "for full peace-time eficiency" should be 10,782, 808 officers 9,974 men. But Rayner 

suggested that "As a last resort this might be reduced by 650 and the resultant loss of efficiency 

might be acceptable"." This was an action that he considered preferable to decornmissionhg 

ships. His recommendations would result in a sealshore ratio of 32 percent of officers and 66 

percent of men afloat." Reductions in shore establishments could result in a saving of 11 

officers and 105 men? Rayner suggested a reserve force strength of 7,500. He also concluded 

that the complementing process was sound and that the target strength could be achieved by 



1960, assuming a re-engagernent rate of 51 percent being constant. Rayner's finai 

recomrnendation was for a rank structure study to develop a long term career plan for officers 

and men in every branch based on the commitments established. Approval by the Naval Board 

of the Rayner Report's recommendations provided a commitment blueprint on which to base 

complernenting figures and a definite goal to achieve by 1960. 

The report subrnitted to the Naval Board by Commodore Raymond on Seaward 

Defence nicely complemented Rayner's report." The key recomrnendation was that the RCN 

should, "continue to fulfil our existing NATO commïtments. This is announced goverment 

 poli^^."^^ The second was to build a chah of shorebased LOFAR (Low Frequency Acoustic 

Ranging) stations for detection of submarines and develop offensive mobile .forces to prosecute 

contacts off the Canadian coastS7 Mobile forces recornmended included a M e r  seven St. 

Laurent Class ships and helicopters. A helicopter carrier was to f o m  a separate proposal. 

Raymond, strongly supported by VCNS, argued that the Vancouver class, plamed to replace 

the Prestonian Class frigates, was unM for the LOFAR support role because of limitations in 

speed, annament and electronic installations. Raymond recommended cancelling the 

programme. Certainiy when compared to the St. Laurent class, Vancouver Wgates were 

Serior with a top speed of ody 24 knots (4 knots slower), noisier diesel propulsion, and Iess 

capable sensors and weapons. Mainguy was initially swayed by Rear-Admiral Knowlton, 

CNTS, who argued that there was a continuing requirernent for that class for which plans had 

been drawn and some rnachinery ordered." When Lay subsequently revisited the issue, 

Mainguy deferred this time to indisputable Iogic and the programme was scrapped." Mainguy 

appears to have had d=culty assirnilating complex briefings and vacillateci on decisions. 

The Seaward Defence Plan, beanng al1 the marks of NeIson Lay, produced a revision 

to RCN policy that was the only course open under the circumstances. The NATO commitment 



would continue which was the most effective lever the RCN could use to maintain its 

construction programme and retain budget share. Added to the existing anti-submarine and anti- 

air escort roles for ships were LOFAR support and radar picket. The St. Laurent Class 

represented the minimum capability now required in any ocean escort. The navy moved toward 

acquiring ASW helicopters and studies began that eventually resulted in the marriage of 

helicopter and destroyer. Staff requirements and designs studies were initiated for a fast, rapid- 

reaction ship that prcduced the hydrofoil programme. Finally, studies into the maritime 

comrnand and control organization, that would eventually settle the ongoing debate over the 

control of RCAF long-range ASW aircrafi in the navy's favour, were hitiated. The basic 

composition of the RCN as a small ship navy devoted to ASW would not change, only new 

tasks were added under the revised strategy. The a m e r  remained key in air defence. The 

inherent weakness in the destroyers' anti-air warfare capability would persist but it was believed 

this could be improved through the eventual acquisition of short range ship-to-air (SAM) 

mis~ i l e s .~  

Concurrent with the planning for Seaward Defence and Rayner's work on total 

commitments, DNPO, now Captain Bill Landymore, had proceeded fiom Bidwell's 

organizational initiatives to produce from al1 known cornmitments for ships, a plan for the 

composition and build-up of the RCN during the period 1956-58? The formations he 

developed would detennine the organization of the fleet for administration as well as 

employment. Considerations included many factors such as operational capabilities, 

administration and technical support required within the overall âamework of missions and 

tasks. The most critical task was non-substantive training. Landymore recommended that 

Canadian squadrons should be formed of ships of a sirnilar class and that al1 operational 

squadrons should be designated as Escort Squadrons and no specific squadron be allocated to 



operate with the carrier. He ais0 recommended that ail St. hurents fitted with the 3 "70 gun, 

which had a better anti-air capability than 3'50 fitted ships, should be allocatd to the east 

coast. Training squadrons made up of combination of a DE and fiigates, but not the cruisers, 

formed part of the plan. The carrier, projected second camer, and cruisers would be 

independent for administration purposes. The plan was considered b y PPCC where Captain 

Harold Groos, DCNP, noted that the minimum size of a squadron must be seven ships if the 

Rank Structure Coinmittee were to give favourable consideration to a Senior Officer of 

Captain's rank, as the plan cailed for? 

When the Naval Board gave approval to the plan, it decided the f le t  composition 

which would prevail for forîy years. Squadrons composai either of al1 St. Laurents, older 

converted DE'S, or fngates woufd be formed. Squadrons on the east coast would have odd 

numbers and the West  coast even. The Fiflh Squadron would inherit the "Barber Pole Brigade" 

name fiom the Second World War and its ships paint the traditional red and white stripes 

around their fiinnels. When the Naval Board approved a new, and unique in NATO, ligtit grey 

colour for ships in July 1955, this, and the boId design of the St. Laurent's, gave the Canadian 

fleet a Iook that was entirely distinctive. The fleet disposition would remain two-thirds on the 

east coast with the carrier and onethird west. The ratio was dictated by NATO requirements 

but resulted in an anomaly that Rear-Admiral Hibbard was quick to bring to the attention of the 

Naval Board. 

In his submission on f l e t  composition, Rear-Admiral Hibbard, pointed out the RCN 

was now essentially maintainhg two fleets." There was no over-arching structure like NATO 

in the Pacific. Hibbard reported that while the east coast f l e t  was fully integrated with NATO, 

the west coast navy was, of necessity, developing a bi-lateral relationship toward the USN. He 

was obliged to coordinate and integrate his ships' programmes with that of the Commander, 



U.S. Pacific Fleet (COMPACFLT) in order to obtain experience in large exercises and essential 

services such as submarines? The USN Pacific Fleet was sekontained and used different 

tactical and exercise publications fiom NATO. Hibbard argued that his command should be 

considered an integral part of NATO and ships, particularly the new St. Laurents, and shore 

resources allocated accordingly. The Panama Canal provided the conduit for reinforcing the 

east coast when required. Hibbard's proposals came to nought because the decisions taken in 

1955, simply reinforced the NATO bias. For example, because FOPC was not in the NATO 

command loop, he was not permitted to hold the MC 48 planning document, Consequently two 

distinct fleets developed within the RCN, one NATO east and one west that was essentially the 

Canadian squadron of the USN Pacific Fleet. This situation had been evolviog informally since 

1945, but was now moving toward a formal agreement. Tt would eventually be defineci in the 

Canada-United States Pacific Operations Order (CANUSPACOPS) governing joint operations 

by maritime forces." Canada would maintain this east coast biased disposition until the end of 

the Cold War. 

During the discussions by the Navai Board of the plan for the composition and build-up 

of the fleet, the new Cm, Rear-Admira1 Rayner, had warned that success was contingent on 

solving the manning pro blem, particularly w ith respect to engineering personnel. Rayner had 

relieved Pullen, who was appointed to relieve Hibbard as FOPC. Hibbard was retiring for 

health reasons and this developrnent positioned Rayner to follow DeWolf a s  CNS. Unlike 

Puilen, Rayner had a strong staff background and was very successfiil as the first Coordinator 

of the Joint Staff in 1952. In that capacity, he also developed a strong rapport with General 

~ o u l k e s . ~ ~  Raynet's return to NSHQ helped improve staff coordination, much to the joy of 

Rear-Admiral Lay. By the t h e  he had completed the cornrnitments study, Rayner was well 



versed with current personnel challenges. His first task was to consolidate the various 

programmes for the academic and professional training ofjunior oficers. 

Rear-Admiral Rayner had been the first Commandant of "Royal Roads" as a tri-service 

college. His testimony at the Mainguy Inquiry suggests a progressive attitude toward oficer 

training as well as enthusiasm for the iûtegrated academic training scheme." This was a 

complete contrast to PulIenfs attitude, whose last concession as CNP was to extend the 

opportunity to obtain a de- to some Executive Branch cadets." This was an admission that a 

degree must be offered in order to attract the higher quality entries to the branch and not to the 

need for better educated officers, as the Mainguy Report had advocated. Rayner inherited work 

begun by Pullen to revise junior officer professional training as a result of the RN changing its 

programme and cancelling courses shared by the RCN. Pullen had also begun to consolidate 

programmes with the advent of "Venture" to ensure an equitable career progression for a11 

junior officer trainees in their advancement to lieutenant mnk. The canceIlation of the RN's 

Junior Officer General Education and War Course by 1958, meant that al1 Executive Branch 

training at the junior level would have to be conducted in Canada. Advanced training for 

Engineering Officers, and some Executive Branch specialists, would continue in the United 

Kingdom. Pullen stipulated that, "As far as possible the existing ties with the RN in matters of 

officers training will be rnah~tained."~~ Raynerfs task was to begin the process of repatriating al1 

Executive Branch training to Canada beginning with the junior officers. 

Rayner submitted his new plan for the promotion and training of junior officers to the 

Naval Board in August 1955. He stated that both a short and a long term policy were required, 

the former because of the Unmediate need to consolidate the ROTP and Venture Plans and to set 

up junior officersf training in Canada by 1958. A Ionger tenn policy was needed because the 

"actual shape of the officer corps" was not yet known owing to the changes behg wrought by 



the build up of the navy which would affect methods of production. A second consideration, 

now evident, was that good candidates who want to obtain a degree were avoiding the Executive 

Branch. As a consequence, the branch that shodd provide the navy's leadership was not 

attracting the best candidatedm 

The key features of Rayner's plan were the marriage of the training schedules for 

ROTP and Venture cadets and equating of al1 programmes of entry to ensure equitable 

advancement to lieutenant. The traditional Midshipman apprentice concept of training was to be 

replaceci and junior officers sent directly to sea thereby giving them more responsibility sooner. 

Rayner implied that the deficiency in large ships made this change inevitable. Opportunities for 

Executive Branch cadets as well as lieutenants in the fieet to obtain a .  degree would be 

expanded. Engineering, Electrical Supply and Ordoance cadets would al1 obtain degrees before 

specialist training. Finally, the importance of staff training for junior officers was 

acknow~ed~ed.'~' The Naval Board approved Rayner's plan that, in spite of some rhetoric to the 

contrary, began the phaseout of RN innuence in the development of RCN junior officers. The 

first graduates of "Venturen in 1956, with the exception of the Engineering Officers, would 

receive al1 their training in Canada and al1 ROTP graduates shortfy thereafier. 

The exercise of developing the estimates for 1956-57 was profoundly challenging for 

the staff at NSHQ. The Minister had made it clear to the Chiefs of Staff, in June 1955, "the 

necessity of ensuring that public funds provided for the Department of National Defence are 

used to provide as much real defence as p~ssible."'~ He had already laid d o m  the rules for 

prioritization of fûnding essential projecis. The new Deputy Minister, Frank Miller, the former 

Vice Chief of the Air Staff and now a civilian, had followed up with a paper on "cost- 

consciousness" to those within the individual services responsible for developing the budget 

esti~nates.'~~ In the case of the navy this was the VCNS, but the CNS was under increasing 



pressure to create a position of Naval Comptroller to bring the navy in line with the other two 

senrices.'" The Naval Staff was in the process of developing justifications for reinstating the 

21,000 rnanpower ceiling and new programmes demanded by requirements for Seaward 

Defence when the Naval Board was advised that the MUùster had reduced the navy's 

preliminary estimates for 1956-57 fiom $4 18,000,000 to $303,000,000. 'O5 The other services 

received proportionate reductions. 

The navy's preliminary estimates had contained what was obviously an overly 

optimistic and unacceptable increase of approxirnately 25 percent over the 1955-56 

appropriation. The Policy and Project Coordination Cormittee (PPCC) reviewed the original 

submission and came up with a revised estimate of $338,000,000 approximating the navy's 

actual expenditure for the previous fiscal year. The Naval Board pared this down again to 

$330,700,000.'~~ The eventual cabinet approved appropriation was $325,000,000, up slightly 

f?om the 1955-56 figure of $323,318,000. Of more concem was the forecast for the fuhire 

where large expenditures for ship and aircraft replacement were tentatively scheduled, 

principally duMg the period 1960-64. The Naval Board Minutes noted "It was obvious, 

because of the radically reduced appropriation for 1956-57. and the restricting trend of national 

defence budgets generally, that much difficulty would be experienced in attempting to obtah 

moneys for these peak years.n'm The government had sent a strong signai. 

Not the least fallout from îhis difficult budgetary exercise was the replacement of the 

CNS, Vice-Admira1 Mainguy. His early retirement on 16 January 1956, and relief by Rear- 

Admiral DeWolf, was announced by Campney on 20 September 1955.'" Mainguy had 

expected to stay on as CNS until May 1956, which would have been his normal retirement 

date.'* The first indication Vice-Admiral DeWolf in Washington had was an unexpected 

telephone cal1 from Campney who advised hirn that he would relieve Mainguy early.l'O 



Mainguy was in fact being fired. The issue that precipitated his m g  by Campney was an error 

in the navy's estimates submission pertaining to cost accounting procedures related to 

incremental fiinding. it appears that Mainguy failed to act on Campney's personai direction 

resulting from the previous submission that the navy must absorb costs for additional personnel 

expenditures fiom other programmes and not ask for a fùnding increase. The CNS did not pass 

the Minkter's direction on to the staff and the error was repeated in the subsequent submission 

which Mainguy had failed to review. 'IL It is doubtfiil that Campney acted irnpulsively but 

rather as a result of a pattern of performance beIow his expectations in which this constituted 

"the Iast straw". Mainguy was notorious for his administrative Iaxity and was predisposed to 

delegating everything without supervising. Claxton stated that Mainguy dislged staff work and 

most aspects of his job as CNS and concluded that "He was happy to be relieved[authorts 

italics]." '12 The problem for the navy was that Mainguy, who had not been particularly effective 

in fighting the RCN's battles, was now a lame duck. It would be left for Rear-Admiral Lay to 

defend the RCN's cornmitment strategy to NATO, and particularly the naval aviation 

programme, when the revised estimates were taken before the Estimate Review Cornmittee in 

November 1955. 

The prelimùiary round for that encounter was a prior briefing to the Chiefs of Staff 

C o d t t e e  on a "New Lookn for the RCN that outlined strategic adjustrnents required as a 

result of MC 48.'" The CNS opened the briefing that described the mantirne warfare scenario 

based on the new strategic circumstances as they affkcted Canada, and defences plamed in 

conjunction with NATO and the United States. The navy presented its revised requirements for 

ASW and AAW in the escort role and the new Seaward Defence strategy and additional 

resources it required. AU requirements combined included an additional twenty-six St. Laurent 

Class DDE's to replace the older DE'S and frigates that would be obsolete by 1960."~ The naval 



aviation requirements included 122 CS2F ASW aircrafi (reduced fiom 242), a new fighter to 

replace the Banshee and an ASW helicopter. The Naval Staff took the opportunity to highlight 

the current perso~e l  problem and stated that to meet existing cornrnitments, now made more 

urgent in light of the new strategy, the RCN must be permitted to recruit to a ceiling of 21,330, 

an increase of 1330 over two years. 

Essentially, the RCN was arguing that it had to becorne more than a basic ASW navy 

to meet an expanded role that now included defending land targets against missilefiring 

submarines and bombers- However, the briefing stressed numbers and not capability and no 

increase in personnel requirernents was indicated. The thrust of the questions and commentç by 

members suggested that they were uncornfortable with a strategic requirement expressed 

numerically to meet NATO force goals instead of a national force created to accomplish a 

particular purpose. How could force effeçtiveness be expressed h other than just numerical 

requirements for a building programme? There was also a general uncertainty evident as to the 

future of aircrafi carriers given the nuclear threat at sea. The Chief of the Air Staff, Air 

Marshall Slemon, was strongly critical of, if not blatantly hostile to, the whole concept of naval 

aviation for the RCN His hostility stemrned in part fiom the RCN's c l a h  for operationai 

control of RCAF maritime patrol aircraft that was also currently being debsted. The 

employment of RCN aircraft in the Seaward Defence role strengthened the navy's argument. A 

strong counter-attack by Mainguy at this point might have stilled critics of naval aviation as 

Grant had done. This did not happen and naval aviation was now vulnerable. 

The stage was now set for the navy's appearance before the Esthates Review 

Cornmittee. The session was more of an inquisition. Rear-Admiral Lay, who led the navy's 

briefing team, reported to CNS a penetrating probe by General Foulkes, CCSC, who observed 

that "the RCNs contribution to NATO had not been based on any particular plan, but rather on 



the actual number of ships which were currently available, Le., 42 ocean escorts.""* He could 

see no reason why replacement with larger, more capable ships [St. Laurents] should not result 

in a numerical reduction in the allocation to SACLANT. Naval aviation was subjected to a 

renewed attack and Lay noted, "The whole RCN Naval Aviation Programme was quite 

obviously under fire."lL6 Foukesl major criticism was that 237 aircraft were required by the 

navy to support 21 aircraft in the carrier. Mr. Golden, of the Treasury Board, observeci that the 

initial programme of 100 CSZF ASW aircraft was "a luxurïous total to support two RCN 

Squadrons of 12 aircraftt' and had been agreed to by the Cabinet Defence Corrimittee oniy 

because this was the minimum which could be economically manufactured in canada.'" The 

need for training and utility squadrons on the West coast was queried because the RCAF could 

provide the senices required- Foulkes concluded the briefmg by stating that al1 three seMces 

were under close scrutiny to ensure "the best possible defence was being provided for the 

dollars available. It appeared that Naval Aviation, which was using nearly a third of the funds 

available to the RCN and was only providing one aucraft carrier and its two Squadrons, must 

be subject to considerable criticism.""' The navy swived this examination with its policies in 

question but still intact. However, the future of funding for naval aviation, perceived as an 

insatiable but inefficient consumer of scarce resources, was uncertain. 

The one bright spot at the end, and possibly the highlight, of Vice-Admiral Mainguy's 

tenure as  CNS was the comrnissioning of HMCS St. Laurent on 29 October 1955. The "Sally" 

was the fkst wholly Canadian designed and built warship. it was an event of such national 

significance as to merit attendance by Prime Minister Louis St. Laurent. Predictably, someone 

asked St. Laurent how it felt to have a ship named after The St- Laurent was a 

prototype, a blend of British, American and Canadian t e c h n o l ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~  Rear-Admira1 Jack 

Knowlton, CNTS, called St. Laurent "the most up-to-date anti-submarine vesse1 in the wor~d.'~l 



Knowlton had guided the project through nom concept in 1948 to cornmissioning of fmt of 

class in 1955 and would soon retire. The look of St. Laurenf, with her flared rounded bow, 

conical mast, streamlined finnel and low superstructure, was unique and readily identifiable. 

She was designed for the Canadian weather and to shed ice. In many ways she resernbled the 

submarines she was designed specifically to figbt. Aluminium was used extensively in the 

construction to cut top weight. She was insulatecl and air conditioned for comfort and many 

innovations such as individual bunks, larger lockers, cafeteria style messing and a shiprs 

laundry were included for reasons of morale and fighting effectivene~s.'~ There was a "pre- 

we#i.ngw system to wash off nuclear fallout. The new class, nick-named the "Cadillacs", became 

the trademark of the RCN and represented a coming of age in many ways. However, the 

strategic chnate was rapidly changing through advancing technology. SL Laurent would 

encounter the nuclear-powered USS Nautilus during her workups. Her first Commanding 

OEcer, Commander (later Rear-Admiral) Bob Timbrell, recognUed her shortcomings against 

new high-speed submarines of unlimited endurance and the need for an embarked ASW 

helicopter. " 
With the 1956-57 estimates hurdle behind them, the NavaI Staff could focus its 

attention on a reappraisal of the RCN's war plans. These revised plans were to be based upon 

the MC 48 concept which envisioned a future war involving NATO taking place in two distinct 

phases. Phase 1 would be a nuclear exchange and Phase II a period of readjustment and follow 

. up by surviving forces leading to the completion of the ~ a r . ' ~ ~  The MC 48 concept rendered 

existing mobilization plans obsolete and demanded new principles for determining fleet 

composition and manning. The first principle was the need for the "fleet in being" to contribute 

to the overall deterrent. Therefore, it was important to have in commission as many effective 

ships in the fleet as possible no matter how reduced the scale of rnanning. Undemanned ships 



could be reinforcd by emptying shore establishments. However, the fleet should include a small 

number of fùlly manneci and operational ships that could participate promptly in small wars. 

The Naval Board approved developing plans for manning-and fleet composition based on the 

new principles.lu This "corne-as-you-are" war concept negated the requirement for a large 

reserve organization and the future role of the RCN(R) and its optimum sire and composition 

were to be reviewed. 

The fact was that shortages in the Engineering Branch had already compelled the RCN 

to man many ships below "the lowest acceptable degree of efficiency."" In mid-1955, the 

Engineer-in-Chief had lowered the minimum standard for ships' engineering cornplements 

previously set by DNOrg. Even this reduced minimum manning scale could not be met. The 

navy faced the cmnch of having to man Bonaventure and four new St. Laurents by mid-1956, 

and the shortage of engineering personnel continued to drive the whole programme. 

Complicating issues were that Bonaventure's personnel had to be trained on large ship 

engineering systems and Magnificent had to be kept in commission to ferry personnel, aircrafk 

and stores to Bonaventure. While the navy harboured hopes of retaining Magnzjkent and 

Quebec, the situation was tenuous. Quebec had to pay off in April 1956, for refit and her 

engineering personnel transferred to Bonaventure. In October, FOAC asked NSHQ to 

decornmission Quebec early because the rnanning situation had worsened. Emergency masures 

originated by NSHQ averted the immediate crisis, When the Naval Staffs tried to add more to 

the already over-extended 1 9 56 employment schedule, the normaily restrained Bidwell stated 

"the RCN [NSHQ] is always trying to bite off more than it could ~ h e w . " ' ~ ~  Over-cornmitment 

was entrenched as an attitude and had become a systemic problem. With respect to manning the 

fleet, the RCN finished 1956 as it had begun, in crisis. However, CNP exhibited the 



characteristic "Can-do" attitude of the RCN predicting that if they could get through the 

programme to April 1956, then the manning situation would improve.l3 

When ViceAdmiral Rollo Mainguy was relieved by Vice-Admiral Harry DeWolf as 

CNS he Ieft an uncertain legacy. He had been neither a strong nor effective champion for the 

RCN where it really counted, at the cornmittee tables in Ottawa. The navy's policies on how it 

determined its cornmitment to NATO and naval aviation were in question at the highest level. 

Despite his known abhorrence of staff work, his succession to the highest administrative 

appointment in the RCN had been predetermined by the ironclad mles of seniority. As in the 

tradition ,of primogeniture for selecting a king, it was simply his turn. How well was he 

equipped to be CNS? When asked to compare Mainguy with Grant, Vice-Admiral DeWolf 

rendered the opinion: 

Grant was a leader who told us where to go and what to do. Mainguy, 1 think, 
didn't know his ass fiom his elbow. Relied completely on his staff. If his staff 
said do this he would. 1 dont think Mainguy had any ideas of his own. He was 
a heil of a nice guy and a great influence on the troops [sailorsl. In 
Newfoundland he and Bidwell had kept the troops happy under very trying 
conditions [during the war]. As a leader, as a man of ideas for the navy, 1 don? 
believe he had any.'" 

The evidence supports the view that, as in the Mainguy Report, it was his associates who had 

the ideas and originated the policy initiatives. It rnight be argued in the case of Mahguy's t h e  

as CNS that this was the staffs job. However, it is apparent, as dernonstrated by the lingering 

"big ship mvy" debate, which flew in the face of declareci governrnent policy, and the persistent 

. personnel crisis that both leadership and direction from the CNS were lacking. Good staff 

senior officers, like Lay, Raymond and Rayner, could keep the RCN going but strong 

leadership, energy and vision were required iiom the CNS for the navy to be administered 

efficiently and to achieve maximum effectiveness. The evidence leads to the conclusion that 

Mainguy failed to provide that leadership and performed ineffectively as CNS. The fault, 



however, should not be found so much with Rollo Mainguy as with the system that had elevated 

him to a position for which he had neither the ability nor vocation. Like the unwilling "Rastus" 

Reid, Mainguy was obliged to take the job without wanting it.'" As a consequence, there was 

drift and vacillation in the administration of the Royal Canadian Navy during a critical four 

year period in its postwar development. 
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A Return to Pragmatism 

It is evident fiom the review we have made of the present personnel structure 
that many of the current problems of the RCN result fiom faulty administration 
and planning. We have never ... stopped to take a look at Our whole stmcture to 
endeavour to d e t e d e  basic requirements and tniths. It is easy to criticize in 
'hindsight' but it appears fiom our investigations that the RCN should make 
greater use of factual studies rather than relyùig on day to day expedients. 

Commodore E. P. Tisdall 
The Report of the Ad Hoc Cornmittee on 
RCN Personnel Structure, June 1957. 

Vice-Admiral Harry George DeWolf, CBE, DSO, DSC, CD, RCN took up his 

appointment as the RCN's seventh Chief of the Naval Staff on 16 Ianuary 1956. His reputation 

as a thorough and competent professional, based on an exceptional war record and strong 

performances in key staff positions, was aiready well established. Known as a progressive, 

there were few officers who understood the RCN as welI as DeWolf and none, it would be 

shown, better equipped to lead i t  He was by training, experience and ability ably suited for the 

roIe of CNS and the RCN's seniority driven system of advancement delivered him fortuitously 

at precisely the cight moment. Brooke Claxton spoke of no officer with higher regard than 

Hany Dewo1fL Even the most ardent critics of the RCN's hierarchy, such as John Harbron, 

acknowledged that DeWolf stood in a distinguished class by hirnself2 

Hamy DeWolf was bom in Bedford, Nova Scotia in 1903, and enrolled as a cadet in 

the Royal Naval College of Canada in 1918, at the age of fifteen. His classrnates ùicluded 

- Nelson Lay, Jack Knowlton and Bill Portmus, al1 of whom would have an important influence 

on the character and shape of the postwar RCN.' DeWolf specialized as a Navigation Officer 

and his career fotlowed the established pattern until the Second World War. Described by Louis 

Audette, at the t h e  of the Mainguy inquiry, as "an excellent chap, ... no front, no hypocrisy", 

DeWolf remaine. his own man, proud of his Canadian and Nova Scotian her i t~ t~e .~  While 



embracing the strong professional ethic of the Royal Navy, he hitated none of its cultural 

characteristics. Not known as a social lion but as a good wardroom mate, he developed a 

passion for golf. He married Gwen Gilberî, a lady fiom an old Bennudan farniIy, who shared 

Dewolf s interests, and aspirations for a modest lifestyle. She supported hirn quietly through a 

challenging career and remained his companion for more than sixty years of marriecl life- 

Dewolf s career rode hi& on the opportunities offered a talenteci and courageous leader 

by war. As Comrnanding Officer of HMCS Sr. Laurent@) he shared the distinction of 

conducting the RCN's first gun action of the war which occurred during the evacuation of 

France in 1940, with Lay in ~esti~ouche.' He was twice Mentioned-in-Dispatches before 

retuming to Canada to serve first as Staff Officer Operations and subsequently, Chief of Staff 

to Rear-Admirai Jones, COAC. DeWoIf was appointed as Director of Plans at NSHQ in 1942, 

With Lay, who held the position of Director of Operations, DeWoIfdeveloped and executed the 

initiative that resulted in the establishment of an independent Canadian command in the North- 

West ~ t lan t ic .~  He served concurrently as Secretary to the Chiefs of Staff Cornmittee. Colonel 

Raymont commente. that this experience taught DeWolf the importance of coordination 

between the services and cooperation with governent departments that s t d  hlln in good stead 

Iater as CNS.' 

DeWolf returned to the sea war in 1943, taking command of the new British built 

TribaI class destroyer, HMCS Haida. Under his leadership, Haida was to become the most 

. farnous Canadian warship of the Second World ~ a r - '  Haida was assigned to the British Home 

fieet. M e r  hvo trips to North Russia as a convoy escort, Haida joined striking Force 26, which 

was made up of cruisers and destroyers, based at Plymouth, England. Haida was assigned to 

the 10th Destroyer Flotilla along with HMCS Huron (Rayner) and Athabaskan (Stubbs), and 

severai RN se ri bals"? As a rnember of "The 10th Flotilla", Haida recorded a series of stunning 



victories. During an eight-month period in 1 944, that included Nonnandy invasion operations, 

she conducted sweeps and patrols of the Bay of Biscay and the EngIish Channel with other units 

of her flotilla. Enemy ships, submarines and aircraft were encountered or engaged almost daily. 

The flotilla destroyed thîrty-four enemy surface ships of which according to the 

Commander-in-Chief Plymouth, Haida had "the lion's share"." During these classic, hi&-speed 

destroyer actions, many of which were at night and perilously close to shore, Haida sank two 

G e m n  Elbing class destroyers and several srnaller enemy warships and merchant ships." In 

one of those engagements Athobarknn was 1ost.12 Haih also shared in a submarine kill with 

HMS Eskimo while supporting D-Day operations. Haida sustained battle damage and 

casualties on many occasions but retumed ïmmediately to the fiay after quick repairs. She 

became the darling of the Plymouth Command and Canada upon her return home in September 

1944. Haida's victories along with those of other Canadian destroyers in the 10th Flotilla did 

much to restore the profersional reputation o f  the RCN that had languished during the early 

years of the Battle of the Atlantic. DeWolf was recognized for his briltiant and courageous 

leadership, winning the DSO and DSC and being awarded the CBE. He was also decorated by 

the American, French and Norwegian govements. 

DeWolf was promoted to the rank of Captain in IuIy 1944 giving him seniority that 

assured his succession as the Chief of the Naval Staff afier Mainguy. Jones was now CNS and 

he brought DeWoIf to NSHQ to be his ACNS as an Acting-Commodore. DeWolf finished the 

war in that position and continued under Reid, who c o n f d  him as Commodore in 1947. He 

subsequently commanded the "Happy Warrior", and comrnissioned KMCS Mugrzificent where 

good morale prevailed in spite of a general mood of discontent in the fleet. Promoted Rear- 

Admiral at the age of forty-five in 1948, he was appointed Flag Officer Pacific Coast (FOPC) 

and held that office at the time of the incidents. Characteristic of the prewar RCN cohort, he 



had dismisseci suggestions for change f?om the RCNVR element. DeWoIf refIected that "We 

were the professionals and thought these fellows had nothing to teach us."13 He told the 

Mainguy Inquiry that he thought there was nothing wrong with the traditionat system and that 

change should evolve naturally over However, DeWolf was a pragmatic and showed 

flexibifity iri accepting the recomrnendations in the Mainguy Report- He did remain comrnitted 

to the prewar officer cohort and favoured them with promotions but also offered incentives to 

former members of the RCN(R), RCNVR and lower deck through promoting their best. 

DeWoif was appointed VCNS by Grant in 1950, and directed the work of the Naval 

Staff in developing the policies and a concept of operations that brought the RCN into NATO. 

From the outset, he was a strong supporter of the NATO principle of balanced collective forces 

and the RCN's specialization in ASW. In 1952, he was appointed the Principal Military 

Advisor to the Canadian Ambassador in Washington and Chairman of the Canadian Joint Staff 

as well as Representative on the NATO Military Committee. DeWolf became fUrther convinced 

of value of the NATO principle of collectivity during his t h e  in Washington and that building 

up ASW forces must remain the RCNs p~iority.'~ He was cornpletely in accord with Campney's 

view that, "a full understanding of Canadian defence policy is meaninfil oniy when related to 

NATO strategy and However, when DeWolf retumed to Ottawa as CNS, he found 

that the Naval Staff had been giving more attention to responsibilities outside NATO such as 

sovereignty, Arctic patrols and other matters he thought extraneous. Consequently, he 

frequently found himself disagreeing with the priorities that they had set.'' The Minister must 

have had similar concerns when he replaced Mainguy. 

DeWolfs first six months as CNS were spent redefining the priorities of the 

headquarters staff so that attention would be focused on NATO. For some staff officers this 

meant curtailing the promotion of personal "hobby-horses" such as a second carrier, retaining 



the cruisers and naval aviation. DeWolf laid down the principle that the primary role of navies 

was to protect sea lines of communication and that the RCN was bound under the NATO 

agreement to filfil its smalfer individual part within the alliance. He directed that "RCN plans 

should be related to SACLANT plans."L8 In DeWolfs Mnd this meant a concentration on ASW 

and developing the very best capability possible with the financial resources provided by the 

governent and using the infiastructure and production capabilities developed, at considerable 

expense, by the Canadian ship building i nd~s t ry '~  This translated hto a policy to build a navy 

composeci of modem ASW escorts, the St. Laurens, and to estabfish the infiastructure required 

to man, train and maintain them at a high level of operational efficiency. In his view this 

included the requirement for both naval aviation and submarines to provide tçaining support. He 

believed that the RCN should provide these training s e ~ c e s  independently because reliance on 

other navies for them was unsatisfactory? 

DeWolfs priority was to ensure that the composition of the fleet was based on the 

primacy of ASW. The future of Mizgnzj?cenf and Quebec, with their large requirement for 

personnel and support, was a major issue upon which the staff had vacillated without positive 

direction. Non-resolution had created a situation of heavy over-commitrnent and exacerbatecl the 

manning problem presented by the new ship commissioning programme for 1956 and 1957. A 

second major issue was the confusion between SACLANT's peacetime fleet composition and 

revised requirements under the new MC 48 concept. The problem was that under the MC 48 

concept it was necessary to have in commission al1 ships needed to survive Phase I of a global 

war. However, the existing SACLANT D-Day and D-Day+30 requirements did not necessarily 

represent ail the ships the RCN must now maintain in commission in peacetirne.21 A third and 

over-archg concern was the provision of suscient resources to meet the sea training 

requirements for personnel in 1957, on which expansion depended. 



DeWolf acted fïrst to d u c e  extraneous commitments. Two days after assurning his 

position as CNS, he advised the Minister that Quebec should be paid off in April 1956, and 

suggested that the high cost of maintenance for the training value obtained rendered her future 

"questionable".P This was a reversa1 of Mainguy's policy to retain the cruiser that Campney 

had approved a month earlier? With respect to Magnifcenf, DeWolf reconunended that she be 

paid off at the end of 1956, refitted in the United Kingdom to Save money, and then be returned 

to the RN. He advised Campney that his recommendations were, "Iogical and economical and 

[Il can see no alternative that will not cause us great difficulty [in r na~ ing ]  during 1 956".24 He 

wouId submit forma1 recommendations for the h a 1  disposal of both ships later through the 

Chiefs of S taE  Campney approved both recommendations which were DeWolf s fist initiatives 

to rationalize cornmitments and to reconcile fleet composition with his vision.= DeWolf advised 

the Naval Board of the approvals. Subsequently, the cruiser was scrapped and the camer 

retumed to the RN. However, the Naval Staff continued to harbour aspirations to retain 

Magnificent as a helicopter carrier and would Iater press DeWolf for reconsideration. Rear- 

Admiral Lay, VCNS, sensing that DeWolf was intent on depeloping a clear definition of naval 

policy, sought his approval for a policy and planning shidy. The 'Naval Warfare Study Group" 

(NWSG) was set up to recommend a policy and fieet composition based on al1 new strategic, 

military, political and financial factors and imperatives. DeWolf agreed but wanted to be kept 

advised of the committee's deliberations and his Staff Assistant was made a member.26 

Concurrently, DeWolf directed that staff planning go ahead for the replacement of al1 

ocean and coastal escorts, which were either obsolete or soon to be? The Bangor and Algerine 

class coastal escorts were slated to be paid off immediately. The Naval Constructor-in-Chief 

had recently declared that the eleven older destroyers that were designeci in 1932, including the 

four built in Canada in the mid-194O1s, must be paid off by 196218 The twenty-one Prestonian 



class figates were to be decommissioned by 1965- The Naval Board agreed that twenty-six 

replacement ships, in addition to the current programme for eighteen destroyer escorts, would 

be required. The original staff recornmendation was for thbty-six but DeWolf believed that 

proposal "appeared to be a more ambitious programme than was required or could be financeci" 

and the target was reduced." 

The CNS also later decided that the next batch of replacement ships would be a repeat 

of the Restigouche design and not a new design as proposed by the technical stafKM DeWolf 

was an eariy proponent of  the principle that "better is the enemy of good eno~gh."~' He argued 

pragmatically that the RCN had a good design which the shipyards could build economically. 

He saw no reason to undertake the additional costs and delays inherent in designing and 

building a new class which would have little additional capability." Funds for this programme 

and ASW helicopters had been cut from the 1956-57 estimates by the Screening Coinmittee and 

would have to be found elsewhere. DeWolf took this proposai to the Chie& of Staff and gaineci 

theû approval but eventually had to ask the Cabinet Defence Cornmittee for a supplement to 

fund both the first eight ships of the replacement programme and helicopters." The Cabinet 

Defence Cornmittee deferred that request for funding. This delivered a strong message that the 

previously open-ended cornmitment to provide as many escorts as possible to SACLANT must 

be reconciled with fiscal realities and governecl by the principle of economy of effort." 

The issue of the fiiture of Magnz3cent persisted and had to be resolved. DeWolf 

described himself as not being as "arnbitious for the navy" as was his term mate Nelson ~ a ~ . "  

Lay had pressed for the retention of Magnifcent as a heücopter camer during Mainguy's tenure 

but the decision had been deferred. The issue surfaced when the ad hoc cornmittee set up by 

Mainguy to conduct a re-appraisal of war plans made its report in April to DeWolf. The CNS 

stated uncategorically with respect to fleet composition that "it was unrealistic to include 



Magnificent, as the requirement for a helicopter carrier had yet to be established and [to obtain] 

support for this addition to the Fleet was remote."= Raymond was also premature in that a 

helicopter acquisition programme had yet to be approved. It was ako evident fiom the 

discussion that the CNS was questionhg in his mind the value of retaining Ontario. DeWolf 

sent the cornmittee away with instructions that the "target should be to have the maximum 

nurnber of Fleet Units in commission in peacetime and at D-Day that can be econornically 

manned under the peacetime complernent ceiling [~o,ooo]."" There is some lack of precision 

hem probably because the cornmittee had produced more questions than recommendations. The 

cornplex issue of the size and composition of peacetime cornplements for ships had yet to be 

systematically studied and quantfieci as recommended in the Rayner Reporf. There is a sense 

that this conmittee and others were marking tirne until that was resolved. 

The issue of the future of Magnifcent resurfaced a month later in the interim report by 

the W S G  that included a helicopter camer in its fleet proposal. It seemed that Commodore 

Raymond, ACNS (Plans), who chaired both the NWSG and re-appraisal of war plans 

cornmittees, had failed to grasp Dewolfs intentions. Raymond was a former Comrnanding 

Ofncer of Sheanvater and, like Lay, a proponent of naval aviation. The CNS told Raymond, in 

the forthright language for which he was famous, "no case had yet been presented to justify the 

RCN operating a second camer within Our present limitations."38 He did accept Raymond's 

arguments for two tankers to be added to the fleet to increase its flexibility and operating range. 

The NWSG deleted both Magnijicent and Quebec in its revised proposa1 and the Naval Board 

asked the Admiralty for disposal instructions for the carrier." The terms of retuming 

Magnifcent to the Royal Navy were subsequently discussed and agreed by the two prime 

ministers, St. Laurent and  den." Magnificent was returned in April 1957, and not December 



1956 as planned, because she was required to ferry Canadian CM "peacekeepers", a new tenn 

in the military lexicon, and their equipment to Egypt after the Suez Crisis. 

DeWolf was intent on having NSHQ adopt sound management principles, not only in 

policy planning but across the entire spectrum of administration. He demanded a consistentiy 

high calibre of staff work and was vociferously critical of shoddy efforts. He read everything 

thoroughiy that was subrnitted to him. DeWolf was considerd a reai "bear" by the staff and 

lethal before ten o'clock in the moming. Woe betide the unwary senior staff oficer who 

intempted the period CNS resewed for thinking and concentration on papers and 

correspondence. Commodore Tony Storrs made this mistake shortly after he amved as the 

newly appointed ACNS (Plans). He remembered disturbing DeWolf too early- with a matter less 

urgent than a dedaration of war and the agony of having the CNS "rip apart" his hastily 

composed staff p a ~ e r . ~ '  When Commodore Dyer presented his paper to the Naval Board 

recommending that a position for a Naval Cornptroller be established, errors in Iogic were 

curtly pointed out by CNS. DeWolf observed that Dyer's arguments respecting the terms of 

reference suggested different conclusions than t hose presented. Both Storrs and Dyer suMved 

and DeWolf saw them promoted to Rem-Admiral. DeWolf demanded accuracy but not 

perfection. He summarized discussions at Naval Board meetings and gave precise directions as 

to decisions and courses of action. Very quickly, NSHQ assumeci a very business-like 

atmosphere that is reflected in the documentation of the period. 

DeWolf beiieved that it was essential to have a Naval Comptroller, a professional 

trained to manage manpower and rnoney, on the Naval Board to enhance its effativeness. The 

responsibility for those activities were currently spiit between the Chief of Naval Technical 

Services (CNTS) and the Policy and Planning Coordination Committee (PPCC). In the case of 

the PPCC, there was a dearth of skills and training in fiscal and manpower management. The 



Deputy Mùiister had been unhappy with the navy's fiscal management and told Mainguy that a 

comptroller was essential? Mainguy had dragged his feet and initiated a study just one month 

before his departme- Commodore Dyer, ACNS (Warfare), orchestrated the study and submitted 

an organhtion proposal for a Naval Comptroller designed much on the RCAF system? It was 

a matter of some urgency. Ideally, the organization should be in place and operating by 1 April 

1956, the beginning of the next fiscal year. Dyer's study proposed a reallocation of fûnctions 

under the responsibiIity of CNTS and PPCC to the new comptroller organization- However, his 

recommendations pIaced the Naval Comptroller in only an advisory capacity to the CNS and 

Naval Board where as in the RCAF organization he was a member of the Air Board. It is 

probable that Dyer's cornmittee had difficulty overcoming a mind-set to break. with tradition and 

elevate an officer of the Supply Branch to the Naval Board and this biased their conclusions. As 

discussed, DeWolf challenged Dyer on his faulty logic. 

DeWolf, overruling tradition, rejected the terms of reference that proposed giving the 

Naval Comptroller responsibility without authority and remarked that he should be a full 

member of the Naval ~ o a r d "  As Dyer recalled, DeWolf threw it out because the Deputy 

Minister wanted the new position "with teeth''." CNS exercised the Naval Board on the 

hnction of a comptroller in civilian industry and stated that was what they rquired. The Rank 

Structure Cornmittee, on which the DM sat, concurred. They were not prepared to establish the 

position unless temis of reference for the Naval Comptroller made hm a member of the Naval 

Board with both authority over and responsibility for manpower control and money 

management. These included "policing" al1 naval programmes to ensure that they remained 

within budget and that manpower did not exceed authorized ceilings? 

Commodore Dyer was ap pointed interim Naval Comptroller (NCompt) until relieved 

by Commodore(S) Rupert "Tony" Wright, who was attending the National Defence College. 



Wright had ben the previous Director General Supply and Fleet Accounting and became the 

first Supply Branch officer to be appointed to the Naval Board. He was subsequently promoted 

to Rear-Admiral in 1959, and as such the fûst serving Supply Oficer in the RCN to achieve 

that rank. Wright had been a cadet at RNCC which satisfied the "pure lainew pedigree 

requirement and mollified traditionalists- The new Naval Comptroller immediateIy assumed 

responsibility for developing submissions to both the Rank Structure Comrnittee (RSC) and 

Screening Cornmittee- His first monthly report to the Naval Board tracking expenditures against 

appropriation and crïtiquing performance was rendered in September 1956." 

The urgent requirernent for a Naval Comptroller reflected the increasingly challenging 

financial environment CNS faced. The Treasury Board was demanding more direct control over 

all spending and precise and stronger justification for al1 expenditures. DeWolf had Iefi Ottawa 

in 1952, during the salad days of increasing defence spending. He returned to find the RCN's 

p e r s o ~ e l  ceiling capped at 20,000 and annual appropriations on a sharp dechne? The Liberal 

government experienced its first deficit in 1954, and was under severe inflationary pressures. It 

was fighting inflation by reducing its own o u t ~ a y s . ~ ~  The impact on the navy's money situation 

was a reduction in the 1957-58 estirnates by $15 million on the previous fiscal year's 

appropriation of $324 mil l~on.~ The DM had originally suggested $320 million as a working 

figure for 1957-58 and on that forecast \'CNS stated that the navy could reach only $335 

million "without some drastic e~onomies."~~ The final appropriation was $309 million which hit 

the navy hard. 

"Drastic economies" translated into a large reduction in new construction and 

acquisition funding. DeWolf had received no satisfaction when he asked for a supplement for 

the escort repIacement programme and AS W helicopters. The navy was a h  losing flexibility in 

discretionary spending because personnel expenses for pay and allowances were up 15 percent, 



reflecting inflation in industry's wages. A pay raise was approved in April 1956, but the 

services were directed to absorb it within their 1956-57 appropriations? Operating and 

maintenance expenditures were up because more ships were being added to the inventory and 

civilian wages were also rising. "Drastic economies" would prove to be the dominant financial 

theme d u ~ g  DeWolf s tenure as CNS. 

DeWoif assumed responsibility for administering the RCN when the personnel 

problems and issues had risen to a very high degree of seriousness and complexity. The Rayner 

Report had recomrnended a study of the personnel structure. However other imperatives such as 

SACLANT's requirements for ship's complements under the MC 48 concept, the KN's  urgent 

training requirements for new construction and demands for economies, to name a few, 

suggested a cornpiete overhaul of the entire personnel system. The Personnel Branch and depots 

had been in a constant state of crisis attempting to meet the basic minimum manning 

requirements for shipfs companies. Some ships were mamed below minimum standards that had 

already b e n  lowered twice for criticai trades such as engineers and electricians. The irony of 

the situation was that the navy was virtually up to authorized strength of 19,000. Morale among 

personnel staff officers was Iow and many feIt the problems were insoluble under the current 

personnel management system- Members of the personnel staff, Iike Commander Willson, 

Director of Persomel(Men) @P(Men)), bIamed "the planning vacilIations of the Naval Staff' 

that constantly changed commitments that created a stop-start cycle in recruiting which resulted 

in a succession of surpluses and shortages in trades? He demonstrated this by means of 

detailed graphs to his seniors using statistics for seaman personnel fiom 1950 to 1956. 

Willson's cnticisms brought frustrations to the surface and initiated a staff debate as to 

the cause of the problem. He believed that the problem Iay with the methods used by Captain 

Woollcombe, Director of Naval Organization @NOrg), for processing the annual complement. 



Willson argued that Woollcombe never verifid requirements and sirnply started with the 

previous year's figures which was "unscientific" and simp ly perpetuated any errors." DNOrg, 

responded that he was doing what DP(Men) suggested and it was obvious Willson didn't 

understand the problem-55 The debate degenerated into an intemecine quarrel. It was raised to 

the level of CNP by DCNP who commented that "1 feel that the findamental problem is that 

DNOrg is required to do a Management Engineering task in which he has neither the t h e  nor 

trained staff to accornplish.'" DCNP added that he believed DNOrg was doing a good job with 

the means at his disposa1 but "It may be perhaps the proof that our manning comitments pet 

unit or per task have not become les, but have substantially increased since the ~ a r . " ~  His 

suggestions were for a study of the CNP organization and methods and that Be matter be put to 

rest. The Chief of Naval Personnel passed the file on to the Naval Cornptroller who 

acknowledged the problem and noted that he must take it up sooner or later.'' The Naval 

Cornptroller was fuliy engaged resolving the current fuiancial crisis and had no time for this 

urgent task. 

The problem would not go away and a CNP study of cornplementing in the RCN fiom 

1950 to 1957 reported a disturbing situation. The report stated that the form of the maritime 

defence of Canada was determinesi in 1950, and contracts for fourteen new destroyer escorts 

were let and manpower requirements assessed at that tirne. The s k  of the navy was increased 

to 20,000 to meet the defence concept. The report concluded that, "the entire increase of 

manpower was consumed in extraneous commitments before a single new ship was 

commissioned [in December 19551. The whole ship programme now depends upon offsetting 

deletions Le. under-complementing commitments previously undertaken."" In short, personnel 

billets were not available to be assigned to the ships that were about to commission. Another 

consequence was that the trades that remained predominantly ashore had become grossly 



enlarged which worsened the already ursatisfactory sea-shore ratio for seagoing trades. Al1 civil 

service billets had also been allocated. The three courses of action recommended were; to 

reduce cornmitments ashore, to pay off ships or to increase the manpower ceiling. 

The report was slightly exaggerated because there had been a nominal increase in ships, 

converted destroyers and fngates, and aircraft during that period. However, it points to a 

serious deficiency ingrained in the RCN's personnel management system, In a s e ~ c e  imbued 

with the "Ready, Aye, Readyn ethic, only a few experienced officers in the Personnel Branch 

d a r d  to admit that a serious and seemingly insoluble problem existed. When Commander 

Willson raised another alarm warning that the Seaman Branch could not meet its 1959 

commitments, he was admonished. His superior, Captain J-C. O'Brien, Director of Naval 

Training @NT), remarked to C m ,  "SOSmP [Willson] has adopted a defeatist attitude which 

should be discouraged" and recommended another study to get around the problern.M O'Brien 

with his Executive Branch experience perceived the situation in terms of the context which he 

was trained for, to fight sea battles. Confounded by the cornplexity of the administrative 

situation he reverted to form as if the problem were "the enemy". 

This muddling-through approach, relying on expedients to solve the curent crisis, and 

denial were the two root causes that perpetuated the chronic crisis in the manpower system. 

Within the organizations of both VCNS and CNP, there existed a mismatch between the 

experience and skills of seamen officers filling staff positions and the demands of the 

administrative environment. This was offset to a certain extent by energy and high motivation to 

get the job done. The evidence points to factors such as a lack of staff training particularly in 

the fundamentals of personnel management, staff shortages and a high turnover rate in NSHQ 

as contributing to the inability to identie and solve the cornplex problerns that had now become 



systemic. There was an underlying hope that the omnibus study into the personnel systern 

ordered by the CNS would resolve al1 its problems. 

ViceAdmiral DeWolf demonstrated Immediately that he would not shirk fkom taking 

hard decisions with respect to personnel even if it meant overruling strong tradition. One of his 

fint decisions as CNS was to abandon the principle of automatic promotion to lieutenant- 

commander for lieutenants with eight years seniority and replace it with promotion by selection 

Mainguy had deferred this decision that would have brought the RCN into line with the other 

services and thus opened the way for resolution of a serious problem of "over-bearing", 

exceeding the authonzed complement, of lieutenant-c~mrnanders.~ In July 1 95 5, afier the 

Rayner Report, the Personnel Branch had begun- a study on the efféct of the RCN 

amalgamating al1 existing technical service branches, such as engineering, electrical and 

ordnance, into one technical branck It also exarnined whether a separate supply branch should 

be created. However, in January 1956, the Mansergh Report, a seminal study by the RN of its 

personnel organization, was circulated in NS HQ." Rear- Admiral Rayner, CNP, realized after 

reading Mansergh's findings that the scope of the current RCN study was Far too lirnited given 

the RN experience and the multiplicity of personnel problems facing the Canadian navy. Rayner 

approached DeWolf suggesting that a study and report comparable to Mansergh's be conducted. 

DeWolf concurred and agreed to embark on a course of action that had enormous potential 

implications for the navy. 

The Ad Hoc Cornmittee on RCN Personnel Structure and its terms of reference were 

approved by the Naval Board in June 1956. Its mandate was widely advertised by means of 

Naval General Orders (NGû's), a message fiom the CCN, and an article in the Crowsnesf. The 

committee was directed to study the requirements and review the personnel policies within the 

RCN in the broadest sense with particular attention to determhing wealaiesses. They were to 



make recommendations "as to the most suitable officer and man structure which would be in the 

best interests of the Service and the Nation, with emphasis on efficiency, simplicity and 

economy."" They were also to investigate every aspect of the personnel system including 

procurement, rank and trade structures, the branch system, qualifications for both offkers and 

men, and responsibilities of junior officers and Chiefs and Petty Officers and to make 

recommendations, "regardless of any existing Naval policy, regdations or traditions.'@ 

Assigned to the c o d e e  were Commodore Tisdall (C hahan), Comrnodore(E) Spencer 

(EinC), Acting-Commodore Plomer @CM), Captain Storrs (ACNS (Warfare)), Captain&) 

Burchell (DCNTS) and Commander(S) Elcock (Secretary and DNOrg designate). After the 

fom of the Mainguy inquiry, the announcement was accompanied by an invitation to any 

member ofthe navy, who may wish to do so, to submit a proposa1 to the cornmittee expressing 

their views on the personnel system or making suggestions for its ùnpr~vernent.~~ 

The importance of the task would suggest that the choice of the chairman was critical. 

Commodore E. P. Tisdall's last appointment was as  Senior Canadian Officer Afloat on the east 

Coast. He had been brought to Ottawa to serve as the Staff Assistant to CNS, which was 

essentially a supemumerary position. As the most senior Commodore in the Executive Branch, 

he was awaiting promotion to Rear-Admiral that would not occur until Lay retired in January 

1958. Tisdall's career had been quite unremarkable but he rose to the top in a system that 

rewarded seniority and favoured the small pool of prewar RCN officers. He had enrolled in the 

. RCN as a cadet at RNCC in 1921, but was not appointed to a permanent sea command until he 

cornmanded Ontario, the training cruiser, as a Captain in 195 1. He saw no action d u ~ g  the 

war and sewed ashore except for a two short sthts, totalling six months, temporarily in 

command of destroyers.q Tisdall had served previously at NSHQ as Director General of Naval 

Ordnance (DGNO) and Director Weapons and Tactics @WT), both appointments under Grant 



as CNS. He had no experience in the Personnel Branch and no formal staff training. His most 

important qualifications were his long experience in the ways of the RCN and, he was available. 

TisdalI sought Dewolf s guidance in order to develop an approach to his task. The CNS 

told him to assume "that the strength of the RCN would remain at approximately its present 

Ievel[20,000] and that the fighting elements of the fleet would consist mainly of anti-submarine 

warships, probably armed by 1965, with guided missiles and homing weapons; and that naval 

air would continue at about its present ~ize."~' DeWolf reiterated that as a basic prhciple, "The 

structure should be so arranged that the maximum number of ships and aircraft can be manned 

and kept in the highest degree of readiness, compatibIe with economy of money and 

manpower."" Other principles established for guidance were that the structure developed 

should; be flexible and adaptable to change, make the best use of talent available, rationalize 

the branch concept, promote the most talenteci and deserving personnel, provide adequate career 

prospects for al4 and make seatime an essential career requirement for al1 uniformed personnel 

except females. Other factors that the comrnittee should consider were new SACLANT ship 

m a d g  requirements under the MC 48 concept and the pIanned maintenance concept that 

would be introduced into tbe flet  in the near friture." 

Another factor Tisdall was later directed to consider was the initiative, previously 

discussed, to divorce rank fiom trade in the lower deck personnel structure. A report of a study 

ordered earlier on rank distribution of senior non-commissioned officers that incorporateci this 

issue was approved by the Naval Board shortly afler the Tisdall mandate? This study by the 

Job Analysis Section was aimed at solving the problem of rank inflation at the four rank levels 

above Leading Seaman to Chief Petty Officer First Class. The problem resulted as a 

consequence of the trade grouping system institutai to compensate technically skilled men in the 

postwar years. Because the existing system "married" rank to trade group level, an inflation in 



numbers in the high trade groups, necessitated by advancing technology, had also driven up 

rank numbers and a serious over-ranking imbalance now existed- The problem was exacerbateci 

by the branches havùig been given relatively fiee rein over developing their structures and 

complements since the war. 

The solution the study recommended was to separate rank that was fundamentally a 

leadership responsibility from trade group based on technical ski11 and knowledge. In order to 

achieve an appropriate rank pyramid, the number of supervisory ranks would have to be 

determined as a percentage for a specific numerical complement for each trade. These models 

would be revised amually and govern the promotions during any aven year. The engineering 

branch, because of its watchkeeping commitments, would have more supeyvisory ranks than 

other trades. The Naval Board directed that new promotion guidelines should be adopted 

immediately and a structure be developed with an appropriate rank pyramid for each trade. 

However, the task of deterrnining the rank disposition with respect to complement requirements 

was added to TisdalI's mandate and was to be tabIed concurrently with his report and 

recommendation~.~' That task should have been done by DNOrg who had been unable to 

complete it. Tisdall found the scope of his report steadily increasing as personnel problems 

beyond the capability of staffs were added to his list. These included the very sensitive issue of 

how to dismantle branch empires that operated vimially as independent entities with the RCN. 

TisdalI cast his net as wide as possible to gather opinions as to what was wrong with 

the RCN's personnel organization and ideas on how to improve it. He drew heavily upon the 

RN experience where the Mansergh Cornmittee, and another under Admoral Welby, had 

conducted similar studies. Mansergh had studied the officersr structure and problems of 

retention and cornpetition with industry. It was the implementation of the Mansergh 

Cornmittee's recommendations that had compelled the RCN to reorganize its junior officer 



training. Tisdall noted RN initiatives to restructure the officers 'corps, particularly those 

designeci to remove distinctions between branches? Welby had studied the personnel structure 

and the development of ship's complements to meet the challenges of modern waifare and nim 

technology." 

Interest in RN experience was counterbalanced by an in-depth study of the personnel 

organization of the USN and United States Coast Guard. The Tisdall committee visited the 

Pentagon at Washington for extensive briefings at the USN's Bureau of Personnel. These 

covered a wide spectrum of activities such as automated personnel data processing, 

performance reporting systems and aptitude testing. The cornmittee also visited the United 

States Naval Academy to becorne acquainted with the curriculum and tpiinuig objectives. 

Commodore Spencer, EinC, noted that, "The USN has been describeci by a fleet admirai as 'a 

great engineering experiment'. "74 Spencer was most impressed b y the tec hnical a p proach taken 

in training midshipman to be "Line Officers", the quivalent of the RCN's Executive Branch. 

Half their tirne at Annapolis was spent in engineering training. 

The broad invitation issued to al1 personnel in the RCN to comment on weaknesses in 

the personnel organization, excepting pay, pensions and allowances, was well subscribed. Each 

ship and establishment was invited to set up its own ad hoc cornmittee comprised o f  officers and 

senior rates to consider a Iist of eleven items on which the Tisdall Cornmittee solicited opinions 

and ideas." The list indicates that Tisdall's line of uiquiry was modelled closely on the RN's 

recommendations. A review of the submissions by organized groups suggests they interpreted 

their mandate in the broadest sense. Also, because individuals could cücumvent the chah of 

command and submit their opinions directly to the committee, Tisdall received submïssions 

across the specû-um fiom learned treatises to a litany of "moans". The subrnissions provide 



usefil insights as to the state of the fieet however many were short on speçifics. Only a few 

issues emerged on which there was any degree of unanirnity. 

The subject of fixed commissions received strong comments in relation to the issue of 

chronic instability in the f le t  and its affect on fighting efficiency and morale. Commander (later 

Rear-Admiral) Dan Hanington, Cornmanding Officer Iroquois, commentai that, "Instability 

was a tembly serious problem."76 He had been in command of this east coast ship for fourteen 

months and during that tirne had lost and gained eleven officers with two more about to leave. 

Moreover, his ship had experienced a 100 percent turnover of personnel in eight months with 

more large drafts forecast Hanington concluded in exasperation, "It is simply not possible to 

maintain efficiency under these circumstances. Sornething has sirnply g- to be done soon to 

keep crews together and this includes officers." He remarked retrospectively that it was largely 

a question of admirals not appreciating the negative impact of being over-cornmitted." Tisdall 

found the high turnover in Iroquois approximated the fleet norm. A west coast perspective was 

offered by a cornmittee of senior Chief Petty Officers formed by Commodore Budge, now in 

command of the RCN Barracks Naden. On the issue of fixed commissions Budge noted in his 

covering letter, 

The vehemence with which this [issue] was put forward rates its first place on 
this report. The cornmittee felt that any ship they had served in since the war 
had never trained past an elementary stage due to m u e n t  &a&, that esprit- 
de-corps was hard to maintain in a constantly shifting population, that lack of 
confidence in authority was engendered by frequent and apparently pointless 
drafk, and that if, after eleven years of peace, we are still living fiom 
emergency to expediency, some of the basic premises upon which we plamed 
our navy must be false? 

This submission contradicted the experience of ships deployed to Korea but spoke to the norm. 

A solution to instability offered by FOAC, Rear-Admiral Bidwell, was to central* drafting, 

presumably under east coast control. Bidwell argued that this made sense given the NATO 

orientation and wartime reality that rendered the two home port systern w a t i s f a c t ~ r ~ . ~  His 



continual problerns with rnanning the carrier were cited as substantiation and the fact that he 

had 75 percent of the fieet based in Halifax. Rear-Admiral Pullen, FOPC, opposed Bidwell's 

suggestion denying there would be any saving and that in wartirne ships not men would be 

transferred.'' It is evident that instability was common but that the two coasts perceived quite 

different solutions dictated by local circumstances and the personal preferences offlag officers. 

There were many opinions offered over a wide range of personnel issues. Most did not 

support the idea of officers other than those of the Executive Branch having command at ses.'' 

A common perception affecting both officers and men was that at sea there were so many 

"daymenn, technical specialists, that the actual running of the ship was done by a small 

percentage of seaman. There was a need for general naval training for both officers and men to 

allow the load to be shared evenly." Technical Officers tended to think that Executive Branch 

officers should receive more technical training, preferably to the BSc level. As one observed, 

"Engineers had never had an 'incident'."" Across the officer corps, support for training naval 

officers in a tri-service programme was mixed. Commander@) Harley argued that the 

requirements of rapid expansion and, "the possibility of officers being so welt trained 

educationally that they wiil be incompetent in their own field" had negated the tri-service 

programme's advantagesM He, and others such as Captain "Debbie" Piers, advocated an 

independent naval cotlege. However, Captain (later Rear-Admirai) Charles, Commandant CSC 

Royal Roads, was an influential voice supportuig integrated training for al1 officers to a four- 

year degree 1eve1.~~ Predictably, there was a plethora of submissions condemning the rank of 

Petty Officer Second Class as unnecessary and prejudicial to morale.86 ' 

It is apparent that Commodore Tisdall read every brief submitted to itïm and noted his 

agreement or not with any comments or recornmendations. His pencilled annotations signal his 

persona1 preferences and prejudices. For example, he would not consider recommending 



offering a bonus to men as an incentive to rsengage, a practice in the USN, although there were 

strong arguments in its f a v o ~ r . ~  While submissions were voluminous, there were few that 

addressed the key policy issues such as validity of the branch structure, OJT (on-thejob- 

training) and the user-maintaher concept. This suggests either general satisfaction with the 

status quo or insufficient interest or knowledge to generate discussion. In spite of this, the report 

and recommendations TisdalI produced are surprisingly definitive. It is immediately evident that 

Tisdall drew heavily on both the Mansergh and Welby documents to such an extent that his 

introduction is obviously a plagiarism of Welby's. Tisdall's conclusions and recommendations 

pertaining to the size of ship's complements, the user-maintainer concept and principles 

governing peacetime complements are again taken alrnost directly fiom the Wetby document. 

While the Mansergh Report offered a guide on problems existing in the officer corps, 

the evidence suggests that Commodore Spencer was the originator of the principles governing 

the radical recommendations in the Tisdall Report. Spencer was in the vanguard of those 

Marine Engineering and Electrical Officers who were pressing for a general improvement in 

educational standards and technical proficiency in the entire officer corps." Commodore 

Spencer's persona1 brief States that the original intention was to review the career structure for 

technical officers only but he concluded that there was a basic flaw in the entire officer 

structure and the whoIe had to be fixed. He argued that the main defect was "the vertical 

parallel alignrnent of components called 'branches' which exist as separate entities in the 

organization and are not exposed to any proper integrating factors."89 He cited attendant 

problems such as the inadequate academic and professional training of officers, especially of 

the Executive Branch, that limit their capability, and narrow employment opportunities imposed 

on highly qualified officers, especially engineers, that fi-ustrate career progression. He sunnised, 

A solution to these problems will exist when the branch structure is replaced by 
a structure which permits the widest possible latitude in development of the 
individual, and which establishes a true profession. It is probable that the USN 



officer structure most closely approaches the solution required. The USN exists 
as a proof that its physical plant and rnethods of utiliration are in harmony 
with the social and physical facts extant on the North American continent, and 
provide a blueprint for development of a sirnilar structure [in the RW.~' 

Spencer's proposals to modeniize the concept of education and training for the naval profession 

would succeed where the Mainguy Report had failed, owing to resistance fiom reactionaries 

such as Rear-Admial Pullen. Commodore Spencer followed Rear-Admiral Porteous as CNTS 

in 1958, and would provide a continuhg infiuence on the Naval Board for implementation of  

the reforms recommended in the "TisdaII Report". 

According to Rear-Admiral Storrs, Tisdall wrote the report himeif and reached the 

conclusions and made recommendations with limiteci participation by otficr members of the 

~ommittee.~' This was Tisdall's style. While most of the report was not original, the compilation 

of ideas and the programme devised suggest a vast effort and comprehensive theoretical 

understanding of the issues facing the RCN. Tisdall reflected the habit of his generation to look 

to the RN and, more recently, to the USN for answers to professional problems. Imitation is a 

useful expedient but serves onIy if the assumption that the problerns are similar is true. This 

begs the question, would the solutions and models derived fiom other navies prove both 

applicable and acceptable to the RCN? It is apparent that a great deal of theorking and 

spwulation figured prominently in the development of the report and a "top down" notion of  

implementation was presumed. Because the radical and sweeping nature of many of its 

recommendations, the impact of the study was bound to be revolutionary not evolutionary, in 

spite of assurances to the contrary. 

The range of conclusions reached by Tisdall indicate many influences at work and were 

a remarkable acknowledgement by the senior hierarchy of weaknesses and problems in the 

system that had been apparent to junior staff officers for years. With respect to the overall 



personnel structure, Tisdall concluded that many current problems in the RCN resulted fiom 

faulty administration and planning- There had never been a study of the structure to determine 

"basic requüements and truths". As a consequence, an effective personnel management system 

employing modern techniques and methods, such as machine data processhg systems, had not 

evolved and instead there had been a reliance on day-to-day expedients." Aiso, much reliance 

had been placed on old practices and traditions and the current system had developed on a 

concept of rigid specialization and branches that was inflexible and uneconornical in the use of 

manpower resources. As a result, an artificial gap had been created in the relative importance 

between user and maintainer resulting in a surfeit of men in ships who just waited for things to 

break and were simply "passengers in action"." Moreover, the navy had aqernpted to keep up 

with technological advances by creating additional speçialist branches instead of attempting to 

raise the general quality and levei of cornpetence of al1 officers and men to cope with the 

dernands of new technology and warfare. Another major disadvantage of the existing branch 

system was that it tended to chamel the ioyalties of officers and men to their branch or 

speciality to the overali detriment of cooperation and coordination within the RCN In short, the 

navy operated in "watertight" compartments where tribal allegiances dominated. This rigid 

structure also restricted the opportunities for broader ernployment and advancernent of able 

officers and men." 

The thirty-nine recommendations in the Tisdall Report called for what amounted to a 

radical restnicturing of the RCN1s existing personnel structure. Tisdail had been instructed by 

DeWolf to achieve econornies without sacrificing efficiency. This was to be accomplished 

through what was essentially a process of integration that abolished the traditional branches and 

replaced it with a system based on commonality of entry, training and employrnent, with 

specialization where required. The objective was to achieve considerable economy in the 



number of  officers and men required in ships, but Tisdall also said, prophetically, that the new 

structure would lend itself to single service integration should that be required by the 

govermnent in fùture. There was no mention anywhere in the report of further integrating 

French-Canadians into the RCN or improving their career opportunities. He had not been 

directed to study thii issue nor were there any submissions on it. Significantly, Tisdall only 

proposed a system fiom which the composition of the navy would be derived but he could not 

foresee what that structure would be. He was prescribing pruiciples for the most part and lefi 

the details for irnplementing his major recommendations to be worked out over time. This would 

require a rigorously planned and executed regime that had yet to be deviseci. 

The officer corps would be stmctured in three categories or lists and branches 

abo~ished.~~ The majority of officers would be borne on a general list of user-maintainers with 

the prime objective of becorning efficient in searnanship and sea warfare. Oficers to conduct 

operational, engineering and supply duties would be drawn fiom this list and their basic 

knowledge and initial academic training would be that of a practical engineer. This would be 

achieved through training al1 officers to a four-year degree level with a strong grounding in 

general science at a Canadian S e ~ k e  College or university. Some General List officers would 

be selected Iater in their careers for specialization training in engineering and administration to 

the Masters level and be transferred to a restricted category. The more proficient oficers would 

be given training and experience leading to cornmand and high rank The Special List would 

comprise doctors, chaplains, instructor officers and others with special knowledge and specified 

employment. The Limiteci Duty List would contain officers commissioned f?om the ranks but 

not selected for the General or Special List. There were other provisions, such as compulsory 

retirement of officers in certain ranks who had not been promoted by a certain age, to 

streamline the structure and to provide enhanced promotion opportrinities. 



The changes in the structure for men were no Iess sweeping and compreheasive. The 

length of the initial engagement would be reduced fiom five years to three and both basic and 

forma1 trade training would be reduced to accommodate the shortened period of the first 

engagement. Ail men would be entered as seamen, receive common basic training, and be 

cIassified into a trade during their New Entry Training in Cornwallis. The course would be 

reduced to sixteen weeks and all men drafted directly to ships. The formal Trade Group 1 

course would be replaceci by a programme of on-the-jobtraining (OJT) at se.. There would be 

an amalgamation of the operator and maintainer at the basic mechanics Ievel, the new trade 

specifications requiring tri-service approval. Advanced trades training would be given only after 

a man re-engaged for his second engagement. Rank would be separated fiom trade to provide 

more flexibility and provide employment and advancement opportunities commemurate with a 

man's vocation and potential. There would be increased responsibility and more chauenmg 

leadership opportunities for senior men. Recruiting procedures would be improved that 

ernployed better classification procedures using up-to-date methods in order to attract and 

appropriately place a higher quality of recniit. More realistic visual standards would be 

introduced to aliow wider employrnent of officers and men. 

Recornmendations designed specifically to produce efficiency with economy included 

new principles and guidelines for complementing based on the "Welby Report". Welby's 

governing principle was that ships should be complemented to achieve fighting efficiency as 

well as an ideal action state. This required ships "be complemented for the purpose of 

maintenance, administration and habitability and where necessary sufficient people of the right 

trades be added to meet defence cruising and actions requirements."% Tisdall's 

recommendations included a mode1 complement for a St. Laurent Class destroyer escorî based 

on the new principle and the proposed officer and hade structure.97 The mode1 reduced the men 



required for the wartime complement of the St Laurents fiom 259 to 241. There would be a 

reduction of 224 officers across the f l e t  projected for the early 1960's but there would be a net 

increase in the peacetime complement for al1 ships under the new principle. Fked cycles for 

ships, 24 months for destroyer escorts and 18 months for frigates, would be implemented. It 

was intended that a ship's Company remain stable during a "cycleft, thereby promoting morale 

as well as efficiency with economy. Further eçonomies in manpower wouid be achieved through 

paying off ships, except the camer, into refit and rernoving their crews." With 15 percent of 

ships in refit at any one t he ,  there would be a constant 4100 men in the rank of ordinary and 

able seaman on their f%st engagement in the flet based on the 1956-57 complement. Assuming 

a wastage rate of 75 percent during and at the end of the e s t  engagement, 2240 men would 

have to be enrolled every year. The report calculated that the optimal re-engagement rate of 20 

percent was desirable in a static navy. 

The "Report of the Ad Hoc Cornmittee on RCN Personnel" (TisdalI Report) and its 

r~rnmendations were discussed by the Naval Board on 19 June 1957.1m Most 

recommendations were approved, many in principfe requirîng further study or agreement at the 

tri-service level. Oniy one, pertaining to the education of aircrew, was not approved. It was 

decided that a separate study of a structure for the RCN(R) would probably have to be 

conducted because of the radical changes proposed for the regular force. The Tisdall Report 

contained no plan and only parenthetical comments on implementation. At first flush, it was 

apparent that it rendered the major part of exisîing personnel policy and orders redundant. The 

work of Tisdallfs cornmittee had captured the interest of the navy and expectations equal to that 

interest had developed. A coordinating group, the Personnel Structure Cornmittee, under the 

leadership of Commodore Tisdall, was established to work out the details and supervise 

ùnplementation. Before its findings and recomrnendations could be announced, the Tisdall 



Report had to be referred to the Flag Officers for comment and submitted to both the Chiefs of 

Staff Committee and Minister for approval. 

There were very few substantive observations pertaining to the principles proposai in 

the Tisdall Report fiom the flag officers, FOAC, FOPC and FOND. There were strong 

endorsements fiom al1 quarters that measures were being taken to cure personnel ills although 

no details were provided.'O' Rear-Admira1 Bidwell did offier a persona1 opinion that he believed 

the report "in the case of officers had gone rather too far and tends to make them 'Jack of al1 

trades and masters of n ~ n e . " " ~  He argued that that Engineer and Supply Offcer specialists 

should be retained. Some staff officers raised red flags of caution mainly on problerns of 

implementation because of the current maming situation. There was a general uneasiness 

expressed concerning the large number of untrained men that would be sent directly to the fieet. 

The Naval Comptroller himself observed that 40 percent of the men sent to the new St. 

Laurents would be untrained and, therefore, non-effwtive. Given personnel shortages in the 

fleet, the major question was whether there would be sufficient trained personnel to teach trade 

skills through on-the-job-training. A rather remarkabie observation by FOND, Rear-Admira1 

Adams, was his distress that there was no provision for personnel to carry out duties of 

"officersf servants". 'O3 This comment may present a clue as to Claxton's re=ons for refusing to 

approve Adams' promotion. Certainly it would suggest that the thnist of the Mainguy Report 

had eluded Adams' comprehension A more substantive comment by Adams was that the impact 

on the RCN(R) could not be immediately detennined and should be the subject of a separate 

study once the new structure for the regular force had been decided. In all, the feedback was 

positive and enthusiastic with the fleet assuming a "wait and see" attitude. 

The report crossed some tri-service boundaries and the members of General and Air 

Staffs on the Personnel Members Committee could not support the cornpulsory retirement of 



officers passed-over for promotion proposeci by the navy.'" They also had reservations 

concenùng the recommendation to separate rank from trade and it was agreed that the few 

proposals with t r i - s e ~ c e  implications would have to - be submitted to the appropriate 

committee- The Chairman, Chiefk of Staff Cornmittee approved the recommendations as 

amended by the PMC. Foukes expressed his doubt to DeWolf that al1 officers could attain the 

academic degree requirement purely because of numbers and e ~ ~ e n s e . ' ~ ~  DeWolf discussed the 

report personally with the new Minister, Major-General George Pearkes, who observai 

privately, "Why go to a three year engagement, I hoped al1 senices would settle on five!"'" 

Pearkes gave the recommendations his formal approval with the proviso that "It is desirable to 

ensure that standards for al1 ranks and service conditions generally conform-to those applicable 

to the other two s e r ~ i c e s . ~ ' ' ~  DeWoKannounced the revised personnel structure to the fleet in a 

general message on 13 November 1957. The CNS stated that he did not believe in "change for 

change sake" and explained why the radical changes were necessasr, He stressed that the 

implementation would take place over a long period, fifteen years in the case of officers, "the 

principle is one of evolution not revolution"'" He assured al1 personnel that their rights and 

interests would be guarded and nothing would happen without consultation with flag officers 

and due warning. DeWolf conciuded, "By the same token, however, if implementation is to be 

successfid, 1 shall expect every officer and man to lend his or her [sic] support once the final 

decision has been taken." 

Staff of the Personnel Branch were under no illusions as to the magnitude of the 

undertaking and the possibility of failure if sufficient thought and raources were not applied to 

implernentation. Acting-Commodore Plomer, DCNP, Ui recommendhg an action plan cautioned 

CNP "That we do this properly i.e. thoroughly, painstakingly and efficiently. It would be better 

not to do this at al1 than fail by producing mediocre results. It will be one of the biggest things 



we have ever attempted; the approach must be the same."'" The work invoived a wide range of 

activities fiom rewriting regulations, trade specifications and school syllabi to reorganization of 

administration at every level firom NSHQ through, depots, bases and schools. There had to be 

carefül negotiation and coordination with heads of branches, operational authorities and depots 

to develop the rank and trade structures and to orchestrate simultaneous introduction. The 

arnended programme for New Entry Training, classification, and OJT would have to be 

introduced at the same t h e  as the restructuring. There would have to be continuous 

consultation with the flag officers and an efficient communications plan to ensure the fieet was 

kept infomed. Plomer wamed that hastily taken decisions could result in "consequences that 

could be far reaching, and dis as trou^."^^^ He predicted that if inadequate personnel resources 

were assigneci to this initiative, as had happened in the past, the great interest and enthusiasm 

generated by the work of TisdalPs cornmittee would peter out and, "the whole project will die a 

slow death." It was appropriate that the author of the study be given responsibility for 

coordinathg its implementation. Commodore TisdaIl and the Personnel Structure Cornmittee 

began work immediately. 

On another matter directly re1ated to personnel, DeWolf established meeting training 

commitments as an immediate priority. The execution of the challenging coinrnissioning 

programme depended primarily on the availability of sufficient trained personnel. Resources 

were provideci and ships schedules orchestratexi through the annual fleet employment 

programme that was the responsibility of Captain Bill Landymore, DNPO. Landyrnore's tas k 

was complicated by the necessity to develop concurrently the composition and disposition of the 

k t  to meet NATO and national requirernents as approved by the Naval Board and agreed in 

consultation with the staffs on the coasts. He was ako faced with construction delays and 

rnanning deficiencies that necessitateci shifting the fleet strength target for 1 958 to 1 959. l l 



These were set in 1955, before NATO uitroduced the MC 48 concept. The fleet for 1959, 

would need a 20,855 ceiling that had yet to be authorized."' The current strength was 

approximately 19,500 of which many were non-effectives awaiting release. Manning 

deficiencies forced a rationalization of existing resources that required, in the first instance, al1 

Bangor and Algerine coastal escorts to be paid off."' These ships were considered obsolete but 

it was maming deficiencies that hastened their decomrnissioning. Five new Gaspé class 

minesweepers were transferred to mutual aid in order to man four more technically advanced 

Fundy class ships. A reduction ofthe RCN's minesweeper target strength to ten was justified by 

a unilateral decision to downgrade the threat fiom mines to North America but the real reason 

was complement shortfall. The degree of criticality of the manning shortfall also depended on 

paying-off of Mugnificenf by March 1957. 

The Fleet Employment Programme for 1957, fmally agreed after much consultation, 

was immediately upset through the tasking of Magnifcent to transport Canadian peacekeepers 

to Egypt in December 1956. This delayed her paying The ripple effkct compromiseci the 

entire east coast manning schedule. While the Naval Board had approved the employment 

programme, FOAC revised the east coast squadron organization after personal conversation 

with CNS but without reference to NSHQ."' Rear-Admiral Bidwell needed this flexibility 

because the manning situation was so fluid. Landymore had set fixeci refit cycles for ships but 

shortages of Electrical and Radio Technicians negated them in the 1957 east coast programme. 

Flag Officer Atlantic Coast had to extend the cycles of al1 his figates and older destroyers and 

indicated that they would have to be paid off for refit as their crews were required el~ewhere.''~ 

Consultation broke down between D M 0  and FOAC's staff. The latter amended the approved 

programme unilaterally and amounceci changes through intention messages indicating FOAC 

was going to do things on his own initiative unless instnicted o the~ i se . "~  Landyrnore 



cornplained vociferously to Rear-Admira1 Lay, VCNS, who brought the issue to the attention of 

CNS. DeWolf spoke to Bidwell by phone, "and asked him to put a stop to tactless messagesn 

and proceed with proper consultation II8 

It is apparent that the consultation process had broken down completely because DNPO 

spmng two new commitments, received on short notice, on FOAC withour ~ a r n i n ~ . ~ ' ~  

Frustration boifed over on the Coast. BidweIlls terse adrnonishment to NSHQ was "It is 

requested, prior to any Headquarters' decision to amend the planned Employment of the FIeet 

invoIving forces under this Command, that the dimensions of the proposed amendment be 

fonvarded to permit local study of their implication."'M This "turf war" may have been sparked 

by a cIash of personalities but was more syrnptornatic of the over-cornmiteent syndrome that 

gripped the Naval Staff. 

Captain Landymore was obviously overly optirnistic both in his estimate of the 

availability of ships and ako in the degree of precision he could achieve in the fleet forecast. 

Agreement couId not be reached on the 1958 fl eet employment programme between DNPO and 

FOAC's staff because of unreconcilable differences over maMing and disposition.121 When the 

programme was submitted to the Naval Board for approval, they deferred to FOAC's wishes 

that three new DDE's not be transferred to the west coastla Moreover, they returned DNPO's 

entire proposa1 to PPCC for reconsideration because CNP advised CNS that there was doubt 

that the ships named in the programme could al1 be manned. This should have been reconciled 

before submission to the Naval Board and indicates there still existed problems of coordination 

between the Personnel Branch and the Naval Staff. 

The trials and tribulations experienced at the staff level did not reflect the high degree 

of vigour and enthusiasm in the fleet as the new St. Laurent destroyer escorts and converted 

fiigates were commissioned and joined their squadrons. This visible growth and the 



expectations raised by the Tisdall study promised a rosy fûture. The cornmissioning of the 

Bortuventure, "the jewel in the crown", on 17 January 1957, was symbolic of big ship status 

and bolstered the RCNk pnde and ~onfidence.'~ The Canadian navy, with its air power in the 

form of new Banshee jet fighters and "Tracker" AS W aircrafi, and its "best in the world" ASW 

destroyer escorts was a force to be reckoned with. Canadian sailors perceived themselves to be 

same league as the USN and RN. The "Bonniet' and the twenty-four aircraft she camed 

represented an investment of one-third of the RCNrs budget. This included sustainhg and 

training the large complement composed of many small groups of highIy specialized operators, 

such as pilots, and technicians. Cost, more than prestige, was on the mind of Vice-Admiral 

DeWolf when he attended the festivities around the cornmissioning. DeWoIf had never whole 

heartedly supported camer acquisition in the first place because he thought the RCN was 

getting in "over our depth" and it would be too e~pensive. '~~ He continuai to support the 

independent naval aviation commitment because of its training value for ASW. When he 

attended the commissioning of Bonaventure with Campney he recalled thinking, "my heart 

wasn't in it. Here we are getting this bloody great thuig and how are we going to pay for it? 

How are we going to keep it r~nnin~?"'~' Dewolfs priority was to meet the NATO cornmitment 

that was prïmarily AS W escorts. He had aiready paid off one cruiser and would soon be forced 

to pay off Ontario and Labrador in order sustain the primary objective. The Arctic was not 

considered a priority and Labrador's complement was needed elsewhere. 
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CHAPTER 9 

A Golden Moment 

On this bright May morning our 50th birthday we in the Atlantic Cornmand 
should take pride for Our part in the progress of the Royal Canadian Navy over 
the years, which has only been attained by a lot of good planning, good 
thinking and go& hard work. On this day too, we should pause to reflect on the 
few who in the lean years of the RCN had the courage and foresight to carry 
on, thus enabling us to celebrate this day and year. 

Rear-Admiral Hugh Pullen 
FIag Officer Atlantic Coast 
4 May 1960.' 

The RCN's now scaled-down plans for building up the fleet were dealt another setback 

afier the Liberal govemment went down to defeat in the federal elections of June 1957. The 

accession of the Conservatives to power definitely marked the end of the postwar expansion for 

the Canadian military and the beginning of a period that Colonel Raymont described as "near 

paralysis of defence policy fomu~ation."~ The new Conservative Prime Minister, John 

Diefenbaker, was highly sus picious of the Defence Department and also External Mairs, 

initially taking the latter portfolio himself to bypass what he considered to be untrustworthy 

Liberal ~ym~athizers.' He precipitously conmitteci Canada to the North Amencan Air Defence 

Plan, NORAD, without cabinet scrutiny, only to discover later that he had placed Canada's air 

defence system under American control? In the view of General Foulkes, Chairman of the 

Chiefs of Staff Cornmittee, Diefenbaker had "a seemingIy congenital dislike for generals and 

- senior officers" and he never attempted to develop any sort of rapport with the military 

h i e r a r ~ h ~ . ~  On the contrary, his policies seemed designeci to antagonize his senior "Liberal" 

rniliîary advisors and this led to a breakdown in relations between the defence establishment and 

his go~ernment.~ Air Chief Marshall Frank Miller, who succeeded Foulkes, spoke of 

Diefenbaker as "a most unfortunate man" who got "the word on defence policy fiom his 



barber."' DeWolfs impression was that the Conservatives had no defence policy and recalled 

that Diefenbaker attendeci ody one Defence Council meeting, at which he lectured the Chiefs of 

Staff on 10~alty.~ 

In contrast, the new MND, Major-General George Pearkes, VC, was an amiable and 

respected career soldier tumed politician. He had ben the opposition defence critic since 1946 

and was a strong supporter of NATO.' Pearkes, a long time associate of General Foukes, made 

an easy transition into his new office. Pearkes was on good terms with Diefenbaker and urge- 

him to sign the NORAD agreement, sorne writers suggest, under Foulkes' infl~ence.'~ Desmond 

Morton, however, believed Pearkes failed to ask the right questions of his military advisers to 

Foukdultimate embamdssment." M e r  the Prime Minister appointeci Howard Green, a strong 

advocate of nuclear disarmament to the Extemal Affairs portfolio in 1959, Pearkes Iost 

influence and their relationship cooled. Relations with the United States deteriorated on the 

poLitica1 level while they were growing closer in the miiitary sphere. Diefenbaker's vacillation 

over nuclear weapons policy led to the resignation of Fouikes in 1960, and would later drive 

both George Pearkes, and Douglas Harkness, his successor, fiom the Defence portfolio. I2 It was 

in thii environment of growing animosity and distrust that DeWolf fought to achieve the goals 

of the RCN during the second half of his tenure as CNS. 

The Conservatives demonstrated immediately that they were intent on curtailing 

defence spending. Pearkes' first policy initiative was to order "austerity measures" that 

translated into a 20 percent reduction in the defence estirnates for 1958-59. This set the RCN's 

cash ceiling initially at $270 million and the Naval Board was given just six weeks to decide 

where to cut approximately $40  ill lion." The Unmediate casualty was HMCS Labrador, 

which would be transferred to the Ministry of T'ranspod4 Maintaining sovereignty in the 

Arctic was not a pnority of the navy and the icebreaker was of no value tu NATO? The Naval 



Board decided that the R C W )  had to be cut by 25 percent which translated ïnto a reduction of 

LOO0 personnel, and the disbanding of seven reserve divisions and al1 five reserve air 

squadron~.'~ The regular force personnel ceiling was fiozen at 19,500, but the CNS was 

adamant that planning continue on the basis of 20,000 and said he would fight to have the 

ceiling increased." There were also to be reductions in civilian personnel and some civilian 

mamed faciiities closed. There would be cuts to ship and shore construction, acquisition 

programmes, and the operating and maintenance budget. However, the government considered 

proposed cuts that affected civilians and the disbanding of the reserve divisions or air squadrons 

to be politically unacceptable and the navy was directed to find reductions elsewhere in its 

estimates. 

The Naval Board reached a final figure of $28 1 million for the 1958-59 estirnates, the 

additional $1 1 million representing items ordered to be reimtated by the Minister and items 

such as RCN personnel, operating and maintenance expenses and procurement items that were 

considered absolutely essential.'' To achieve the reductions, it was decided to pay off the 

remaining cruiser. The critical ASW helicopter programme was Iiquidated and the follow-on 

ship replacement programme reduced to two ships fiom four. There were no reductions in naval 

personnel but 446 civilian billets were eliminated. The Naval Board recorded in its discussion 

of these arbitrarily imposed austerity measureç, "that in order to comply with measures for 

reduced spending, it was compelled to make some proposais which are not in the best interests 

. of the RCN and are acceptable only on a short term basis."lg The board had accepted the cuts 

as a temporary expedient and stipulated that unless naval commitments were revised in 

consultation with NATO, increased finding would be required in the 1959-60 estirnates. 

When the Screening Cornittee reviewed the navy's estimates, General Foulkes asked 

DeWolf to consider a personnel ceiling of 19,000. DeWolf responded with deîailed outline of 



f i  SACLANT and CUSRPG commitments for 1959 totalling fi@-four ships that required 

20,000 He argued that the figures spoke for themelves and hplied that if Canada 

reneged on its commitments the country would be viewed as a poor ally. Foulkes accepted 

DeWolf's position after firther scrutiny of the navy's figures by Colonel Raymont, his 

Exmutive Staff 0fficer.z' Raymont's review also showed that DeWolf was cutting extraneous 

commitments by paying off Onturio, Labrador, three Reserve training ships, and replacing the 

crews of two modified Algerine escorts employed in scientific research work, Oshawa and Nav 

Liskeurd, with civilians. General Foulkes subsequently successfiiIly argued the navy's case with 

the Minoster, but DeWolf had to agree to make fùrther reductions in RCN personnel ashore.= It 

was clear to DeWolf that he would have to adhere pragmatically to a strategy of increments if 

he were to continue to build up the RCNts ASW capability and achieve NATO force goals. 

However, as 1958 dawned, the RCN was in danger of losing policy momentum and 

strong leadership because DeWolf was due to retire. The CNS would reach the normal 

retirement age of 55 in June 1958 and leave the service just after his classrnate, Nelson Lay, 

who retired in January. Vice-Admira1 DeWolf was persuade. John Harbron reported, by senior 

officers of the other services to stay on "since there were so few to chose from at his rank for 

replacement."u Certainly the loss of DeWolf following that of two stalwarts, Lay and Bidwell, 

who had retired in September 1957, would have been serious. Lay's strong administrative 

capability and energy had raised the level of effmtiveness of the Naval Staff. Bidwell, as 

Claxton noted, had done "a particuiarly fine job" in building up the fleet on the east coast 

during six years as COAC.~~  Rear-Admiral Tisdal1, whose administrative ability was not 

proven, followed Lay as VCNS. Rear-Admiral Pullen, next senior to DeWolf, was COAC. 

Pullen would reach retirement age in 1960. DeWolf did not state how long he would stay but 

Rear-Admiral Herbert Rayner, now COPC and only 48 years of age, becarne his heir apparent. 



The RCN was on the threshold of change as the cohort fiom the Royal Naval College 

of Canada ( W C )  reached retirement age. Rear-Admiral Portmus, CNTS, would also retire in 

1958 to be relieved by Rear-Admiral Spencer. Spencer, with Pullen and Adams, had been in 

that last fatefùl class of the RNCC and should al1 retire within three years. The next generation 

of perspective flag officers was a rnix of prewar RCN, wartime RCMt and RCNVR entries. 

Tony Storrs, former RCNR, would be promoted Rear-Admiral during 1958, Budge, former 

lower de& in 1960, and Brock, former RCNVR, in 1961. However, a penisal of the Navy 

Lists for that period shows that the majority of the senior promotions were going to the prewar 

RCN officers and, should the mle of seniority prevail, the CNS would originate fiom this group 

until well into the 1970's.~ But this was a new breed of offcers who were already 

demonstrating a progressive attitude especially toward technology through many innovative 

ideas such as Variable Depth Sonar (vDs)*~ and marrying the ASW helicopter to the new 

DDE's. Bi11 Landymore, who was of this next cohort, and promoted Rear-Admira1 in 1962, 

describeci his as "the generation of radar" whereas the thinking of the previous generation had 

been dominated by basic gun te~hnology.~ Landyrnore suggested that the necessity to adapt to 

advanced technology required not only higher education but a broadening of outlook to 

understand various elements and imperatives of North Arnerican society. The regeneration of 

the RCN into a modern navy was begun cautiously by the pragmatic DeWolf and some of his 

cohort as demonstrateci in the "Tisdall Report". Landymore and his cohort would later be 

dismissed before they could complete the task. 

The implementation of the recomrnendations of the Tisdall Report profoundly 

influenced policy development, fleet composition and operational effectiveness fiom 1958 until 

the dissolution of the Naval Board in JuIy 1964. The senior staff could not foresee al1 the 

implications of the radical reorganisation but did appreciate there were risks involved. The 



RCN hoped ideally for some respite during implementation fiom the tri-service agencies 

charged with fiscal and manpower oversight This was not to  be. DeWolf was constantly at 

loggerheads with the Rank Structure Cornmittee (RSC), who expected immediate economies, to 

forestall theu attempts to cut naval personnel. He argued vociferously and often with barely 

restrained anger, that the new personne1 policies, some of which would not show benefits for ten 

years, must be allowed to work without interference. The CNS threatened relentlessly that the 

consequence ofnot doing so would prevent the RCN fiom fulfilling its NATO cornrnitments." 

DeWolf was not overstating the problem because there was a calculate- risk in 

completely reorganizing the personnel structure. Characteristically, he expected the navy to get 

on with the job once the decision had been taken and he let the senior oficers and the fleet know 

that in no uncertain terms.w Failure was not an alternative- However, the navy was the most 

traditional and consemative of the services. DeWolf's confidence and the prevailing RCN "Can- 

dot' attitude not withstanding, there was bound to be resistance to change. Commanding a ship 

had traditionally been the exclusive right of the Executive Branck From the beginning, there 

was antagoniçm evident between the Seaman and Technical OfEïcers over the opportunity for 

sea cornrnand being extended to the latter? Vice-Admiral Dyer recalled, "[He] had to follow 

Tisdall as CNP whether you liked it or not. The big thing was people on the technical side could 

get in the stream and become CNS - Stupid thing!"'l The readiness of the men of the lower deck 

to accept the new rank and trade structure, the user-maintainer concept and on-the-job training 

was an unknown. The main burden during the transitional phase of implementation would fa11 

upon the senior men of the fleet. Since 1945, this group had been called upon continually to 

make sacrifices and subjected to enormous pressures fiom massive amounts of sea time and 

chronic instability in ship's rnanning. 



The task of developing the implementation thetable and coordinathg the development 

of new personnel policies and training regime fell to the Coordinator of the Personnel Structure 

Cornmittee (PSC). Captain J.C. "Scruffjt' O'Brien was appointed to relîeve Tisdall as the 

Coordinator in November 1957, and biIIets for three commanders were also estabIished to assist 

him." O'Brien was a no-nonsense seaman oficer af€er DeWolf's own heart who was on his way 

to becoming a vice-ad~niral.~~ Like most "streamers", he spent a limited time in any one job but 

presided over the implementation of the "TisdaII Report" for two critical years. When O'Brien 

was appointed to cornmand Bonaventure in September 1959, continuity was maintained 

through the appointment of Captain F.D. Elcock, Director Naval Organization (DNOrg) and 

member of the PSC, as hIs successor. 

O'Brien's task was a difficult one because be had to satisfi many contending 

requirements. He somehow had to coordinate the ofien competing goals of the Naval Staff 

concerned with fleet expansion, scheduling and operational readinws, with those of the 

Personnel Branch charged with implementation of the new structure, rnanning and training. 

Another important player was the Naval ComptrolIer who was responsible for manpower 

management and adamant that fiscal integrity in personnel allocation be maintained. Finally, the 

CNS was not prepared to compromise on achieving NATO force goals. Outside the navy's 

administrative loop, but critical in the process was the Rank Structure Cornmittee (RSC). Its 

objective, spear-headed by the Treasury Board Member, was to achieve reductions in the naval 

complement through demanding that the navy deliver on the economies anticipated by the 

Tisdall Report. 

The key components of reorganization and for developing new ship's complernents were 

the New Trade Structure (NTS) for men and the general list concept for officers. The principle 

goveming the NTS for men was that through cornbining many of the RCN's "operator" trades 



with relevant "maintainer" trades a more "versatile man" would be produced thereby irnproving 

eficiency which in tum would reduce the numbers required to man the shipsSY This would be 

accomplished through a programme of "cross-training" serving men in the higher trade groups, 

partly in training establishments and partly on the job. A common entry would be introduced for 

new recmits whose trade would be decided dunng basic training through aptitude testing and 

assessrnent by divisional staff. New entry training tirne was to be reduced and the men sent 

directly to ships to be trained on-thejob fiom the Standard (basic - non-effective) to Trade 

Group 1 level. The criticai first step was to establish the new trade specifications for the four 

trade group leveis before the procedure of developing new ship's complements could be 

undertaken. The trade specifications determineci the essential numbers required for maintenance, 

administration and habitability of each ship type to which would be added additional men 

required for the cruising and action states to fight the  hip p.^^ Concurrently, the navy would 

initiate its programme to separate rank fiom trade responsibilities and develop symmetrical rank 

pyramids as a component of the NTS. This would be implemented over ten years. 

Rear-Admiral Dyer, Chief of Naval Personnel ( C m ) ,  believed that the trade 

specifications for men could be developed by October 1958, and new complements for ships no 

later than June 1959. This would enable the NTS to be introduced on 1 July 1959.~ The 

magnitude of this task was enormous. The personnel sections of Queen's Regdations for the 

Canadian Navy (QRCN), the document governing administration, would have to be re-written 

almost entirely. Seventy-one existing trades haci to be reduced to twenty-eight "feeder" trades at 

the Trade Group 1 (TGI) level and thirty-three "terminal" trades at the TG4 ~ e v e l ? ~  

Approximately 13,000 men in the higher trade groups were affected. These men had to be 

identifieci individually and placed into an appropriate cross-training programme. The syllabi for 

the new trade group courses had to be devised and schools designated to teach them. The 



existing schools were branch affiliated and many had to be amalgarnated under a new cornbined 

fleet schml concept. There were also separate sea training components for many trade group 

levels and ships would have to be allocated for these. The navy assured the RSC that this could 

be done within the ceiling of 20,000 provided 256 additional men could be borne against vacant 

oficers' billets until 1960- Dyer's projection was overly optimistic and introduction of the NTS 

was delayed until 1 January 1960. Even at this, the extent of the achievement by the RCN can 

not be overstated. 

The projections developed initially by the staffs at NSHQ significantly underestirnatecl 

the complement requirements for the ships against the fixed ceiling of 20,000 for the navy. The 

complements were developed based on the NTS that had to satisQ the qiteria of both the 

Welby doctrine and SACLANT minimum manning requirements. Based on these criteria, the 

"Tisdall Report" proposed a ba i s  for assessing peacetime shipfs cornplements that would 

assure an appropriate level of fighting capability in the primary "Defence/Cruising state"." 

Essentially this would allow a ship to operate continuously for periods of up to one month in the 

"third degree of readiness" with al1 men in a three watch system based on the NTS." This 

would enable a ship hedia te ly  to conduct an urgent attack or defend itself against a sudden 

threat The additional sea billets required to achieve this increase in fighting readiness over the 

current peacetime complements were estimated by DNOrg to be between 650 and 750. 

However, he suggested that ships might have to be paid off to achieve this." The Naval Board 

approved a request by the PSC to increase peacetime complements from 70 percent to about 90 

percent of the war complement. This would be off-set by a reduction in the reserve force but 

there was no suggestion that comrnitrnents would be reduced? In practical ternis this meant an 

increase, for example, in the complement of a St. Laurent class DDE of thirty-five men, Erom 

203 to 238. 



When Rear-Admiral Wright, the Naval Comptroller, calculated the total personnel cost 

of the approved policy, he tabulated the increase at approxirnately 1,424 men, including "non- 

effectivesn, for the fleet." He advised CNP that the basis of assessrnent for shipts complements 

wouId have to be two watches as opposed to three watches in the third degree of readiness in 

order to remain below the navy's ceiling. This essentialIy reduced the sensor (radar, sonar, etc.) 

operating personnel in the complement, who were also seamen. This amendment established the 

numerical complement of a St. Laurent DDE at 205 men, or virtually no increase. Wright 

suggested the amended manning level would achieve SACLANT's minimum standard and 

permit the NTS to be implemented- The hard reality was that the navy did not have the 

personnel to complement the ships to the degree of fighting capability recommended by Tisdall. 

It was TisdalI himself who approved the amendment in October 1958, for planning purposes 

pending approval by the Naval Board. The Naval Board accepted the amendment recommended 

by Wright, "taking into consideration ATP- 1 [Allied Tactical Publication containkg 

SACLANT's administrative doctrine] and the new personnel structure."" At the same time, 

Cornandhg OEcers of ships were given "flexibility in the employment of their shipfs 

companies." In practice, this would mean that ships undennanned would be directed to execute 

their scheduled operational  programme^.^ 

With the adoption of a liberal defuition of SACLANT's manning requirernents, the 

Naval Board had in reality approved a reduction in fighting capability across the fleet. An 

important element of the new personnel structure was the introduction of fked cycles for ships 

that affected both the ship's mechanical readiness and personnel administration and training. 

During the period of a cycle, twenty-nine months in the case of a St. Laurent DDE, there would 

be no change in the ship's Company. However, given that TG1 training was now to be carried 

out afloat, a St. Laurent DDE would commence a cycle with approximately 40 percent of her 



complement being new entries fiom C m a l l i s .  In the case of Bonaventure it would be nearly 

50 percent and about 30 percent in the case of a Tnbai or fiigate. Expressing his concern, Rear- 

Admiral Wright brought this revelation to the attention of VCNS cornmenting, "The variation in 

efficiency of ships of the same class will therefore be most marked and it seerns to me, even in 

the days of peace, an unwarranted risk to commission a ship with such a large proportion of 

men going to s a  for the first tirne.n45 Wright concluded by asking whether adhering to the 

principles was suficient to justiQ the consquent jack of proficiency. Tisdali's original mode1 

had provided for a higher percentage of trained personnel. However, for an undetemiined reason 

he had reversed hirnself and accepted this risk and the navy forged on. The reduced numbers 

drew some comment fiom the fleet. Rear-Admiral Pullen advised NSHQ that the proposed 

complement of seamen for fiigates was "inadequate for efficient and safe operations" if those 

ships were to be ernployed in their current role? The fact that each ship would become a 

training ship as soon as it began its operational cycle had begun to strike home. The response 

fiom NSHQ was that circumstances precluded any increase in complement." 

The introduction of the general Iist for officers was to coincide with that of the men on 

1 January 1960." The Lirnited and Restricted Duty Lists would be introduced later. There 

wouId not be an elaborate programme of cross-trainhg for general list officers. The new 

structure would be implemented slowly through introduchg general Iist trained junior officers at 

the bottom and allowing it to evolve-" In the upper ranks "specialist officersn, which included 

nearly al1 except limited duty officers such as chaplains, nurses, and instnictor officers, would 

continue to be employed in place. Onboard ships, former Executive Branch officers would be 

employai in either the new Operations or Weapons Departments. Ordnance officers would be 

employed in the latter. Engineer officers would take over the Engineering Department but 

required electrical cross-training at some time. Electrical officers, who had essentially become 



redundant under the new system until retrahed, were to be left on board ships in charge of "a 

separate department" that included men in the new ElectricaI and Electronic Technicians trades, 

There would be no imrnediate change in the employment of Supply Officers. 

The key to impIementation of  the general list concept was a training scheme based on 

common entry fiom the four-year Regular OfEcer Training Plan (ROTP). Provision for 

integrating officers fiom short service entries such as Venture was not discussed in the "Tisdall 

Report". New ROTP sub-lieutenants graduating fiom the service colleges and universities 

wouid be trained as general list officers (surface) or (au) cornrnencing September 1959.'' Afier 

thirty-two weeks of "pre-fleet" technical courses, surface officers would undertake a twenty- 

four month first sea phase to qua[* ttiem as both engineering and upper deck watchkeepers. 

Junior officers would take area speciality courses alter a second sea phase such as the new 

Weapons Officers Course. This training was open to ail general list officers such as former 

Engineer or Supply ~ff icers .~ '  It was projected that over a ten year period the new Weapons, 

Operations, EngineerÏng and Supply officers would be selected fiom this ~ t r e a r n . ~  Air officers 

would commence flying training after the technical courses but wouId feed back into the surface 

system after their first flying tour to obtain upper deck and engineering watchkeeping 

qualifications. The question arises irnrnediately as to the wisdorn of devetoping a plan where al1 

entrants should possess ROTP academic qualifications where the records and current 

projections clearly indicated junior officer production was inadequate, particularly fiom ROTP. 

While the RCN was depending on the officer structure to be reforrned fiorn beIow, the 

level of officer production was both unpredictable and consistently below requirements." 

Tisdall noted that in 1956, of 2332 RCN officers only sixty-eight were the product of ROTP." 

An NSHQ study of ROTP in 1958, obsemed that it had not been a success as the main source 

of officer material and "future trends were disturbing". It concluded that, "[The] Service must 



be prepared for [continued] shortfalls and make up fiom other plans."" The study also noted 

that there was a lack of acceptance in the RCN of ROTP. This was borne out by Tisdall who 

found many senior officers still supported the idea of an independent naval college. The navy 

had, of necessiiy inaugiirated, the Venhire plan and cornmissioning fiom the ranks schemes to 

supplernent ROTP. The main problem with ROTP was a dearth of suitable candidates which 

resulted in low enrohent and a wastage rate of approximately 25 percent during training. 

Initiatives were taken to make Venture a feeder programme for ROTP through raising academic 

training to the senior matriculation level in the fwst ~ e a r . ' ~  This coincided with the introduction 

of a mandatory four-year academic programme in ROTP leading to a general science degree. 

The Royal Military College became a degree granting institution in 1 9 ~ 9 . ~  However, there 

were general compIaints fiom naval cadets about the quality of surnmer training and poor 

support fiom the navy during the academic year. Many junior ROTP officers Iooked upon the 

mandatory three years they had to serve in the f le t  "as a jail sentence for stealing theu 

degrees."" The navy was not wilining their foyalty and many left after their mandatory service. 

The establishment in 1959 of 4th Escort Squadron on the west coast as a dedicated junior 

officer training squadron specifically for ROTP, UNTD and Venture sea training demonstrated 

the RCN1s cornmitment to improving officer production.5g The "Training Squadron" cowisted 

of seven fiigates under the cornrnand of a fi111 Captain with a full training staff. 

The general Iist junior officer training requirements were introduced in 1959 but 

applied only to ROTP entries. They were trained in the technology on the new DDE's and sent 

there to qualify. Officers fiom Venture and other Short Service plans were segregated into 

another stream and sent to the Tribals and fiigates. They were required to qualifi only as upper 

deck watchkeepers." As many of these were granted permanent commissions, the navy created 

two officer classes that had to be  integrated later in speciality training. AImost immediately the 



requirement to obtain a general science degree had to be dropped and other degree options 

allowed in order to reduce the wastage rates in naval cadets in ROTP. Cadets who chose to 

"drop-out" of the program afler completing at least one year, if deemed suitable were offered a 

short service option where they would proceed directly to the neet for training in the Venture 

stream. GeneraI Foulkes had told DeWolf that he believed that planning to train a11 officers to 

degree level as recommended in the "Tisdall Report" was too ambitious and was proven 

c o r r e d l  Tisdall had overlooked the record of low officer production fiom ROTP. The idea of 

universality of application of the general list junior officer training plan was fme in theory but 

impractical. 

Policy changes and initiatives pertaining to officers' careers featured equalivng 

promotion opportunities and removing branch distinctions. A major problem was eliminating 

the unbalanced distribution of officers by age and senior@, particuiarly in the rank of 

Lieutenant-Commander, which was the result of rapid expansion. Promotion zones based on 

time in rank were established for al1 Lieutenant-Commanders, Commanders and Captains to be 

phased in over t h e  to protect the interests of those serving under different s c h e m e ~ . ~  A policy 

was introduced to equalize promotion opportunities to Lieutenant for enrolees in ROTP, whose 

training was extended to four years under the general list plan, with those fiom the Venture PIan 

who graduated as Sub-Lieutenants after two years. Annual instead of semi-annual selection 

boards for promotion were adopted for economy and to facilitate appointment scheduling. 

Promotions were now to be published only at the beginning of each ~ e a r . ~ ~  A new performance- 

based form for officers' confidential evaluation reports, CNS-206, was introduced that copied 

the USN systema These reports were also to be rno~tored by NSHQ for validity and 

consistency. Visual acuity standards were lowered for 10 percent of ROTP candidates to open 

recruiting opportunities for the navy.65 The Naval Board wished to issue notice that radical 



change was imminent and decreed that officers' branch distinguishing markings would be 

phased out (Medical officers excepted) on 1 September 1958. Branch affiliation was indicated 

by coloured cloth wom between the rank stripes by al1 except Executive Branch Officers. The 

Naval Board believed "the psychological effect of discontinuing [this practice] important."66 

The stnicture of the RCN(R) was specifically excluded fiom the terms of reference for 

the Tisdall study. This followed a pattern of declining importance that began when the RCN 

adopted the NATO MC 48 concept. The evidence also suggests that DeWolf considered Rear- 

Admira1 Adams, Flag Offker Naval Divisions (FOND), had been allowed to create a separate 

empire with a large appetite for regular force resources." Both the RCN(R) and UNTD were 

reduced in the 1957-58 estimates and the strength stood at approximately 3,600 in July, f 957. 

Tisdall suggested a fürther reduction in the UNTD intake to garner resources and produce a 

better ûained oficer." In re-appraising the requuernent for reserve forces in an emergency, the 

Naval Board was influenced as strongly by the need to economize as by the MC 48 concept of 

"forces-in-beingn." It was decided in principie to reduce the reserves again and the depth of the 

cuts was increased by the austerity programme introduced by the new Conservative 

govement. 

It is apparent that DeWolf was prepared to sacrifice the reserves in order to preserve 

the regular force. The 2958-59 estimates indicated a 25 percent cut in reserve personnel and the 

UNTD. Moreover, six naval divisions were to be closed and al1 air squadrons e~iminated.~~ 

Intervention by the MND temporarily forestalled some ctosures but DeWolf prevailed in the 

end. The strength of the reserve was set at 900 oficers and 3,700 men in January 1958, with 

indications more cuts would follow." Rear-Admirai Adams tned to put a brave face on the 

situation stating in his farewell retirement speech that, "The basic role of the RCN(R) in the 

nuclear age remains unchanged."* The fact was that the higher levels of education and 



professional training required by the general Iist concept for officers and NTS for men were not 

attainable within the existing reserve structure. Moreover, under the MC 48 concept of "forces- 

in-being", the reserve forces had no immediate role- The RCN(R) entered limbo at this t h e  

until a study of its fùture role could be undertaken.. AAer Adamsf retirement, his billet reverted 

to a Commodore's r ad .  Mainguy had the Rear-Admira1 billet created specifically for Adams 

and the RSC was insistent that it be downgraded after Adams retiredTJ 

It was critical that the navy obtain sufiicient fünding in 1959-60 to achieve its baseline 

personnel and force goals. The initial personnel ceiIing was set at 20,500, an increase of 500, 

although the actual requirernent was 20,672." The navyfs strategy was to attempt to wrest 

incremental increases in the ceiling £?om the govenimeiit in order to attain the manning Ievels it 

really required. The RCN planned to have one light fleet carrier with eight F2H3 Banshees and 

twelve CS2F Trackers ernbarked, forty-three ASW ocean escorts and ten minesweepers in 

commission and available by 3 1 Marck 1960. These numbers reflected the revised SACLANT 

force levels (for D + 180) agreed to in 1958, and stated in the MC 70 planning docu~nent.'~ 

Given the pending obsolescence of the older DD's and fngates, it was essential to obtain 

approval to build two replacement ships annually. 

The navy obtained an increase in the estimates to $290.1 million which approximated 

the expenditure for 1953-~4.'~ Given that the actual expenditures for 1958-59 would be 

approximately $276.5 million, this would allow the navy to sustain itself at the minimum level 

and commence the last two repeat Restigouche class DDFs. A concession was granted allowing 

the navy to increase the personnel ceiling to 20,661 but the level of the reserves was fiozen and 

civilian strength reduced by 3 percent. The Naval Board had to eliminate the modemktion 

programme for Crusnder and Sioux and reduce expenditure on the new ASW helicopter 

programme for which the Treasury Board required more substantiation. Moreover, aircraft 



engine overhaul funding was cut which would mean a correspondhg reduction in flying hours. 

The fleet would also have to d u c e  fiel consumption by 8 percent thereby reducing operational 

and personnel training. 

There were severaI trends apparent in the pattern emerging in a perusal of annual 

expenditures fiom fiscal year 1953-54. The first was that by 1959-60 personnel costs, including 

civilian, had risen exponentially and were now consuming 49 percent of the navy's budget, more 

than double that of 1953-54. The cost of naval personnel had doubled owing to increased pay 

and benefits while there were only 3,000 more personnel in the RCN. The number of civilians 

remained relatively steady over the period." The operating and maintenance budget indicated a 

reduction of 20 percent below that of 1953-54, even though the navy was now operating nearly 

twice as many ships. The budget for new equipment, construction (including shore) and 

research and development showed a reduction of 35 percent. The main inference that the Naval 

Board drew fiom this study was that the navy should continue to receive approximately 20 

percent of the National Defence budget. That would mean between $120 and $140 million 

available amually to spend on new programmes.* In practical terms this suggested that a two 

ship per year replacement programme and acquisition of ASW helicopters would be 

sustainable. However, looming in the future were the conversion costs of the new DDE's to 

carry helicopters, the mass obsolescence of the older DD's and fngates in the mid-19601s, and 

new submarine and tanker acquisition programmes. Moreover, an increase of at least 1,000 

. more naval personnel was required to man the flet up to the standard recommended by Tisdall. 

In spite of the turbulence and setbacks caused by manning problems, the RCN forged 

ahead with its primary strategy of commissionïng as many hulls for NATO as possible. 

Perseverance had paid off and 1959 was forecast as the year when al1 destroyers and fiigates, 

including the seven Restigouche class under construction, would be in commission. Moreover, 



the formation of the f l e t  into squadrons would be achieved and disposition by coast 

accompIished as planned. The author of the plan for the composition and deployrnent of the 

fleet for 1959 was Captain (later Rem-Admiral) John Charles, who relieved Captain 

Landymore as Director of Plans and Operations in June 1958. Charles, who had impressed 

Admiral Lord Louis Mountbatten with his staff work, was one of the new breed of RCN 

officet? A communications specialist who had participateci in developing NATO tactical and 

communications doctrine, Charles' experience gave him an understanding of the degree of 

independence and flexibility required by comrnanders. Moreover, he understood that NSHQ 

was an administrative headquarters and that with the maturation of the SACLANT command 

structure and closer integration of defence plans *th the USN, the Canadian Maritime 

Comrnanders were primarily responsible for operat ions, and scheduling ship employment was 

their reaim." Other changes to the Naval Staff in 1958, were the appointments of Commodore 

Brock as ACNS (AlkW), relieving Storrs, and Commodore A. G. Boulton as ACNS (Plans), 

relieving Raymond. Significantly both Brock and Boulton were former RCNVR officers. On the 

east coast, Commodore Budge relieved Commodore Quinn as Chief of Staff to COAC. These 

changes in personalities resulted in improved working relationships between NSHQ and the 

comrnands. 

The draft plan for the composition and deployment of the f le t  for 1959 was based on 

the new SACLANT force goals that required the carrier and twenty-nine ocean escorts be 

. immediately available (Category One) on the east coast8' In order to achieve this the Naval 

Board had to transfer one frigate, New Waterjiord, to the east coast but was compelled to seek 

approval fiom the Chiefs of Staff Cornmittee. Ontario was about to pay off and the transfer of 

a fngate wouId cause a further imbalance of personnel between the coasts and the Naval Board 

feared "possible political repercussions"." This issue was politically sensitive because the 



Minister's West  coast riding would be affkcted by the reductions. The Naval Board justified this 

transfer with the argument that there shouId actually be thirty-four escorts on the east coast to 

meet the SACLANT comrnitrnent because five ships were always in refit. The RCN was 

obliged for political rasons to maintain a two-thirds to one-third ratio and retain fourteen ships 

in Esquimalt. 

The plan for the deployrnent of destroyers and fiigates would be the seven Restigouche 

cIass DDE's, eleven Tribal DD's and eleven Prestonian fkigates (FF's) on the east coast and the 

seven St. Laurent class DDE's and seven Prestonian fngates on the west coast. On the east 

coast, the older destroyers were to be formed into two escort squadrons, the 1st (CI) and 3rd 

(C3), and fngates into two, the 7th (C7) and 9th (C9). The assignment pf ships would be 

determined by the fùture refit cycle so that oniy one ship per squadron wouId be unavailable at 

any the .  Crusader was assigned as the Command trial ship. The Restigouche class DDE's 

would eventually form the 5th Squadron (CS), replicating the RCN's "Barber Pole brigade" of 

World War 11 fame.= On the west coast, the St. Laurents would form the 2nd Squadron (C2) 

and the &igates the 4th (C4), which was designated as the Training Squadron dedicated entirely 

to training Venture and ROTP cadets. 

The proposed plan introduced cycles for ships to create personnel stability, enhance 

maintenance and improve operational availability. Ships were placed on fixed cycles of twenty- 

nine rnonths for destroyers, with two years between refits, and twenty-two months for fiigates 

with eighteen months between refits? The period allocated for refits was reduced to eight and 

six and one-half montks respectively which increased the operat ional availa bility for both 

classes of ships to approximately 65 percent during their cycles. This was another new 

innovation being introduced into the fleet to improve effectiveness. When the drafi of the plan 

was circulated to the f l e t  for comment, Captain CharIes appended the caveat "However, there 



may be local rnanning problems of which NSHQ is unaware and which might preclude the 

achieving the composition of the Beet as programmed.*ss This suggested how much hinged on 

the personnel situation that was precarious and fiil1 of unknowns. 

Many of the personnel problems that mi!;tated against achieving the fieet plan had been 

foreseen, others were chronic. The navy was approximately 450 offcers short and at best these 

numbers would increase by only 150 per year.86 The paying off of Ontario and transfer of 

fngates to the east coast wouid reduce the west coast portion of the RCN personnel from 32 to 

27 percent with "serious effects on the career prospects of West  coast p e r s o ~ e l . " ~  Rear- 

Admiral Dyer, CNP, recornmended, among several solutions, that it might be t h e  to abolish the 

Home Port Division system in the RCN. The Personnel Branch projected @at obtaining the 

numbers of men to meet the proposed cornplement of 17,706 men for 1959-60 was not going to 

be a problem if recruiting held up. The navy had grown by 73 1 men during fiscal year 1957-58. 

The Director of Naval Manning @NM) advised CNP that the critical problem was that these 

men would join the f l e t  untrained and a fûrther difficulty would be to train the men now in the 

navy to fil1 the higher trade levels- The trades most affecte. would be electrical and 

engineering, perennial problems, and radio technicians. He concluded that shortages in higher 

trades would persist across the board and the navy may be forced to continue the practice of 

minimum manning in certain categories. 

The Personnel Branch proposed several stop gap solutions including the suggestion to 

recruit 214 men temporarily against officers' billets while seelcimg an uicrease in the ceiling for 

men. The solutions ais0 called for bocrowing heavily fiom the Esquimalt Port Division as well 

as allowing that division to d u c e  through attrition while recruiting selectively fiom Eastern 

Canada to increase the numbers in the Halifax Port ~ i v i s i o n . ~  Transferhg a man on loan to 

the east coast did not affect his career prospects because he remained on the west coast roster. 



However, Rear-Admiral Charles observed it was extremely unpopular because men could not 

take their families on a temporary draft. Most wives would not want to go in any case because 

housing in Halifax was scarce and the city unappealing? Most of these senior men were 

officially "volunteers" but the truth of the matter is that many were coerced through appeals to 

loyalîy to the navy or the suggestion that it would improve their career prospects. Where 

shortages could not be made up through borrowing, as  was the case with senior electricians, the 

ortiy alternative was to take men fiom ships in refit and the maintenance depot ships, and to 

continue the practice of undermanning established positions with l e s  qualifieci men. This rneant 

employing Trade Group Three men instead of Trade Group ~ o u r . ~ '  

When it was determinecl that Esquimalt was also short of senior el-icians and other 

sources were exhausted, Rear-Admiral Dyer informed the Electrical Engineer-in-Chief (EEinC) 

that, "A governing factor in the marming of the fleet and fulfilling Our NATO and national 

cornmitments in 1959 will be the acute shortage of traured trade group four electrical and radio 

te ch ni ci an^."^^ Dyer stated that he could find no solution to this problem, "except keeping the 

ships in commission with a reduced electrical maintenance efficiency." The Electrical Engineer- 

in-Chief was strongly opposed to this proposal stating that maintenance would suffer? He was 

concemed because a plamed maintenance system to be conducted by ships' personnel had just 

been introduced in the fleet and there were also teething problerns with the new ships. Seeing no 

alternative, the Naval Board advised Rear-Admira1 Pullen, FOAC, that, "Ships must be 

employed with below authorized complement in this [the electrical] trade until more can be 

f o ~ n d . " ~ ~  This would not phase Pullen who epitomized the "Ready Aye Ready" ethic and who 

had alrady advised NSHQ that he did not intend to sacrifice operational training for his ships 

to satis@ sea training requirements of the Fleet school." Rear-Admira1 Rayner, COPC, 

protested the reduction in west coast ships and also that his command would experience an 



actual drop of 700 in complement since 1957 given ship reductions and transfers and proposeci 

personnel loans? His protests were noted but the principle driving decisions was that the east 

Coast NATO cornmitment had to be met at al1 costs. The plan for the composition of the fieet in 

1959 would stand. 

Vice-Admiral DeWolf had to overcome considerable bureaucratie resistance in the 

Rank Structure Cornmittee @SC) across a specmirn of requirements pertaining to both the 

NTS and complernent for the fleet plan. The implementation of the recommendations in the 

Tisdall Report required a plethora of separate submissions that had to be argued individually. 

General Foulkes as Chairman of the RSC made it his responsibility to ensure the navy exercised 

maximum economy in the allocation of personnel resources and achieved reductions wherever 

possible. He had the authcrity to establish billets on a temporary basis, pending confirmation by 

the RSC, which he did on a onefor-one basis. The whole process was laborious and the RSC 

was perpetually in arrears processing the navy's submissions. The fleet composition plan for 

1959, required an increase in senior officers billets including two Captains for the 4th and 5th 

Squadrons and fifieen Commanders for the new DDFs and the 7th and 9th ~~uadrons." 

Forwarded also to Foulkes for consideration by DeWoIf but not receiving an endorsement was 

an unsoliciteci recommendation fiom Rear-Admira1 Pullen that the rank of Maritime 

Commander Atlantic be increased to the rank of Vice-Admiral. Pullen cited his NATO 

responsïbilities, "being CO-qua1 with the U.S. Commander in Chief Atlantic", and those added 

by having air forces under his operational control." 

In their response the RSC failed to recornmend any new billets except those required for 

newly comrnissioned ships. Their rationale was that their estimates of the economies to be 

r e a l k i  through implementation of the Tisdall Report had rendered three Captains and twenty 

Commandes positions red~ndant .~~ They also considered that elimination of the branch system 



recommended by Tisdall would create more vacancies in the headquarters' organizations. With 

respect to Rear-Admiral Pullen's recomrnendation to upgrade his position, the RSC, "felt that 

there were insufficient grounds for serious consideratioan'" The RSC leil the navy in limbo on 

other submissions pending the review under the ternis of the Tisdall Report. They concluded by 

suggesting to DeWolf that afier the commencement of war the role of the RCN would be a 

diminishing one and also that no crews would be required for ships in refit. Therefore the navy 

might Save personnel on the east coast because of the twenty-nine escorts five would be always 

in refit and, "In view of this you should examine the possibility of lirniting the rank structure 

and establishment to 25 crews which should be adequate to operate the 24 ships with one spare 

~rew."'~' 

DeWolfs immediate reaction to this bureaucratie logic is not available but can be 

imagined. His rebuttal was restrained and carefilly crafted, He prefaced his response conceding 

that econornies through the implernentation of Tisdall's recommendations were anticipated but 

admonished the RSC, "1 would be less than Çank if 1 did not point out that there is IittIe 

foundation to the fact for the expectation of immediate and wholesale economies. The 

elimination of the branch systern involves some fundamental changes and camot be progresseci 

at a rate which would Iead to confusion of responsibilities, loss of morale and deterioration of 

fighting eff ic ien~~." '~  With respect to the suggestion that the number of ship's companies mi& 

be reduced, he defeated every point. First he explained SACLANT's strategy and the navy's 

. cornmitment. This he followed with a detailed explanation of how the navy fûnctioned 

paticularly with respect to ernployment of ship's personnel through an entire cycle.103 DeWolf's 

response forestalleci the RSC. The exercise demonstrated the problems inherent in operating in 

an integrated environment where financial imperatives had corne to constitute the overriding 

criteria for developing national strategy. DeWolf could not risk alienating the RSC because he 



needed its continuing support to implement major initiatives such as the reorganization of Naval 

Service Headquarters and the commands. 

DeWolf had begun to reorganize NSHQ in September 1957 by combining Warfare and 

Air responsibilities under one ACNS (Air and Warfare) on the Naval ~ 0 a r d . l ~  This change 

ais0 had the salutary effect of eliminating direct influence of the Royal Navy, as ACNS (Air) 

had always been an RN officer on loan The TisdaIl Report made reorganization a fust priority 

because of the elhination of the branch systern would cause whole sections, such as the 

Director General NavaI Ordnance, to disappear. Additionally, DeWolf desired to reorganize 

both NSHQ and the Commands dong fbnctional lines to facilitate both administration and 

communications. The RSC was advised that the NSHQ reorganization would coincide with the 

introduction of the new personnel Part of DeWolfs reorganization initiative was 

the development of standards and productivity criteria to irnprove the utilization of naval and 

civilian personnel. The Management and Methods Section A commenceci a preliminary study 

under the supervision of the Naval ~om~troller.'" This general study was designed to assess 

weaknesses and strengths of the existing organization in light of the current role, of the navy in 

general, and naval headquarters in particdar. The preliminary report alieged many weaknesses 

and DeWolf directecl members of the Naval Board to validate them and to determine if they 

could be corrected w i t h  the existing organization. '" 
The Naval Comptroller reviewed apparent anomalies and omissions discovered in the 

terms of reference of the members of the NavaI Board and developed proposals to the number 

ofmembers and for delegation of authority from CNS to facilitate administration and speed up 

approvals of programmes and projects. Effëctive 1 Ianuary 1960, coinciding with the 

introduction of the NTS, the composition of the Naval Board would be comprised of CNS, 

VCNS, CNP, CNTS and NCOMP. '~~ The ACNS (Plans) and ACNS (Warfare and Air) were 



deleted and would continue their hct ions  under the VCNS with a new title of Director General 

(DG)?' DeWolf obtained approval to elevate the Naval Comptroller to Rear-Admira1 dong 

with his request to the Minister to reconstitute the Naval ~oard."' The Naval Comptroller also 

initiated studies of the four branches; Naval Staff, Personnel, Technical Services and 

Comptroller, with a view to devising simpler, more efficient and more economical 

organizations. 

The report of the examination of the Chief of Naval Personnel Branch by the 

Management and Methods Section confirmeci the problems of branch control of personnel 

policy and crisis management alleged in the "Tisdall Report" and suspected by many."' 

Although it did not fault the pe r so~e l  branch for enthusiasrn and dedication, it described an 

organktion weak administratively and lacking in management skills and cornpetence. It was 

found that while staff officers had the responsibility for the detail of personnel work, the 

advisors for the various branches, both officers and men, had effectively assumed a~thority for 

decisions on appointments, drafts, promotion and training.'12 With respect to planning, the 

report made the observation, "There appeared to be widespread misconception of the function 

of planning. The concept of planning as a part of the Executive Role appears to be buried in 

routine or detail work .... In the rnajority of cases very Little concrete evidence was available as to 

the accomplishment of the planning fun~tion."~" The study team also found, "that delegation of 

real authority was practically non-existent" and that nearly every decision was elevated to the 

level of the Deputy Chief of Naval Personnel (DCNP). They concluded, "The controls and 

excessive coordination outlined above because of insuficient delegation of authority may be 

primarily due to a lack of formal personnel training provided staff officers prior to assuming 

their d~ties.""~ 



With respect to the organirational arrangements, the lack of delegation resulted in an 

"unreasonably high span of controln for DCNP and enormous workload that negated his ability 

to s u p e ~ s e  the planning process. In the Directorate of Naval Manning, ostensibly responsible 

for long range pIanning, no evidence could be found that this fünction was being camed out and 

staff officers, "were alrnost entirely involved in the detail of men administration rather than the 

development of policies consistent with fdture personnel d e v e l ~ ~ r n e n t . ~ ' ~ ~  Also, the Directorate 

of Naval Training organization did not appear to be organized to accomplish its objective of 

establishing training policy for üidividuals of the RCN. In the Directorate of Personnel 

(Officers) career planning for officers was found to be non-existent because of the t h e  

consumed sofely in arranging appointments piece-meal; Due to a lack of planning, it was found 

that the majority of appointments resulted in a chah reaction of two to six other consequential 

app~intments."~ The staff workload was uneven and the task of arranging the appointments of 

the 1459 seaman officers beIow the rank of Commander feu to two searnan staff officers. Four 

technical staff officers were available to manage the remaining 902 technical officers. The latter 

had t h e  for planning but it was found their five-year plan of appointments was based on 

present as opposed to future naval cornrnitments. The report observed that this might be 

"considered to be a worthwhile exercise but may prove to be of little practical value." ' " 
The study team found no evidence that women were part of the personnel structure. The 

report stated, "It appeared that the Wrens are not cornpletely accepte. or integrated into the 

Royal Canadian Navy. This may only be the analyst's impression, but discussion with other 

individuals of Personnel [sic] conveyed the impression that Wrens were not considered in the 

overall Personnel ~ l an . " "~  Women were segregated and treated as a single entity like a branch 

but without a clear role in the navy. The "Tisdall Report" had devoted less than one page to the 

subject of WRCNS Officers and ~ o m e n . " ~  A pnnciple that both RCN(W) officers and RCN 



Wrens should be employai in lieu of their male counterparts was vaguely stated and that their 

promotion and conditions of service "should be arranged to conform as nearly as possible wiîh 

the RCN system." '" Tisdall added a gender specific caveat that theu service did not have to be 

in conformity with the RCN system if it was "undesirable for fernales". Tisdall made no specific 

recommendation respecthg women except that nurses should form an integrated part of  the 

medical special duties list. The implementation plans for the new personnel structure did not 

inçlude women. It may be indicative of  the importance given to the female component of the 

RCN that the CNS addressed his message amouncing the new personnel structure ody to 

officers and men. 

The report demonstrated that personnel management in the RCN was ad hoc, poorly 

organized and conducted by enthusiastic amateurs. The forty-two recomrnendations of the study 

team focuseci on the need for the Personnel Branch to become the authority responsible for "the 

development of objective plans and policies for the procurernent and wise utilization of naval 

manpower" and to reorganize itself to  execute those function~. '~~ It provided a comprehensive 

blueprint for reorganization and the introduction of sound personnel management practices. The 

report stressed the need for training in personnel management for those assigned to the 

Personnel Branch. Moreover, staff assignments should be open and non-branch specific so as  to 

eliminate branch influence that had biased decisions in the past. An important recommendation 

was that a Plans and Project Group be established to interpret fUture naval commitrnents into 

personnel allocations and that this group should consult closely with ACNS (Plans) P G  Plans] 

in developing long-range plans, five years or more, for the RCN. This group would also have a 

coordination function within the Personnel Branch to faditate planning. A key recommendation 

was that Naval Service Headquarters should delegate suficient authority to cornmands, depots, 

recruiting stations, schools and other facilities pertaining to personnel management or training 



along with appropriate instructions to enable them to conduct the detailed day-to-day personnel 

business of the navy. The Naval Board gave approval on 8 January 1960, for the Personnel 

Branch to be reorganized broadly along the lines s ~ g ~ e s t e d . ' ~  

The Naval Board turned its attention to a long-range forecast once the immediate fieet 

requirements were approved in the composition plan for 1959. It was realized that the 

continuing construction programme of two ships per year would result in a shortage of escorts 

fiom 1964 to 1977 to meet NATO force goals of forty-tbree vessels and this couId no longer be 

considered "a hard and fast figure1'.'" The board thought that the shortfali could be overcome in 

part through extending the lives of some older ships and improving the capabilities of others, 

There was also a strong appreciation of the challenges of advancing technology and that the 

true submersible, the nuclear submarine, must be considered as a possible alternative to ASW 

surface ships. A study into acquiring nuclear powered submarines was already in progress.124 

Research and development had proven the feasibility of marrying the helicopter to the DDE and 

also perfected a Variable Depth Sonar (VDS). in January 1959, the Naval Board took the 

decision to proceed with f l e t  modemization. The seven St. Laurent class escorts and the 1 s t  

two repeat Restigouche class building were to be converted to carry helicopters and fitted with 

VDS, as well as the M Q S  503 improved Hull Mounted Sonar (JIMs).'~ This project was to 

be completed by 1965, and conversion of the remauiing new escorts would follow. It was ais0 

dmided that planning would proceed for an ASW Fngate for the ship replacement programme. 

. This diesel-powered escort would carry three helicopters and be capable of 21 knots. It was 

anticipated that three of these ships could be built for the cost of two repeat ~ e s t i ~ o u c h e s . ~ ~ ~  

Part of the rationale for choosing the cheaper fiigate was that nuclear submarines might be a 

possible alternative and the Naval Board wished to retain some financial flexibility. Cheaper 

alternatives such as AS W hydrofoils were also to be investigated. 



In March 1959, the Naval Staff submitted a "Medium Range Forecast of RCN 

Requirements For The P e n d  1960-66" based on the long-range forecast. The Naval Staff 

concluded that "the existing and approved forces are inadequate to rneet the requirements of the 

RCN in relation to the threat in the decade following 1961." '~ As an ASW force the RCN 

would be deficient through a lack of nuclear submarine capability and deficient in its escort role 

through a Iack of surface to au  and sufiace to surface missile capabilities. By 1966, there 

would also be a numerical deficiency of nine escorts below NATO force goals owing to the 

retirement of three destroyers and six fngates. To avoid this, two ships a year, but preferably 

three, should be laid dom. Moreover, the "limited air defence capability provided by the 

Banshee fighters would lapse when they were retired without replacement in 1962. An anti-air 

missile capabiIity was urgently needed. Three tankers were required to provide mobiIe logistic 

support but oniy one was approved. Two additional submarines were required to provide 

training for ASW forces. Added to this list of deficiencies and requirements were others 

pertaining to dispersed logistic support, helicopter maintenance, local d e h c e  and early waming 

systems and shore construction. 

The Naval Staff recommended a comprehensive programme of acquisition and 

modernkation headed by the acquisition of nuclear submarines depending on the outcorne of the 

on-going exploratory studies. '" The Naval Board approved the recomrnendations of the Naval 

Staff for fiscal planning purposes but not as authorïzation for any project. DeWolf had to 

concede that the RCN was losing ground and could not meet SACLANT1s force goals that had 

been heretofore considered sacrosanct and the justification for acquisition programmes. The 

Naval Board Minutes of 25 March 1959 stated, "The FATOI force goals accepted by Canada 

will not always be the same as those recommended by SACLANT, and caution should be used 

in quoting the latter as a basis for an estirnateci short-fa11 in ships.'" DeWolf was obviously 



concemed that stressing the widening gap might act as a disincentive to the government and 

threaten the fünding for ship replacement. The government had just cancelled the RCAF's 

Arrow project. The fact was that the RCN was deficient across the spectrum of NATO goals 

under the MC48 concept, many of which involved support infiastructure. There was fiinding 

barely sufficient for ship replacement let alone to build up stockpiles of stores, ammunition and 

&el oil. 

DeWolf accepteci the argument that the RCN should establish a submarine seMce and 

gained approval for this fiom the Cabinet Defence Cornmittee in March 1960. His rationale was 

similar that for the carrier and naval aviation, the submarines were required to provide training 

services for ASW forces.IY> DeWolf initiated a programme to obtain in the 1960-61 estimates 

an old USN fleet svbmarine on loan for training on the west coast.13' The RCN flirteci with the 

idea of acquiring nuclear powered submarines (SSNfs). In 1958, DeWoIf made a public 

statement probably to test political support that Canada may acquire these vessels. 132 A 

feasibility study by the Nuclear Submarine Survey Team confirmed that Canada could build 

and operate SSNfs with the support of the USN. '~~ DeWolf was hpressed by the SSN's 

capability but he had a personal disinclination towards anything "atorni~".'~ Pragmatically, he 

took the decision not to propose acquisition of SSNfs on the basis that they were simply not 

affordable. The RCN could obtain two conventional submarines for the price of one nuclear. 

Moreover, these were more in keeping with the RCNfs srna11 ship status and SSN's were in the 

"big ship" league. The Naval Board put nucfear propulsion on hold in March 1960, but for al1 

intents and purposes 

the acquisition of six 

instead of SSN's.'~ 

the plan was she~ved.'~' DeWolfs last initiative as CNS was to propose 

Barbe1 Class coriventionaf submarines to the Cabinet Defence Cornmittee 



The navy's planning for the 1960-61 estimates reflect caution as to stability in funding 

and hope for maintenance of the status quo.'" Construction of the repeat Restigouche escorts 

and tanker would continue and the personnel level remain unchanged. Provision was made for 

planning a combination of the ASW frigates and conventional submarines as the follow-on 

replacement programme. Acquisition of six ASW helicopters was planne. for 196 1-62. 

Provision was made to put more funding into dispersa1 facilities and infiastructure to meet the 

NATO requirement However, operations and maintenance fiinding was to be reduced again, 

which included another 8 percent reduction in fuel.'" This raised a protest fiom Rear-Admira1 

Pullen but he was directed to practice austerity and adjust his schedule to the fuel a~lowance.'~~ 

There was to be no elaborate celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of the RQI. In April 1960, 

the Minister dispelled any notion of financiai securïty in demanding a manpower study by al1 

seMces to detennine the effects of manpower reductions of 10 and 20 percent.'" Pearkes was 

concemeci that personnel coçts constituted nearly 50 percent of the budget and had to be 

reduced. He stipulateci that NATO and United Nations commitments should not be disturbed 

and that reductions should corne fiom headquarters and supporting units. DeWolf s response 

was to dernonstrate conclusively that the RCN had the smallest administrative "tail" of the three 

seMces and that any reductions "would defeat the objectives of the New Personnel System" as 

well as jeopardizing NATO ~omrnitments .~~~ This was DeWolf's last victory before his 

retirement. 

On 3 1 July 1960, Vice-Admiral Harry DeWolf retired from the RCN after forty-two 

years of service.l" A proponent of "better is the enemy of good enough", he declared himçelf 

not to be ambitious for the navy but his legacy was huge. The sheer volume of material included 

in this chapter itself suggests not only his capacity for work and breadth of control but also the 

feverish pitch at which he drove he staff. He thrived on cornplexity where lesser men failed. 



Referred to by ViceAdrniral Collins as  "the most cerebral CNS", Hamy DeWolf was no 

"simple sailor". He was aIso entirely consistent, following the course laid out initially by his 

mentor Harold Grant, a fellow Nova Scotian whose leadership style he ernulated.'" 

DeWoIf had eliminated "extraneous pursuits" and foçused the thinking and energy of 

the navy on ASW. Discipline was imposed on fiscal planning to achieve force goals. When 

Rear- Admiral Tisdall gave Rear-Admiral Herbert Rayner, the C M  designate, his turnover 

briefing the VCNS prefaced his remarks, "The Royal Canadian Navy operates almost entirely 

in the NATO sphere and as specialists in anti-submarine warfare. The Navy has resisted taking 

on other c o d t m e n t s  which are not directly related to anti-submarine warfare."'" This bore 

witness to the fact that DeWotf had succeeded in entrenching the ASW commitment to NATO 

as the purpose for the existence of the RCN to such an extent that it had become a mantra- 

Rear-Admiral Charles stated this was the principle under which the entire staff at NSHQ 

worked and Corn which there was no deviation permitîed. Charles summed up DeWolfs 

strategic "philosop hy " : 

Hamy was under no illusions. He knew our 'bread and butter' was NATO. We 
had our force goak of forty-two ships [sic] for NATO and that was the bask 
on which we built those ships. I'm [DeWolfl not getting into a 'big-ship navy' 
or anything like that. Harry was prepared to accept the ASW carrier but 
wouldn't take nuclear submarines because we couldn't afford them. He was 
happy to take conventionais [submarines]. But basically he said, 'Under the 
system we are a small ship navy and thatts what we are going to be'.14' 

Retaining the carrier rnay appear to be an inconsistency but the navy had already made 

- a large invesmient in nava1 aviation and DeWolf considered himself comrnitted. The dilernma 

was expressed by Tisdall, "It can be argued that a navy of this size cannot really afford naval 

aircraît, or altematively, we cannot afford to be without it."" DeWolf had reduced naval 

aviation's share to 22 percent of the RCN's budget which he thought was still too large. He had 

decided not to replace the jet fighter aircraft. Tracker ASW aircraft surpIus to the RCN's 



requirement had been transferred to other NATO countries. The naval air reserve had been 

reduced to two squadrons. DeWoIf had been convinced of the necessity of acquiring helicopters 

and modiQing the new DDE's to carry them and had embarked on this modernization 

programme, The carrier had to be retained to train the pilots and the fleet in helicopter 

operations. 

DeWolf began programmes of sweeping modernization of the structure of the personnel 

system and Naval Service Headquarters and the Commands. Lesser men would have balked a t  

the challenge but not DeWolf There is Iittle argument that the personnel system was in disarray 

however the restwcturing undertaken was so extensive as to change the fundamental and 

traditional structure of the navy. The superimposition of other concepts such as user- 

rnaintainer, on-the-job training, and planneci maintenance and also the revision of the promotion 

systerns for both officers and men, simply complicated an already difficult task. Moreover, the 

study of the personnel branch revealed that the staff Iacked the basic knowledge and skills of 

personnel management. It is valid to ask whether the RCN had the capacity to adapt to these 

large and radical changes. DeWolf s own opinion was that there were no problems that could 

not be managed.l4' He had confidence in his own ability to modemize the navy and that the 

navy would obediently ca ry  out his programmes. Only time would tell how well his policies 

and initiatives would endure. 

The retirement of Vice-Admiral DeWolf marks the end of an era. He was the last 

graduate of the Royal Naval College of Canada to be CNS. His approach to Ieading the RCN 

reflected both reliance on traditional methods and cautious adoption of new innovations. He 

remaineci dedicated to the prewar RCN cohort but also advanced officers fiom other entries. He 

introduced new management methods but showed the traditional bias against staff training. 

DeWolf did more than any other CNS to ally the RCN with the USN and oversaw the 



development of an integrated command structure and plans for the ASW defence of North 

America. He was also strongly Canadian in his outfook. When the Naval Oficers Association 

suggested that the White Ensign, the Royal Navy's flag also "worn" by Canadian ships, be 

altered to include a Canadian coat of arrns, DeWolf rejected it. He said Canadian ships would 

Wear the White Ensign until Canada adopted its own national flag then a change would be 

contemplated.'" There were contradictions in DeWolf but there is near unanimity among long 

service navy personnel and naval critics, Iike Audette and Harbron, that he was the Canadian 

navy's finest C N S . ' ~ ~  Rear-Admiral "Bobby" Murdoch summed it up "Confidence in leadership 

culminateci in Harry DeWolf. In my opinion he was the only real admiral the Canadian navy 

ever pr~duced."'~~ Vice-Admiral DeWolf provided strong and effective leadership and the 

administrative skills needed at a critical juncture in the history of the RCN. His successor had 

big shoes to fill. 

There is a popular notion, especially among former naval personne!, especially oficers, 

that DeWolfs tenure as CNS was the high-water mark of "The Golden Era" of the RCN. This 

notion of a "Golden Era" is based on the belief that Bonaventure and the fourteen new 

Canadian designed and built destroyers constituted the most formidable ASW force in the 

world. It was a happy time of expansion and rapid promotion.'5' The accomplishment of the 

material expansion of the navy and the potential of the ships are undeniable. However, beneath 

the surface of the sleek appearance of the new "Cadillacs" and the "Pullenesque" perfection of 

parade ground occasions of the "Royal Ceremonial Navy" there were serious personnel 

shortages and a malfinctioning personnel system. The system had been stretched beyond its 

lirnits to commission every ship possible for NATO. The RCN was doing, to a Iesser degree, 

what it had done during the early years of World War II, being the overly enthusiastic ally and 

cornmissioning more ships than it could man effectively. While numbers contribute to 



NATO's deterrence posture, the extent to which shortages in trained senior personnel and 

deliberate undermanning had reduced fieet war fighting effkctiveness was an issue that 

concerned knowledgeable authorities. DeWolf had anticipated that the personnel situation could 

be correctecl before the fleet had to fight. If anythhg, the RCN enjoyed a transitory 'golden 

moment" on 4 May 1960, its fiftieth annivenary. It would remain for the new CNS, Vice- 

Admiral Herbert Rayner, to realke the potential of the new fieet through ensuring that the 

personnel restructuring and reforms were success~lly implemented. 
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CHAPTER 10 

Treading Water 

We are f a c d  with a staggering trades training problem in the Command. The 
shortages are having serious effects on the operational readiness of ships and at 
out present rate of training little progress will be achieved. It requires 
immediate attention and action by al1 authorities .... While we are in Our present 
state of growth, we have not achieved stability in our ships of either officers or 
men. This is wasting al1 the efforts we are making in work up and training. 

Rear-Admira1 Kenneth Dyer 
Flag Officer Atlantic Coast 
27 October 196 1 ' 

Vice-Admirai Herbert Sharples Rayner became the eighth Chief of the Naval Staff on 1 

Aupst 1960. At forty-nine, he shared with G. C. Jones the distinction of being the youngest 

CNS. Like Jones he would l ave  the RCN suddenly and unexpectedly, noi through death but 

through early retirement. Rayner was born in Clinton, Ontario in 191 1, and joined the RCN 

straight from high school as a Special Entry naval cadet in 1928. He was sent directly to the 

Royal Navy for training onboard the cmiser H M S  Erebus. With the cIosing of the Royal Naval 

College of Canada (RNCC) in 1922, this became the standard method of entry for naval 

officers. Al1 potential candidates were interviewai by a board of naval officers to determine 

suitability for service. Educational requirements were junior matriculation or its equivalency 

but social acceptability and parental connections were equally important cons ide ration^.^ The 

board's recommendation was submitted to the Chief of the Naval Staff who was the h l  

authority for enroiment in the "family navy". Rayner and his Special Entry colleagues, such as 

Finch-Noyes, Stirling, Murdoch and the Groos brothers, enjoyed the same professional standing 

and preferences as the W C  cohort when it came to promotion. Rayner's positioning was such 

that after normal junior officer training and specialization as a Torpedo Officer, he found 

hirnself as a senior Lieutenant at the outbreak of war and was given command of a destroyer 



immediately. He was promoted rapidly with wartime expansion through exhibiting strong 

professional cornpetence, 

Herbert Rayner developed a reputation as a thorough professional during the war. He 

relieved Hamy DeWoIf as Cornmanding Officer of St. Laurent in July 1940, and earned the 

Distinguished Service Cross @SC) "for courage and enterprise in action against enemy 

submarines", in December that year.3 After nineteen arduous months of convoy duty and now a 

Lieutenant-Commander, Rayner was appointed as Staff Oficer Operations to Rem-Admirai 

Murray, COAC, at Halifax. He was back at sea in sixteen months in command of the newly 

commissioned Tribal Class destroyer, HMCS Huron, on the Murmansk convoy rum. Huron 

subsequently joined the 10th Destroyer Flotilla with Haida (DeWolf) and A t h a b a s b  (Stubbs) 

and fought in the English Chamel and Bay of Biscay. Rayner eamed a Bar to his DSC when 

Huron, with Haidn and other ships of the 10th Flotilla, engaged five German destroyers tryhg 

to break through to attack the Allied invasion f l e t  off Normandy. One German destroyer was 

driven aground in flames and the others either sunk or fled. In a later engagement, Huron's guns 

set a ininesweeper on f i e  and blew up an armed trawler. Rayner was also twice Mentioned in 

Despatches (MID) for his services during this period and promoted to Commander. 

In September 1944, Rayner was appointed Director of Plans at NSHQ as an Acting- 

Captain. He was the architect of the plan for the Unmediate postwar RCN through his blueprint 

for fleet composition entitled "The Continuhg Royal Canadian Navy". This document, 

discussed in Chapter 1, signalled the intention of the RCN to be a big ship, balanced-fleet navy 

in the postwar period. The evidence is inconclusive that Rayner was a "big ship" navy 

proponent although he did argue as COPC in 1958, for the retention of the cruiser Ontario in 

the role of a modified f l e t  support ship and o i~e r .~  Rayner returned to the east coast as Captain 

@) in December 1945. He reverted to Commander rank at the end of the war and took 



command of Nootka in 1947. In Nootka, he experienced an "incident" common in those restless 

days. Subsequently, he achieved several notable "fmts" in his career. He was; the f i s t  

commandant of Royal Roads when it became a tri-service college, the fist  officer to serve as 

coordinator of the Joint Staff at National Defence Headquarters, and the first oficer to hold the 

appointment of Canadian Mantirne Commander Pacific, when the RCN and RCAF elements 

integrated into a single maritime force in 1958. An accomplished staff officer, he was also as a 

progressive m e r .  As CM? he was a strong supporter of both ROTP and staff training for al1 

officers. 

Herbert Rayner, who bore a seikùig resemblance to Fleet Admiral Chester Nimi& 

USN, was prematurely gey when he became CNS. He was reserved in both manner and deed 

and had strong Christian convictions that prevailed in his professional and private work and 

relati~nshi~s.~ He had spent seven of his first eight years in the RCN with the Royal Navy and 

married an English woman, Betty Graham Snook, in 1936. The Rayners had six children and 

remaineci a very private family. He kept hk professional and private life separate and there was 

Iitile tak of navy around the house even when he was CNS? Vice-Admiral Rayner was 

respected univenally as a man in good judgement, strong professional ethic and exceptional 

integrity. Colonel Raymont wrote of him: 

Herbert Rayner was one of those rare personaIities in this rather ungracious 
age of being a perfect gentlemen. He was a most competent and highly 
respected officer in the RCN, and his utter conscientiousness, loyalty and strict 
sense of duty coupled with a sense of humour made him loved and respected by 
ail, and made a better person of ail who had the good fortune to really h o w  
and work with hm7 

Vice-Admiral Rayner brought both a different personality and leadership style to the 

office of CNS. Whereas DeWolf was forcehl and autocratie, Rayner was non-confrontational 

and a consensus builder. While DeWolf was doctrinaire with respect to naval policy, Rayner 

was open to and actively encouraged new thinking. Rayner Unmediately expanded the meetings 



of the Naval Board to include more junior staff officers fiom interested directorates. He also re- 

instituted the Senior Onicers' Meetings in order to obtain a broader range of views on problems 

confionting the navy. While his approach undoubtedly removed some latent fnistration, it also 

opened the door for the staff to engage once again in "extraneous pursuits" and promote 

favourite hobby horses. More critically, there was a power shift in progress at the top and the 

authority of the individual chiefs was slowly being eroded by the Chiefs of Staff Committee, 

Rank Structure Committee @SC) and the Estimates Screening Cornmittee. 

This intrusion was subtle, continuous and was causing much mischief.* Policy and 

strategy were becomùig dominated by fiscal expediency with real control passïng into the hands 

of civilian bureaucrats such as the Deputy Minister and representatives fiom .the Department of 

Finance and the Treasury Board. This had created an environment of confrontation at that Ievel 

and DeWoff had found himself fighting vigorously to maintain control of money and manpower. 

At the political IeveI, an environment of animosity existai wherein the Prime Minister distnisted 

the senior military hierarchy. His vacillation on accepting their advice had resulted in the 

resignation of General FouIkes shortIy before Rayner became CNS. Rayner had been nominated 

as CNS by DeWolf over the only other possible candidate, Rear-Admiral Pullen, because of his 

"better judgement" and Pearkes had agreedg It would remain to be seen if Raynerfs non- 

confrontational approach and better judgement could carry the day. 

Rayner's own promotion had caused a major shuffle of senior staff appointments 

orchestrated by DeWolf This was DeWolf's last opportunity to reward those he saw fit and 

some interesthg promotions and appointments were made. It was not surprising that the 

talented Rear-Admiral Dyer, who was now heir-apparent as CNS, was appointed to the top 

operational job as Commanding Officer Atlantic Coast. He was "dual haîted" as the Canadian 

Commander, Maritime Atlantic Area (CANCOMARLANT), one of SAC LANT's Deputy 



Commanders. Commodore Edward Finch-Noyes, C m ,  was rewarded with a Rear-Admiral's 

flag and the Pacific Coast Command. He was succeeded as COND by Commodore Paul 

Taylor, ex-RCNVR, confirmeci fiom acting rank. Commodore "Debbie" Piers, ftesh fiom being 

the first RCN Commandant of RMC, replaced the ailing Commodore Morson Medland as 

ACNS (Plans). These final dispensations by DeWolf followed his principle of favouring the 

prewar RCN who stayed the course and "deserved a good career". Finch-Noyes was one of the 

small pool of the "old guard" like Tisdall, who floated inconspicuously to the top. Rear-Admiral 

Brock commented laconically, "Finch-Noyes just kept rolling along."10 Brock had also profted 

by DeWolf's benevolence because, although passed over by both Rayner and Dyer, he was 

positioned to be the f i s t  ex-RCMR prornoted to Rear-Admiral and was positioned to relieve 

Tisdall as VCNS. 

The most interesting was the promotion of the venerable Commodore Patrick Budge to 

Rear-Admira1 and hk appointment as Chief of Naval Personnel (CNP). Budge, aheady past 

retirement age and on ministerial extension, confided that his promotion was "a gift".ll "Paddy" 

Budge had become a legend in RCN for his powerful and humanitarian leadership.12 His 

promotion to Rear-Admiral was universally popuIar and considered well deserved. Moreover, 

the navy could boast of a man who had risen to admiral fiom boy seaman and this provided 

inspiration for those commissioned fiom the ranks. Budgels promotion satisfied DeWolfs 

principle of providing incentives to officers of al1 entries. Budge (ex-Lower Deck), Stons (ex- 

RCNR) and Brock (ex-RCNVR) were either promoted or in line for promotion to fl ag rank 

when DeWolf retired. DeWolf said that he had to hold back the talented but unpredictabIe 

Brock because he had to be placed in the right job because "everywhere Brock goes the place 

explodes. " l3  



Rear-Admiral Budge was a bom leader of men but not a gifted senior administrator. He 

had not had a staff course and had never served previously in NSHQ. DeWolf had brought him 

up to NSHQ to understudy Dyer as CNP for six months. The Personnel Branch was not only 

responsible for implementing the New Personnel System (NPS) but also was in the throes of a 

complete reorganization itself to irnprove its effectiveness as a personnel management agency. 

Captain Ralph Hennesy, recently Director of  Naval Training for two years, had been promoted 

to Commodore and appointed as DCNP to provide experience and contuiuity in senior 

management. Budge would find rnasteririg the complexities of manpower management and the 

responsibilities a trial. Rear-Admiral Dan Hanington, at the time a Captain and Director of 

Naval Manning, remarked that the appointment as CNP "was a very unkind -thing to have done 

to ~ u d ~ e . " ' ~  DeWolf was constrained and could only promote candidates into open Rear- 

Admiral billets, in this case it was CNP, and there is no question that Budge would 

characteristically give the job his all. However, his selection does suggest the RCN was run 

more Iike a club at the top than a modem and progressive executive management system. Of the 

circumsbnces that prevailed during those times, Rear-Admiral Murdoch commented, 

"Paternalism doesn't produce the ba t  people [for a job] but it produces a 'band of brother~'."'~ 

ViceAdrniral Rayner, with DeWolf present, had received turnover briefings as to the 

state of the navy fiom al1 the Naval Board members. The Chief of Naval Personnel.; (CNP) 

comments focuçed mainly on the implementation of the recornrnendations of the Tisdall Report 

and some brief mention as to the state of manning and morale, which he said, "is generally 

good except with respect to the housing problem in the Halifax-Dartmouth area.''16 The Naval 

Comptroller (NCOMP) briefed that with the naval budget remaining relatively constant, the 

problem was one of  balancing. He stated that if more money must be spent on operations and 

maintenance then tiinding must be obtained by reducing either the Capital Expense P rograrnme 



or personnel. He cautioned that it was not possible to reduce expenditures much more without 

reducing comrnitments, and that fun& for any pay increase would have to corne from approved 

estimates. With respect to capital expenditure, NCOMP advised that the vote was under-spent 

by almost $30 million and to control it with any degree of accuracy was difficult. He was also 

noted that NSHQ was in the process of a complete reorganization and that the Comrnands 

would follow afier study. 

There is a sense fiom the Naval Board minutes that the briefers were going through a 

formality and were avoiding difficult or contentious issues of which Rayner was fully aware. As 

COPC, he knew the nature and extent of the personnel problem and the fact that the navy's 

budget had been cut back progressively to its 1953-54 level and that constant funding was 

anything but assured. This was a coronation event and the problem issues were set aside. There 

was, as the Mainguy Report acknowledged, a great deal right with the RCN and this was a tirne 

to recognize the considerable accomplishments of Harry DeWolf In his inaugural address to the 

Naval Board, Rayner thanked his predecessor for "turning over the ship in good shape and on 

course."" Raynerrs charge to the mernbers of the Naval Board was "The Navy must be a 

modem and progressive service ready to meet any emergen~~." '~  This is an interesthg statement 

as it conveys the sense of a need for change and to broaden the scope of the roles of the RCN. 

He advised the members that he wouM rely on them to run the navy within the scope of their 

spheres of responsibilities, and emphasized the importance of sharing information needed to 

process matters with higher authority. Rayner also underscored the necessity of keeping the 

whole navy informed of approved policy. 

Vice-Admiral Rayner had barely settled into his new role as head of the RCN when he 

received an unwelcome advisory fiom the Department of Finance. The navy must re-examine its 

preliminary estirnates for 196 1-62 so as to remain within the budget approved for 1960-6 1 .19 



This represented a cash budget of $274.5 million and required a cut of $18 million tiom the 

196 1-62 preliminary estimates and a further $14 million in the following tiscal year. The Naval 

Board stniggling to find reductions in a programme already reduced by previous cuts, found 

that $15 million could be saved by retiring the Banshees, cutting military and civilian personnel 

by 15 percent, and paying off al1 ten rninesweepers thereby eliminating a mine-clearance 

capability. The Department of Finance was told "that it would be impossible to operate on less 

than $292 million without substantial reductions in personnel, cornrnitments andor 

e f f i c i e n ~ ~ . " ~  Naming the capabilities eliminated, the waming was issued that, "Any further 

reduction [beyond $15 million] would entail failure to meet NATO commitments." The ultimate 

threat forestalled the bureaucrats in Finance and the Iine was eventually drawn at $286 million 

for 196 1-62, which still left a requirement for $30 1 million in 1962-63. The money for the cuts 

was found in fuel, ammunition, spares and infkastructure, resources necessary to sustain a war- 

fighting capability. This exercise set the tone for Rayner's tenure as CNS. 

In the face of  falling defence budgets and a strident anti-nuclear mood in cabinet, 

George Pearkes, Desmond Morton observed, "discreetly withdrew to the lieutenant- 

govemorship of British ~olurnbia."~' Pearkd accomplishments were few and he will best be 

remembered as presiding over the demise of the unaffordabIe Arrow project. He failed to 

convince the Prime Minister and cabinet that more funding was needed for defence. The defence 

budget, $1.8 billion in 1957, fell to $1.3 billion in 1960 while NATO was pressing hard for 

increases fiom its rnembers. The era of Canada as "the poor cousin in NATO" had begun. With 

respect to integrating the forces, Pearkes made modest advances through the amalgamation of 

the medical services and Chaplains' corp. Reg Roy, Pearkes' biographer, suggested that he 

would have done more had he not been caught up in the nuclear debate and Arrow cancellation. 

Pearkes barely could have accomplished l e s  and Defence did not Iose a strong champion with 



his depamire. His successor was Douglas Harkness, a wartime lieutenant-colonel in the artillery 

and a former Calgary history tacher- Harkness became highly respected by the military chiefs 

for his strong stand on defence. But, he would make little. progress against Green's dominant 

influence on Diefenbaker who, afier Arrow, quoting Morton again "had retreated into chronic 

indecision. "" 

Meanwhile, an important and heated debate was being conducted in the precincts of 

NSHQ between the Personnel Branch and Comptroller's Branch over control and method of 

complementing. The exercise to redefine these responsibilities was a consequence of the 

restruchiring of the headquarters organization. The Naval Comptroller (NCOMP) was 

responsible for the economical allocation of manpower resources, and developing the navy's 

subrnissions to the Rank Structure Cornmittee (RSC) for changes in rank and trade structure in 

the total establishment of personnel. Under the reorganhtion, the responsibility for establishing 

rnilitary and civilian complements for al1 naval activities also passed to NCOMP. In April 

1960, Rear-Admira1 Wright, NCOMP, had set up the Manpower Review Cornmittee to conduct 

a deîailed survey and assess the personnel requirements for the cornplements of al1 ships and 

major shore establishments. The committee consisted of uniformed and civilian rnembers 

representing the complementing and management engineering section at NSHQ and also the 

Civil Service Commission. They were to apply modem personnel management engineering 

methodologies to develop a complement for the RCN that would be implemented in 1962, along 

with a system for regulation and verification. 

The mandate of the Manpower Review Coimittee was to examine each "billet or 

proposeci billet [military and civilian] in the Iight of its direct or indirect contribution to the 

approved role of the RCN in the defence of d ana da."^ Additionally, the committee was to 

examine rank and trade structure and ship/shore ratios and amend them as necessary. Finally, 



they were to establish a Wren complement and show it as part of the navy's estab~ishment.'~ It 

is apparent that Rear-Admiral Wright was intent on replacing the RCN's traditional ad hoc and 

highly subjective approach to the control and management of personnel resourceç with a 

modem scientifically developed system. The system would include control mechanisms and 

regular review process that would satisQ the expectations of both the Deputy Minister and 

Treasury Board - a system "with teeth". Wright was also under considerable pressure by these 

civilian bureaucrats to reduce the naval establishment. He believed the only way to protect the 

navy was to have an ironclad system of manpower management in place that would withstand 

outside scrutiny. Moreover, "Tony" Wright was detennined to establish his authority 

commensurate with his responsibility for personnel resources that constituted nearly 50 percent 

of the naval budget. Coincidentally, he was implicitiy dedaring equal s ta tu  with his former 

Executive Branch colleagues, bestowed tbrough the general list concept. 

In order for the Manpower Review to go fonvard, new principles of complementing had 

to be developed and agreed. This required extensive negotiations between the Comptroller's 

Branch, which orchestrated the initiative, and the Personnel Branch, which believed manning 

and complementing responsibilities should reside with the same authority. The new division of 

responsibility was that NCOMP would identiQ, authorize and establish the billets constituting 

the rnilitary and civilian complement of the entire navy. The Chief of Naval Personnel (CM) 

would recruit, train and assign qualified officers and men and hire civilians to fil1 those billets, 

the manning fknction. The Director of Naval Organization (DNOrg) was responsible for 

executing the complementing fiuiction. This staff position had moved fiom CNP to VCNS and 

now resided in the NCOMP organization (see above). Captain Ray Phillips, DNOrg, was 

tasked with developing the new principles of complementing and was faced with several major 

questions.25 Should the navy be cornplemented to meet its NATO commitments most efficiently 



regardlas of numbers, or, to empioy usefully the authorized 20,000 officers and men with 

suitable career prospects and seakhore ratio? Should the navy be complemented as two navies, 

as currently was the case, under the Home Port Division concept with suitable sealshore ratios 

and career pyramids within the Port Division, or, should it be complemented as one navy and 

arrangements made by the Personnel Branch to man it on that basis? Supplementary questions 

to be investigated included whether civilian billets should be used as a buffer against being over 

or under authorized military strength? Also, should ship's complements be reduced if future 

work studies by management engineering so indicated? 

Rear-Admiral Wright's position was that the complement must be b a s 4  on the 

authorized ceiling that was established by cabinet and that the navy's complement should be 

rnanaged as one entity to achieve maximum economy, flexibility and e~ectiveness?~ His staff 

conveyed these ideas to the Personnel Branch for consideration where the feeling was that the 

respoosibilities of complementing and rnanning could not be divided and that the Naval 

Comptroller did not really appreciate the complexity of the personnel process.n The tone of 

memoranda between personnel staff suggests the belief that complementing was an art, based 

on tradition and acquired by experience, not as science and could not possibly be rnanaged 

properly by non-seaman officers applying new-fangled management engineering techniques 

thought up by civilians. It was also not unimportant that in the Royal Navy the responsibilities 

for complementing had remained with the Second Sea Lord, CNP's quivalent, after a sirnilar 

reorganization." A look by NCOMP's staff at the art as practiced revealed that manipulating 

billets was employed extensively as a primary crisis management tool to solve al1 manners of 

personnel problems and requirements. Many shore "any trade" billets had b e n  established ad 

hoc for this purpose." This had created a situation where the rank pyramids for al1 trades and 

sea-shore ratios were in such a muddie that there were valid doubts in the Personnel Branch that 



these could be rationalized in order to apply a system to it. It might also be said that there was a 

strong rnind set that this was the natural condition because the RCN had managed personnel by 

muddling through since 1945. This was compounded by the extraordinary dedication, 

confidence and enthusiasm of RCN searnan officers who believed any challenging problem 

could be solved if sufficient time and energy were applied to it. Failure was not an option. 

Rear-Admira1 Wright pressed Budge for full consultation on a11 aspects of proposed 

changes to ~ o r n ~ l e m e n t i n ~ . ~  He outlined problems ahead where the Halifax Port Division 

would require 400 additional billets prior to 1963 and the necessity of these being transferred 

fiom the west Coast, Wright also pointed out obvious indicators that the Esquimalt Port 

Division had an inequitably higher share of the senior. ratings given these ra-pks were allocated 

on a one service basis. The Personnel Branch did not support complementing to a level of the 

established ceiling but to a higher level that would rneet NATO co~nrnitments.~~ This would 

reflect the navy's actual requirements and this position was supportai by the VCNS. 

Commodore Hennesy, DCNP, did believe that a fixed ceiling was important for stabiIity. The 

idea of one navy received support nom al1 quarters in the Personnel Branch but it was thought 

untimely to impose i t  There had b e m  so many recent changes that this could be one too many 

for the fleet to absorb. 

In the course of the debate, an interesting notion was advanced by Captain Browne, 

D M ,  that any surplus personnel billets resulting fiom the manpower review should be used to 

. expand the RCN's roles and commitments. Browne stated: 

This is contrary to principle but we must be redistic. The time has surely 
corne, with rumblings withùi NATO, when we should be looking at our 
National interests; in fact, this should have been done long before this. Our 
position without NATO as a hingepin, becornes somewhat untenable while the 
RCAF with NORAD and the Anny with National Survival, have 
supplementary roles to justify their being. The threat 6 0 m  nuclear missile 
firing submarines to National Defence [sic] should assume p a t e r  emphasis, as 
should the 'Vision of the North'. A fiirther role for study is the Hydrographie 
service? 



Captain Brome was on the perimeter of power but expressed a growing sentiment held by 

some other officers, such Captain "Jack" Pickford, who replaced Captain Charles as Director of 

Naval Plans @NP), that the RCN should be expanding both its horizons and roles and 

emphasizing the national interest." 

Rear-Admira1 Wright managed to achieve what amounted to a temporary consensus in 

order to allow the Manpower Review Conmittee to get on with its work. Rear-Admiral Budge 

conceded that the RCN should be complemented as one navy, and not by separate Port 

~ iv i s ions . "~  There was also agreement that the navy's ceiling should remain unchanged 

because commitments varied and that civilian positions should be used to accommodate 

surpluses and deficiencies. The thomy issue of who should conduct the analysis to predict the 

required manpower to meet W r e  commitments remained unresolved. The Naval ComptrolIer 

believed it was his hnction but the personnel staff rnaintained that for the time being they 

shouId do it. They argued that it would be quite some time until Captain Phillips, whose title 

was changed to the Director of Naval Organktion and Management, DNOM, could 

conveniently provide the analysis integrating both the New Trade Structure (NTS) and Long 

Range Planning Guide. They needed the information irnmediately. The real issue was who in the 

navy would set priorities for establishing new billets among the competing interests. Phillips 

believed that this question had to be resolved before NCOMP assumed responsibility and 

thought that purely naval manpower requirements could be decided at the level of the Naval 

Policy Coordinating Cornmittee (NPCC). He argued that the NPCC, being a "Commitîee of 

Deputies" of the Naval Board, could "horse-trade various projects and thereby avoid over- 

emphasis ofany particular ~phere."'~ 

Rear- Admiral Wright presented this recomrnendation to VCNS, who was Commodore 

Brock acting for Tisdall. Brock did not support the cornmittee idea and believed that NCOMP 



and his trained staff should render judgement. He passed this on to Budge stating, "They wonft 

always be right, but if they seek the proper advice (and heavens knows there should be plenty of 

advice on this subject) they shouldn't be wrong too   fi en."^ Rear-Adrniral Budge was 

uncornfortable with the direction the matter was taking. He advised VCNS that while he agreed 

NCOMP was responsible for complementing, establishing billets did not in itself produce the 

personnel to fiIl them. He reiterated that in the rnajority of situations billets are often vacant 

when deleted and a man must be found to fil1 a new bilIet for a new commitment. This was a 

rnanning function and his responsibility. Budge disagreed with DNOM's notion that the 

priorities for complementing should be established at the NPCC level and this should be done 

by the Naval Board and also that the member responsibte for a particular activity should 

orc hestrate cornp lement changes excIusively within his domain. 37 Rear- Admira1 Tisdall 

supported Budge and told Wright, "1 do not think NPCC is the right body to decide 

complements and rnanning problems" and that the Naval Board should be involved." Wright 

was reluctant to use his "teeth" and issue a decree that was within his authority. He was 

prepared to continue negotiating to gain consensus on this critical and emotive issue. What is 

apparent is that the naval hierarchy did not exhibit any real enthusiasm or commitment towards 

taking the hard decisions to reconcile its personnel management problems. The governent was 

pressing for reforms and economies and the navy responded with a business as usual approach 

and an attitude bordering on complacency. 

It was important for Vice-Admira1 Rayner to assert his control over naval policy. 

Rayner directed Rear-Admiral Tisdall to conduct a review of force requirements for the period 

1962-72 that would form the basis for any revisions he wished to make to established policy. 

The CNS had to anticipate the govenunent's requirements but little indication of direction was 

forthcoming. The Conservative govenment had not produced a White Paper and the most 
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ment formal guidance was a statement on defence policy by Pearkes to the Commons Special 

Cornmittee on Defence Expenditure in June, 1960." Essentially, it signalied no change from the 

previous established priorities; the defence of North America in conjunction with the United 

States, contributions to collective defence within NATO, and provision of forces to support 

United Nations' peacekeeping initiatives? In developing its pr iorit ies for its review, the Naval 

Staff seized upon a parenthetical comment in Pearkes' statement that while no special forces are 

actuaily earmarked for United Nations operations, "...14 vessels on the Pacific Coast, which are 

not earmarked for SACLANT, would be  available on a very short notice to go to any United 

Nations operation that the government approve~."~' The Minister was technically incorrect 

because al1 forty-three escorts of the RCN were cornmitted to NATO but only those thirty-nine 

on the east Coast were imrnediately available. The Naval Board directed that this comment be 

interpreted as direction in the force review document in a statement, " Within this defence policy 

there rnay well be an increased emphasis to support the UN."" While the threat to North 

Arnerica fiom missile fuing submarines was assessed as increasing and the primary requirement 

would be for ASW forces for the next ten years, readiness to provide naval forces at short 

notice to the UN was elevated to the second priority." Tisdall did not recomrnend any change in 

the RCN's programme and only reiterated the lack of an air defence capability after the 

Banshees retired and the continuhg need for the three tankers already approved. 

The evidence is inconclusive that the review reflected Rayner's own .ideas as to the 

direction of future naval policy but it is recorded that he was concerned that the navy anticipate 

future requirernents in the face of accelerating technological and scientific development. 

However, on the strength of Tisdali's analysis, the Naval Staff was directed to re-examine the 

decision to proceed with the specialized ASW fkigate for the ship replacement programme and 

to look at a more versatile Generai Purpose Frigate (GPF)? Rayner also wanted advice on the 



very long term perspective. On 5 A p d  1961, he commissioned Commodore Brock, ACNS (Air 

& Warfare), to establish an Ad Hoc Committee on Naval Objectives, 

To define the purpose of the navy and make recommendations concerning the 
role, tasks, and composition of the fleet required to meet the Navy's 
responsibilities in the future in the most effective and economical marner. This 
will entail an exainination of the probable nature of naval forces and design of 
weapons systems required for the next twenty-five years.45 

Brock was given subsequent further direction that the Naval Board was now inclining toward 

the idea of adopting the GPF as the replacement ship and considering a small helicopter carrier 

as w e P 6  

As if to give impetus and inspiration to Broçk's task, the Soviets Iaunched the first 

manned spacecraft to orbit the earth with Major Yuri Gargarin aboarâ, five days later. 

TypicaUy, the zealous Brock saw this as a good ornen and mustered his comrnittee, al1 of whom 

had this requirement added to their primary tasks, into the review. Mernbers included 

Commodore Hennesy, DCNP, and Captain Elcock, Chairman of Personnel Structure 

Coordinathg Committee, who was appointed secretary. Hemesy pointed out, that Elcock had 

"contiming and important requirements" pertaining to the implementation of the Tisdall Report 

but, "could be made available on a tirne sharing baskn4' Hennesy hirnself was probably 

working twelve-hour days on his own job. Given the importance purportedly attached to the 

irnplementation of the new personnel system, it begs the question as to who was setting 

priorities as to the allocation of scarce staff resources. It is more probable that the additional 

. tasking was s b p l y  dropped on the staff. As one senior officer on the Naval Staff at the tirne 

observed, "We just went fiom crisis to crisis."" 

Brock worked bis comrnittee long and hard in the full realization that, after the 

traditional pattern, his promotion to Rear-Admira1 hung on the study. The Report of the Ad Hoc 

Committee on Naval Objectives, known as the "Brock Report", is a cornprehensive 130 page 



document that reflected the extraordinary imagination and energy of its originator and was 

certaùily far more than Rayner asked for. As Brock noted in his covering letter to Rayner, 

which was written in the archaic style and language of Nelson's day, w...though not specifically 

requested, you will fZnd the commitee recommendations also constitute a progressive plan for 

fiilfilhg other urgent needç and enabling the navy to perform other usefui functions of a more 

versatile nature."" Brock recommended departing fiom the consistent emphasis on ASW 

capabilities set by Grant and DeWolf. He opined, "1 should like to venture the following 

comment on rny own: consistency is laudable only when it has a purpose. The purpose must 

have a plan and a plan should be progressive."s While advocathg the continued enhancernent 

of AS W capabilities he added other tasks that he persohally deemed "urgentN.- 

Brock interpreted the notion of "progressive", as mentioned by the CNS in his inaugural 

address to the Naval Board, as a desire to expand the roIe of the navy and, concurrently, the 

navy itself. Brock advanced the argument that when Canada committed itself to NATO it did 

not attempt to achieve "a measure of national balance", as other countnes had, and this had 

resulted in strategic in f le~ ib i l i t~ .~~  Anticipating a more active foreign policy in the future where 

Canada rnight be invited to provide an intervention force by the UN, Brock advocated a 

balanced fieet based on General Purpose Frigates (GPF), "heliporter" fngates designed to carry 

six helicopters, rnany srnall fast ASW craft, and, if affordable, nuclear propelleci (SSN) ASW 

submarines. This fleet would continue in the ASW role but with the added capability of being 

able to transport, land and support a small army intervention force. The GPF was the key to 

this role being capable of transporting up to 200 troops and providing gunfiue support. The ship 

would have a reasonable ASW capability but its helicopter would be too small to have a 

dipping sonar and would only be able to deliver ASW weapons (torpedoes). However, the GPF 

would be armed with short and medium range surface to air missiles for air defence. 



The fleet's general ASW capability would be enhanced by the SSN's and "cheap and 

many" fast ASW hydro-foi1 craft. Interestingly, Brock did not see the f le t  built around an 

aircraft camer but on the SSN's and dual purpose ASW and troop-carrying "heliporter" fiigates 

and futuristic multi-purpose Vertical TakeOff and Landing (VTOL) aimafi. This reflected the 

direction being taken by the Royal Navy of which Brock was an ardent admirer. There was also 

to be  an expanded role for the navy in the Arctic as "an urgent requirement" and a requirement 

for Arctic Support ~ e s s e l s . ~  This was based on a suggestion fiorn the Ministry of Northern 

Atrairs and National Resources that the RCN shoufd consider a role in maintainhg sovereignty 

in the Arctic and take back the Labrador- Rayner's initial reaction had been lukewarrn as a 

destroyer would have to be paid off unless additional fbnding and manpower were provided to 

operate the icebreaker? 

The "Brock Report" advocated a break with DeWolf s successful mode1 and expanding 

the RCN's roles to include what DeWolf had called "extraneous pursuits". Brock stated, "There 

is, within the Navy, a bursting enthusiasm for the adoption of progressive policies that needs 

only guidance, continuing leadership, and a firm well unders td  plan for the achievement of 

aims."%~he repeated ernphasis on the word "progressive" implied that the navy had somehow 

been held back and ideas suppressed. It is evident that the GPF idea was a revised version of 

that set aside by DeWolf in favour of the repeat Restigouche ctass. DeWoif's follow-on was the 

cheaper ASW fSgate. There was strong pressure fiom design engineers and gunnery officers to 

build a ship that satisfied their professional needs and preferences. DeWolf had chosen the more 

economical and proven path "Progressive", in fact, translated into Brock for VCNS and his 

covering letter was a thinly veiled self-advertisement that he would provide the "guidance and 

continuing leadershipt' required to implement his programme. Brock maintained that the CNS 

was enthralled with the programme and believed that the govenunent was sold on it." 



There were major flaws in the "Brock Report" in the assumptions pertaining to 

funding, costs and personnel. Brock bas& his caiculations of affordability of his programme on 

the assumption that the navy would receive one percent of the Gross National Product for the 

foreseeable fuhire. This was not stated government policy and was merely an irnaginatively 

interpreted hiiorical coincidence? Naval budgets had declined and were now fiozen under an 

austerity programme. Moreover, personnel costs were escalating at the expense of the capital 

budget- The cost of military hardware was inflating exponentially. Although the GPF would 

contain many new types of equipment and weapons systems, some stiIl in the developmental 

stage, Brock stated that twehe ships could be built for a total cost of $265 million or an 

average of $33 million e a ~ h . ~  The estimated cost of 'the submarine programme including six 

conventional Barbels and six SSN's was $336 miHion and $495 million for the twelve 

"heliporterl' fi-igates. To fund the total programme, the RCN's budget would have to grow to 

$529 miliion by 1973. The fleet would peak at fi@-five combatant ships in 1975 when the first 

St. Laurent class would be retùed." Havhg established this ambitious programme, Brock 

stated, in contradiction, "In view of the seemingly inevitability of an endless rise in personnel 

costs and operating expenditures, we shall be increasingly hard pressed to fud fun& needed for 

new e q ~ i ~ r n e n t - " ~ ~  His answer was that imaginative ideas must be found to reduce unit costs. 

His most serious error was in personnel projections. He stated that personnel 

requirernents would increase to 22,000 officers and men by 1965 and peak at 25,000 by 1973.~' 

Persomel costs were projected to continue to infiate at a rate of 5 percent per annum. While al1 

this was purported to be integrated into the programme, there was no separate costing break- 

down and there were no annual projections for personnel requirernents. Also, there was no 

indication of the size or composition of the complernents of the various new units or of the 

maintenance and training facilities required. The facts were that the actual personnel 



requirement for the RCN stood at 22,000 at the time the report was published and woufd rise to 

25,555 in 1966-67 without the addition of a single ship in Brock's When pressed 

on this inconsistency retrospectively, Rear-Admira1 Brock conceded that the personnel figures 

in his report were notional and probably a figure of 35,000 was closer to the actual 

req~irernent!~ It was also apparent that he had not considered the ramifications on personnel 

requirements of introducing much more advanced technology than in the St. Laurent cIass 

DDE's. 

The "Brock Reportn repeated the major error in the bluepnnt for the firture navy 

produced in 1945. The personnel requirements in the earlier document, "The Continuhg Royal 

Canadian Navy", of which ViceAdmiral Rayner was -the author, were inaccurate. Rayner and 

Brock both failed to conduct a proper analysis and relied instead on guesswork. What is not 

understood is that with DCNP and a former DCOMP on the committee, why accurate personnel 

requirement figures and projections were not included. That is unless Brock deliberately chose 

to exclude them which was probably not the case. Rather, the tenor of Brock's memous suggest 

that his authorship was inclined to be governed more by his fertile imagination than either facts 

or 1 0 ~ i c . ~ ~  This is aiso an opinion expressed by many of his contemporaries. There is a sense 

that little had changed in the RCN in skteen years and that acquiring ships first and worrying 

about personnel later remained a strong inclination in postwar f l e t  planning on the part ofsome 

senior officers in the RCN. The question also exists how Vice-Admira1 Rayner, who was a 

capable staff officer and former CNP, would later accept Brock's report without challenging the 

very obvious lack of personnel projections. 

Brock was promoted to Rear-Admiral and appointed to relieve the retiring Tisdall as 

VCNS on 30 June 1960. The finishing touches were being put on the report by Commander 

Don Saxon, his ghost miter. The report was subrnitted to Rayner in July and considered by the 



Naval Board over a series of twelve meetings through December. The Naval Board did not 

agree that Canada would be asked to provide a balanced task force, but rather any military 

action wouId be under the aegis of a combined NATO or UN force. They did agree that, 

"[Tlhere remains the requirement for a considerable degree of built-in versatility in our naval 

f o r ~ e s . " ~  The board also observed that implementation of the recommended replacement 

programme would result in oniy a modest capability to transport and support an army unit. An 

expansion of the roles of the RCN to include supporting army actions and contributhg to 

maintenance of sovereignty in the Arctic was approved and a more definitive statement of 

operational tasks. The board observed that the allocation of a percentage of the GNP for the 

naval budget was not accepted govemment policy and the impression should not be given that 

the size of the navy depended upon this consideration, which was exactly the impression Brock 

conveyed. There appears to have b e n  no particular disagreement with Brock's projected 

personnel requirements. 

The Naval Board dernonstrated less enthusiasm than the author for a "progressive" 

policy and agreed only for a modest expansion of the navy's roles to include supporting the 

army and Arctic sovereignty. There was sufficient consensus eventually to agree that the 

General Purpose Frigates (GPF) should displace the more modest and less capable diesel- 

powered ASW Mgate for the ship replacement programme. This recommendation found favour 

relatively easily with the government and the GPF programme was announced in the House of 

. Cornons by Douglas Harkness the following March. The shipyards need for work 

undoubtedly helped in gaining approval for this new class of ship. There was insufficient 

interest in re-acquiring the Labrador when it was determined that there would be no increase in 

fûndiig. Brock pressed for the widest possible distribution of the report and had prepared an 

unclassified version for distribution to the fleet. He believed that it should be read by every 



Member of Parliament and given to every school child in canada? Rayner was advised by the 

Chairman of the Chiefs of Staff to treat the Report of the Ad Hoc Cornmittee on Naval 

Objectives, "as an "interna1 document for use by Naval Board members and other selected 

senior officers as considered n e ~ e s s a r ~ . " ~ ~  The report was ordered suppressed but Brock had 

already distributed it to al1 levels of the Naval staff?' There it received mixed reviews. Those 

supporthg an expansion of roles, such as Rear-Admiral Pickford, DNP at the time, thought it a 

"visionaryn document. Pragmatists, such as Rear-Admiral Murdoch, then Director of Naval 

Intelligence (DNI), thought it contrary to the primary ASW task and a "glorified wish list"." 

While the approval of the General Purpose Frigate (GPF) was a success for Rayner, 

personnel issues presented continuing challenges and defeats both to his office and the navy. He 

found that the Chairman, Chie& of Staff (CCOS) was prepared to curtail the administrative 

authority of the CNS by over-riding his traditional right to chose members of the Naval Board. 

Rear-Admiral Wright, the Naval Comptroller, was due to retire in December 1 96 1, and Rayner 

nominatecl the next seaman officer due for promotion to Rem-Admiral, Commodore Medland, 

to replace him" Air Marshall Miller, CCOS, would not support this nomination to the Minister 

by virtue of the fact Medland had neither the background nor training in business management 

which were stipulated as prerequisites when the Rank Structure Cornmittee @SC) approved the 

Naval Cornptroller's position. Miller reiterated, "It was not to be regardeci as just another 

appointment for General List ~ f f i c e r s . " ~  The CNS was obliged to reconsider his nomination 

and had to ask Rear-Admiral Wright to extend his service for one year until a suitable 

replacement was available? Subsequently, Wright retired in March 1962, to accept a job in 

business, and Commodore Plomer, another seaman oEcer, was appointed temporarily as the 

Acting Naval Comptroller. The position was fillecl permanently in July 1962, after Miller 

supported and Harhess approved the promotion of Commodore Charles Dillon, a suitably 



quaIified former Supply Branch officer.* Rayner was also challenged h m  an unexpected 

source when Rem-Admirai Storrs, Commandant of the National Defence College W C ) ,  

rejected the CNS's nominee, Commodore Harold Groos, as the naval member on the directing 

staff. Storrs advised Air MarshaIl Miller that Groos was unacceptable because he had not 

attended either NDC or the Imperia1 Defence College (IDc)? Miller agreed and Rayner was 

obliged to withdraw Groos' name and substitute Commodore Quinn who had previously 

attende. NDC.'~ Rayner was non-confrontational by nature but in easily conceding these 

nominations, set precedents pertaining to the power of the CNS that would have ramifications 

in other areas- 

The navy received some unexpected relief for its personnel situation when the East 

Germans threw up a wall in Berlin in August 1961, and the Cold War heated up substantially. 

The crisis deepened in September, when the Soviets resumed testing nuclear weapons in the 

atmosphere. These incidents resulted £iom the escalating tension caused by the spamng contest 

between Nikita Knishchev, Premier of the Soviet Union, and John Kennedy, the new activist 

President of the United States. Prime Minister Diefenbaker announced, "that certain measures 

should be taken to strengthen Canada's preparedness for defence" which resulted in an 

immediate increase in the ceiling of the armed forces personnel to 135,000.~~ The RCWs share 

was 21,749 officers and men, which the CNS announceci to the fleet, would be used "to bring 

ships up to fully operational complement as soon as possible."76 The public responded to the 

crisis and the navy's recruiting improved immediately and there was hope some trauied men 

would be attracted back to improve the severe trade group shortageSn Rem-Admiral Budge 

reported to the CNS that the international crisis generated enthusiasm among new recniits and 

the wastage rate at Cornwallis had dropped, however, few recently released trained men had 

responded to a mail-out campaign inviting them to re-enrol. Budge added that there had ben ,  "a 



flood of requests to re-enrot fiom men who had been failures both in and out of the service 

nearly al1 of whom were uwkilled-"" He was optimistic that if the present trend continued that 

the new ceiling would be reached by October 1963. 

The infusion of a greater number of personnel had to be absorbed by the personnel 

system in the midst o f a  major restructuring. With respect to introduction of the general list for 

officers, correspondence fkom the f le t  indicated initial major teething problems as the 

recommendations of the Tisdall Report were being introduced. Ships reportai Engineer Officers 

were ignoring their technical duties as they worked to qualifi for their bridge watchkeeping 

certifications, and gaps in necessary expertise had been created through the withdrawal of 

Electrical Officers. Also, there were lieutenant-comrnanders and senior lieutenants in ships who 

could not be ernployed in watchkeeping duties through lack of aptitude or poor eyesight. 

Weapom and Operations Officers were lacking because they had yet to be trained." The first 

Weapons Officers' course completed in June 1960, but the f i t  Operations Oficers' course was 

not scheduled untii nid-1962. To settle the issue of who was fit to command, the Naval Board 

defineci qualifications and went on to approve the introduction offormal command examinations 

to ensure standardization was achieved." Requirements for selection for promotion of officers 

were approved in April 1961, with the first boards to be convened later in the ~ e a r . ~ '  The 

Limited Duty List, containhg mainly trade specialists commissioned fiom the ranks, was 

introduced in June 1961.~~ 

After eighteen months experience with general Iist, Rear-Admiral Budge becarne 

convinced that it was uneconornical to train every oEcer to a ievel where any job at sea or 

ashore appropriate to his rank could be undertaken. Applying the practical knowledge of a 

seasoned sailor, Budge told the Naval Board "There was, in fact, no requirement to empIoy an 

officer in every field during his career."" He recornmended the introduction of four surface sub- 



specialist fields; Weapons, Engineering, Operations and Supply. The first three sub- 

specializations would requke fùrther training before an officer could assume the duties of head 

of a department in a ship. Appointment as head of the Supply Department would require only 

completion of first sea phase. Budge also recommended that the Executive Oficer, who was 

both second in comrnand and head of the Operations department under the new shipts 

organization, be relieved of the operations responsibilities. M e r  consideration, the Naval Board 

approved Budgets proposa1 and he pressed his advantage to suggest that an officer should be 

permitted to elect employment in the department of his choice during his second sea phase." He 

was telling the Naval Board that the general list concept while fine in theory, was impractical 

because it was uneconornical to produce "a jack of al1 trades". Budge knew that men have 

natural vocations and the navy should not be forcing round pegs into square holes. And, not 

every officer aspirai to command. Budgets experience carried the day and the Naval Board 

approved a reasonable modification to the general Iist concept- 

There were parallel developrnents in the much larger undertahg of introducing the 

new rank and trade structure for men- Schools were reorganizing to teach the trade conversion 

courses but sufficient candidates were not forthcornhg because ships could not release them 

without dropping below mllllmum mannhg standards. Cornwallis reported better success in 

trade selection through aptitude testing and i n t e ~ e w s  and also a higher quality of recruit with 

50 percent of men enlisting having an average education level of grade 1 0 . ~  There was however 

a serious training crunch because of the increase in the personnel ceiling and the fact that many 

three and five-year men were coming due for re-engagement. Only the air trades, administration 

writers and comrnunicators were being trained up to Trade Group 1 leveI before joining ships, 

but because overall numbers were increasing and ship availability decreasing, ot her trades 

would have to be trained ashore. Respecting higher trade training, indications were that current 



selection techniques for candidates were resulting in "substantial built in failure ratesn and 

reduced produ~tion.~ At the current rate, it would be five to seven years before al1 men 

affied, mainly seaman and electrical trades, could be cross-trained. Rank examinations were 

introduced for al1 ranks above Leading Seaman in 1961, and the Manual of Rank Requiremenfs 

@RCN 3047) was issued for self study- This was a unique achievement as for the e s t  time 

Canadian sailors had their own nationally produced publication. The manual described how the 

"new navyn was stnictured and adrninistered and instmcted them in their leadership 

The senior officers were advised of the extent of the current challenges facing the RCN 

at a conference convened by the CNS in November 196 1. Vice-Admiral Rayner re-introduced 

senior officer caucus meetings after a hiatus of seven years. Rear-Admiral Budge reported 

satisfactory progress with reorganization of the officers' structure and officer training." He 

stated that there remained a "crying need" for naval housing, especially on the east coast, but 

that various initiatives were underway and 400 additional units should be completed in the 

Haiifax area in 1963. He then turned to the most pressing personnel problem stating, 

We are short, and seriously so, of skilled tradesmen. Specifically, we are short 
nearIy 3000 Trade Group 2,3 and 4 men in the Weapons Engineering and 
Engineering trades. We drafied 1900 men for courses on the East Coast in the 
fiscal year 1960-6 1 - we released 1700 fiom the Service. In other words [a gain 
of only 2001, we are not increasing the number of skilled tradesmen in the 
SeMce. At best we are treading water - at worst we are going down for the 
third time. Because we are so short, the Depot must draft men to course as 
soon as they become eligible. This in turn leads to instability in ship's 
companies and even further reduces the marginal efficiency resulting fiom 
shortages in trained men This is not so applicable on the West Coast where 
shortages are less severe and hence greater stability in drafting bas been 
achieved. 89 

Budge went on to Say that the Port Division system was an impediment to making the best use 

of available rnanpower and that he had ordered a review to determine the best course of action 

to remove it. He aIso stated that the capacity of the schools could be increased to improve 



training production but that extra students could not be obtained with the existing commitments. 

He then proposed a ternporary cut-back in commitments through placing three older east coast 

destroyers in an inactive status which would provide instnictors and approximateiy 400 

additional students fiom critical trades. Budge concluded that Fleet School Stadacona would 

have to earmark the necessary number of officers and men to complement those ships 

immediately in an emergency. 

Rear-Admirai Budge's comments were based on a series of submissions fiom both 

coasts and NSHQ which provided substantiation and solid statistical data. Rear-Admira1 Dyer 

reported that " We are faced with a staggering trades training problem in the Comrnand" and 

Uistability was affècting the operational capability of his ships? While a cyclic systern was 

supposed to be in place, his ships were experiencing 25 percent draft changes for training 

courses in a six month period.g' The wastage statistics on first-term re-engagements for 1960- 

61 showed an improvement, after a dive in 1959-60 caused by uncertainty when the New Trade 

Structure was initially introducd But figures for the highly skilled and critical engineering, 

electrical and hull trades indicted a steady re-engagement rate of only 35 percent." The root 

cause for the low reengagement rates for these trades was poor sealshore ratio where the 

engineers, for example, could expect to spend 70 percent of their career at sea. This resulted in 

"bumout" in conscientious men and marital proble~ns.~~ Younger men of the engineering and 

electrical trades that took the best and the brightest recruits, found this prospect unacceptable 

and were leaving. The training and skills these technicians acquired in the navy commanded 

high paying jobs on civilian street. 

The crisis resulted in an emergency plan to provide personnel for trade training and for 

manning new construction. Called Plan Delta, it was originally developed by Captain (later 

Rear-Admiral) Dan Hanington who had relieved Captain Browne as the Director of Naval 



Manning @NM). He had most recently been the Executive Officer at Sfadacona, the base in 

Halifax, and was completely farniliar with the personnel problems on the east coast. Hanington 

drew up a plan to place three Tnbal Class destroyers in "Category B" to obtain some 427 men 

for trade training and instructional duties for Rear-Admira1 Budge to present to the Senior 

Officers'  onf fer en ce? It was subsequently studied by both FOAC and the NPCC. A modified 

plan was proposed by Rem-Admiral Dyer that would make 500 personnel available for trade 

training but circumvented the necessity to place any ships in Category B.% Presumably, Dyer 

proposed this alternative because to lay up ships would send the wrong signal during a period of 

increased tension between NATO and the USSR Moreover, DeWolf had previously convinced 

the Rank Structure Committee that laid up ships m a ~ e d  by scratch crews were not an option. 

Dyer's Plan Delta entailed the reduction of the ship's cornpanies of three Tribals to 75 

percent of operational complement and limiting the build-up of the remainder of the flet  to 90 

percent. Additionally, the complement of the Tribal in refit would be reduced to 25 percent and 

the fleet maintenance schedule amended to ensure one Tribal was always in refit. The new 

DDFs Mackenzie and Saskatchewan, designated east coast ships, would be manned with west 

coast crews. The NPCC advised the Naval Board that it would be at l e s t  five years under fhis 

plan before the converted St. Laurent Class and new construction ships could be fully manned- 

Beyond this point, success would be determineci by the re-engagement rate. The Naval Board 

approved adoption of Plan Delta in February 1962. The plan also called for declaring the fint 

frigate surplus in May 1963 and placing the Tribals into reserve in September 1 9 6 3 . ~  Plan 

Delta became the major factor in determining the fleet composition and employment programme 

for 1962 and 1963 .97 This indicated the navy's f u U  cornmitment to solving its personnel crisis. 

The work of the Manpower Review Cornmittee was completed in March 1962 and a 

new personnel forecast, "RCN Cornplement 1962 - Men", was promulgated which replaced al1 



existing complements." Captain Phillips, DNOM, had completed his task by late 1961 and 

every job in the navy had been identifid by trade, trade group level and rank. Captain 

Hanington, DNM, then undertook a trade by trade examination of the resultant requirement in 

each port division. His objectives were to ensure that the rank and trade group structures 

established by the complernent were attainable, offered equitable career and promotion 

opportunities and created a tolerable sea-shore ratio." Hanington's study was necessarily 

cursory because of lack of tirne and staff resources. He concluded that some alterations would 

have to be made to rank and trade group complements in order to attain sufficient senior 

tradesmen and thereby prevent makiig significant changes to either the training system or the 

promotion and advancement regdations. He also concluded that, "Significantly Iess alteration to 

complernent would be neceçsary if the two port divisions did not have to be treated as separate 

na~ ie s . " ' ~~  Another conclusion was that in about half the trades, increasing complexity of 

technology required a larger base of apprentices than the cornplement called for. With respect to 

sea-shore ratios, he codirmed that the engineering trades were in extremis but some method 

other than establishing "any trade billets" must be found to redress this problem. He stated that 

many of his answers were not satisfactory and the review would have to be on-going, but he did 

establish "ground rules" for this and a methodology on which to proceed. 

When the "RCN Complement 1962 - Men" was promulgated by the Naval Secretary on 

behalf of the Naval Board, it included both an explanation of the methodology employed to 

establish it and regulations for al1 subsequent complement changes. Cornrnanding Officers were 

advised: 

As was inevitable, the requests for rnanpower, both in total numbers and in 
rank and trade group, exceeded the au thorh l  ceiling of the RCN. Many 
desirable commitrnents had to be drastically curtailed. It is considered, 
however, that within the limitations of available manpower the new 
complement 'divides the piet as fairly as possible. While minor changes within 
the total numbers, ranks and trade groups allocated to an establishment or 
group of associated establishments may still be made, it is most unlikely that 



any ship or establishment can be increased at the expense of another without 
the most cogent reasondO' 

Comrnanding Officers were instructed that additions would only be possible with exact off- 

setting deletions within their organïzations and that the complement would be monitored by 

NSHQ and controlled through the use of an automated record system. Work study experts 

would be avaiIable to conduct manpower reviews to assist Cornandhg Officers and these 

reviews would be on-going in any case. 

The navy's personnel programme, in the process of absorbing the recent f i s i o n  of 

recruits, was dealt a critical setback in July 1962, when the government amounced an 

immediate fieeze on speading to deal with a financial crisis over the country's balance of 

payrnents. The estirnates for 1962-63 had already been set virtually at the previous year's 

leve1.1°2 The Treasury Board now dernanded a $13 million cash reduction fiom the three 

services of which the navy's sbare was $1.6 million in the current fiscal year. They proposed 

that this be achieved through an immediate reduction of the total personnel ceiling to 20,000.'~~ 

This would drive it below the level of 1955 because the additional allowance for 720 cadets and 

apprentices over authorized ceiling would be eliminated. The navy managed to convince the 

Minister to fieeze the personnel ceiling at  the existing strength of 21,720. Other measures 

included a reduction in fuel, ammunition and maintenance funding, paying-off the Banshees 

earlier and fiirther reducing the RCNR programme. The CNS announced this unwelcome news 

to the fleet and tried to sweeten the piIl by stating that in reducing spending, "the Navy can 

render an important national service and that comrnitrnents would be maintained and the ship 

replacement programme would continue-l" The navy was, however, able to protect its 

procurement programme and that funding actually increased by $27 million over 1 96 1-62. 'O5 

A consequence of the strain of the persomel situation was that Rear-Admiral Budge 

requested retirement eighteen months before his extension was to expire. A relief was required. 



The CNS requested the Minister to appoint Commodore M.G. "Micky" Stirling as CNP and to 

promote him to Rear-Admira1 on 15 September 1962.'" In doing this, Rayner passed over 

Commodore James Plorner who was a year senior to Stirling and had recently sat on the Naval 

Board as the Acting-Naval Comptroller. Plomer had recently served in NSHQ as both DCNP 

and DCOMP while Stirling had not served in headquarters for ten years and never in the 

Personnel Branch. Stirling was prewar RCN and Plomer was ex-RCNVR. After Stirling's 

promotion was announced, Plomer resigned in a rage in June 1962. In the following year he 

would iaunch a reprisa1 campaign that provided ammunition for Paul Heilyer's integration 

initiative discussed iater. 

To make matters worse for the financial forecast, NATO had inc.reased the RCN's 

force goals for 1966 and the navy was looking at no increase in the 1963-64 estimates before 

the new intervention.lo7 The preliminary estimates for 1963-64 deferred the second tanker, the 

subrnarine programme and contained none of Brock's proposed acquisitions. The navy was 

being forced to the financial wall and its capital programmes were falling into deficit, its 

operations and maintenance finding dùninisfiing- Personnel was the most pressing probIem. The 

CNS advised the Minister, "The Navy with its present commiûnents will be hard press& to 

keep the s e ~ c e  in a proper state of military preparedness."'08 Rem-~dmiral Dillon, now 

NCOMP, was more sanguine and told the VCNS that, with the impact of Plan Delta now 

compounded by the recent reductions, operational complements would be reduced again. Dillon 

advised Brock that while there would be sufficient personnel in ships to fil1 important functions 

in the action -te, "ships' effectiveness would be adversely affected for prolonged 'cold war' 

operat ions or peacetime exercises. " *" Unknown to Dillon and his colleagues, the operat ional 

readiness of the RCN would soon be tested in the "Cuban Missile Crisis". 
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further retreat involving removal fiom operation of one tribal destroyer, one 
converted fieet destroyer and four fiigates, brought to 23, the nurnber of first 
line warships removed fiom operations. 

Commander W. H. Wilison 
Director of Training(Men) 
16 December 1964 

ViceAdmiral Rayner stated that "The Cubancrisis proved to be a most realistic test of 

the Navy, particularly the operational forces, to react in an emergency."' The Cuban Missile 

Crisis which occurred during October 1962, tested the "forces in being" concept that had been 

the goveming principle of RCN fleet planni-ng. The crisis itself was a test of the resolve of 

Premier Nikita Khrushchev of the Soviet Union to station nuclear-armed ballistic missiles in 

Cuba and of President John F. Kennedy of the United States to prevent it. The confrontation 

arguably brought the two contenders to the brink of nuclear war. While the issue was one of 

competing Soviet-American foreign poIicies, the consequential threat to North America of 

nuclear attack by Soviet air and submarine forces automatically involved the RCN and RCAF 

through jouit defence agreements. It is beyond the scope of this study to discuss either the 

broader aspects of policy and strategy pertaining to either the agreements or the operations 

themselves except as they contribute to an evaluation of f let  readiness and effectiveness, 

particularly with respect to personnel matters. Policy, operations and both the intemal and 

extemal political deveiopments are well covered in The 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis: Canadian 

Involvement Reconsidered by Commander Peter ~ a ~ d o n  



Canadian marithe forces on both coasts were involved in the surveillance operations 

against Soviet submarines that began on 17 October and wound down on 8 November 1962. On 

the east coast, out of a total of thirty-nine ships of al1 types, twenty-nine were available for 

operations. Of these, al1 ASW escorts were saiIed in groups to surveillance: stations within the 

MARLANT ara ,  Unfortunately, the most effective ASW unit, Bonaventure with her aircraft, 

was in Plymouth, England with five destroyers and had to be recalled to the western Atlantic. 

On the west coast, the 2nd Squadron of DDE's was out of the command area, exercising with 

the USN, and also was recalled. The 4th Squadron of frigates was exercising in the operating 

area when the crisis broke. Subrnarine contacts were prosecuted by ships and aircraft on both 

coasts. On the east coast, there were seven active contacts in the cornbined Canadian and 

Arnerican areas and one possible in the Pacific. 

In answer to criticisrn of flet readiness levelled later by Commodore Plomer, Vice- 

Admiral Rayner said, "The f l e t  was held in a high state of readiness for the duration of the 

crisis. And when 1 Say readiness, I do not mean in harbour, on standby basis. 1 mean groups of 

ships at sea, on patrol or being replenished in harbour for fiirtha patrolç."3 He conceded that 

two ships were in harbour for short periods for rnachinery repairs and that there were probably 

some repairs required at sea. However, he expressed general satisfaction with material readiness 

and the capability of the ships to do th& business. The operations ran relatively smoothly on 

the east coast where the submarine acti* was the most intense. A "ships' recall" exercise had 

been conducted recently in Halifax to test the flet's ability to recall all ship's companies from 

Ieave and sail at short notice. Moreover, FALLEX 62, a NATO command post paper exercise 

designed to test command and control arrangements between NSHQ and the headquarters on 

the coasts, had been conducted in September. Vice-Admiral Dyer, FOAC at the the ,  recounted 

a discussion with CNS at the onset of the crisis in which they agreed to replay FALLEX and 



apply the fessons leamed9 Dyer believed that he received good support fiom NSHQ given the 

political and financial constraints under which the latter were operating. Peter Haydon 

suggested that there had been a problem over control but Dyer dismissed this. He recalled that it 

was a very tense situation and remembers thinking to himself, "This could be the end" and he 

acted accordingly within the authority that had been delegated to him5 The problem in Ottawa 

was the goverment sleep-walked through the crisis and did not wake up until it was nearly 

over. 

There is no evidence to indicate that there was a systematic post-operation analysis 

conducted of f l e t  performance after the "Cuban crisis" and most of the evidence available is 

anecdotal. In one surnrnation, Rear-Admiral Dyer noted that there was a failure in strategic 

intelligence in that SOSUS, the sound surveillance system, was not as effective against Soviet 

submarines as previously th~ught .~  He enumerated several serious deficiencies in logistic 

support in his command ranging fiom hadequate supplies of fuel for both ships and aircraft to 

deficiencies of ammunition. Dyer stated that while ship availab ility had irnproved s light ly, 

training afloat had not and "considerable effort was wasted because of a lack of stability in 

ship's ~orn~anies . "~  He said while there had been considerable progress made in the 

performance of the 3 "70 gun, "the equipment complexity and the various facets of the personnel 

problem still rnake the 3"70 an unreliable weapon with which to fight a war."' There was also 

"a critical deficiency" of 3"70 ammunition. It is important to mention the gun problem here 

because it was subsequently raised by Commodore Plomer iii his exposé. There were significant 

personnel shortages in the ships that sailed during the Cuban Missile Crisis and Dyer observed 

that had the crisis persisted, "supplementing of ship's cornpanies would have produced an even 

better effectiveness so that the Fleet would have given a good account of itself should it have 

been n e ~ e s s a r ~ . " ~  



The question is just how long those ships with reduced complememts could have carrieci 

on in extended operations before key men became exhausted? The cnsis was so contracted that 

il was not the "realistic testw that Rayner implied. As the RCN's experience in the Battle of the 

Atlantic showed, merely getting ships to sea is not proof of effectiveness. At the time of the 

crisis, a re-engagement study was in progress in the Atlantic command under Commodore 

Medland who interviewai al1 the Commanding Officers of ships respecting personnel matters 

affecting readiness. Medland found severe morale problems and low esprit de corps cause- by 

personnel shortages and lack of training that he believed affected fleet operational effectiveness. 

He reported: 

Commanding Officers, almost without exception, are greatly concerned with 
the inability of their ships to perform under present conditions. The feelings 
expressed are that in generd ships are over-worked, over-extended, always in a 
rush and trying to do too many thhgs at once. They state that operational 
commitments, maintenance and training are in constant conflict, with the result 
that some commitments inevitably suffer. 'O 

Medland observed that the short-handed ships were caught in a vicious circle where 

maintenance and advanced training were in constant competition because the same senior men 

conducted both under the user-rnaintainer concept. These men were also responsible for 

conducting on-thejob training of new tradesmen and this duty was relegated to a position of 

much lesser importance. The ships undoubtedy rose to the challenge presented by the Cuban 

Missile Crisis but how long they could have sustained the effort or how well they would have 

performed had the crisis turned into a "hot war" is a moot point. MedIand inferrecl that 

Cornmanding Officers expressed anything but confidence Li the ability of their ships to perform 

Commodore Medland was tasked with studying the re-engagement problem and to 

d e t e d e  why men were not choosing to make the navy a career. But he broadened his study to 

an investigation of al1 issues pertaining to personnel, including operational effectiveness, 



because he believed that they concerned the well being of the navy as a whole. He stated that, 

"It became evident as a result of our interviews with Commanding Oficers, that the problem of 

the young seaman cannot be isolated completely fTom the problems of the flet."" What he 

produced fiom his interviews with both officers and men was an overview of the mood and 

morale of the navy based in Halifax, a contemporary snapshot, very much along the lines of the 

Hope Report of 1948. A cornparison of the two studies indicates that the navy had made 

significant advances in some areas. However, fourteen years afier they were reported to CNS 

by Commodore Hope, cornplaints on the lack of sufficient married accommodation and 

recreational facilities persisted. The consequences were the sarne: low morale and widespread 

dissatisfaction. 

Medland developed a profile of the recruits of the 1960's who he found were generaliy 

well educated and motivated, reasonably mature for their age, and who had respect for authority 

and were receptive to discipline. The three main reasons they joined the navy were to learn a 

trade, to travel, and to fùrther their ducation. Some sought security and others wanted to try 

the navy as a career. Many wanted adventure. He noted that a prevailing motivatioml factor 

was the concern of what they could get out of the navy, rather than what they couid 

contribute.12 He determined that the navy failed to satisfy the basic aspirations of the men 

recmited, New entry training at Cornallis was based on developing blind obedience and did 

nothing to prepare a man for shipboard life. There was no sea phase in recmit training and only 

certain trades were given formal courses before joining a ship. There was a lack of 

standardization of on-the-job (OJT) training in ships and many of the older officers and men did 

not accept the OJT concept. In those ships the programme languished. Junior men were often 

employed in menial tasks outside their trade. Trade transfers were inordinately difficult to 

process and men cornplained of lack of support £iom their divisional ~ficers.'~ Medland 



concluded that men were neither prepared for sea duty nor properly trained at sea. The fact that 

ships' programmes and cruises were duIl, and did not live up to the recruiting advertisement of 

"join the navy and see the world", merely added to the dissatisfaction of a man who remained 

untrained at the end of his three year engagement. 

Significantly, Medland found few complaints with pay, food and habitability onboard, 

except in the case of the old Tnials where men still slung hammocks and ate in their messes. 

The main cornplaint was excessive seatime for junior officers and senior men. This was 

aggravated by high wastage rates that meant no relief could be anticipated. Close on this was 

dissatisfaction with Halifax as the location for a naval base. The wartirne complaints about 

Halifax still pertained. The most prevalent were; the .hi& cost of housing, -substandard living 

conditions compared with other parts of Canada, shortage of suitable living accommodation and 

the poor attitude of the populace toward sailors.14 Nearly forty percent of men interviewed who 

were not re-engaging stated that their wives or girlniends were unwilling to face the prospect of 

permanent residence in ~ a l i f a x . ' ~  Many families were in debt owing to the high cost of living 

and exploitative landlords, which created serious personal problerns. Family relationships were 

further strained by the absence of the husband for long periods. This was further exacerbated 

by the tact that many citizens of Halifax openly resented the navy. Medland recornmended as a 

priority, "fmancial provision to be made for facilities long rezognized as being necessary for the 

welfare and morale of both officers and men"I6 These included ice rinks, a community centre 

and additional married quarters. A perusal of the naval estimates since 1958 would show that 

the Naval Board chose to fùnd ships and equiprnent before the material needs of its men such as 

irnproved accommodation and recreation facilities for families that would have improved the 

"depressing" conditions in Halifax. l7 



Commodore Medland also cited a faiIure in the application of the divisional system as 

the root cause of rnany of the problems he found. He stated: 

While many of the talented, capable and conscientious officers and senior men 
unselfishly devote long hours to the benefit of their ships, there is another 
group who consider uiis is an 'eight to four' navy, and maintain strict union 
hours. We suspect the latter to be a major weakness in the Divisional System. 
Our real concern is that it is fiom this element that our troubles stem. We 
wonder how many young men of high calibre might have been saved if, in the 
Divisional Organization there were sufficient people concerned with their 
individual wel fare. l8 

Medland emphasized that his "comments were not intendeci to reflect on the Welfare Cornmittee 

organization in ships which appear to be operating satisfactorily", so as to dispel any notion 

that conditions were such as codd result in incidents of mass insubordination. Medland had 

prior experience with those conditions as Commanding Officer of ~thabaskan in 1949. Rear- 

Admira1 Landymore rnentioned fZnding the same weakness in the divisional system in a parallel 

study on the West coast. He stated that, "OfEicer-men relationships appear to be in a state so 

poor as to be serious cause for concernn19 He believed that too much was being tumed over to 

the Chiefs and Petty Officers, and, because of the shortage of officers at Cornwallis, men get 

the impression fiom the beginning that senior men are solely responsible for their welfare and 

this is reinforced through practice in the fleet. Bath MedIand and Landymore pointed out that 

poor training of divisional officers which was also a major observation in the Mainguy Report. 

The burden of Medland's study was the re-engagement problem that he believed could 

only be rectifieci through a range of improvements mahiy in the conditions of service. Al1 

except the irnprovement in the application of the divisional system required additional funding. 

Both Medland and Landymore arrived at the conclusion that the three-year engagement was not 

working but noted this was based on a small statistical sampling. What was obvious was that 

new men needed more format trade training before joining their ships so that they could be 

immediately employable, and that they should achieve the Trade Group 2 level during their first 



engagement, This simply could not be accomplished in three years, Medland's C o d t t e e  

applied the same logic and factors as Tisdall but could not arrive at the conclusion that 

suggested a three year engagement was superior to five. Tisdali's overriding supposition was 

that five years was too long to attract recruits and Medland concluded that three years was too 

short to create the basis for convincing a man to rnake the navy a career. Landymore was of a 

similar rnind to Medland. He was subsequently directed to conduct a study to determine the 

navy's success in implementing the "Tisdall Reportn and if its recommendations were stil valid. 

Medland reported that he could offer no solution to the current rnanpower problem 

except reducing commitments. He observed: 

With regard to the incontrovertible nature of opinions expressed [by 
Commanding Officers] concerning the over-taxing of Our static and 
diminishing resources, we find great difficulty in making realistic 
recommendations for the better balance of the ernployment of ships. The 
current manpower shortage cannot be improved overnight; failing a proper 
increase in authorized manpower the problem will be rnagnified when new 
coostniction ships are manned in lieu of smaller ships which are scheduled for 
retirement; to fürther increase the tempo of training would require M e r  
concentrated effort by ship's companies creating hrther operational and 
maintenance problerns. There is only one logical solution and that is to reduce 
Our co~mnitments to our allies until manpower stability has been achieved. 
This, we appreciate, may not be acceptable in any degree....tqM 

Medland's report paints a grim picture. It raises very serious doubts as to the operational 

eflectiveness of the fleet in the Iatter part of 1962. Moreover, it raises very important questions 

as to the sustainability of the f l e t  programme. As the Commodore in Charge of the Personnel 

Depot in Halifax, his advice that there was "ody one logical solution", to reduce commitments 

until manpower stability was achieved, cannot be taken lightly. His solution, however, proposed 

the unthinkable for which others had been labellecl "defeatist". 

The current state of the personnel situation was discussed at length at the Thirteenth 

Senior Officers' Conference held in Ottawa 14-16 January 1963. The briefing by the staffs of 

the Naval Comptroller (NCOMP) and Chief of Naval Personnel (CNP) on the personnel 



requirements and projections, and the progress of Plan Delta were disturbing. The authorUsd 

ce ihg  was 22,469 but the actual strength of the navy was restricted to 21,720 because of the 

austerïty programme? The forecast was a requirement foc 23,927 officers and men in fiscal 

year 1963-64, and that by 1966-67 this would increase to 25,500. The new Director of 

Manning (DNM), Captain Peter Cossette, presented the latest disappointing re-engagement 

figures where oniy 20.8 percent of three year men had been re-engaging where 24 percent were 

required. Commander Morrow, Training Officer at  HMCS Sadacona. reported indserent 

success with Plan Delta and the gap between trained Trade Group 3 and 4 men and the 

difficulting in closing it because trade knowledge and skills continued to incrase.= Training 

methods were still being developed and additional acadernic training was found to be required 

for those deficient in basic knowledge. In order to reduce the overall training requirements 

within individual trades, speciality courses were being given on complex equipment such as the 

3"70 gitn in order "to provide specialists within a ~peciality."~~ Morrow interjected that the 

findings of MedIand's study indicated that a re-engagement rate of 40 percent was now required 

to keep up with wastage of trained men and overcome the backlog of requirements. 

The minutes of the Senior Officers' Conference reflect some optimism that soIutions 

would materialize to solve the personnel shortages. Rear-Admiral Dyer opined that an increase 

in the re-engagement rate of 10 percent would do i t  This was self-evident but the trend was in 

the wrong direction and the commands intended to put a large effort into reversing it. Rear- 

Admiral Caldwell, CNTS, offered that efficiencies obtained through an aggressive application 

of management engineering would realize reductions in the manpower requirements by as rnuch 

as 10 percent thereby eliminating shortages. This was more of a long ierm solution. The navy 

was banking on obtaining approval from the govenunent to increase the overall strength, which 

was generally seen as the simple answer to the problem. However, the information provided by 



Commander Morrow and in the Medland report suggested a much more complex problem with 

shortages in quality as well as numbers of personnel. 

In fact, the knowledge as to the depth of the problem was available within headquarters. 

Working with figures provided by DNOM in December 1962, Captain Cossette concluded that 

Lifting the temporary strength fieeze and limits on rank and trade structure would not in itself 

solve the problem. He advised CNP that "It would appear impossible to train suficient men by 

1966 so that 100% manning may be effxted under the 1966/67 ~orn~lement ."~~ The two major 

irnpedirnents were the high wastage rate and the fact that men could not be released fiom the 

DDE's that had to be mamed to 100 percent under Plan Delta. Cossette's projections indicated 

that critical shortages in Trade Graups 4, 3, and 2 would continue through tg 1966 and, in fact, 

worsen significantly at level 4 and 2. In 1966, the complernent for Trade Group 2 men should 

be 6122 where the best projection was 3500 or 57 percent of requirement and represented a net 

l o s  of 250 trained men from 1962. Cossette stated that in addition to having the fieeze lifted 

that manning levels on DDE's would have to be reduced and that four DDE's would have ta be 

withdrawn for conversion These recommendations were subject to amendment if it was decided 

that more training was required for new equipment currently being introduced in the 

conversions and GPF's. 

Having the fieeze Iifted was a major priority not only because of the numbers required 

but because without lifting the ceiling the sealshore ratio problem would remain insoluble. The 

problem was two-fold. The f i s t  part was to train sufficient tradesrnen, and if this could be 

accomplished, to have the irade group billets available to which they could be advanced. The 

current 21,720 ceiling was based on a rank and trade structure for 20,720 personnel and 

sufficient billets did not exist to permit a reasonable rotation ashore for senior men-= The Naval 

Comptroller developed the navy's argument for lifting the fieeze and submitted this to the Naval 



Board. Rear-Admira1 Dillon prefaced his submission with the declaration that the navy was 

victim of its own policy to place commitments above training. He cited a decision in 1959 to 

adopt the practice of using the training allocation as a balancing figure in submissions to the 

Rank Structure Cornmittee to permit plamed commitments to be met while remaining within the 

au tho rh i  ceiling. Dillon stated, "Therefore, at this time, there are not enough appropriately 

trained men available in the entire navy to bring the ships at sea up to operational 

cornp~ement.''~~ The RCN was now paying the pnce for deliberately over-codtt ing îtself and 

sacrificing essential training. That decision was made in view of the austei-ity programme and a 

gamble that the situation would improve. It did not and the result was bankniptcy in manpower. 

The Naval Comptroller advised the Naval Board that they could ngt go forward with 

the request for a personnel increase without first implementing a full regime to ensure the 

maximum utilization of manpower resources. The regime he presented reflected many of the 

recommendations and initiatives advanced in the Meciland study. These included; re- 

examination of the three year initial engagement, review of the OJT programme, re-evatuation 

of the user-maintainer concept, reversion to peacetime complements in ships, and introduction 

of a re-engagement bonusn The Naval Board moved briskly on Dillon's recommendations and 

directeci CNP to initiate action and studies." Rear-Admira1 Stirling responded with schemes to 

combine cornmon theory training for technical trades and to reduce academic theory training to 

the essential "Package" Courses were to be used more widely to train men on 

specific weapons and equipment. Conversion courses at the highcr trade levels were still in 

progress and he could not introduce a standard course at the Trade Groups 3 and 4 Ievel until 

al1 men were cross-trained. He expected that the GeneraI Purpose Frigate (GPF) would require 

a considerable number of package courses in the fiiture. However, Stirling anticipateci that this 



approac h would create administrative problems because selective drafiing would be required for 

men with specialized training on specific weapons and systems. 

While the RCN was stniggling to solve its personnel problems, the Conservative 

government fell and a Liberal rninority government was returned under Lester Pearson on 8 

April 1963. The problems the mvy had experienced to this point were about to be compounded 

by the new Minister of National Defence, Paul Hellyer- Hellyer had been the Liberal defence 

critic since 1960 and had developed an alternative defence policy to the Conservatives. The 

Liberal policy would diminish Canada's support of NATO's nuclear strategy and aim instead at 

the provision of flexible, conventional forces and increased airlifi and sealift that would give 

them maximum m o b i ~ i t ~ . ~  It is clear fiom the outset that Hellyer had his O- agenda, of which 

integration of the command structure leading to unification into a single force were the main 

items. He had concIuded through his observation of the Cuban Missile Crisis that Canada had 

completely sacrificed control of its armed forces to alliance cornmand structures. This was 

reinforced when he had received his initial briefings as MND. He noted, "A critical point that 

disturbed me greatly was the realization that, wittingly or otherwise, each service was preparing 

for a different kind of ~ a r . " ~ '  The RCAF was preparing for a short nuclear war, the army for a 

long war and, "The na\y had one foot in each camp, with their emphasis on the type of 

antisubmarhe warfare essential to convoy duty, as in World War  IL''^^ That this situation was 

the direct result ofpolicy initiatives by Brooke Claxton and the Liberal government of Louis St- 

Laurent is not mention4 in Hellyer's writings on the subject. 

Hellyer became wedded to the idea of unification early in his ministry. The briefings 

from the three service chiefs had convinced hirn that there was hadequate coordination and joint 

planning at the strategic level." He saw for himself that the profusion of hi-service cornmittees 

at National Defence Headquarters had brought effective work almost to a standstill. Hellyer 



also drew on the opinion of General Foulkes, the retired Chairman of the Chiefs of Staff 

Cornmittee, who had tned to advance unification during his tenure but was strongly opposed by 

the service chiefs. Foukes advised Hellyer that a single service "is the only answer and the 

Canadian forces are small enough to try out such a plan."" Moreover, the Report of the Royal 

Commission on Govemment Organization, the "Glassco Report", Hellyer noted, "had recently 

done such a splendid job of exposing waste [in the armed forces] resulting fiom duplication and 

tripIicatio~"35 The Minister had been told by one of the Glassco Commission researchers that 

they leaned toward the solution of a single unified service but had thought that to be politically 

unacceptable. HeIIyer obsewed "visible signs of waste" himself, such as senior officers arriving 

at social affairs in digerent types of staff cars. There were many valid examples that came to 

his attention such as the Mk 44 ASW torpedo used by both the RCN and RCAF that was 

procured and supported separately in different supply systems using different stock numbers. 

He thought that each service chief appearing for the opening of parliament or having direct 

access to the Minister was unnecessary. As for separate uniforms, be beIieved, "They were 

visual symptoms of a deeply rooted disease - the existence of three independent and competing 

legal entities in an era when technology and cornmon sense demanded one."= 

This last observation speaks volumes for Hellyer's lack of regard for service traditions 

and accounts for the co&ontational approach that characterized his relationship with his senior 

miMary advisors. It is apparent fiom his writings that Hellyer made up his rnind about 

unification and integration without consulting them and later retained only those "forward 

thinkers", who would support his policies. He chose a like-minded sycophant Wing Commander 

Bill "Leaky" Lee, an RCAF public relations officer not in the command strearn, to be his 

Executive Assistant. Lee became the most influential advisor in unifom and eventuaIIy 



exercised extraordinary power. He took liberties fa beyond his rank that eventually brought 

him into direct confrontation with Rear-Admiral Bill ~and~rnore?' 

Hellyer seized the initiative and kept it. He expected opposition fiom the navy in 

particular, which he thought would be a "corker". The Minister sirnuItaneousIy implemented 

financial cuts and policy planning initiatives to develop integrated flexible, mobile forces. This 

kept al1 three service chiefs and their staffs off-balance and in a turmoil of planning fiom 

September 1963 until his White Paper to reorganize the armed forces was implemented on 1 

August 1964. It was an effective tactic because it threw staffs into disarray, but it also forced 

hasty decisions and as a consequence destroyed already financially weakened programme 

structures and caused wholesale cutting of commitrnents. These hit the navy particularly hard 

because its personnel situation was aiready critical, in fact on the verge of collapse. The navy 

depended upon a fûnding increase as one critical component of its plans to meet near term 

comanitrnents. 

Hellyer's first initiative was in the f o m  of a probe through the Deputy Minister, Mr. E. 

B. Armstrong. In early July 1963, the DM asked each service to produce an alternative five 

year plan based on a reduced fixe- budget for three years and 3 percent increases in the two 

subsequent years.' The navy's figure was $283 Million. At the time, the navy was awaiting a 

governinent decision on whether Canada would accept SACLANT1s increased force goals for 

1966 and approval for a p e r s o ~ e l  ir~crease.~~ The requirernent fiom the DM caught the Naval 

Board in the midst of a position shifl as Rear-Admiral Dyer had just become VCNS, 

exchanging places with Rear-Admiral Brock who became FOAC. The Naval Board initiated 

"Exercise Cut-Back" and initially tasked the Naval Comptroller to develop the reduction on the 

assumptions that NATO force goals would be maintallied and the personnel strength held at 

21,500 while deferring al1 acquisition programmes except the GPF's, submarines and 



helicopters. Al1 shore construction and new logistic support projects would also be deferred. 

Rear-Admiral Dillon advised the Naval Board that the reduction could not be achieved without 

reducing personnel by approximately 1,000 fiom 21,720.. The new Deputy Chief of Navai 

Personnel (DCNP), Commodore Stuart Paddon, an engineering specialist with no previous 

experience in the Personnel Branch, was tasked with working out the plan for these reductions. 

The cumulative results indïcated that there had to be a reduction in commitments and, more 

critically, both the ship replacement and DDE conversion projects were in jeopardy. 

While this was ostensibly a budgetary exercise, Vice-Admiral Rayner was clearly 

alarmed at prospect of the government's future intentions. On the day prior to receiving the 

DM'S directive, he had appeared before the House of Commons Special Committee on Defence, 

the "Sauvé Committee", and stated confidently, "1 think we have an effective modem navy, wîth 

a sound base for fbture growth."" Rayner provided the DM with details of required reductions 

that included five ships and 720 personnel and a gutting of the ship replacement and acquisition 

programmes. He wamed Armstrong that, "Financial restrictions of the order of magnitude 

indicated ... would have the rnost damaging effkct on the capability of the RCN to discharge its 

responsibilities now and in the future."41 The CNS also wrote a letter to the Minister advising 

him precisely of the impact of the reductions on NATO cornmitments and the long term effect 

on the capability of the RCN." He cautioned that reducing personnel to 20,500 would 

necessitate paying off four Tribal destroyers, two maintenance ships and two minesweepers 

along with further reductions in ships and establishments. Rayner argued that the continuation 

of the ship replacement and conversion programmes was absoiutely essential simply to keep up 

with current commitments because the navy faced a block obsolescence of wartime-built ships 

in a few years. He concluded, "It is clear that to maintain effective ships and equipment of high 



quaIity in a Navy of about 21,000, amual expenditures in excess of $282 million per year are 

essential in future years. 

The Naval Staff took issue with the results of "Exercise Cut-Back" that had been 

conducted mainly by the NCOMP and DCNP. Commodore Fraser-Harris, ACNS (Air & 

Warfare), called an "emergency meeting" of the Naval Staff whose deliberations were subrnitted 

to VCNS. The Naval Staff were of the opinion that entirely the wrong philosophy had b e n  

applied to the exercise, which had attempted to maintain the statu quo. The t h s t  of their 

argument was that in the past the size and shape of the navy had been dictated by the policy of 

meeting numerical NATO force goals. This policy had led to an over-extended and 

undermamed fleet. It abo placed, "an unacceptable burden on the personnel involved" who had 

to maintain ageing ships at great personal cost in tirne and effort for very little increase in real 

operational effeçtiveness." The fleet was over-cornmiîted and ships were steaming more miles 

and days in peacetirne than they had during the war. This not only drove up repair and 

maintenance costs but created an unreasonable sea-shore ratio, "of which many are proud", that 

was having an adverse affect on morale, particularly among senior men? 

The Naval Staff questioned the wisdom of retaining the carrier in commission now that 

her fighters had been withdrawn and the ASW equipment up-date for the CS2F "Trackers" 

would be deferred. They believed that it would be advisable to place the carrier in reserve and 

fly modernized "Trackers" fiom shore bases and let the RCAF cover the area well off-shore. 

They admitted this mi@ expose Naval Aviation to pressure for its abolition and make it . - 
difficult to re-introduce carrier aviation in the air defence and support role later. The staff also 

questioned the proposa1 to cut Research and Development funding further while retainùig 

obsolete minesweepers and Wgates in commission. Instead, the investment of scarce funds 

should be in obtahing future capability. The Naval Staff believed that paying off the fiigates 



and applying their complements elsewhere, "would assist in restoring the true balance between 

achial commitrnents and manpower borne in the navy."" While acknowledging that economic 

and political decisions must influence fmal decisions of the Naval Board and CNS, they 

summarized their position: 

In conclusion, the Naval Staff wished to represent their belief that the 
responsibility of the Naval Staff and those in authority with [sic] the Navy 
during periods of lirnited tension or financial cut-backs, was not to retain the 
biggest Fleet in being that they could obtain for the dollars available, but rather 
to ensure the continuance of operational techniques, personnel eficiency, 
research and development programmes and building programmes such as 
would guarantee their ability to fight effkctively at any time and to expand, if 
time permitted, when tension grew." 

This extraordinary submission, at variance with the conventional wisdom of the Naval 

Board, 

crucial 

indicates a lack of confidence in the policies of the senior leadership of the RCN at a 

tirne. Normally, staffs were consulteci prior to decisions and alternate views heard but 

then everyone got on-side once policy was decreed by the Naval Board There is no record of 

how Rear-Admiral Dyer reçponded to his staff. However, as if to substantiate what the Naval 

Staff said, Rear-Admiral Brock reporteci to NSHQ in JuIy 1963, that in spite of al1 measures 

taken to improve the personnel situation in his cornmand, "the picture is one of deterioration."" 

In order to man Bonaventure and other ships to "safe levels" to participate in a scheduled 

international exercise, he had to adjust the Plan Delta programme and take men fiom ships in 

refit and maintenance periods. Trade group 2 courses were also being cancelled to maintain 

mannuig ~ e v e l s . ~ ~  Brock urged imrnediate action stating that "1 am convinced that failure to take 

corrective measures at a very early date will have long term implications of the utmost 

gravity!"' 

Brock followed up later stating that he had no confidence that current policies could 

resolve his personnel shortages. He advised NSHQ that he was resorting to local initiatives 

These included a trial to determine if a DDE could maintain a satisfactory level of operationai 



capability and maintenance with 280 men and a study to establish whether Trade Group 2 

training could be achieved through OJT at sea. If the latter was found to be feasible, he would 

recommend radical action such as combining trade group 1 and 2 formal training into one basic 

course and then men would advance to the trade group 2 level through OJT at sa.' '  He also 

advocated changes to the rank and trade group structure to hasten promotions. Naval Service 

Headquarters responded to Brock's urgent appeal and flood of proposais sympathetically and 

stated that they were "receiving the most careful scrutiny" but more information was neakLR 

It is evident that Brock was told that he did not have sufficient grasp of complexities of the 

entire situation and that NSHQ did and was working to resolve the problem. There is a real 

sense of deepening crisis in the Atlantic Command and that NSHQ was devoid of ideas and 

unable to provide the assistance that Brock des perately needed, Naval S enrice Headquarters 

was itself locked in crisis. Rayner could hardly pay-off ships to alleviate personnel shortages 

wbîle arguing with the government that the navy needed more ships to meet commitments. 

The Minister was obviously unmoved by Vice-Admiral Rayner's strong appeal and 

issued a directive on 24 September 1963, that the navy's cash appropriations for l964/6S would 

be $270 million, $18 million below the current level, and would be fixed for two successive 

years.a The other services were severely cut as well. Hellyer stated that adjustments should be 

made to allocate 20 to 25 percent of budget for capital acquisition. Significantly, the navy had 

consistently achieved this target. Rear-Admiral Landyrnore recalled that Hellyer had admitted in 

discussion that integration was rnainly to bring the capital acquisition budgets of the army and 

RCAF into line." The Minister also stipulated that optiooal programmes should be submitted 

and he wanted their submissions in two weeks. Hellyer made it known that he was aware that 

the services were over-committed with respect to manpower and he expected adjustments 

there." The CNS imrnediately established the Ad Hoc Working Group on Naval Programes 



under Commodore H. G. Burchell *th Commodore McCandless, DCOMP, and representation 

fiom al1 branches. Their two-fold task was first to develop an irnmediate response to the 

Minister's directive, and then, "to study and report on the continuing size and shape of the navy 

over the next five to ten years, bearing in mind that the aim is to be primarily effective for AS W 

and also have a capability for UN peacskeeping operations and limite. ~ a r . " ' ~  

The Burchell Cornmittee accomplished in two weeks what normally took a full year. 

The programme for the 1964165 estimates propos4 to the govemment included the 

decommissioning on the east coast of three Tribals, three fiigates, six minesweepers and one 

maintenance repair ship? The maintenance ship on the W e s t  coast would also be paid off. The 

navy was compelled to give up these ships because personnel strength must be reduced to 

20,000. In his substantiation, the CNS mentioned that the navy had been labouring under a 

personnel shortage for some tirne. Without the hope of an increase, commitments had to be cut. 

Additionally, the two air utility squadrons would be reduced. Three ammunition depots would 

be closed, the Supplementary Radio Station at Churchill eliminated and the dockyard at 

Sydney, N.S. reduced to a supply depot. Rayner advised that it would now be impossible to 

meet SACLANTts force goals for 1966. Moreover, commitments to the Canada-US Region 

would be cut and two ships moved fiom Esquimalt to Halifax to maintain twenty-nine ASW 

escorts for NATO. However, four of these would be in Category C reserve and not available for 

ninety days. Also, no helicopter support would be available on the West coast therefore al1 the 

converted St. Laurent class ships would have to be transferred to Halifax. Optional 

programmes subrnitted included; laying up more ships to reduce further manpower and 

operating expenses, cancelling or deferring six helicopters already approved by the Treasury 

Board, and reduction or elimination of funds for new construction and modernization of ships 

and aircraft. Rayner concluded his submission with another warning that the financial 



restrictions proposed, "will have a most damaging e f f i t  on the capability of the Navy to 

discharge its current responsibilities and to keep up-to-date. Unless ships are built or procureci 

in the imrnediate future the Navy will run d o m  to about half its present size by the early 

1970s."~ 

Hellyer announced the cancelIation of the General Purpose Frigate programme on 26 

October 1963, as a prelude to cuts to corne. He then surpriseci the navy in November, by 

advishg Rayner that the govemment had decided to purchase three Oberon Class conventional 

submarines fiom the United Kingdom. The navy had tri& to keep al1 options open on acquiring 

submarines and had previousIy opened negotiations with the RN for Oberon's while still 

harbouring hopes to constnict the Barbel's in Canada. Even the SSN option had not ben  

completely abando~ed.~~ Hope for submarines had dimmed with the a ~ o ~ n c e d  cuts. Vice- 

Admiral Rayner sent a message to the fleet to try and dispel "speculation and rumour" 

generated by the Minister's cancellation announcement and an explosive article by Commodare 

Plomer in Maclean !s magazine that will be diicussed later." Rayner renewed his efforts to have 

Hellyer reconsider the navy's fiture and asked the Minister to allow six Tribals to be placed in 

reserve and the complement of the navy to be maintained at 21,350 so that crews would be 

available for those ships if needed. This would require an additional $10 million in the 1964-65 

estimates. Rayner offered to pay off al1 ten rninesweepers in exchange, sacrificing the RCN's 

minesweeping ~a~abi l i ty .~ '  Rayner managed to gain approval for; an additional $7 million in 

funding to retain one destroyer in Category C, to maintain in commission three fngates of six 

egates to be declared surplus, and hold the navy's strength at 20,700." The estimates for the 

Department of National Defence and reductions were announced in the House of Cornmons on 

5 Decernber 1963, and CNS followed up with a series of messages to the f let .  However, 

circumstances compelkd the CNS to request approval fiom Hellyer to pay off three destroyers 



and one maintenance ship immediately as opposed to the scheduled date of 3 1 Match 1964. He 

disclosed that "[Tlhe shortage of trained manpower has reached a point where it is essential to 

pay off some ships and redistribute their personnel into the training Stream and other 

commitments at the earliest practicable moment."63 The reduction in ships had been preempted 

by collapsing manning resources. 

While NSHQ was in the throes of dealing with the reductions, it had to respond to a 

challenge f?om another source, an article in a September 1963 issue of Maclean's magazine by 

ret ired Commodore James Plomer. Entit Ied "The Gold-Braid Mind is Destroy ing the Navy", 

Plomer's article attacked the naval leadership and its policies and claimeci that the f le t  was 

operationally ineffective, poorly rnaintained and riddled with personnel problerns and low 

morale? Plomer was driven to what Rear-Admira1 Charles tenned "this extreme act" over his 

chagrin at being passed over for promotion.65 He was invited to appear before the Sauvé 

Cornmittee in October 1963, where he repeated bis charges. The CNS appeared to respond. It is 

sufficient to Say that Plomer's statements with respect to flet inefficiency, material problems, 

personnel shortages and morale were largely accurate? These deficiencies were reported by 

Commodore Medland and the subject of discussion at Senior Officers' Conferences. Rear- 

Admiral Brock, who was FOAC at the time, confirmed retrospectively that Plomer was 

correct.67 Plornerfs charge that preference in promotion was given to the prewar RCN officers 

was also true. 

Vice-Admira1 Rayner's response, prepared by Captain Harry Porter, Staff Assistant to 

CNS, was palpably acceptable at the time but does not stand up well to subsequent analysis. 

For example, the problem ridden 3"70 gun that Rear-Admira1 Dyer had said, several months 

prior, would be "unreliable in war" (see above) was tooted as "a first k t -c iass  anti-aircraft 

gun" whose pst  limitations had been eradicated." The 3"70 gun was the naval equivalent to the 



Ross Rifie issued to Canadian troops at the beginning of WorId War 1. It was good under 

perfect conditions on the rifle range but not a dependable weapon to take in ham's way. Rayner 

said the recommendations of the Mainguy Report had been largely implemented which was true. 

However, both Rear-Admira1 Landymore and Commodore Medland reported that the divisional 

system was not being properly applied and this was a primary reason for current morale 

problems. This was also a major observation of  the Mainguy Report. Rayner was compelled to 

defend the navy, particularly at this critical juncture. He argued that problems had been 

identified and every effort made to correct them. He finished his testimony by stating that the 

navy was not perfecf mistakes are made and there is a great deal of hs t r a t ion  Peacetirne 

sailoring was a difncult business. He reflected upon the fidings ofthe Mainguy Report that 

stated the object was to fmd out what was wrong with the navy at the expense of not stressing 

what was right. Rayner concluded, "The Navy bas its faults and weak spots. But in the Navy of 

1963, a great deal is overwhelmingly rigWn6' 

Plomer's charges were rebutted in editorial article in Saturday Night, on information 

provided largely by Rear-Admiral ~ u d ~ e . ~  Plomer's integrity was also attacked. However, the 

damage had been done and Plomer's public disclosure provided Paul Hellyer with a weapon 

against the naval hierarchy that he could use in the irnpending codÏontation over unification- 

The charge that the navy was run by an anachronistic old boys' club was now in the public 

domain. The navy had provided Hellyer with a confidential brief using information nom 

Plomer's own reports as CANCOMFLT that painted the fleet's efficiency in glowing ternis but 

it had no influence?' This brief is not mentioned by Hellyer in his writings, only that Plomer 

had pointed to  "the self-perpetuating, self-electing group of admirais" as retarding progress 

toward the RCN becorning a modern navy.* The Minister visited the Atlantic Comrnand in 



January 1964, with a mission, He wrote, "My job was to find out first hand if the situation was 

as bad as was alleged? 

The operational side of that visit went quite wetl although Hellyer was idorrned later 

that the results of the ASW exercise that he witnessed had been "cooked" to enhance the 

perception of efficiency. However, he samed more intent on acquiring a negative opinion, 

commenthg on the "extraordinary Iuxury" which senior officers enjoyed at sea. However, it 

was ashore where Rear-Admiral Brock, FOAC, provided Hellyer with overwhelming 

confirmation that senior naval officers considered themeIves a kind of nobility. Brock dined 

Hellyer lavishly, the latter noting, "This hospitality was made possible, however, by treating 

ordinary seaman as Lackeys ... Such practices seemed an abuse of indentured jabour reminiscent 

of the dark ages."" Brock was renowned in the navy for his huge ego, vain-glorious conceit and 

love ofceremooy and position Hellyer had a rnammoth ego of his own so there was bound to be 

a clash of personalities as ambitious politician met equally ambitious admiral. Their 

recollections of the meeting and conversation Vary t r e m e n d o u ~ l ~ . ~ ~  

in the end it was Hellyer's opinion that counted. During their meeting, Brock managed 

to convey the same negative impression of senior naval officers to Hellyer that Nelson Lay had 

given to Brooke Claxton fifieen years before. However, Hellyer was looking for fault and he 

found it. He later fied Brock because he was, "an anachronism - a traditionalist holding up his 

hands to stem the tide of the finire. His devotion to class distinctions inherited fiom the Royal 

Navy was inappropriate to the modem Canadian navy after World War II."76 Hellyer also read 

the "Brock Report" which he said he found out-moded and clearly unaffordable. Unaffordable it 

was, out-moded it definitely was not. Brock's personality was al1 that Hellyer said. However, he 

also had talents and officers who wished to stay in the RCN and rebuild it after the war were in 

short supply. The navy was a force composed of volunteers and had to work with the material it 



had, not the ideal. Claxton understood this and was prepared to work with it, Hellyer was not. 

Claxton called himself "a vipern but he proved quite harmlss comparecl to Paul Hellyer. 

The CNS convened another Senior Off?cersl Conference in Febniary 1964, primady to 

discuss the way ahead afler the severe reductions. The conference was very much dominateci by 

a "wait and see" atmosphere. ViceAdmiral Rayner, trying to sound optimistic, told the forum 

he considered that "despite the problems we are now probabty better acquainted with the current 

situation and future possibilities than had been the case in earlier years."" The Minister 

attended the first session and bis comrnents were guarded. He mentioned that his visit to the 

Atlantic Command had been informative, "although it had not resulted in changing his mind 

regarding his concept of the fundamentals of defence."" He discussed the background of the 

impending White Paper and that limite. finding meant concentrating on specific capabilities. 

There was no mention of his intentions for reorganization or unification. HelIyer stated that 

Canada remained committed to NATO and a partnership with the United States but said 

nothing about maintaining force goals. The Minister assured them that the White paper would 

be available to senior officers before it was released to the public. His appearance did nothing 

to allay the obvious anxiety. 

Rear-Admiral Dyer, VCNS, discussed the tecornmendations of the Burchell Cornmittee 

that signalled a dramatic change, "The size and shape of the RCN for the next five to ten years 

should evolve into a force composed basically of three ASW Groups each with a Trmp Lift 

capability and augmentai by camer and support forces."79 Burchell had also recornmended 

acquiring fighter aircraft, heliporter ships with helicopten capable of both ASW and troop l i 4  

and guided missile destroyers @DG) with a surface to air missile (SAM) capability. Dyer 

emphasized that this was only a proposed conceptual plan that would expand the RCN's 

capability for UN peace-keeping operation and lirnited war but no official status. Dyer spoke in 



temu of the RCN being composed of a Yhree module" ASW force with two groups, one built 

around Bonaventure and a second around an LPH heliporter, stationed on the east coast. The 

third group would be in Esquimalt and built around an LPH heliporter. He stated, "This 

disposition of forces would lend itself well to the Mobile Force Concept as well as providing the 

best possible AS W defence forces." " Dyer reiterated that the budget would be fiozen for the 

next three years and that funding for the conceptual plan had not reached the discussion phase. 

It was apparent nothing would be decided until afler the contents of the White Paper were 

known Nonetheless, the size of the RCN under the plan presented by Dyer was only twenty-sk 

ships in total, including two projected LPH1s and three DDG1s, and the one submarine on loan 

fÏom the USN. The VCNS did not even mention NATO force goals. 

There was Little good news forthcornhg on the personnel situation. Rear-Admiral 

Stirling, CNP, reporteci that in spite of strong efforts by the commands, "during the year the 

problem of the survival rate remained with us, and stayed at an unacceptably low leve~."~' The 

ROTP officers were still leaving the service in high numbers and a Short Service Officer 

Plan(SSOP), to replace the Venture Plan that had been scrapped as a cost saving measure, had 

been introduced to fil1 the gap. The RCN was in fact 469 officers short in the rank of 

Lieutenant, which represented onethird of the allocated complement, resulting in a severe 

shortage of Upper Deck watchkeepers in the fleet." The impending fleet reductions, while 

giving some respite to the personnel shortages, had removed the number of ships primarily 

available for training cadets and junior officers. However, reducing the navy's authorized 

strength to 20,700 did relieve the junior officer shortage. It  was a paper exercise that simply 

eliminated empty billets through reducing ships in commission. The amouncement of the 

reductions had done nothing to reassure either officers or men that they had either a promising 

or secure career in the navy. The wastage rate had increased and, moreover, recruiting had 



talien off by half and the calibre of recruits had deteriorated. The high wastage rate would soon 

eliminate any temporary respite and it was apparent that the target of 20,700 would be achieved 

by 1 July 1964 through attrition without any action being necessary. 

Captain Cossette, DNM, explained the causes of the rnaming crisis on the east Coast 

during July 1963 and that insufficient aliowance had been made for the manpower requirernents 

for the new DDE's and helicopters cornhg on stream." He discussed the anticipated dificulties 

in rationalking the personnel requirements in light of "violent fluctuations in cornmitments" that 

would continue into 1965 resulting in more ships being removed and a probable further 

reduction in authorized strength. There were irnbalances between coasts and the reductions had 

dBerent impacts. Consequently, each trade would have to be managed separately and through a 

central manning authority, rnaintaining a balance through loans between coasts. He noted that 

the Burchell Cornmittee had established the principle that comrnitrnents must equate to 

manpower available in considering the size and shape of  the RCN over the next ten years." 

This settled a long standing dispute. Cossette addressed many of the concerns raised by Rear- 

Admiral Brock over the rank and trade structure, OJT and trades training. It was apparent more 

studies would be required. He concluded that two points were now evident. The navy must 

anticipate the impact on the personnel structure of every equipment introduced or withdrawn. 

The second was the absolute necessity for central direction of both manning and training with 

the possible abolition of the Port Division system. 

The Flag Oficers fkom the coasts were less sanguine that sufficient steps were being 

taken to meet the personnel crisis. Rear-Admiral Brock stated that the crisis that he experienced 

during July 1963, would recur if action was not taken immediateiy. He cited shidies by his staff 

indicated that ships will be expected to do more maintenance of their own in future but the user- 

maintainer concept and training programmes were faiiing to produce the needed personnel. He 



also stated, There is some indication that the new RCN personnel structure, particularly in the 

technical fields, will not meet the needs of the modem  na^^."'^ For example, it was apparent 

that the Weapons Surface Trade required more maintenance skills while Sonarmen must mainly 

be skilIed operators. Rear-Admiral Landymore, FOPC, after stating that he was not happy with 

his command being used as "a substitute bench for the east coast", discussed mainly morale 

problems emphasizing the need to restore confidence in leadership afier the recent reductions 

and Plornefs public attack.' Men did not trust the advancement and promotion system after 

anomalies became apparent with the machine produceci promotion lists. Moreover, the 

November 1963, pay increase had done nothing to raise morale. Landymore demonstrateci that 

the net raise for an unmarrieci Able Seaman amounted to 10 cents a day and 86 cents for an 

unmacrieci ~ieutenant .~  Pressure fiom the Flag Officers prompteci Rear-~dmiral Stirling to 

commission Rear-Admiral Landymore to conduct a study to validate the "Tisdall Report" and to 

recommend any necessary changes to the personnel structure." Alrnost as a postscript, there 

was discussion of a study in progress by Commodore Robert Hendy, RCNR(retired), set up by 

ministerial direction to make recommendations on the future of the Naval ~ e s e r v e . ~ ~  The 

regular navy, concemed for theu own survival, had little time for the reserves- 

Paul Hellyer used some interna1 departmental reports to provide background for the 

White paper but he wrote the sections on force concept and reorganization hirnself?' He 

discussed none of the aspects of his reorganization policy or unification with the service chiefs 

and sirnply presented it to them as fait accomplis on 8 February 1964. Hellyer noted that 

Major-General Walsh, Chief of the General Staff, "was not difficult to con~ince."~' However, 

both Vice-Admiral Rayner and Au Vice-Marshall Duniap were apprehensive about 

reorganization, the former "very apprehensive". As well they rnight have been because the 

proposed reorganization would eliminate their offices, abolish the Naval Board and Air Staff, 



and place administration of the three services under one Chief of the Defence Staff. Moreover, 

the uitimate policy objective was the formation of a single unified service. Dunlap and Rayner 

fought what Hellyer called a "rear-guard action, remaining emotionally controlled", until the 

f i a l  version of the White Paper was discussed by the Cabinet Defence Cornmittee on 14 March 

1964.- He was, however, surprised that what he thought would be a "hot" subject, integration 

and unification of the armed forces, was met by little interest fiom his cabinet colleagues. Vice- 

Admiral Rayner was reported to have made "a spùited plea for fùrther consideration or delay" 

before the Cabinet Defence Cornmittee. Hellyer remarked that he admired Rayner's action and 

that, "1 was glad that 1 had insisted he be heard? The White Paper on Defence was tabled in 

the House of Commons on 16 March 1964. The legisfation resulting would receive Royal 

Assent on 16 Juiy 1964 and become effective on 1 August. 

The Naval Board never discussed the reorganization of the arrned forces as a formai 

agenda item. The board was a "lame duck" and Vice-Admiral Rayner had made it known to 

Hellyer that he intended to retire? He would do so on 20 July 1964, before the abolition of the 

Naval Board. Its one important outstanding item was to consider the recornmendations of the 

personnel study by Rear-Admiral Landyrnore. It was essential to make changes to improve the 

navy's personnel structure and to approve a "cycIic system" before the responsibility for 

personnel policy and hnplementation was assumed by the new Chief of Personnel in a fully 

integrated system under the terms of  reorganization. Rear-Admiral Dyer had been designated by 

Hellyer to become the Chief of Personnel in the rank of Vice-Admiral. Dyer would also be the 

Acting-Chief of the Naval Staff upon Rayner's retirernent and become the Senior Naval Advisor 

to the Minister on 1 August 1964. The Naval Board would be abolished on 3L July, the 

previous day. 



The Naval Board reviewed the Report of the Personnel Structure Review Team, 

referred to as the "Landymore Report", 17-23 June 1 9 6 4 . ~  It is apparent that the conclusions 

and recommendations were largely those of Landyrnore who had previously conducteci personal 

surveys within his cornmand. Landymore found that the New Personnel Structure was being 

blamed for the personnel problems in the fleet, but on deeper investigation he discovered that 

shortages and instability in manning were the root causes? The "Landymore Report" was 

largely supportive of Tisdalrs original recommendations but stated that some items such as 

those on complementing procedure could not be properly assessed because ships had never been 

at full strength. The findings were also an exercise in diplomacy, or even corporate solidarity. 

Instead of fmding error in logic as Medland had with the respect to the introduction of the three- 

year engagement, Landymore suggested that more ernphasis was ptaced on "productivity and 

economy in 1963 than in 1957."" This is an interesthg statement because to effeçt economies 

was clearly one of Tisdali's primary objectives. Landymore did state that, considering the 

greater overall productivity in man years and other "start up costs", the five-year initial 

engagement was superior to the three-year which was "irnpractical and wastefuP." 

Landymore's rasons for trading carefiilly were obvious. He found very strong 

opposition to the structure prevalent among both senior officers and men within the navy. The 

report stated: 

The Review Team was most disturbed to find that there was a lack of 
acceptance by many in the Navy of some of the basic principles of the new 
structure. In some cases, the viewpoints were based on little more than a 
naturai resistance to change by those who were brought up in the 'old navy', 
and sensed a loss of Pranch] identity. In other cases, this was considered to be 
a matter of real concern, views expressed or briefs received that many officers 
still had genuine and sincere beliefs that the General List OEcer scheme would 
not satisfi the needs of the Navy for well t r a w  capable, experienced 
technical officers. To a lesser extent somewhat similar doubts were expressed 
that the usedmaintainer concept was economical and practical in those trades 
requiring a high degree of knowledge and ski11.~~ 



If anything Landymore was understating the opposition, The fact was that about one- 

third of the officers in the navy were commissioned from the ranks and had a technical 

background and strong branch loyalties. An independent analysis by a senior engineer officer 

concluded, "That after four years, the climate of  opinion indicates that achievement of the 

desired results [of the Tisdall Report] stands in jeopardy. Gloom and pessimism are not o d y  

prevalent but seem to be increasing." Lieutenant-Commander J.Y. Clark argued that both the 

general list and user-maintainer concept were unsound because there is "a firndamental 

incompatibility" between the man of action and man of technology based on psychological 

differences and application of functions.'* Clark cited many examples and opinions gathered 

during his research. An interesthg observation, absent in the "Landymore. Report", was that 

Tisdall's recommendations had been applied haphazardly and inconsistently in the fleet owing to 

the lack of follow-up by NSHQ after initial irnplementation Clark's conclusion was that 

training for officers and men was so superficial as to preclude obtaining the depth of skills and 

experience needed in either the operational or technical spheres and this must be corrected to 

maintain fighting eEciency in the fleett'O1 

In his recommendations Landyrnore took the minimalist approach on the premise 

"Welve had more change than we can absorb as matters stand, let us not cause another complete 

upheaval in the careers of officers and men."lm He  made some recommendations to streadine 

the general list concept for officers but lefl the scheme intact. Landymore recomrnended 

reverting to the five year initial engagement because he concluded, as did Medland, that the 

length of the initial engagement dictates the stability of the personnel structure. He did not 

condemn the OJT system of training because he believed that conditions never existed in the 

ships where sufficient trained and experienced men were available to train on-the-job trainm. 



He recommended giving a11 men a four to six week basic trade course after Cornwallis so that 

they could be emp1oyabIe when they joined ships. 

Landymore's most important finding was that TisdaIrs reconunendation pertaining to 

introducing fixed commissions for ships had not b e n  hplemented. instability remained 

rampant in the fleet and this had defeated many of the objectives of the New Personnel System 

as well as rendering evaluation impossible. A 100 percent turnover of a ship's Company during 

one year was the nom and 200 percent not ~ n c o r n m o n ' ~  This had been the main cause of 

ships beïng unable to achieve any acceptable level of operationa1 effectiveness, training or 

maintenance? He recommended that each ship be placed in a fixed sixteen-month cycle geared 

to the personnel structure. The ship would have to be 'manned selectively to .ensure each officer 

and man was in phase with the ship's employment that would be scheduled in four-month 

segments or "phases", to accomplis h training, operat ional and maintenance recpirements. lM 

This would require a complete reorganization of the fleet around the training programme and 

moving officers and men into ships in an appropriate phase to match their individual 

requirements. Landy more concluded: 

The cycle of employment which WU correct this [instability] will be received as 
yet another organizational upset. This is undoubtedly me, for to introduce a 
cycle geared to a personnel structure will cause, for a few months, a monster 
dislocation for aimost al1 men, but once in effect, will create conditions under 
which it is possible for the personnel structure to flourish.'" 

Rear-Admiral Landymore confided reirospectively his study showed him that the navy 

had changed dramatically since his days as a junior officedm He found for the most part that 

personnel officers in particular, no longer found commitrnent to the service, serving at sea and 

strong camaraderie sufficient in thernselves to provide satisfaction in a naval career. There had 

been a sea change in the attitude of the new generation fiom Canadian society which did not 



relate to the values of his own cohort. Landymore stated, "The navy stopped being a career. Its 

Our own fault, we didn't sel1 it."Im 

The Naval Board acceptai and ap proved Rear-Admiral Landymorets major 

recommendations including the cyclic system. Rear-Admiral Stirling made the observation that 

drastic action was needed to bring stability to the manning situation and "that the proposed 

cyclical system rnight possibly provide the answer."'" This remark suggests that the Naval 

Board might have been acting in some degree of desperation. A general message was sent to the 

fleet on 9 July 1964, amounchg the reintroduction of the five year initial engagement and 

Uiviting three-year men to extend their engagements. ''O Rear-Admiral Dyer, who would become 

Chief of Personnel, was directed to set up a group to  implement the cyclic system which came 

into effect in October 1964. When it was implemented, the disruption to the fleet was complete 

just as Landymore predicted. On the designated day, a myriad of sailors with kit bags over their 

shoulders changing ships was the prevailing sight in the dockyards at Halifax and Esquimalt. 

Vice-Admira1 Herbert Rayner retired on 20 July 1964, a scant two weeks before his 

office and the Naval Board were abolished. This was his silent protest in opposition to 

reorganization and the spectre of unification. Rayner had been confionted by crises during his 

entire tenure as CNS. He  was not in control of events and was able to irnplernent few policy 

initiatives of his own. His one success, the Generai Purpose Frigate programme, was short- 

lived. Characteristically, he amounced his retirement in gentlemanly fashion and did not even 

mention reorganization, In his final press interview he concluded confÎdentIy "We have a great 

Service and an efficient ~ a v ~ . " ' "  Appended to his speaking notes on that and other occasions 

was an aide memoire, "Stick to the facts and avoid giving opinions ... 1 camot discuss 

government p~licy.""~ Loyal to the end, he was following directions issued to the service chiefs 

by George Pearkes while he was Minister. 



ViceAdrniral Rayner has b e n  criticized by some as a weak CNS and that Paul Hellyer 

would never have been able to carry his unification policy had he been opposed by either Grant 

or D ~ W O I E " ~  This is pure conjecture because Hellyer initialiy received strong opposition fiom 

Air Marshall Miller, Chairman of the Chiefs of Staff Cornmittee, on the unification scheme but 

would not bend.lL4 Rayner opposed it but refused to be confrontational. The tack he took of 

hying to use quiet persuasion satisfied at least his stalwart supporters such as Rear-Admiral 

~and~rnore. ' '~  There had been nimours during his tenure that the navy was not winning its fair 

share of battles for project approval in the Chiefs of staff ~ornrnittee."~ There is some evidence 

to suggest that this was tme beuiuse Rayner did not excel in a confrontational environment, it 

was simply against his character. As one observer remarked, "By virtue of his nature and 

goodness as a man, he Payner] was unequa1 to the task""' There is also evidence of the Naval 

Staff being unhappy with leadership that clung to traditional policies when the circurnstances 

clearly demanded change. Vice-Admiral Rayner resigned so as to avoid irnplementing the end of 

the RCN as he knew it. In keeping with his nature, it was a quiet but important and 

UIlXniStakable gesture. Whether he Iefi "the ship in good shape and on course" is highly 

debatable given the extreme personnel situation. 

The predictions that udess cucumstances improved dramatically the manning crisis 

experienced in July 1963, would recur came tme. During October 1964, the manning system 

"collapsed" on the east coast through a lack ofmanpower resources. Shortages had reappeared 

two months afier irnplementing the planned reductions of eighteen ships. By May 1964, it was 

apparent that more reductions in commitments would be necessary to meet course training 

requirernents but this was not done. During the sumrner, wastage increased dramatically and 

recruiting continuai to decline. The Personnel Branch predicted that insufficient men would be 

available to man al1 ships in four newly established groups to implement the cyclic system. 



Captain Cossette advised his seniors, "This [shortfallj is net attnbutable to the Cyclic System, 

but was about to hit the RCN a n y ~ a ~ . " " ~  As a consequence of manning shortfalls on the east 

coast, decisions were faced either to fieeze some DDE's through extending their work periods or 

not to commission some fiigates and to "mothball" others. Reduced r n a ~ i n g  in many ships 

would continue, 

Commander Willson, Director of Training(Men), provided this analysis of the 

circumstances in December 1964: 

The wasting of strength coincided with the govement's desire to reduce 
military strength and, as a result sight was lost of the fact that the diminishing 
size of the f l e t  was not the result of an executive decision p y  the Minister], 
but would have happened anyway. The manpower target set for the East coast 
was 9,8 19 men to be achieved by 1967. By - Septernber 1954 the East coast 
manpower stood at 9,767 men In November, 1964 the maming of the fieet 
collapsed and a fiirther retreat invoIving removal fiom operation of one tribal 
destroyer, one converted fleet destroyer and four fiigates, brought to 23, the 
number of f rs t  line warships removed fiom operations. 'lg 

WiIlson noted while the east coast fleet was now at fiil1 complement there was a desperate 

shortage of trained technicians but the schooIs were operating at reduced capacity because men 

could not be spared for training. He predicted that an Mpending reduction in manpower would 

result in more ships being taken out of commission. He cited the perpetual failure of planners to 

match commitments with trained manpower requirernents as the root cause of the RCN's 

personnel problerns. He believed that the problem was systemic and plamers would simply try 

to conceal the problern by shifling men fiom ship to ship "to create the illusion of a large 

operational fleet."I2O He concluded pessimistically, "There would appear at this time to be a 

very strong possibility that the RCN will cease to exist as a Mlitary force capable of acting as a 

coordinated maritime fighting formation ... Only the strongest and most determhed leadership by 

Senior Naval Officers is likely to prevent this out~ome."'~' Willson was accurately prophetic 

but also kicking against the goads. The Chief of the Naval Staff and Naval Board were gone 



and wÏth them the navy's independence. The future for the RCN was as uncertain at the end of 

1964 as it had been in 1945. What had remained constant was an enduring crisis and instability 

in the personnel system. 
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CONCLUSION 

The primary objective of this study has been to explore the complex subject of 

personnel policy in the RCN during the postwar period, 1945 to 1964. A specific task was to 

determine the cause of instability and maming shortages that prevailed throughout the period 

and led ultirnately to the manning colIapse in the Atlantic Command in 1964. Owing to the 

complex nature of personnel policy and its integral part in the policy equation, it could not be 

considered in isolation from naval policy as a whole, or government defence policy and the 

important initiatives of activist ministers such as Brooke Claxton and Paul Hellyer. Because of 

the predominant position and power of the Chief of the Naval Staff and of the Naval Board, an 

examination of their roles and participation in policy development has forméd a foundation for 

this study. Moreover, rnilitary institutions being what they are, there were also important 

hierarchical bises, cultural factors and traditions that influenced decision makers and these 

have been woven into the fabric of the historical narrative. 

This study has demonstrated that policy decisions by successive Chiefs of the Naval 

Staff and Naval Boards kept the postwar RCN in a perpetuaI state of over-extension where 

commitments always exceeded personnel resources. The Mainguy Report noted in 1949, that 

the circurnstances of the postwar p e r d  denied the RCN the option of reverting ta its 1939 

status as a srnaII navy "concentrathg as it used to do on a 'proper training systeml" and 

developing a stable personnel base. The commissioners allowed that some of the consequences 

* that eamed their criticism, such as over-cornmitment and instability, may have been inevitable 

rather than avoidable. An examination of the evidence over the whole period l a d s  to the 

conclusion that over-cornmitment became a syndrome, and instability chronic. This situation 

uItimateIy led the RCN into personnel bankruptcy. 



While the circumstances of 1964 varied greatly fiom those pertaining in 1949, this 

study had demonstrated that over-cornmitment and instability rernained the dominant factors in 

personnel policy throughout the period. The navy grew fiom 8,300 oficers and men in 1946 to 

21,720 in 1964, an increase of over 225 percent. At the same t h e ,  the size of the fleet grew by 

a factor of five. This rapid expansion was governed by the defence policy developed during 

Brooke Claxton's tenure as Minister of National Defence that committed Canada to NATO and 

the RCN to an anti-submarine convoy escort role. This policy was interpreted by the RCN so as 

to make the achievement of NATO force levels the dominant consideration in naval policy and 

became the sine qua non of successive Chiefs of the Naval Staff beginning with Vice-Admiral 

Grant. Grant established the p ~ c i p l e  that the navy was to provide as many ASW escorts for 

NATO as possible and this eventually became unassaitable dogrna. What was in fact an open- 

end& comrnitment became the justification for al1 fiinding demands on the government. It also 

dominated strategic planning to the exclusion of other important national considerations such as 

maintenance of sovereignty. 

Grant also chose to specialize in ASW, probably the most challenging field of naval 

warfare, particularly after the introduction of nuclear propelled submarines. Naval aviation and 

a new generation of technologically-advanced Canadian-designed destroyers would be the 

foundation of a predominantly small ship navy. The ASW specialization and naval aviation 

proved to be increasingly more expensive as the technology advanced. Good ships require 

competent men and there was a steadily increasing demand for more highly trained oficers and 

men to operate and maintain ever more technically complex and varied weapons and systerns. 

Demands for personnel translated into increased commitments for maming, maintenance, 

training and administration. To satisQ these demands required a high Ievel of forward planning, 



organization, knowledge and staff skills in the area of personnel management. This consistently 

proved to be a weak area in naval administration. 

Of the challenges facing those responsible for adrninistering the RCN, that to achieve a 

consonance between commitments on the one hand and personnel resources on the other was 

one of the most difficult. Of qua1  importance, was the-requisement to establish and maintain an 

operationally effective Beet, to which both material and personnel components contributed. 

Continued govemment support and adequate fûndùzg were absolutely essential to enable the 

RCN to achieve policy objectives and withholding these had critical consequences. This study 

has shown that commitments in NATO force levels expressed in numbers of ships, primarily 

escorts, became the over-riding factor governing naval policy . DeWolf gave force to this policy 

and cut al1 extramous commitments such as the cruisers, icebreaker and coastal escorts when 

the government began to lunit fbnding in 1957. Naval aviation and the carrier absorbed an 

inordinately large share of the navai budget and p e r s o ~ e l  resources through 1964. While naval 

aviation eventually achieved a high state of operational efficiency, maintaining the capability 

was of questionable cost benefit. The carrier presented a "can't afford to be without it" dilemma 

that even DeWolf could not resolve. However, as Bonaventure requùed the better part of four 

DDE ship's companies to man her, the Naval Staff openly questioned the wisdom of the Naval 

Board in keeping the ship in commission when personnel shortages became acute in 1963. 

When the choice devolved in 1959 to between manning escorts and training personnel, 

the Naval Board chose the former and in doing so placed the personnel situation on a critical 

path to crisis and collapse. It gambled that the government would approve an increase in the 

personnel ceiling and that no war would occur while the build-up was taking place. The 

personnel üicreases were not forthcoming. Unquestionably the most dynamic and competent 

CNS, Vice-Admira1 DeWolf had every expectation that the officers and men of the navy could 



and would carry the additional burdens irnposed by that decision and the sweeping restructuring 

of the personnel system in 1960. Under his continued leadership they might have but he chose to 

retire. Everything quickly unravelled after his retirernent 

Successive major intemal studies by the RCN; the Mainguy Report(1949), Tisdall 

Report(t958) and Landymore Report(1964), and other minor studies, al1 indicate that over- 

commitment had become systernic, resulting in chronic personnel shortages, instability, lack of 

fighting effectiveness in ships, poor maintenance and low morale. In contrast, the Brock 

Report(l961) demonstrated the extent to which the hierarchy of the RCN remained fôcused on 

the acquisition of new and better ships and equipment to the exclusion of critical considerations 

of their impact on personnel policy and requirements; This shortcoming more than any other 

speaks to the absence of cornprehensive staff training in the RCN officer corps that would have 

developed a broader disciplird and systematic approach to policy development. The navy 

Iacked a world-view. The fùndamental problem was an alrnost contemptuous attitude with 

which the acquisition of staff skills was viewed by successive Chiefs of the Naval Staff with the 

exception of ViceAdmiral Rayner. By rejecting the need for a universal understanding and 

adoption of staff concepts and procedures at every level, the RCN sirnply handicapped itself in 

its capability to administer itself effëctively. And, as long as it was dominated by the over- 

commitment syndrome, crisis management remained the nom. 

With respect to the officers who filled the highest positions of authority and 

responsibility, several conclusions can be drawn. The most important is that given the ironclad 

rules imposed by the seniority system and the fact that there was a very small pool of talent 

fiom which to draw afier World War II, there could be no pretence at quality control. This is 

best illustrated in the succession of officers who became CNS. Whether or not any one in 

particuIar was competent was govemed by Iuck and not good management. Fortunately for the 



RCN, two excellent administrators, VicsAdmiraIs Grant and DeWolf, rose to the top during 

the postwar period. On the other hand, two CNS's, Vice-Adrnirals Reid and Mainguy, never 

wanted the position but they were duty bound to accept and did what was expected. Their 

obvious lack of vision, motivation and talent was reflected in their mediocre performances. This 

pattern of inconsistency in administrative skills and ability was the nom for officers of the 

prewar RCN who rose to high rank and positions of authority. If they did excel, like Rear- 

Admiral Lay, it was bezause of natutal administrative ability, for few were taught staff skills 

and their education was no more than Grade Twelve at bat. Ironically, Lay was held up by 

Claxton as the worst example of senior naval officers being out of step with Canadian society. 

This situation was not created by RCN but was the fault of -successive prewar 

governments that showed no interest in developing a sound naval administration and building 

for the future. In fact, the navy was barely kept alive, It is tme that the prewar cohort camed a 

great deal of RN cultural baggage but what else could be expected under the circurnstances. 

Between the wars, the RCN was forced to throw itself upon the good auspices of the RN in 

order to survive. This al1 having been said, successive Chiefs of the Naval Staff ensured that the 

prewar cohort were given preference in promotions and were placed in the key administrative 

positions to ensure continuity of control. Pedigree not cornpetence was the key consideration- 

Sorne new blood was brought along but too few officers of the quality of Rear-Admiral Storrs 

chose to transfer to the permanent force after the war. 

There was ako a reticence to accept change if it was not in the best inter- of the 

RCN and the CNS was the h a 1  authority. Initiatives pertaining to the national interest or 

trends in Canadian society were only viewed positively if they did not impinge upon the 

integrity of RCN's policies, traditions or culture. Often it seems that change had to be imposed 

because the navy conveyed the impression that as an institution it was out of touch with 



Canadian socieiy. This was particularly tme of ViceAdmiral Grant and this perception masks 

his important work to improve morale and his initiatives that set the course for the RCN in the 

postwar period. Successfiil leadership in the RCN, as Rear-Admiral Murdoch observed, seemed 

to culminate in Vice-Admira1 DeWoIf who combineci natural talent and political acuity with 

experience and lessons leamed. DeWolf stands as an anornaly produced by an inadequate 

system in spite of itself. The extent of the inadequacy was readily demonstrated by the 

precipitous fail taken by the RCN a h  DeWolfs retirement Whether or not he could have 

saved it is a moot point. 

The story goes outside the navy to inchde broader issues of civil-military relations. 

Specifically, it has s h o w  how initiatives by government and the civilian and military 

bureaucracy forced the navy to adopt policies not in its best interests. This was symptomatic, 

particularly after 1957, of a breakdown in civil-military relations. These unanticipated and 

dismptive initiatives, particularly respecthg fiinding cuts, would have thwarted even the best 

conceived plans developed by a competent staff organization Change was irnposed on the naval 

hierarchy through the advancing tide of integration and closer oversight and control of fiscal 

management by the government bureaucracy, particularly in personnel matters. The government 

became more interested in minimizing quantity than maximinng quality, and that the navy's 

personnel structure cornplieci with the integrated tri-service model and standards. The emphasis 

was on bureaucratie efficiency and not fieet effectiveness. This was demonstrated in the 

extreme when the member of the Treasury Board on the Review Cornmittee sought to impose a 

fleet complementing model, vaguely applicable to the air force, on Vice-Admiral DeWolf. 

Control was exercised increasingty through manipulation of fiscal resources. This was 

symptomatic of the fact that the powers of the CNS and Naval Board over finances were slowly 



being usurped by the Chiefs of Staff Cornmittee, Rank Structure Cortunittee and Estirnates 

Screening Cornmittee. 

Brooke Claxton's influence on forces of change brought to bear on the RCN was 

decisive. In addition to his initiatives toward NATO and ASW, Brooke Claxton introduced 

important reforms that influenced the development of the administrative and cultural structure 

of the RCN up to 1964. He established integration as a fundamental concept of defence policy 

which came to dominate the administrative structure of the armed forces and slowly eroded both 

the independence of the CNS and the ability of the RCN to exist in isolation of the other 

services. CIaxton pressed for Canadianization of the RCN in the face of opposition fiom Grant 

afier the Mainguy inquiry. The Mainguy Report, commissioned by him, influenced officer 

training in a decisive way. Interestingly, the forrn and experience of the Mainguy inquiry 

provided the mode1 for future personnel studies by the RCN. However, it was a combination of 

the repatriation of training for both officers and men and the growing closer association with the 

USN that had a greater direct effect on creating an independent Canadian identity in the RCN. 

The process was evohtionary rather than revolutionary and mirrored the cultural realignment 

towards the United States that occurred in Canadian society in the postwar period. Also 

fùndarnental to Canadianization was mernbership in NATO where the RCN sought to make a 

distinctively independent contribution It could be said that this was carried to the extrerne 

because NATO came to dominate strategic development over national considerations such as 

sovereignty. By 1964, identity was not a major issue in the RCN and most serving personnel 

would agree with Hellyer that anglophiles such as Rem-Admiral Jeffiy Brock were 

anac hronisms. 

Claxton's decision to integrate of the military colieges and establish the Reg~~lar Officer 

Training Plan (ROTP) was decisive. The Mainguy Report serveci to reinforce his cornmitment 



to this policy. For Claxton, ROTP was an exercise in nation building. However, ROTP 

introduced a method of officer production which did not meet the needs of the navy either 

philosophically or professionally. inadequate oficer production became a critical factor in fleet 

efliciency and career planning. AdditionaIIy, a system for perpetuating the cuItura1 foundations 

of the prewar RCN though the "get them young and keep them" concept was lost. Loyalty to 

the navy, the tùndarnental element, did not develop in the tri-service and primarily acadernic 

environment. Moreover, the very best the navy could expect fiom an ROTP graduate was 

eighteen months of useful employment before his seven year engagement expireci. The problern 

of inadequate officer production was cornpounded by an unacceptably high wastage rate of 

ROTP officers who did not see the RCN as an attractive career. The prospect of too much 

seatime was also a factor that caused young officers to l a v e  the navy. Finally general list 

officer structure, originating fiom the Tisdall Report, was not universally accepted within the 

navy itself and this resistance resulted in its eventual failure. The Venture plan was introduced 

in 1954 as an antidote to the contamination by integration but an independent naval college 

could not be sustained financially and the original plan was abandoned in 1963. 

CIaxton represented the conflict between the dynamics of Canadian society and the 

consewatism of the RCN. The leadership of the RCN never really divested itself of the small 

prewar "family" navy mentality during the postwar period and, in a sense, marched backwards 

into the fühire. There was a latent consewatism among the prewar RCN regular force officers 

who essentiaIIy dominated the RCN fiom 1945 to 1964. This study has shown that selective 

promotion decisions by the CNS perpetuated their control. Plomer was largely correct in his 

accusations that the RCN was run like an exclusive club. The prewar RCN cohort was strongly 

resistant to change and administrative modernization. Initially, they were largely insulated fiom 

extemal influence because of the National Defence Act of 1950 that increased the powers and 



independence of the Chief of the Naval Staff and the Naval Board. In 1949, the Mainguy 

Report had publicly exposed many shortcoming of the existing organization. However, the 

Cold War and Korean conflict shified attention to rearmament and the RCN managed to avoid 

public scrutiny again until Commodore Plorner's exposé in 1963. 

Increasingly after Claxton's tenure as MND both strategy and policy were determined 

by finances. Given the magnitude of the RCN's expansion programme, long-term budgetary 

stability was fiindamental. The problem of Iosing fiscal idependence was compounded by the 

introduction of austerity programmes in 1957 that impacted directly on naval programmes. 

First, flexibility was removed then the RCN was compelled to postpone or eut equipment 

acquisition or construction essential to achieving policy objectives. Freezes Unposed on 

personnel ceilings forced the navy to take critical decisions regarding maintainhg commitments. 

That those decisions were questionable is one issue. The other is the government generated issue 

of budgetary uncertainty that prevailed fiom 1957. Financial volatility caused continua1 

disruption to the RCN's long range plans. This unpredictable &cal environment was not the 

main factor but must be considered as a major contribuhg factor to the RCN's problem and 

to the personnel turmoil of the 1960's. 

Another important element in the issue of civil-military relations is the persona1 

interaction between the Minister of National Defence and the RCN. Brooke CIaxton stands out 

as the dominant and most effective postwar MND of the story, if not until the present day. 

During his eight year tenure, 1946-54, he established both the fom and structure of Canadian 

defence policy and the anned forces. Claxton understood and supported the contributory 

concept of the NATO force structure and cornrnand organization into which Canadian Defence 

Policy was integrated. He was both a strong leader and a nationalist who found the corporate 

attitude of the naval hierarchy an impediment to introducing administrative and other reforms 



that would bring the armed forces in line both with Canadian society and each other. He did 

believe in the integrity of the chah cornmand and his revisions to the National Defence Act in 

1 950 strengthened the positions of the single service chiefs. 

However, his integration initiatives spawned powerful review comrnittees under the 

Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Coinmittee whose membership included non-uniformed 

representatives of the Department of Finance and Treasury Board as well as the Deputy 

Minister. These committees systernatically usurped the powers of the service chiefs, ieavïng 

them with authority but no financial discretion. Vice-Admirai DeWolf complained over the 

necessity of personally having to justie every project item before a review authority. The 

system itself seemed designed to delay critical projects because a civilian burmucrat fiorn either 

Treasury Board or Finance could demand more justification for an equipment or weapons 

system and the project went on hold. The Departmental military bureaucracy also grew 

exponentially and evolved into an unworkable system of tri-service committees. With respect to 

the navy, Claxton made an attempt to get to know the senior offices, attendeci their conferences 

and developed a reasonable working relationship with them. C1axtonfs legacy was to leave in 

place an ambitious national policy of expansion for al1 three forces, This was sustained until 

1957 when the Canadian governrnent's determination to meet NATO colllfnitrnents with 

adequate funding began to weaken. Moreover, many of Claxton's integration initiatives became 

self-defeating as the meaning of military effectiveness became confused with bureaucratie 

efficiency . 

Paul Hellyer was given the mandate to reduce defence spending and increase efficiency. 

He believed complete integration of the administrative structure of the armed forces was the 

answer. He held the same views as Claxton regarding the naval hierarchy's conservatism and 

resistance to change, "a tough nut to crack". Plomer's exposé and his own persona1 encounter 



with Brock convinced Hellyer that extreme measures were required. Unlike Claxton he shut out 

the navy, ignored Vice-Admiral Rayner's advice and wielded his political power like a 

schoolyard bully. Rayner was no DeWolf when it came to conf?ontation. His quiet voice of 

reason had no chance of dissuadhg the ambitious Minister, Hellyer had no qualrns in 

elùiunating both the office of the CNS and the Naval Board and introducing a fully integrated 

administrative structure under a single Chief of Defence Staff where the RCN ultirnately 

disappeared in a unified service. Whiie better use of fiscal resources was ostensibly the reason 

for reorganization, Hellyer never explained the broader strategic imperatives behind his 

initiatives. There was no correspondhg realignrnent of the national command structure and in 

war the RCN would still fight under the strategic control of either SACLANT or the 

Commander-in-Chief, United States Atlantic or Pacific Fleet, Incidentally, the fùnding mode1 

Hellyer hoped to achieve that would see 25 percent of the annual defence budget allocated to 

quipment acquisition had been consistently achieved or exceeded by the RCN. There is much 

more to this story and the issue of civil-military relations raised by both integration and 

unification require fürther scholarly investigation. 

Personnel management in the RCN never received the priority of other areas such as 

finance. The Naval Comptroller became a powerful member of the Naval Board and the 

government demandai that position be filled by a trained expert. On the other hand, while the 

largest portion of the naval budget was spent on personnel, the officer appointed as Chief of 

Naval Personnel needed no particular qualification except to be  an admiral. Administrative 

competence was presumed. Many CNP's stepped into that role without having any previous 

experience in the Personnel Branch and orle without having ever served in NSHQ. Studies by 

management engineering specialists disclosed that the Personnel Branch lacked proper 

organization and was complemented with enthusiastic amateurs without appropriate training 



and staff experience. The decision-making process was unstructured and al1 decisions tended to 

be made at the top. There was a notable absence of planning and the personnel business of the 

navy was detennined by ad hoc solutions on a day-to-day basis in an environment of perpetual 

crisis. Until restructuring in 1960, decisions were dominated by the branches as opposed to 

what was best for the navy. The fact that al1 billets for the navy of 20,000 personnel had been 

allocated to build inftastructure before one new ship was cornmissioned demonstrates the extent 

of the deficiency in planning. Change was imposed on the Personnel Branch but not without a 

power struggle with the Comptroller and interminable bickering, particularly with respect to 

responsibility for complementing. In the meantirne, the manning situation rnoved inexorably 

towards ultimate collapse. 

The RCN's personnel system was subjected to two significant rwtructurings between 

1945 and 1964, that caused severe dislocation in the production of trained personnel. These 

were irnposed when the navy was both short of personnel and unstable. The fast significant 

change was the resuIt of the introduction of an integrated rank and irade structure in the late 

1940's. The administration and training system had just adjusted to that upheaval when 

sweeping changes to the personnel structure were introduced as a result of the Tisdall Report in 

1958. Commodore Tisdall and his most influential colleague, Commodore Spencer, had neither 

particular qualifications nor experience that equipped them for the task of restmcturing the 

personnel system They borrowed ideas and concepts extensively fiom the Royal Navy and 

United States Navy and applied them piecemeal to form a composite plan to the RCN. Tisdall's 

recommendations were meant to achieve economies in personnel, reduce training times, and 

produce officers and men competent as both users and maintainers capable of broad 

employment. The recommendations were also designed to break the grip of Branches on the 

personnel system and dismantle their empires. 



ûther critical personnel initiatives were introduced sitnultaneously such as achieving 

better rank pyramids for the men's trades. A new p l a ~ e d  maintenance system was also 

introduced that increased reliance on ship's manpower resources at the same time as on-thejob 

training became the main method by which new tradesmen were to be taught their skills. This 

also coincided with the introduction of an austerity programme by the government that capped 

personnel strength and crippled the build-up programme. The navy was already short of train4 

personnel and Tisdali's programme never got going. It failed because it did not have an 

established personnel foundation to build on and strong resistance in the fleet. Failure was 

compounded by a mass exodus of men for reasons of low morale, excessive seatime and poor 

administration of the divisional system. Based on an initial three-year engagement, the Tisdall 

programme was a disaster because it failed both to train men adequately and to retain sufficient 

numbers to sustain the personnel structure. The Landymore Report said ùnplicitly that in theory 

TisdalPs recomrnendations were good but impractical. What Landymore did not Say directly 

was that this should have been foreseen and that the New Personnel System (NPS) was a 

mistake, The Tisdall recomendations were adopted and ordered implemented during Vice- 

Admiral DeWolf's watch. He obviously expected too much of an already over-committed and 

over-stretched navy. DeWolf chose to retire at a critical juncture. Had he remained, his dynamic 

leadership and resourcefùlness might have produced a different result. 

The collapse of the manning situation on the east Coast in 1964 was predicted and could 

have been avoided through a sufficient and tirnely reduction of  cornmitments. It was the result 

of poor planning, misrnanagement and, ultimately, the inability of senior leadership to make the 

hard decisions. The navy had p i ~ e d  its hopes on Tisdalrs mode1 for a personnel system that 

would carry it through the successful introduction of new construction in the fleet. Instead, it 

was faced with a flood of disenchanted three and five-year men leaving, convinced that there 



was no b r e  in the navy. Retention of junior officers was equally poor. Hellyer's cut backs and 

reductions merely gave the exodus momentum and discourageci recniiting, they did not cause 

the crisis. Having never created any depth in its pa-sonne1 resources and having failed to 

support "a proper training system" that would produce sufficient trained personnel when and 

where needed, the RCN eventually bankrupted itself in manpower. 

The personnel situation was heading for collapse before the executive order to reduce 

the fleet was given by Hellyer and before the 1964 White Paper was introduced. The collapse 

occurred in the Atlantic Command in November 1964, afier a close cal1 in July 1963. The 

introduction of the Cyclic System, based on the personnel systern and designed to create 

stability so that training could flourish, was too little too late. Ultimately the responsibility for 

the collapse has to reside with the 1 s t  Chief of the Naval Staff, Vice-Admiral Rayner. Rayner 

failed to take decisive action when warned by competent authorities. Rear-Admiral Brock 

advised NSHQ that the personnel systern had failed and predicted dire consequences. Brock's 

opinion was substantiated by Commodore Medland who stated emphatically that commitments 

had to be reduced, which meant takhg ships out of commission. Rayner, instead, seemed to be 

swept away on the tide of events. He was absorbed with trying to dissuade HelIyer fiom 

implementing integration and failed to adjust cocnrnitments to meet the dernands of the dynamic 

political envuonment that featured fiscal restraint. Instead, he tried to maintain the status quo. 

The Naval Staff advised the Naval Board of the futility of this approach given fiscal realities 

but their advice was not heeded. In October 1963, Vice-Admiral Rayner had remarked to the 

Sauvé Cornmittee that in spite of current problems "there was a great deal over-whelrningly 

right with the navy." It would be difficult to make that statement a year Iater when personnel 

shortages led to a manning collapse that forced more reductions in ships. By that t h e ,  the 

administrative leadership structure of the RCN had ceased to exist. 



This study, iike the Mainguy inquiry, was destined by its nature to be critical rather 

than emphasizing those aspects of the navy that were "over-whelmingly right". The postwar 

expansion of the RCN has been perceived generally as a success story and there were many 

important individual successes. Tony German wrote in his popular history that in 2964 the 

RCN was "ruming at fiIl stride and with the very best ...." On the contrary, the RCN was 

actually hobbting in 1964 when the personne1 situation at the t h e  is analyzed. Scrutiny of the 

evidence explodes the myth that the RCN experienced a "golden agen during the 1950's and 

early 60's. The look of the new fleet of ASW escorts based on the St. Laurent design, and their 

advanced technology, implied great potential. However, eficiency did not match appearances 

and the rapid postwar expansion of the RCN was a failure because the fieet was not sustainabIe 

owing to poor personnel poIicies and management. Evidence gathered by competent authority 

within the RCN indicated that Comrnanding officers were not confident that their untrained, un- 

worked up ship's cornpanies would perform well in combat. The evidence also points to the 

conclusion that the state of technical readiness of the fleet was indifferent. The divisional 

system, that was fundamental to the leadership and training of the men, had been criticized as 

being weak in the Mainguy Report in 1949. The same criticism was made by Commodore 

Medland in 1962 and Rem-Admira1 Landymore in 1964. The Cyclic System was a desperate 

measure to try to correct the situation but it could not be filly hplemented owing to worsening 

personnel shortages. 

An interesthg parallel can be drawn between the circurnstances of the withdrawal the 

ineffective RCN Escort Groups fiom combat by the Royal Navy in May 1943, during the 

Battle of the Atlantic, and the necessity of the RCN to introduce the Cyclic System in 1964. In 

the first instance, a major contributhg factor was lack of fighting efficiency of the Canadian 

groups resulting fkom deficiencies in trained officers and men, and a lack of group cohesion. 



The root cause was chronic instability in the escorts created while trying to meet ever- 

expanding commitments. The wartime RCN had set out to provide the maximum nurnber of 

escorts possible for the aliied cause as its objective but with the consequence of severe 

instability in ship's companies. In the second instance, the postwar RCN endeavoured to provide 

as many ASW escorts as possible for NATO but did not create a sound personnel structure and 

instability was the result. In both cases, the desire of Canada and the RCN to be a good atly 

was commendabIe. But, in a relatively short t h e  span in its history, the leadership of the RCN 

twice over-committed the navy. This created personnel instability that resuited in a deficit in 

trained personnel. During the war, an intensive training effort was enough to bring the fùlly 

manned Canadian ships up to par. However, in the postwar period, manning eventually 

collapsed through personnel shortages. The RCN unilaterally was compelled to cut 

commitments, reorganize and concentrate entirely on personnel training in order to attempt to 

achieve stability in the ships and improve their fighting efficiency. This experience gives 

credence to the dictum that those who do not learn h m  the Iessons of history are destined to 

repeat it. 

As an epilogue, anecdotal evidence indicates that a11 Commander WilIson forecast came 

tnie and more. The once much vaunted fieet of St. Laurent class ships were maintainai in 

commission for over thirty years and eventually allowed to "rust out". Successive disinterested 

govemments were finally forced to take action. The twenty-two St. Laurents were replaced by 

twelve new state-of-the-art Canadian Patrol Frigates. The Canadian navy remains over- 

commited and never managed to place its personnet house in order. Tnstability persists. 

Currently there is an acute shortage of technicians and the wastage rate in both officers and men 

is unacceptably high. Shortages demand that men t r a d e r  fiom a ship just completing a 

deployment to another. Pay, houshg and conditions of service is reported to be substandard and 



morale is low. The navy has recently acquired four Upholder class submarines from the Royal 

Navy but has sufficient trained personnel to man only one. The naval reserve has been given a 

new role through the acquisition of coastal patrol vessels which it is primarily to man and 

operate. Frequent collisions and other problems due to lack of training and experïence of the 

reserves are heard to be the n o m  Al1 this suggests that a new generation of the Canadian navy 

is experiencing history repeating itself 
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